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. SANGAMO
460 -SERIES PERFORMANCE

CHARACTERISTICS:
START TIME: 1.0 second max. to syn-
chronism with servo speed control at
60 ips up to 1"- wide tape.
STOP TIME: 0.2 seconds max. from
60 ips.
INSTANTANEOUS TIME DISPLACE-
MENT ERROR: 25.0 microseconds
max. at 60 ips.
LONG-TERM TIME DISPLACEMENT
ERROR: ±0.01% max.
INTER -CHANNEL TIME DISPLACE-
MENT ERROR: ±2.0 microseconds at
60 ips between outside tracks on 1"
tape.
SERVO SPEED CONTROL RANGE:

15% nominal tape speed.
SERVO RESPONSE: ±15% speed
change per second.

superior
accuracy

and
reproducibility

with the

SANGAMO
460 -SERIES
TAPE
TRANSPORT

The Sangamo 460 -Series is a fully transistorized magnetic tape
Recorder/Reproducer for application in direct analog, wideband FM,
PDM, and PCM instrumentation systems.

>Magnetic tape instrumentation system accuracies heretofore con-
sidered unattainable have been achieved by Sangamo as a result

deviations. The 460 -Series Tape Transport accomplishes this by
combining a very low inertia D. C. capstan drive with a high -
response, tape -speed, servo control system.

>A unique vacuum tension/cleaning pad located immediately in
front of the recording or reproducing head provides gentle, but
firm and precise, tape tension. The head in turn is mounted almost
in contact with the drive capstan. This arrangement results in a
very short span of tape that requires controlled positioning. The
combination of these features results in minimum skew, less flutter,
and fewer dropouts.

>Additional features of the Sangamo 460 -Series Tape Transport
are: Reel-to-reel or loop operation with the same machine 
Ability to handle all tapes, from X" to 2' in width, 1.0 to 1.5
mil base  All D. C. drives  Fully transistorized 

Sangamo 460 -Series Magnetic Tape Record/Reproduce systems are
sold through technically qualified Sangamo agents specially selected
for their ability to assist you in magnetic tape instrumentation appli-
cations. In addition, Sangamo Application Engineers are available to
provide further technical assistance wherever necessary. For complete
details on the Sangamo 460 -Series Record/Reproduce system, write for
Bulletin H -460A or contact your nearest Sangamo representative.
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First Order

Of Business

HIGHLIGHT of the recent Seventh
National Symposium on Reliabil-

ity and Quality Control in Philadelphia
was a special round table discussion.
Moderated by W. A. MacDonald, Chair-
man of the Board of Hazeltine Cor-
poration, a panel discussed "Do present
government procurement practices pro-
mote delivery of unreliable equipment."
The audience also participated. From
this meeting we conclude that there is
a rather serious breakdown in commu-
nications between industry, military
customer, the congress and the pub-
lic. The breakdown develops as a re-
sult of "Interpretation of the intent of
the written word."

In the past decade government pro-
curement practices have become much
more sophisticated and greatly refined.
It is argued that the type of contract
now in use carries out the will of the
congress. Competitive bid contracts
tend to assure widest possible source
participation at the lowest possible cost
to the taxpayer. Other types of con-
tracts are issued when, for technical
reasons, the competitive bid type con-
tract would be impractical. Typical are
contracts designed to permit the man-
ufacture of the product on a cost plus
fixed fee basis. Contracts can also in-
volve an incentive clause which pro-
vides for a higher return to the con-
tractor effecting substantial manufac-
turing cost reduction. All in all, it is
argued, the various type procurement
contracts now in use can provide for
all special situations and do carry out
the will and the intent of the congress
-to provide the best possible product
at the lowest price on as wide a manu-
facturing source base as possible. On
the surface this sounds good, but in
practice . . .

Industry claims that present procure-
ment practices fall far short of the
desired objective. There are accusa-
tions that present procedures actually
work to the detriment of small busi-
ness ; that they promote small business
into larger organizations which in turn
tend to monopolize military business.
That proprietary product and patent
positions developed by manufacturers

in performance of a contract are liter-
ally usurped by the government. That
manufacturers are forced to reveal their
productive know-how and that this in-
forthation is then made available to a
lower competitive bidder.

That the competitive bid system en-
courages purchase of low initial cost
equipment and that such equipment in
the field can become a real albatross
so far as maintainability is concerned.

When we add the subject of reliabil-
ity to the procurement practices situa-
tion, the picture becomes even more
clouded. It is difficult to get across
a concept that greater built-in reliabil-
ity costs more money. The military find
difficulty in explaining this to the con-
gress. Things really compound them-
selves when a congressman attempts to
justify this to the taxpayer.

One has to recognize that military
electronic systems are essentially cus-
tom electronic systems. It takes a great
deal of technological development, test-
ing, and time to advance reliability in
customs systems. To illustrate this,
take a look at the great improvements
in TV broadcasting over the past dec-
ade. Then remember that TV is not a
custom system . . . It is a mass con-
sumer system designed to function in-
definitely. This factor makes it possible
to build reliability on past reliability,
to improve products and to reduce costs
on a year by year basis. With military
systems, this is just not possible.
Equipment quantities are too small. De-
fense requirements change and obso-
lete systems rapidly.

It looks as if the time has come for
all interested parties-"Industry, Mili-
tary and Government, Congress and any
appropriate Citizens' representative" to
get together and communicate. As this
issue is published our new President
will be inaugurated. Mr. Kennedy has
made Mr. Robert S. McNamara Secre-
tary of Defense. As a first order of
business, we should like to suggest the
review and modification of present gov-
ernment procurement practices to more
effectively couple the ideal views of the
congress with the prevailing practical
situations in business and industry.
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Highlights
of this issue

Designing 2 -Millimeter Wave Components page 90
Lack of a self-excited coherent source of millimeter power has led to
the design of crystal harmonic generators. Sufficient signal has been
obtained for construction and calibration of several components.
Novel design and construction technique are described here which
overcome restrictions of TE1,-, rectangular waveguide.

Using Insertion Parameters for Filter Design page 95
Computer availability has increased the use of insertion -parameter
methods in the design of LC filters. The development of these methods
for crystal filter design has been lagging. This article shows how to
apply these techniques to the design of improved single sideband
crystal filters.

S -Plane Aids Filter Design page 98
The complex frequency plane, better known as the S -plane, plays an
important role in modern circuit theory and related fields. This article
shows its usefulness in designing single -tuned filters.

Understanding Silicon Photocells page 102
Silicon photocells offer a number of advantages in data processing
equipment and for low -light -level sensing operations. However, for
various reasons, design engineers are often uncertain about how to
use these devices. Here the photocell characteristics are analyzed
and explained.

The Tunnel Diode as a Pulse Generator page 106
After graphically analyzing the tunnel diode's action as a square wave
generator, this article synthesizes a pulse generator which exploits the
device's ability to switch more rapidly through the peak, rather than
valley, current region.

Nomograph for Potentiometer Loading page 108
Most nomographs for potentiometer loading assume that a known
voltage is applied to the potentiometer. This article describes the
increasingly important case when a known current is used. The nomo-
graph gives the numerical value of the loading error so that the out-
put can be corrected.

Controlling With Magnetic Cores page 116
Theory, confirmed by experiment, indicates that magnetic memory
techniques may be employed to provide features unobtainable with
conventional AFC and APC systems. Though still experimental, the
techniques are presented here.

Transistorized FM Wireless Mike page 200
A simple wireless microphone that transmits on the FM broadcast
band operates surprisingly well. Complete details for constructing
the compact unit are given along with design information for making
changes to suit the user's application.

i(CC,o+a)
A
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J(W0-0)

S Piano

2 -MM Wave Components

The Tunnel Diode

Silicon Photocells
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RADARSCOPE

FOR SPACE TELESCOPE
New electronic imaging tube, the Uvicon, is installed in a TV camera
at Westinghouse research labs by physicist A. E. Anderson. Operating
on ultraviolet radiation that is normally screened by the atmosphere
and never reaches the earth's surface, the new tube is the heart of
an electronic telescope that will be placed in orbit in a satellite.

THE IMPENDING NUCLEAR STALEMATE, that
may, in some high official's view, make a world -war
an impossibility, may turn scientific efforts to new
areas of competition. The area opened by computers
and the field of automatic control seems likely to
yield the most ready results. The exact form that
this effort will take is still somewhat nebulous, and
philosophical, but it is generally understood to be
an extension of man's reasoning ability.

MISSILE DATA has been recorded and analyzed dur-
ing the missile flight. Data is usually not available
for many days after completion of a missile flight.
The Ortholog analyzer-developed by Gulton Indus-
tries-handled 5 channels of wide -band data, putting
it into final reduced form simultaneously with the
flight's progress.

DAYTON SECTION -IRE has initiated an interest-
ing program. Local IRE members are eligible for
awards if they publish technical papers in nationally
recognized professional or scientific journals. Awards
will range from $25 to $200. A Meetings and Papers
Committee will judge the papers. Proceedings of con-
ferences papers are not eligible unless subsequently
published in a journal of the type mentioned above.

EIA RECOMMENDS that the Renegotiation Act of
1951 be allowed to expire. EIA points out that the
law was a temporary wartime measure as a safe-
guard against excessive or wind -fall profits by de-
fense contractors. These conditions no longer exist,
says EIA, since procurement agencies are now suf-
ficiently well staffed and pressures of time suffi-
ciently relieved.

WE HEAR that some Chinese -born American scien-
tists are being offered jobs by the Red Chinese gov-
ernment.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT is expanding its elec-
tronic facilities for payment and reconciliation of
Government checks, to include the processing of
about 275,000,000 postal money orders a year. Ac-
tion should save the Government about $650,000
annually.

HOPEFUL TURN in the export picture is seen in
the latest figures on the U. K. -to -U. S. shipments.
For the first time in more than a decade, the export
curve has dipped. During the first half of 1960 the
U. K. exported $9.1 million worth of electronic goods
to U. S., compared with $9.4 million in the same
period of 1959. Record players were down 20%;
phonograph parts and accessories 58%. Speakers
and microphones took an 11% drop and radio re-
ceivers, 18%. The dip in consumer goods was partly
offset by a 59% increase in the shipments of com-
munications, navigation and radar equipment.

MOST POWERFUL SHOCK TUBE
In this tube, made of Corning's Pyrex glass piping, Boeing scientists
are creating shock waves. The waves begin at 300 times the speed
of sound and then collide in the tube at a "slowed" rate of 80 times
the speed of sound. Tube is used to develop effective ion and plasma -
propulsions systems for use in space.
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Analyzing current developments and trends throughout the electronic
industries that will shape tomorrow's research, manufacturing and operation

COMPUTERS have become so important to scien-
tific investigation that progress in various fields
has lagged seriously due to lack of computing facili-
ties. Organizations such as the National Science
Foundation are underwriting the costs of computers
-at least partially-for research activities in se-
lected fields and in selected parts of the country.

EQUIPMENT LEASING-an old practice in some
industries-is increasing in the electronic indus-
tries. Companies are becoming reluctant to tie-up
their capital in expensive equipment; e.g. computers.
Others find that new equipment is being developed
so fast that before they can get full use out of their
equipment it is obsolete.

BRAWL IS SHAPING -UP between NASA and Air
Force. Air Force is pushing for a bigger control
of the space programs. Cost of the Air Force's pro-
gram is tremendous but Kennedy Administration,
practically committed by pre -election promises, will
probably be sympathetic.

ENGINEER EMPLOYMENT rose 6.6% from Janu-
ary 1959 to January 1960. This compares to 5%
rise from 1958 to 1959. More than 800,000 scientists
and engineers are now employed by U. S. business
firms. The number of additional scientists and engi-
neers that were self employed has not yet been
determined.

GRADUATE RESEARCH sorely needs laboratory
facilities, but the 150 institutions offering doctorate
degrees are not in a financial position to build them.
This is a most pressing problem that must be ma-
terially improved if an even reasonably satisfactory
job of training scientific manpower is to be accom-
plished in the U. S.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT'S Internal Revenue
Service will define "scientific" organizations for tax
purposes. Under the new regulation, scientific re-
search will be regarded as carried on in the public
interest and be exempt from tax if patents, copy-
rights, processes, or formulae derived are made
available to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis.

MAGNETOGASDYNAMIC ENGINE thrust has been
directly measured by Northrop Corp's Norair Divi-
sion. Propulsive fluid used was ionized nitrogen gas.
They injected the gas into a 20 -foot vacuum tank at
16,000 ft/sec. The plasma was accelerated by crossed
electric and magnetic fields to an equivalent velocity
of 40,000 ft/sec. Measurements of the reactive forces
show thrust levels on the order of 2 lbs. maintained
for as long as 1 min. Thrust was measured with a
three degrees -of -freedom thrust balance and strain
gages.

FAA STEPS to increase air safety should get in-
creased support after the recent traffic collision
over New York City. Fact is FAA has been moving
toward automatic control of air traffic for some time.
Examples: Computers, installed at six major Air
Route Traffic Control Centers were interconnected
in 1960 to exchange information about air traffic
crossing the boundary of each. The FAA is already
preparing for the production of a Mach 3 transport
and for its acceptance into airway traffic.

FIGHT LOOMS in Congress over implementing the
Landis Report. Report was critical of some aspects
of FCC and other regulatory agencies and recom-
mended reorganization by the Executive. Some in
Congress feel that these federal commissions are their
concern and will probably fight to keep the White
House from gaining more control.

EXPECT INTENSIFIED EFFORT to develop lower -
cost three-dimensional radar systems for aircraft
safety systems. These radars, which determine the
identity and altitude of airplanes as well as their dis-
tance and direction, are available now but cost-
about a billion dollars for a national system-has
held up their installation.

COMPUTER -DESIGNED COMPUTER
At Bell Labs, Whippany, N. J., engineer G. A. Sellers checks design
information for the first computer built from complete data furnished
by another computer. A subassembly of the computer is on the
table. The computer will be used with the target track radar for the
Army's NIKE -ZEUS antimissile defense system.
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Here is another GIANT STEP toward optimum reliability...* Sprague Electric's new COMPULYTIC Capacitors
now permit digital computer power supply filtering
at operating temperatures to 85 C as standard. This is a full
20 C higher than capacitors offered by other sources.
COMPULYTICS will reduce your design headaches and
cut down your cooling and ventilating problems.

New!
compulytic*
capacitors
are now
designed for
85 C operation

SPRAGUE
130,000 I.J.F

2.5 VDC

TYPE 32D 85C

* Trademark

* Under normal 85 C operating conditions, Type 32D
COMPULYTIC Capacitors display extremely low leakage
current, low equivalent series resistance, and have higher
permissible ripple current values. Extended shelf life of
3 years and more is another outstanding feature.

* Ratings up to 130,000µF at 2.5 volts or 630µF
at 450 volts are skillfully packed into the largest standard
case size of 3" dia. by 45/8" high. Capacitor banks as large
as 1 farad have been constructed, in relatively small space,
using COMPULYTIC Capacitors.

* Because of their extremely high stability, COMPULYTICS
are ideally suited for use in continuously adjustable voltage
power supplies since they will not "deform" when
operated for long periods at lower than rated voltages.

For complete specifications on Type 32D COMPULYTIC
Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors, write for Engineering
Bulletin 3441B to Technical Literature Section,
Sprague Electric Co., 233 Marshall St., North Adams,
Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

CAPACITORS  RESISTORS  MAGNETIC COMPONENTS  TRANSISTORS  INTERFERENCE FILTERS  PULSE NETWORKS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE CERAMIC -BASE PRINTED NETWORKS PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES

SPRAGUE°
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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As We Go To Press...
1961 I.R.E. Awards Go To
Bown and Guillemin

At the 1961 IRE Convention,
March 22, the annual Founders
Award will go to Ralph Bown, for-
mer Bell Telephone Labs scientist.
Dr. Ernest A. Guillemin, Webster
Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing at MIT, will get the 1961
Medal of Honor.

Bown's citation is for "outstand-
ing service to the IRE and for
outstanding contributions to the ra-
dio engineering profession through
wise and courageous leadership in
the planning and administration of
technical developments, which have
greatly increased the impact of
electronics on the public welfare."

Dr. Guillemin's award, highest
of the annual technical awards, is
for "outstanding scientific and en-
gineering achievements."

Other winners: Dr. Esaki, con-
sultant at IBM Research Lab.,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.-"for impor-
tant contributions to the theory
and technology of solid state de-
vices, particularly as embodied in
the tunnel diode"; Helmut L.
Brueckmann, U. S. Army Signal
Research and Development Labo-
ratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J.-
"for outstanding contributions to
the theory and technology of an-
tennas"; Manfred Clynes, Rockland
State Hospital, Orangeburg, N. Y.,
for his paper, "Respiratory Control
of Heart Rate; Laws Derived from
Analog Computer Simulation";
Peter C. Goldmark, CBS Laborato-
ries, Stamford, Conn.-"for impor-
tant contributions to the develop-
ment and utilization of electronic
television in military reconnais-
sance and in medical education";
and to Britton Chance, Professor
and Director, Johnson Research
Foundation, Univ. of Pennsylvania
-"for the application of a variety
of advanced electronic techniques
in a long-term program of funda-
mental biological research."

Seventy-six leading radio engi-
neers and scientists from the U. S.
and other countries have also been
named Fellows of the Institute.

On Radar Advisory Group
Harold A. Wheeler, VP and Di-

rector of Hazeltine Corp., has been
appointed to the Department of
Defense Advisory Group on Radar.
Membership of this group includes
representatives from major labora-
tories and governmental agencies.

OPTICAL MASER

IBM scientists Dr. Peter P. Sorokin and
Dr. Mirek J. Stevenson prepare an experiment
with a new trivalent uranium optical maser.
The trivalent uranium maser emits coherent
light waves which have a sharply defined fre-
quency and propagate an intense, directional
beam.

NBS to "Listen" To
Earth's Pulses

The National Bureau of Stand-
ards, Boulder, Colorado, is building
a 6 -ft. dia. sensitive antenna which
will respond to faint, low -fre-
quency electromagnetic waves or
micropulsations which exist on a
world-wide basis. The signals are
below 20 CPS-principally oscilla-
tions of from 5 to 30 sec. periods.

Little is known about the signals
except that they are much strong-
er in the auroral zones and are
probably associated with the influx
of primary electrons into the iono-
sphere after solar storms.

The antenna will have over 130
miles of copper wire wound on
the rim of the loop in four sep-
arate channels. The wire is cov-
ered with a layer of copper
screening and the whole antenna
coated with fiberglass.

BLUE
SCOUT

Air Force's Blue Scout
three -stage rocket
sheds its payload heat
shields, exposing sci-
entific equipment. It
measures 8 different
types of environmen-
tal conditions in
space. It was devel-
oped by Ford's Aero-
nutronic Division.

H. L. Hoffman Keynotes
Reliability Conference

H. Leslie Hoffman, President of
Hoffman Electronics Corp., rec-
ommended a strengthened nation-
al policy on the reliability of elec-
tronic equipment and its uniform
application among the military
services at the 7th Annual Relia-
bility and Quality Control Conf.,
Phila., Pa.

Some of the dividends, he point-
ed out, of such a national policy
are: substantial savings to the tax-
payer, fewer abortive air missions,
and swifter advances in electronic
equipment performance and relia-
bility. He recommended that the
Government assume a greater re-
sponsibility, by requiring that the
stringent AGREE procedures be
followed. The Government should
spell out its demands in specific
and measureable terms, and share
a larger proportion of the manu-
facturer's costs in reaching these
goals. Savings to the taxpayer
would result through reduced costs
in operation, maintenance, train-
ing, spare parts supply and other
areas.

Minow Named FCC Head
Newton N. Minow, law partner

of Adlai E. Stevenson, has been
selected by President John F. Ken-
nedy to head the Federal Com-
munications Commission. Minow,
34, succeeds Frederick W. Ford.

More News
on Page 8



Electronic
SHORTS

 Lockheed's Missile and Space Div. has a contract to design and build a
prototype sterilizing unit for the U. S.'s first lunar landing space vehicle.
Unit-a mobile sterilization gas transfer system-is for the Ranger-
Agena Program of NASA. An international agreement aims to insure
against contaminating celestial bodies.

 Whirlpool Corp., St. Joseph, Mich. is developing a unit which can pro-
vide all foods and beverages for three space pilots on a 14 -day mission.
The 10 ft. long, 7!/Z ft. dia. space kitchen will use a thermo-electric re-
frigerator and freezer. Weightlessness is the big problem. Most food will
be in pre-processed or dehydrated form and packaged in disposable con-
tainers resembling large toothpaste tubes.

 Westinghouse Electric Corp., Air Arm Div. will study requirements for
the defensive system for the Air Force's B-70 intercontinental bomber.
System is expected to use electromagnetic and other techniques to make
it difficult to attack the B-70. It will use electronic countermeasures to
'confuse, delay, distort, and even deny enemy intelligence." North Amer-
ican Aviation is prime contractor.

Electronic Associates, Inc., Long Branch, N. J., has a transistorized
"do-it-yourself" special purpose analog computer that will perform a
variety of laboratory, engineering and process control computing tasks.
PACE solid state analog computing components simply plug into a TR-5
mounting unit where they may be interconnected according to the com-
puting function to be performed.

Pilots practicing night landings or takeoffs in ground trainers will be
able to see an exact, moving picture of the landing field, runways and
lights with a new, closed loop TV device made by Fairchild Astrionics Div.,
Wyandanch, L. I., N. Y. Wright Air Development Div., Dayton, Ohio
sponsored the project. Attachment may be connected to any one of 8
different types of simulators with plug-in devices.

Bendix Corp., under contract to the Signal Corps, will develop the com-
munications system for Project Advent. Project will conduct R & D to
demonstrate feasibility of a microwave communications satellite that
would operate in a 24 -hr synchronous equatorial orbit, receiving and am-
plifying radio 'signals and retransmitting them to ground stations.

Aldan Systems Co., Westboro, Mass., has introduced an interplant
facsimile system which can transmit instantaneously 30,000 average mes-
sages per week-letters, forms, financial statements or drawings on any
size paper-more than 300 miles for less than a nickel each. System would
use new microwave channels approved by FCC or leased telephone lines.

 The Military Products Div., Hoffman Electronics Corp., has received
a $350,000 contract from the U. K. for TACAN Beacon Simulators. The
simulators will be used in testing and calibrating airborne TACAN
Navigational equipment already delivered by Hoffman.

 Kenneth Bullington of Bell Telephone Labs has developed a new
explanation of long distance radio communication (TV and higher fre-
quencies). He uses a new mathematical approach to the concept that long
range transmission is a logical consequence of the average decrease
in the index of refraction of the atmosphere with height above the earth.
Results indicate that earlier approximations discarded the most im-
portant effect. The simple concept offers a good quantitive explanation
and ties together more diverse experimental data than had been at-
tempted in previous theories.

 The FAA is adding nine additional long range radars to its air traffic
control system for handling heavy en route air traffic. Raytheon Co.,
Waltham, Mass., has the $5.2 million contract. Range of the new radars
on transport type aircraft will be 200 mi. At a shorter range, the radars
will be able to track aircraft to 60,000 ft. Study and design contract for
speech -bandwidth -compression has been awarded-bY the Rome ADC-
to Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., Sarasota, Fla. EMR will study
time -multiplex methods of transmitting three voice channels in the band-
width normally required for one.

As We Go To Press (cont).

PHONE RELAY SATELLITE

Communications satellite developed by Hughes
Aircraft Co. can handle hundreds of telephone
circuits and direct TV transmission if placed
in equatorial orbit at 22,000 mi. altitude.
James C. Meyer, environmental engineer, in-
spects the device's 2,700 power providing,
solar cells.

Ultraviolet Protection
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Lamp Div., Bloomfield, N. J., is of-
fering professional services to
hospitals interested in installing
ultraviolet protection in their
erating rooms. The system dras-
tically reduces post -operative in-
fection.

New Solar Telescope
The world's largest solar tele-

scope is now being built near
Tucson, Ariz., at the Kitt Peak Na-
tional Observatory. It will allow
geophysicists to conduct spectro-
graphic analyses of the sun's sur-
face. Eruptions of fast moving
gases, radiation, electromagnetic
forces and other phenomena will
also be studied with the instru-
ment.

Three large mirrors will be used
to focus the sun's rays into a
bright image, 34 in. in dia. The
largest mirror, part of an assembly
called a heliostat, will have a dia.
of 80 in. It will be rotated on its
axes by light-sensitive servo devices
so that the sun's light will be trans-
mitted through a 480 -ft tunnel to a
second mirror and then to a third.
The second mirror is parabolic, 60
in. in dia.; the third is flat, with a
dia. of 48 in.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., is building the
heliostat mounts. The Association
of Universities for Research in
Astronomy is designing and will op-
erate the observatory.
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0 -0 VA PLIFIER
AND EL.E.3TROME;14.1

TYPE pa. ..,,, s -3
4.5C^A "-

,-.1
GENERAL ',A RADIO ., ).

at III,85..LZ.K.
MOOR

COARSE ----ZER0-----FNE

ZERO
(POSH)

POLARITY

"beca-u.se...

POWEF

OFF ON

VOLTS

It Measures
VOLTAGES

from 0.5 my to 10v, dc

CURRENTS
from 0.005 p.bla to 1 ma, dc

RESISTANCES
from 0.3 IVV1to 500 MIVV.2

it can also be used as a d -c
amplifier with a current gain of
over 16 x 109 ... use it as a "front
end" to drive recorders and other
instruments

1/ True direct -coupled amplifier design -
no choppers, vibrators, or reeds to give
mechanical trouble or get out of adjustment.

.V High input resistance: 100 mega-meg-
ohms - does not load down sensitive cir-
cuits. Input resistance can also be set by
switch to other values from 104 to 1011 ohms.

1/ Constant low voltage across unknown
(9.1v) - no need for voltage coefficient
corrections when making high resistance
measurements.

1/ Output for 5 -ma recorders.

Type 1230-A D -C Amplifier
and Electrometer... .$440

Write For Complete Information

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS

The Best Instruments

In Electronics

NEW YORK, WOrth 4-2722
NEW JERSEY, lEdgefield, WHitney 3-3140

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON, D.C. SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
Oak Park Abington Silver Spring Los Altos Los Angeles

Village 8-9400 HAncock 4-7419 JUniper 5-1088 WHitecliff 8-8233 H011ywood 9-6201
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Coming
Events

Jan. 29 -Feb. 3: Winter General Meet-
ing, AIEE; Statler-Hilton & Gov-
ernor Clinton Hotels, New York,
N. Y.

Jan. 30 -Feb. 3: Committee Week,
ASTM; Netherlands Hilton Hotel,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Jan. 31 -Feb. 2: Cleveland Electronics
Conf., Cleveland Eng'g Soc., IRE,
AIEE, ISA, Cleveland Physics Soc.,
Case Inst. of Tech., Western Re-
serve Univ.; Cleveland Eng'g &
Scientific Center, Cleveland, Ohio.

Feb. 1-2: 7th Annual Midwest Weld-
ing Conf., Ill. Inst. of Tech.; Tech-
nology Center, Chicago, Ill.

Feb. 1-3: Solid Propellant Rocket
Conf., ARS; Hotel Utah, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Feb. 1-3: 1961 Winter MIL -E -CON
Military Electronics Cony., IRE,
PGME (Los Angeles Section);
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Feb. 1-4: Annual Meeting, American
Inst. of Physics; Hotel New Yorker,
New York, N. Y.

Feb. 1-4: Meeting, American Physi-
cal Soc.; New York, N. Y.

Feb. 1-4: 2nd Annual Cony., ERA;
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Feb. 9-11: Winter Meeting, Nat'l Soc.
of Professional Engrs.; Ft. Des
Moines Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.

Feb. .13-15: 6th Western Industrial
Writing Inst. for Eng'g, Sales and
Administrative Management,
American Industrial Writing Inst.;
Hotel Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Feb. 13-16: 15th Int'l Heating & Air -
Conditioning Exposition, American
Soc. of Heating, Refrigerating &
Air - Conditioning Engrs.; Inter-
national Amphitheatre, Chicago,
Ill.

Feb. 14-16: 2nd Annual Symposium
on Nondestructive Testing of Air-
craft and Missile Components, Soc.
for Nondestructive Testing, South-
west Research Institute; Gunter
Hotel, San Antonio, Texas.

Feb. 15-17: Int'l Solid State Circuits
Conf., IRE, AIEE, Univ. of Penna.;
Univ. of Penna. & Sheraton Ho-
tel, Phila., Pa.

Feb. 16: Mechanical Impedance Test-
ing Mtg., IES (N.Y. Metro. Chpt.);
Busto's Restaurant, New York,
N. Y.

Feb. 17-21: 4th Int'l Exhib. of Elec-
tronic Components; Parc des Ex-
positions, Porte de Versailles,
France.

in the electronic industry

"CALL FOR PAPERS"
17th Annual Society of Plastics En-

gineers, Inc., Tech. Meeting, Jan.
24-27, Shoreham Hotel, Wash., D. C.
Deadline date for papers: Aug. 1,
1961.

Radio Tech. Commission for Marine
Services Meeting, Apr. 5-7, Shera-
ton Palace Hotel, San Francisco,
Calif. Deadline date for papers:
Mar. 15, 1961. Forward to: G. R.
McLeod, Exec. Sec'y, RTCM, c/o
FCC, Wash. 25, D. C.

9th National Conf. on Electromagnetic
Relays, Apr. 25-27, Oklahoma State
Univ., Student Union Bldg., Still-
water, Okla. Deadline for all pa-
pers: Mar. 1, 1961. Forward to:
Prof. Charles F. Cameron, School
of Electrical Engineering.

Meeting, Acoustical Society of Amer-
ica, May 11-13, 1961. Deadline date
for Abstracts: 10 weeks before
meeting date. Contact: Chairman,
Mones Hawley, RCA, Morrestown,
N. J.

Meeting, Armed Forces Communica-
tions & Electronics Assoc., June 6-
8, 1961. Sheraton - Park Hotel,
Wash., D. C. Deadline for papers:
Mar. 2, 1961.

Spring Conf. for 1961, Chicago Prof.
Group on Broadcast and TV receiv-
ers of the IRE, June 15-16, O'Hare
Inn, Des Plaines, Ill. Deadline for
papers: Submit 3 copies of follow-
ing by Feb. 15, 1961-50 to 100 word
summaries including title of paper,
author's name, position, title, com-
pany affiliation. Forward to: Neil
Frihart, Motorola, Inc., 4545 W.
Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, Ill.
Limit papers to 2500 words (20 min.
presentation).

1961 International Conf., The 4th In-
ternational Conf. on Medical Elec-
tronics combined with The 14th An-
nual Conf. on Electrical Techniques
in Medicine and Biology, July 16-
21, 1961, The Waldorf-Astoria, N.
Y., N. Y. The Joint Executive
Committee on Medicine and Biology
(IRE-AIEE-ISA) submit Abstracts
of 300 words for preliminary re-
view and 50 -word Summary for
inclusion in an Advance Program
before Apr. 1, 1961. Six -hundred
to 1000 -word Digests to appear in
Conference Digest must be received
by Program Committee before May.

Feb. 20-22: Meeting, American Physi-
cal Soc.; Monterey, Calif.

Feb. 20-22: Winter Meeting, Plumb-
ing Brass Inst.; Riviera Hotel,
Palm Springs, Calif.

Feb. 20-25: Int'l Symp. on Semicon-
ductor Devices, French Radio-
Engr's Assoc., French Nat'l Elec-
tronic Industries Assoc.; Paris,
France.

Feb. 21: EP & EM Educational Semi-
nar, Assoc. of Electronic Parts &
Equip. Mfrs.; Niles, Ill.

Feb. 21-30: 139th Mtg., American
Chemical Soc., St. Louis, Montana.

Feb. 22: Mtg., American Mathemati-
cal Soc.; Yeshiva Univ., New York,
N. Y.

Feb. 22: Reliability Symp., ASQC and
Eng'g Div. (Los Angeles Sect.),
Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles; Stat-
ler Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Feb. 22-24: Pacific Coast Show,
Material Handling Inst.; Cow
Palace, San Francisco, Calif.

Feb. 23: Joint Tech. Mtg., ASQC,
PGRQC (N.Y. Metropolitan Chpt.);
Hotel Martinique, New York, N. Y.

Feb. 25: Annual Dinner Cruise, Vet-
eran Wireless Operator's Assoc.,
Inc.; Edison Hotel, New York,
N. Y.

Feb. 26 -Mar. 2: AIME Annual Mtg.
(Metallurgical Soc.), AIME; Am-
bassador and Chase - Park - Plaza
Hotels, St. Louis, Mo.

Feb. 26 -Mar. 2: Annual Mtg., Amer.
Inst. of Mining, Metallurgical &
Petroleum Engrs.; New Orleans,
La.

Feb. 26 -Mar. 1: 1st Annual Pacific
Electronic Trade Show (PETS),
Western Distributor Segment of the
Industry; Great Western Exhibit
Ctr., Los Angeles, Calif.

Feb. 27 -Mar. 3: Pittsburgh Conf. on
Analytical Chemistry & Applied
Spectroscopy; Penn -Sheraton Ho-
tel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Continued on page 12)
ABBREVIATIONS

AIEE: American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers

AIME: American Institute of Mining, Metal-
lurgical & Petroleum Engineers

ARS: American Rocket Society
ASQC: American Society for Quality Control
ASTM: American Society for Testing Mate-

rials
EP & EM: Association of Electronic Parts &

Equipment Manufacturers
ERA: Electronic Representatives Association
IES: Institute of Environmental Sciences
IRE: Institute of Radio Engineers
ISA: Instrument Society of America
PETS: Pacific Electronic Trade Show
PGME: Professional Group on Medical Elec-

tronics
PGRQC: Professional Group on Reliability and

Quality Control
WEMA: Western Electronic Manufacturer's

Association
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NEW IN A SUITCASE
...Complete transistorized
EECO Digital System Breadboard
Designers who want to go places fast systemswise can be sure
of getting there on time with an EECO suitcase. It's packed
with a complete and integrated breadboarding system de-
signed around mutually compatible EECO T -Series Germanium
circuit modules, N -Series transistorized decades, and R -Series
Minisig® sensitive indicators.
Standard 19" amateur -notched panels have the necessary
permanent wiring to accommodate any standard EECO Ger-
manium circuit module, and all other circuit interconnections
are made by patch cords or plugs, with unique, prepunched
circuit cards to guide you. No soldering is required, and experi-
mental arrangements of T -Series circuits can be quickly patched
up, changed, or taken down without waste of time or materials.

CIRCUIT CARDS
A unique feature of the EECO T -Series breadboarding system
is the use of plastic circuit cards, which are imprinted with
circuit symbols, showing input and output connections, power
connections, part number, application notes, etc. These cards
fit on the panel below sockets for the plug-in units, and expose
the proper pattern of banana jacks that are permanently wired
to pins on the sockets.

EECO T -Series breadboard equipment is available in both suit-
case and rack -mounted types. Breadboard Kits of any degree
of complexity can be built up in stages, according to the
specific panels and number of circuits incorporated. Compat-
ible interconnections between racks or suitcases further enable
the designer to expand the equipment into a complete systems
development console. Compatible solid-state, convection -cooled
power supplies are also available in two different models:
ZA-720 is a dual 12 -volt, 5 -amp supply; ZA-721 is a 12 -volt,
1 -amp plug-in power supply.

Analysis of the operation of
a digital system can be made
with a minimum of test instru-
mentation.

FEATURES
 Permits rapid formulation of digital electrical systems.
 System may be operated slowly to permit inspection of its mode

of operation, or over -speed to indicate system derating.
 Operation may be analyzed with a minimum of test equipment.
 Provides a means for rapidly building and testing

alternate ways of formulating a system.
 Minimizes wiring errors and the inclusion of defective parts.
 Circuit cards provide a means for rapidly visualizing

the system, and facilitate drawing a circuit diagram.
 Circuit cards enable the designer to determine the

elements involved, as well as the cost of the system.
A request, on your company letterhead, will bring detailed
information on the flexibility of the EECO T -Series Bread-
boarding equipment, and a demonstration if desired.

ENGINEERED

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

1441 East Chestnut Avenue  Santa Ana, California

Circuit cards are selected
according to the system it is
desired to breadboard and
placed on the panel in align-
ment with the jack pattern.
Corresponding T -Series circuit
modules are plugged in above
each card.

EECO - Series Breadboard
SUP:C32e is a standard "3-
suiter ' bat can be locked and
stored wren nct in use, to pre-
vent tempering and "circuit
snatching."

Bottom half of breadboard
suitcase is compactly laid out
to store all necessary T -Series
circuit modules, circuit cards,
patch cords, and compatible
power supplies.

Panels are mounted on piano
hinge to permit easy access to
permanent wiring and power
cabling.

Circuit interconnections are
made by patching through
holes in the circuit cards.
Resulting pattern of symbol
cards and patch cords shows a
schematic and bill of materials
for the system, once it is
checked out.
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TYPE 601 PE

TAILORED TO

SIIM in TRANSISTORS

GOOD -ALL 601PE CAPACITORS are
wafer thin to "fit like a disc". Capacitance
is highly stable with temp. Equal in all
respects to high quality Good -All tubu-
lars. Available in 50 volt ratings only,
they are competitive in price with ceramic
discs in the range of .1 mfd and above.
The case is moisture resisting Epoxy.
Type 601PE is capable of being produced
to HI-REL. specifications on a "special
project basis".

SPECIFICATIONS

Insulation Resistance-Greater than 75,000 megohms when
measured at 100 volts D.C. at 25°C. for a maximum of 2 minutes.

Capacity Tolerance-Standard tolerance -1 20%±10%-±- 5g

Winding Construction-Extended foil (non -inductive) MYLAR
Dielectric.

Lead Variations-Formed or straight leads.

Dissipation Factor-Less than 1% at 1,000 cycles per second
at 25° C.

Dielectric Strength -100 volts D.C. for 1 to 5 seconds through
a minimum current limiting resistance of 100 ohMs per volt.

Temperature Range-May be operated at full rated voltage to
85' C. Senate to 50% when operating at 125' C.

DIMENSIONS 50 VDC Rating

CAP. (MFD) A

1r
F

.01 .187 562

022 359 187 562

.033 531 191 406

.047 531 203 453

0611 531 2r8 500

.1 650 235 525

.15 .671 260 650

.22 728 306 687

.33 .812 312 750

Capacitance

1+,

°_

vp. Tennierature

0 55 5 5. CO

515SLOiallOrl 1155Cf va..a.npa.aw.e

CAPACITORS
Op*., 4

Write for detailed literature

ilak GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. Ogallala, Nebr.
A SUBSIDIARY OF THO' r0OLDRIDGE ltd

AVAILABLE AT AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

Coming Events
(Continued from page 10)

HIGHLIGHTS OF 1961
Feb. 15-17: Int'l Solid State Circuits

Conf., IRE, AIEE, Univ. of Penna.;
Univ. of Penna. & Sheraton Hotel,
Phila., Pa.

Mar. 20-23: IRE Int'l Cony., IRE;
Coliseum & Waldorf Astoria Hotel,
New York, N. Y.

Apr. 17-19: Annual General Session
of JEDEC; Hotel Syracuse, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

Apr. 19-21: SWIRECO - S.W. IRE
Regional Conf. & Elec. Show, IRE
(Region 6); Dallas, Tex.

May 8-10; NAECON (Nat'l Aero-
nautical Electronics Conf., IRE
(PGANE) (Dayton Sec.); Miami &
Dayton Biltmore Hotels, Dayton,
Ohio.

May 9-11: Western Joint Computer
Conf., IRE (PGEC), AIEE, ACM;
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.

May 22-24: 5th Nat'l Symp. on Global
Communications (GLOBECOM V),
IRE (PGCS), AIEE; Sherman Ho-
tel, Chicago, Ill.

May 22-24: Nat'l Telemetering Conf.,
IAS, IRE, AIEE, ARS, ISA; Shera-
ton -Towers Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

June 28-30: Joint Automatic Control
Conf., IRE, AIEE, ASME, ISA,
AIChE; Univ. of Colorado, Boulder,
Colo.

Aug. 22-25: WESCON: Western Elec-
tronic Show & Convention, WEMA,
IRE (L.A. & S.F. Sect.); Cow
Palace, San Francisco, Calif.

Oct. 9 - 11: Nat'l Electronics Conf.
(NEC), IRE, AIEE, EIA, SMPTE;
Amphitheatre, Sherman Hotel, Chi-
cago, Ill.

Oct. 30 -Nov. 1: Radio Fall Meeting,
EIA, IRE; Hotel Syracuse, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

Nov. 14-16: MAECON (Mid -America
Elec. Conf., IRE (Kansas City
Sect.); Kansas City, Mo.

Nov. 14-16: N. E. Res. & Eng. Mtg.
(NEREM), IRE (Region 1); Bos-
ton, Mass.

Dec. 3-7: Eastern Joint Computer
Conf., IRE (PGEC), AIEE, ACM;
Sheraton -Park Hotel, Washington,
D. C.

New NEC Officers
Joseph J. Gershon, DeVry Tech-

nical Institute, has been elected
President of the National Elec-
tronic Conference for 1961.

Other officers are: Vice Presi-
dent-James H. Kogen, GPE Con-
trols, Inc.; Secretary-Dr. Thomas
F. Jones, Jr., Purdue Univ.; Treas-
urer-Robert J. Parent, Univ. of
Wisconsin; Assistant Treasurer-
Dr. James S. Aagaard, Northwest-
ern Univ.
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SUBJECT : Test 1nsLruuc,.
DATE OF EFFECTIVITY: At Once

WAS

* Hathaway Denver,
recognized for quality in design, development and

manufacture of measuring, testing and control instruments, announces

the acquisition of the test instrument line formerly produced by Dresser

Electronics, SIE Division (formerly Southwestern Industrial Electronics

CompanY).

MEMO TO: Test Instrument Buyers
The line of test instruments formerly
produced by SIE will now be manu-
factured and distributed by Hathaway
Denver and will carry the Hathaway
Denver label. The line includes:
VOLTMETER (Model R-2)
This completely new voltmeter offers
more in a single instrument, in terms
of functional versatility, range and
accuracy, than has ever been avail=
able in an electronic voltmeter.

 1 MV -1000 V AC and DC
 10 ohms -10 megohms midscale
 Frequency range 10 cps -1 mc
 DC Distend-upper 10% or 1%

of any DC volts range can be
expanded to cover the full meter
scale.

MICROSOURCE (Model K-1)
Can be used in conjunction with any standard oscillator in
the frequency range of 10 cps -1 mc to produce small, known,
controlled test signals. An internal battery and associated
polarity reversing switch allow testing of high gain DC
amplifiers. Direct reading voltmeter; 10 volts maximum
output; continuously adjustable.

SIGNAL GENERATOR (Model N-2)
Continuously variable over the frequency range from 1 cps
to 1 mc in 6 overlapping bands, each having a ratio of over
10:1, this signal generator operates from 115 volt line and
produces an output of 0 to 10 volts rms at less than 1%
distortion.
 Resistance Meters
 Audio Response Plotters

 Vibration Meters
 Comparison Bridges

Write for bulletins on these products

HATHAWAY DENVER
5806 East Jewell Ave., Denver 22, Colo.

A division of HATHAWAY INSTRUMENTS, INC.

N-2
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AVAILABLE NOW

IN MASS

PRODUCTION
the highest r -f operating

frequency

the fastest switching time

cadmium junctions for cooler

operation, greater reliability

storage temperatures up

to 100 C

YOU CAN GET SPRAGUE*
MADT®TRANSISTORS AT SENSIBLE

Sprague Germanium Micro -Alloy Diffused -Base
Transistors, well-known for their rugged vhf perform-
ance, are now priced below other transistors with com-
parable electrical characteristics. In many areas, this
permits designers to improve circuit techniques with-
out necessarily increasing costs. Expanded production
facilities enable us to ship quantity orders on short notice.
Add to this their ultra -fast switching time, and you
have three good reasons why Sprague MADT® Transis-
tors have achieved their high level of acceptance.

With Sprague Transistors, circuits in vhf amplifiers
and oscillators can now operate with collector cur-
rents as high as 50 ma ... with power dissipation up
to 50 mw ... with collector to base voltages to 15 v.
They have been application tested through the entire
military electronics vhf spectrum.

The application table may well suggest the use of
one or more Micro -Alloy Diffused -Base Transistor
types in your latest circuit designs.

For complete engineering data on the types in which

*Sprague micro -alloy, micro -alloy diffused -base, and sur-
face barrier transistors are fully licensed under Philco
patents. All Sprague and Philco transistors having the
same type numbers are manufactured to the same specifi-
cations and are fully interchangeable.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

PRICES

MICRO
TRANSISTOR

-ALLOY DIFFUSED -BASE
APPLICATIONS

Type Application

2N499 Amplifier, to 100 mcs

2N501 Ultra High Speed Switch
(Storage Temperature, 85 C)

2N501A Ultra High Speed Switch
(Storage Temperature, 100 C)

2N504 High Gain IF Amplifier

2N588 Oscillator, Amplifier, to 50 mcs

you are interested, write Technical Literature Section,
Sprague Electric Co., 233 Marshall St., North Adams,
Massachusetts.

You can get off -the -shelf delivery at factory prices on
pilot quantities up to 999 pieces from your local Sprague
Industrial Distributor.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

CAPACITORS  RESISTORS  MAGNETIC COMPONENTS  TRANSISTORS INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE CERAMIC -BASE PRINTED NETWORKS PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES
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As We Go To Press ..
Navy To Build New
Communications Ship

The Navy will design and de-
velop equipment for a shipboard
satellite communications terminal
which can communicate with two
Army shore stations through the
ADVENT satellite. Project AD-
VENT aims at developing a mili-
tary capability for high capacity,
secure, world-wide instantaneous
radio communications using high
altitude hovering satellites.

ADVENT differs from both
ECHO and COURIER. ECHO is
a passive device-signals are de-
flected from an orbiting balloon.
COURIER messages are received
and stored on tape for later re-
broadcasting. ADVENT, since it
hovers (at 22,000 ft in a 24 -hr
orbit) will stay in a direct line of
sight of all points on earth en-
closed in a circle of 11,300 mile
diameter centered just beneath the
satellite.

Some of the Navy's problems :
The design of an antenna system
capable of both transmitting and
receiving at microwave frequen-
cies while maintaining the point-
ing accuracy required in spite of
the ship's motion. Although shore
antennas may be as large as nec-
essary to provide sufficient gain,
shipboard antennas are limited as
to size and weight by ship support
considerations. Also, the roll, pitch,
and yaw of the ship platform must
be compensated for by a delicate
gyroscopically stabilized alignment
system in order to keep the an-
tenna pointed accurately at all
times.

New Underseas Cable
AT&T is planning a large -capac-

ity undersea telephone cable be-
tween the U.S. and Jamaica, B.W.I.
The cable will be completed by
late 1962.

The system is designed to handle
up to 128 voice circuits-more than
three times the capacity of the first
trans -oceanic telephone cable laid
four years ago.

Newly - developed "armorless"
cable will be used in the deep-sea
section. It has a plastic outer coat-
ing, instead of armor wires, and a
stranded steel core for tensile
strength. Rigid -type "repeaters"
(developed by Bell Labs) will be
spaced about 20-mi. apart in the
cable.

NEW USAF COMPUTER

New IBM 7070 Computer will be used by the
A.F. to determine whether centralized com-
puter systems can be operated economically
at base level throughout the Air Force. Lt.
Gen. J. W. Kelly, MATS Commander, sits at
keyboard. Brig. Gen. F. S. Henley (1) and
Lt. Col. C. E. Crawford display chart show-
ing operation.

Oak Ridge Will Build
New Research Reactor

The Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory is scheduling construction of
a small research reactor. It will
provide short bursts of radiation
for biomedical and health physics
research. It will also be available
for programs involving solid state
physics, nuclear chemistry, and
neutron physics research.

The control building will be
about 800 ft. away from the re-
actor, and behind a ridge which
will provide shielding. The control
building will have lab space and
service areas for research groups.

Ground Trainer Sees
Landing Strip with TV

Air Force pilots practicing night
landings or takeoffs in ground
trainers will be able to see an
exact, moving picture of the land-
ing field, runways, and lights with
a new, closed loop TV device being
built by Fairchild Astrionics Div.,
L. I., N. Y., for Wright Air Devel-
opment Div., Dayton, Ohio.

The image, seen by the pilot on
a 27 -in. monitor, is a precisely
scaled and lighted reproduction
of the air field. The field appears
as it would in flight reflecting the
aircraft's pitch, roll, speed, course,
etc.

The device is coordinated with
the trainer's altimeter and other
instruments, so that when the
pilot switches from instrument
flying to visual approach, he will
see the field exactly as his instru-
ments indicated.

Bell Lab's Baker Joins
Rockefeller Institute

Dr. William 0. Baker, VP -Re-
search, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, has been elected to the
Board of Trustees of the Rocke-
feller Institute. The Institute is
a graduate university and a cen-
ter for fundamental research in
the life sciences. Dr. Baker has
recently been studying the move-
ment of electrons in and through
organic substances.

Simulator for NASARR
A new simulator has been de-

veloped which matches identically
the action of NASARR (North
American Search and Ranging Ra-
dar).

The simulator will produce dis-
plays on a scope for ground map-
ping, contour mapping, and ter-
rain avoidance. It may be used
with an operational flight simula-
tor or as a self-contained radar

Light source reproduces-radar radiation pat
tern. Tip represents the aircraft position.
Light pattern is analogous to the radiation
pattern of the aircraft antenna.

mission trainer for radar naviga-
tion and blind -bombing operations.

The simulator, built by ACF In-
dustries, Inc., Riverdale, Md., em-
ploys a scan -programmed TV cam-
era and a low -power light source
in conjunction with a 3 -dimension-
al terrain map to simulate radar
return from land -mass formations,
cultural areas, and target com-
plexes exactly like the NASARR
itself. Terrain models can be built
for any geographic area.

More News on Page 23
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PRODUCES MORE AND DELIVERS FASTER
FAMOUS AMPHENOL COAXIAL CABLE AND WIRE

As a new decentralized division of Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation, R F PRODUCTS now has respon-
sibility for the engineering, manufacture and marketing of Amphenol Coaxial Cable and Wire. To the elec-
tronics industry-and to you-this means more and faster deliveries from factory inventory of the world's
largest selection of approved, high quality RG type cable.

R F PRODUCTS also means the consolidation of three great names in radio -frequency components-Am-
phenol Coaxial Connectors and Cable, IPC Coaxial Connectors, and DK Coaxial Switches. The integration of
these related component lines makes possible the engineering -in-depth needed to stay abreast of your de-
mands in this exacting field.

Whether you require sub -miniature coaxial cable, high -temperature flexible cable, large special-purpose
multi -conductor cable-or any of hundreds of other varieties-you'll find that R F PRODUCTS offers a com-
prehensive, single -source supply.

IRE Show: Booth 2501-03 A DIVISION OF AM PHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Q-kmpHEN00 R F PRODUCTS
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT  Pioneer 3-9272
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ELECTRON TUBE NEWS
...from SYLVANIA

New CRT

developments

stimulate
TO designs!

SYLVANIA "BONDED SHIELD" CRT's FOR I&M
DESIGNS-Now Sylvania adds the advantages of "Bonded
Shield" to 19 industrial -military cathode ray tubes. A
scratch -resistant, annealed -glass safety cap, Sylvania
"Bonded Shield" eliminates conventional safety glass . . .

cuts reflecting surfaces 50% . . . dramatically reduces spec-
ular images . .. increases apparent light transmission and
contrast for improved image readability. Image display is
brought "out front" for wide-angle viewing, mounting and
styling are simplified, tube face is easily cleaned and vastly
strengthened against breakage. Sylvania "Bonded Shield"
caps are also available with anti -reflection treatment that
can diffuse up to 70% of reflected light. Want more? Several
CRT types feature calibrated reference scales permanently
etched on the bonded safety cap, thereby reducing viewing

...tubes with
built-in
reference display

scales!

.050 DIA.

-----AAAW/7457",(171
.011

...heaters
that consume
94%

less power!
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Q
R r. '01
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1/2 1/4 %

...tubes with
built-in character

-patterns for
64, high-speed printing!

...new
multi -trace

type CRT!

errors caused by parallax. Virtually all popular CRT's, from
3" to 27;' can be supplied with Sylvania "Bonded Shield."
Investigate its potential with your Sylvania Sales Engineer.

Equivalent "Bonded Shield" Equivalent "Bonded Shield"
Standard Type Type Standard Type Type

5FP4A ST -3082 10SP4 ST -3080
5QP4 ST -3077 12KP4A ST -3081

5U P1 SC -3074 12LP4A ST -3115
5U PI SC -3076 14BAP4 ST -3101
5ABP1 SC -3119 16WP4B ST -2843
5ADP1 SC -3114 17B P4A ST -3084

7SP4 ST -3078 17H P4B ST -3086
7TP4 ST -3079 17DWP4 ST -3102
8K P4 ST -3100 24YP4A ST -3085
10FP4A ST -3083

*Denotes Standard Modulation Scale printed on face



3 high -resolution
CRT's for photo -recording
applications

The broad capabilities of Sylvania in the field of high -
resolution CRT's are well illustrated by the definition -
range of three 5" diameter types. SC -3042 has a line
width of 0.0075", SC -2782 offers a 0.001" line width,
while the ultra -high -resolution SC -2809 provides a
line width of 0.0008".

SYLVANIA SC -3042 features electrostatic focus and
deflection, minimum pattern distortion and maximum
sensitivity. It is available with a choice of eleven screen
phosphors ranging from P1 to P25.

SYLVANIA SC -2782, SC -2809 feature aluminized
screens, fine grain Pll phosphor, conventional mag-
netic focus and deflection, non -ion trap guns. They
simplify associated circuitry requirements, offer sig-
nificant savings in equipment costs. Screen phosphors
other than P11 are also available.

New Sylvania SC -3061
-multi -trace CRT
SC -3061 features three highly reliable, independently
controlled electron guns capable of tracing three dis-
plays simultaneously on its 10" diameter face. The
three guns focus undeflected spots 13/4" apart on a
common vertical line. The useful horizontal scan of each
is approximately 81/2". SC -3061 is electrostatically
focused and deflected and features an astigmatism
control electrode. Deflection factors, at 5KV anode
voltage, are approximately 130V/in. horizontal and
70V/in. vertical. SC -3061 uses P1 phosphor, but sev-
eral other screen phosphors are also available.

Sylvania spiral accelerator tubes for precision
'scope applications
SYLVANIA-5BGP-, -5BHP- utilize an internal helical resistance
coating to provide a uniform increase in accelerating voltage from
deflection plates to the screen. They feature high -quality alumi-
nized screens, high deflection sensitivity and accuracy, electrostatic
deflection and focus. Both types can be supplied with a wide range
of phosphors, all of which are rigidly controlled for premium
characteristics.

Absolute
Max. Ratings 5BGP- 5BHP- Units

Anode No. 3 Voltage 13,200 13,200 Vdc

Isolation Shield Voltage 2,300 2,300 Vdc

Deflection Plate Shield Voltage 2,300 Vdc

Anode No. 2 Voltage 2,200 2,200 Vdc

Anode No. 1 Voltage 880 880 Vdc
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New Sylvania SC -3093- 3" monoscope CRT
for high-speed printing

Custom-built SC -3093 provides signal generation of characters to
associated high-speed printing equipment. SC -3093 features elec-
trostatic focus and deflection and provides a built-in 2" sq. target
plate with a capability of 64 alpha -numeric characters. Similar
monoscope tubes can be supplied to your specifications with a
variety of black and white halftone patterns.

New Sylvania low -heater -power CRT's

.050 DIA.

4/1/24;fr;ft CXZ
F0171

Developed by Sylvania, the new high -
efficiency heater -cathode assembly
consumes only 1.5 @ 140mA - less
than 6% of the normal CRT heater
power requirements. A flat pancake -
like structure, 0.05" in diameter and
0.011" thick, it possesses extremely
low mass, thereby enhancing resistance
to shock and vibration. It is adaptable
to practically all present-day CRT
designs.

SYLVANIA -3BGP- offers high -deflec-
tion sensitivity, electrostatic deflection

and focus, optical -quality, clear,
pressed faceplate. It is a compact,
direct -view 'scope tube with face
dimensions of 11/2" x 3".

SYLVANIA -3BMP- is a 3" diameter
tube with flat, clear faceplate. It offers
post -deflection acceleration, electro-
static deflection and focus.

SYLVANIA SC -3016 features ex-
tremely compact size of only 6" in
length and a circular face of 11/2". It
provides high -deflection sensitivity,
electrostatic focus and deflection.

Key
Characteristics 3BGP- 3BMP- SC-3016 Units

Heater Ratings 1.5V/ 140mA 1.5V/ 140mA 1.5V/ 140mA
Anode No. 3 Voltage 6600* Vdc

Anode No. 2 Voltage 2750 2200 2750 Vdc

Anode No. 1 Voltage 1100* 1500* 1100* Vdc

Face Dimension 11/2 x 3 11/2 inches
Over-all length 91/2 10 6 inches

Absolute max. ratings

Proven Sylvania capabilities in design and manufacture run
the breadth and width of CRT applications -from highly
sophisticated radar equipment to automobile ignition
testers. The more than 200 Cathode Ray Tube types pre-
sently available represent only a small segment of Sylvania
product capabilities. If your industrial -military design pre-

sents a CRT problem - look to Sylvania for solutions. Your
Sylvania Sales Engineer will be pleased to work with you.
For further information, contact the Sylvania Field Office
nearest you. Or, for data on specific types, write Electronic
Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. B,
1100 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.



MICROWAVE DEVICE NEWS from SYLVANIA
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WR-75 waveguide ferrite isolators provide
FD -7516- TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (25°C)

MIN. ISOLATION

- MAX. INSERTION LOSS

1.2

MAX. VSWR ---f-----

12.2 12 45
FREQUENCY (kMc)

12.7

- high isolation - low insertion loss- low VSWR- exceptional compactness
Sylvania introduces six new, narrow -band, high-performance fer-
rite isolators for common carrier and commercial microwave sys-
tems. Sylvania FD -7511, -7512, -7513, -7514, -7515, -7516
exhibit high isolation to insertion loss ratios, as much as 60 to 1 over
a broad frequency range. Lengths are from 21/2" to as short as
11/2". Sylvania WR-75 Ferrite Isolators exhibit unusually low
VSWR and excellent stability over a temperature range of -30°C
to +60°C

Investigate the advantages of Sylvania's extensive ferrite device
line for your microwave design. Contact your nearest Sylvania
Field Office. Or, write Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Dept. MDO-B, 1100 Main St., Buffalo 9, N.Y.

MIN. MAX.
FREQUENCY ISO- INSERTION

(KMC) LATION LOSS VSWR (Input LENGTH
TYPE Min. Max. (db.) (db.) & Output) (Inches)

7511 10.7 11.7 20 0.4 1.2 11/2
7512 10.7 11.7 40 0.7 1.2 2
7513 10.7 11.7 60 1.0 1.2 21/2
7514 12.2 12.7 25 0.4 1.12 11/2
7515 12.2 12.7 40 0.6 1.12 2
7516 12.2 12.7 60 0.9 1.12 21/2

SYLVAN IA
si,,,th,,yof GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRON/CS'

N-9293-3



For Speed Where It Counts in New `NLS 30' Digital Voltmeters

Transistorized "no -needless -nines" logic makes the new V35A and V34A digital voltmeter-rati-
ometers at least three times faster than meters with older type logic . . . and you get this speed where
it counts, in systems applications with varying input signals. The five -digit V35A's maximum bal-
ancing time is 2.3 seconds and the four -digit V34A's 1.9 seconds - no matter how much the input
signal varies. Under like conditions, all other stepping switch digital voltmeters require 10, 15, 20
seconds or more - depending on variation of inputs. Only NLS new Series 30 instruments offer you
the many other benefits of "no -needless -nines" logic, plug-in oil -bath stepping switches, 99% plug-in
modular construction, and eight other new features. Contact NLS today for the full story on "no -
needless -nines" logic and Series 30 instruments.
V35A SPECIFICATIONS: Measures DC voltage from ±0.0001 to ±999.99, DC voltage ratio from ±00.001% to ±99.999%
. . . accuracy: ±0.01% of reading or ±1 digit for DC voltage, ±0.005% of reading or ±1 digit for DC ratio . . . output and
internal automatic controls for data recording . . . measures AC voltage and low-level DC with accessories . . completely
automatic . . . plug-in transistor circuitry throughout, including logic . . . no adjustment needed to read noisy signals or to
change ratio reference voltage value . . . interchangeable plug-in stepping switches sealed in oil . . . the "Factual Fifth
Figure", which means a full 5 -digit resolution of 0.001% over the entire range . . . "No -Needless Nines" logic . . . remote,
local, or automatic AC/ DC switch -over and range changing . . . front and rear input connectors . . . 10 megohms impedance
on DC voltage, 1000 megohms on voltage ratio . . . $3,750, complete. V34A (4 -digit version) is $3,150, complete.

Originator of the Digital Voltmeter

non-linear systems, inc. DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA
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LIGHT WEIGHT

NEW

n wre cappng

THERMOFIT CAPS

RAYCLAD TUBES
INCORPOR A TED

SCBSIDIAFEse 0,
RAYCHEM
CORPORATION

THERMOFIT CAPS are short, irradiated poly -
olefin sleeves, sealed on one end, which shrink to less
than one-half of their original diameter upon the brief
application of heat. Upon shrinking, they produce a
tough, moisture -tight end -seal with outstanding insula-
tion properties for the most difficult environments.

THERMOFIT CAPS reduce required space to a
minimum; conform to variable contours; provide quick
and uniform application; are available in standard
color -coded sizes; and are low in price.

OAKSIDE AT NORTHSIDE REDWOOD CITY CALIFORNIA
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News
Briefs

EAST

ITEK CORP., Waltham, Mass., is buying
from M. Steinthal & Co., and CBS Labora-
tories their joint venture company, Space Re-
covery Systems, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

GIRDLER PROCESS EQUIPMENT, division
of Chemetron Corp., has moved its headquar-
ters, Sales and Engineering offices to new
quarters at 2820 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO., New-
ark, N. J., has reorganized its manufacturing
operations, integrating 16 of its U. S. plants
into 3 regional groups-Eastern, Central and
Western.

ATLEE CORP., Waltham, Mass., has com-
bined with its separately operating companies,
namely, Wesco Electrical Co., Inc., Applied
Dynamics Corp., and Industrial Electronics
Co., Inc.

COLUMBIA TECHNICAL CORP. has opened
a 28,000 sq. ft. plant at 24-30 Brooklyn -Queens
Expressway W., Woodside, N. Y.

CALEDONIA ELECTRONICS & TRANS-
FORMER CORP., Caledonia, N. Y., and
ELECTRO NETWORKS, INC., Syracuse, N. Y..
have jointly announced the merger of their
companies. Combined operations will be at
the 50,000 sq. ft. facility in Caledonia.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION ASSO-
CIATES, INC., a new engineering and tech-
nical writing company, has opened offices in
the Gurley Bldg., 322 Main St., Stamford,
Conn.

PEERLESS RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, Ja-
maica, N. Y., has acquired a new 25,000 sq.
ft. building in Lynbrook, L. I., N. Y., to
house their Industrial Electronic Sales Divi-
sion.

ACCURATE SPECIALTIES CO., INC., a
semiconductor materials manufacturer, has
opened a modern 16,000 sq. ft. one-story plant
at 345 Lodi St., Hackensack, N. J.

MEGADYNE ELECTRONICS, INC., Dan-
bury, Conn., stockholders, have voted to ap-
prove a merger with CWS Waveguide Corp.,
Lindenhurst, L. I. CWS Waveguide share-
holders had already ratified the proposed
merger. Name of the new combined company
will be Megawave Electronics Corp.

SANDERS ASSOCIATES, INC., Nashua,
N. H., has begun operations in its new 60,000
sq. ft. Plainview, L. I., plant.

CERAMICS INTERNATIONAL CORP., has
been established in Mahwah, N. J., to manu-
facture ceramic -to -metal fabrications for the
electronics industry.

ALADDIN ELECTRONICS is building a
new air-conditioned 3 -story plant just south
of its present headquarters on Murfreesboro
Rd., Nashville, Tenn. The 18,000 sq. ft. build-
ing will house engineering and manufacturing
departments producing miniature transformers,
inductors, discriminators.

GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC., will add 40,-
000 sq. ft. of space to its plant in Metuchen,
N. J., for new executive and administrative
offices and two research laboratories, as well
as a manufacturing area.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, ADVANCED SEMI-
CONDUCTOR LABORATORY, Liverpool,
N. Y., has been organized into five principal
research areas: Materiels Studies, Measure-
ment Studies, Surface Studies, New Structure
Studies, and Micro Devices Studies Unit.

Capsule summaries of important happenings in
affairs of equipment and component manufacturers

GENERAL PRECISION, INC., has formed
an advanced Systems Planning Group in Aero-
nautics and Space Operations. It will be head-
quartered in Washington, D. C.

ACTON LABORATORIES, INC., Acton,
Mass., has changed its name to Technology
Instrument Corp. of Acton to simplify market-
ing of its product lines, consisting of -measure-
ment and control instrumentation ; rocket, mis-
sile, and satellite instrumentation and systems,
and communications equipment.

RMS ASSOCIATES, Mamaroneck, N. Y., has
reorganized and expanded to develop and
manufacture electronic equipment, having pre-
viously fabricated custom electronic and elec-
tromechanical equipment on a sub -contract
basis.

COLUMBUS ELECTRONICS CORPORA-
TION, manufacturers of double -diffused silicon
rectifiers, has moved into its newly equipped
30,000 sq. ft. production facility at 1000 Saw
Mill River Road, Yonkers, N. Y., and is now
in full production.

THE GARRETT CORP.'s New York branch
office has moved from Mineola, L. I., N. Y.,
to 600 Old Country Rd., Garden City, L. I.,
N. Y. This office serves New York, Connecti-
cut and New Jersey.

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,
division of Clevite Corp., has established a new
branch sales office in Maplewood, N. J. Ad-
dress is 2130 Millburn Ave.

TELECTRO INDUSTRIES CORP., New
York, has formed an affiliate, Telectro-Mek,
Inc., to develop and manufacture proprietary
electronic and electro-mechanical products for
determining and controlling jet aircraft en-
gine performance.

MIDWEST

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO. and
WARNER - LAMBERT PHARMACEUTICAL
CO., have suspended plans to combine the two
companies until clearance is received from the
Dept. of Justice.

DORSETT ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES,
INC., Norman, Okla., has acquired all the out-
standing shares of American Missile Products,
Inc., Lawndale, Calif., formerly the Electronics
Div. of the Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa.

SHURE BROS., INC., has started building
a 38,000 sq. ft. addition to its Evanston, Ill.,
plant.

HANCOCK TELECONTROL CORP., a new
company, has acquired the Telecontrol Division
of Hancock Industries, Inc., of Jackson, Mich.

ELECTRONIC ASSISTANCE CORP., Red
Bank, N. J., has formed a Systems Engineer-
ing Division and established a 22,000 sq. ft.
centre on an 18 -acre plot for research at Ann
Arbor, Mich.

BURTEK, INC., Tulsa, Okla., has acquired
Concord Control, Inc., Boston, Mass., special-
izing in digital computation, data handling,
and control -systems engineering, from the Gid-
dings & Lewis Machine Tool Co., Fond du Lac,
Wis.

THE PIONEER ELECTRIC & RESEARCH
CORP.. Forest Park, Ill., has acquired solid-
state photo conductor engineering and manu-
facturing facilities by merging with JEM Elec-
tronics Corp., Forest Park.

MAGNAFLUX CORP., Chicago, subsidiary
of General Mills, has acquired Metal Control
Laboratories, Los Angeles.

WEST

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., is build-
ing a new 100,000 sq. ft. plant to house its
Systems Division at the Company's Fullerton,
Calif., headquarters location. Occupancy is
scheduled for May 1, 1961.

HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS CORP., Los An-
geles, has formed a new International Trade
Dept. to administer and promote the company's
expanding overseas activities.

LITTON SYSTEMS, INC., has established
new regional technical applications staff of-
fices in Beverly Hills, Calif., and Waltham,
Mass.

MICROSEMICONDUCTOR CORP., has been
established to conduct research and develop-
ment and manufacture of semiconductors.
Headquarters is a 15,000 sq. ft. facility in
Culver City, Calif.

LEAR. INC., Santa Monica, Calif., has es-
tablished a new International Div. Head-
quarters of the new division is in Santa
Monica, Calif.

RADIATION, INC., Melbourne, Fla., has
changed the name of its subsidiary, Levinthal
Electronic Products, Inc., to "Radiation at
Stamford." Located in Stamford Industrial
Park, Palo Alto, Calif., it will remain a sub-
sidiary of the parent company.

DEEM ENGINEERING CO., has been formed
and will conduct business from general offices
at 3785 E. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 23,
Calif., to provide the aircraft and missile in-
dustries with a specialized design capability
for electronic and electromechanical entanter-
measures and other auxiliary weapon syst4'rns
equipments.

UNION TEXAS NATURAL GAS CORP.,
Houston, Tex., will enter the field of applied
physics and advanced electronics through a
newly formed company, Quantatron, Inc.. of
Santa Monica, Calif.

CRESCENT ENGINEERING & RESEARCH
CO., has signed an agreement to acquire all
outstanding stock of the Travis Plating Co.,
Los Angeles.

RHEEM MFG. CO. has taken a 20 -year lease
on a new 100,000 sq. ft. building at Mountain
View, Calif., for its subsidiary, Rheem Semi-
conductor Corp.

FORD MOTOR CO.'s Aeronutronic Div.,
has changed the name of its research opera-
tion to Research Laboratories.

SPACE ELECTRONICS CORP. is adding
37,000 sq. ft. to its facilities at Flower St. &
Air Way, Grand Central Industrial Park,
Glendale, Calif.

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS INC., 829 No.
Highland Ave., Los Angeles, is building a
new plant at 6918 Bowcroft Ave., Los An-
geles to house administrative offices, engineer-
ing and warehousing facilities. The 50,000 sq.
ft. building will cost $1 million.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO., has pur-
chased 201/2 acres including the Kearny Mesa
(San Diego), buildings and site of its elec-
tronics plant, which has been on a lease basis
for the past 3 years from Magnatron Corp.
of America, Inc.

BABCOCK ELECTRONICS CORP. is adding
30,000 sq. ft. of new manufacturing area, to
be used for machine shop and relay assembly
operations, to its Costa Mesa facilities in
California.
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The industry's broadest line of
COMMUNICATIONS TRANSISTORS
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NEW ! Transistor Guide
for Communications Circuit Designers

To make it faster and easier for you to find the
Philco communications transistor that best
meets your needs, put this new guide to work
for you. 12 pages of application information,
descriptions of major types and a complete
selector chart will speed your work. For your
copy, write Dept. E1261.

Philco Transistors are
immediately available
in quantities 1-999 from
your Philco Industrial
Semiconductor Distributor.
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You'll find one Exactly Right
for your requirements
 Whatever your specific requirements . . . in
gain, noise figure, AGC and other electrical
characteristics . . . you'll find a Philco communications
transistor that meets your needs precisely.

Unlike other manufacturers, who offer only limited
lines of "general-purpose" transistors, Philco designs and
produces transistors to meet specific requirements. Philco can
do this only because the exclusive Philco Precision -Etch*
process of manufacture permits precise control of all
parameters and absolute uniformity.

To increase circuit efficiency and reliability, to reduce cost
and to make your design easier . . . look first to the Philco
line, which offers you the industry's widest range of
communications transistors. You'll find one
exactly right for your requirements. 'Trademark Philco Corp.

PH I LCO
,,-a4nouellor ille7i/ordi ®

LANSDALE DIVISION LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
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O
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Facts and Figures Round -Up
February 1961

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES TOTALS
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENT INDUSTRY OPERATING RATIOS OR AVERAGES,

BY SELECTED COMPONENTS AND MAJOR GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS'

Ave. annual dollar
shipments per employee

Square feet of floor
space per employee

Power and special-purpose tubes 10,000 205

Receiving tubes 8,600 105

Television picture tubes 14,700 280

Semiconductors 8,030 300

Capacitors 6,800 230

Connectors 10,500 180

Microwave components 10,500 225

Quartz crystals 6,900 205

Relays 9,200 155

Resistors 8,960 175

Transformers 9,750 320

Average3 9,100 180

New England 7,400 195

Middle Atlantic 9,100 190

South 9,900 125

Midwest 10,650 205

West 9,100 155

Percent of engineers and
scientists to total employment

9.9
3.7
5.5

214.1

4.1
2.7
n.a.
4.6
3.4
5.6
3.7

5.0

4.6
6.0
1.8
4.4
8.4

n.a.-Not available.
11956 data except for microwave components, which are 1958 data.
"This high figure was due to relatively low levels of output in 1956 in relation to research and development activity.

EPRA/BDSA Joint Semiannual Survey of Production Capabilities for Electronic Parts; Microwave
Components, Production and Related Data, 1958; and other sources.

GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC
CONTRACT AWARDS

This list classifies and gives the value of electronic
equipment selected from contracts awarded by
government agencies in a:c2mbcr, 1960.

Amplifiers
Amplifiers, magnetic
Amplifiers, parametric
Amplifiers, synchro signal
Analyzers, distortion
Antennas
Assemblies, demultipl zer
Assemblies, tape
Batteries, dry
Cable
Cable assemblies
Cable, coaxial
Cable, r -f
Calibrators, transducer
Cavity, tuned
Communications systems
Com puters
Connectors
Controls, interphone
Converters, frequency shift
Crystal units
Diodes, semiconductor
Direction finders, radio

1,230,410
85,585
92,332

657,413
38,673
54,385

269,039
26,000

104,184
63,120
94,506
43,770
61,800
59,385
27,026

237,239
593,285

36,424
50,138

151,740
102,900
78,375

121,250

Fuseholders
Ground stations, telemetry
Gyroscopes
Indicators -amplifiers
Inverters
Inverters, rotary
Meters, frequency
Meters, volt
Meters, watt
Microphones
Microscopes, electron
Modules, r -f
Motors, servo
Oscillators, r -f
Oscilloscopes
Power supplies, dc
Power supplies, r -f
Probes, temperature
Radars, height finding
Radio links
Radio sets
Receivers, homing
Receivers, radio
Receivers, range monitor
Recorders, data
Recorders/reproducers
Recorders, video tape
Relays
Relays, armature

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961

31,532
39,613

2,791,430

Relay assemblies
Relay, solenoid
Relay, undervoltage

50,833
26,010
38,016

56,133 Resistors 647,668
548,542 Servos 225,390

67,528 Solenoids 41,810
26,386 Standards, frequency 37,328
88,722 Switches 264,836
43.882 Synchros 282,169

243,927 Systems, communications 1,088,352

33,233 Systems, recording, strain gage 31,236
58,240 Telemetering sets 185,158

165,573 Test sets, amplifier 43,035
146,997 Test sets, cable 100,200

51,000 Test sets, oscillator 43,170
64,047 Test sets, radio 37,950

251,653 Transformers 213,963
54,948 Transformers, synchro control 37,666

2,802,760 Transmitters 159,123

33,369 Transmitters, i-f 73,050
2,508,065 Transmitters, L -band 150,258

410,612 Transmitters, UHF 184,220
146,740 Transponders 1,359,452
26,317 Tubes, cathode ray 42,883

479,598 Tubes, electron 211,243
575,606 Tubes, klystron 58,831
437,981 Tubes, magnetron 160,980
205,735 Tubes, traveling wave 47,425
160,996 Tuners 90,144
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WAIT A MINUTE ... or a pSECOND

SHOCKLEY 4 -LAYER DIODE * gives
minutes or p s time delays with a single circuit.

A wide variety of time delays from fractions of a microsecond to several
minutes have been made possible by the Shockley 4 -layer diode. Now you
have the advantages of solid state circuitry for a wide range of industrial
and military time delay or time cycle applications.

You'll see in the schematic drawing above that only one active element
is needed in this circuit: the Shockley 4 -layer diode. The Type AD shown
will carry 300 ma continuously. Higher power diodes are available. Contact
bounce and chatter are entirely eliminated since mechanical devices are no
longer necessary.

If you are developing a circuit where a variable time delay is needed
(to energize relays, to activate a power supply or to obtain timing pulses),
contact our local engineering sales representative for details, or write to
Shockley Transistor, Palo Alto.

ShOCkleY TRANSISTOR
UNIT OF CLEVITE TRANSISTOR
STANFORD INDUSTRIAL PARK. PALO ALTO. CALIF.

CLEVITE
CORPORATION
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Yota deeide
WHAT THE NEW

  
IMPEDANCE BRIDGE

CAN BEST DO FOR YOU...
Precision laboratory
measurements

Incoming inspection of components

Production line testing

Field engineering and
aero flight tests

F

Limits bridge

Three terminal capacitance
measurements
Capacitor leakage measurements
(to 500 V.D.C.)

Very low capacitance differential
measurements (to 0.01 uufd)

MODEL

710A
FEATURES
Total weight under 10 lbs.
High accuracy
Wide range
Direct in -line readout
Plug-in frequency networks

The Model 710A is the most compact, versatile, and easy to operate precision impedance
bridge available today.
Because its internal ratio arm resistors and capacitance standard are selected for highest
stability, the 710A also assures you the utmost in reliability and long life.

Resistance:
Accuracy:

Capacitance:

Accuracy:
Inductance:

Accuracy:
Dissipation Factor (D):

Accuracy:

PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS

0-12 megohms in 8 ranges.
1 dial division)

0 to 1200 microfarads in 7
ranges.
±(0.2% 1 dial division)
0 to 1200 henrys in 7 ranges.
±-(0.3% + 1 dial division)
0 to 1.000 at 1 kilocycle.
-±(2% 0.005)

Storage Factor (0): 0 to 1000 at 1 kilocycle.
Accuracy: (2% 0.005)

SWITCHES: All switches use silver alloy
contacts to insure the highest
accuracy.

INPUT POWER: 115/230 volts, 50 to 800
cycles, 12 watts.

DIMENSIONS: Cabinet length, 9 inches;
width, 7 inches; height,
6'2 inches.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATION NOTES ARE AVAILABLE
Please circle this ad number on the inquiry card or write direct for additional information.

ACTUAL CABINET SIZE indicated by black border.
PRICE

$525.00 net F.O.B. factory
Seattle, Washington

FLUKE
Price and specifications subject to change without notice.

JOHN FLUKE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
P. 0. Box 7161 Seattle 33, Washington
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CU 3DLY M 3N STER

Arms of Robot Mark II, mobile robot built by Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif., embrace
Colleen Adam; ut a demonstration of its almost human actions. Remote -controlled handling
machine substitutes for man in dangerous places, e.g. radioactive areas.

DO?PLER RADAR FOR HLSTLER"
Doppler radar for the Air Force's B-58 "Hustler' bomber are part of Sperry Gyroscope Co.
systems that automatically navigate the supersonic aircraft and control precise release of
armament. Raytheon Co.'s Airborne Equipment Diu. makes the radars.

ASTRONAUTS

GE's Defense Systems Dept. and Burroughs
Corp. demonstrate radio -command guidance
system to six Project Mercury astronauts.
GE's H. B. Hoeper points out features of the
lightweight airborne track beacon.

Snapshots

of the
Electronic

Industries

SHOPPING LIST?

The three and a half million items managed
by the Defense Dept. are electronically cata-
loged on these 60 reels of magnetic tape.
An IBM 705 III at the Armed Forces Supply
Support Center updates items.
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VARIOMETERS

E. T. Rogers, Engineering VP, and P. 0. Doorley, Production VP,
Permali, Inc., Mt. Pleasant, Pa., check out non-metallic rotor structure
for one of two variometers built for the Navy's VLF radio transmitter
at Cutler, Me. Installation will transmit to submerged submarines.

CRAZY BUMPER

E. Bradley, Special Products Mnge., MeIpar,
Inc., adjusts "Road Eye"-a Lateral Displace-
ment Detector which will measure normal
driving deviations in a new Bureaa of Public
Roads highway safety program.

TEST SOLAR CELLS

Photofloods are used to test the 9,260 solar
cell battery for Tiros II supplied ro RCA by
International Rectifier Corp. Cage (above
R. Wilkes, RCA engineer) creates magnetic
field like the field surrounding the earth in
space. Cells last indefinitely.

MOBIDIC DEMONSTRATION
Army shows large scale mobile computer for battlefield use. MOBIDIC
(Mobile Digital Computer) was developed by Sylvania Electric Prod-
ucts, Inc. Brig. Gen. J. C. Monahan, Ch. U. S. Army Sig. Corps' R & D
Div., and H. Lehne, a senior VP at Sylvania, are on vehicle's steps.

ULTRAilOLET
TRANSMIISSION

Experimental West-
inghouse system for
transmitting video in-
formation via modu-
lated ultraviolet ra-
diation. Demodulated
signal from TV cam-
era (to left of sub-
ject) produces image
on receiver at the
rear.

SATURN BOOSTER

Second Saturn booster assembly fixture nears completion at the George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center. (Booster can be seen framed within the forward gantry of the new fixture.
Progressive Welder & Machine Co. rwade the Center designed fixture.



Stankclact 1-3(ka Gumfjb

cot) SpEca Delps
FROM ONE COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SOURCE

7Ar

ALITE - with its completely equipped facilities
for producing high quality, vacuum -tight,
ceramic -to -metal seals - is geared to meet all
your requirements for high alumina ceramic -
metal components. From design to finished as-
sembly, every manufacturing step - including
formulating, firing, metalizing and testing-is
carefully supervised in our own plant. Result:
effective quality control and utmost reliability.

Hermetic seals and bushings made of high
alumina Mite are recommended for electrome-
chanical applications where service conditions
are extremely severe or critical. Mite has high
mechanical strength and thermal shock resist-
ance. It maintains low -loss characteristics
through a wide frequency and temperature
range. It resists corrosion, abrasion and nuclear
radiation. Its extra -smooth, hard, high -fired glaze
assures high surface resistivity.

102-G

ALITE DIVISION

To simplify design problems and speed delivery,
Mite high voltage terminals, feed-throughs and
cable end seals are available in over 100 stand-
ard sizes. However, when specifications call for
special units for unusual applications, you can
rely on expert assistance from Mite engineers to
help you take full advantage of Alite's superior
properties.
Write us about your specific requirements today:

WRITE FOR HELPFUL FREE BULLETINS

Bulletin A -7R gives useful com-
parative data. Bulletin A-40
describes Alite facilities and
complete line of Alite Standard
Bushings.

ORRVILLE, OHIO

New York Office - 60 East 42nd St.
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Raytheon Subminiature Tubes
Help Deliver The Message for
Hughes Project Tattletale
Enemy atomic attack can scramble
the ionosphere disrupting vital com-
munications. The Air Force provides
a solution in the form of Project
Tattletale. A high altitude rocket
containing a taped message and trans-
mitting equipment is shot 300 miles
up to provide a straight-line trans-
mission requiring no ionospheric
bounce.

PROBLEM: How to assure maxi-
mum reliability during transmission.

SOLUTION: Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany, contractor, chose Raytheon
5702WA, 5703WA, and 6021 Reli-
able Subminiature Tubes.
If your designs require tubes featur-
ing reliable operation, long life, and
stable performance under severe
conditions of high temperature and
mechanical shock or vibration,
Raytheon Reliable Subminiature
Tubes can offer an immediate solu-
tion. For complete technical data,
please write to Raytheon, Industrial
Components Division, 55 Chapel St.,
Newton 58, Mass.

For Small Order or Protoype Requirements See Your Local Franchised Raytheon Distributor

RAYTHEON COMPANY
RAYTHEON

INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS DIVISION
Circle 15 on Inquiry Card



C3014 ELECTRIC. chooses Tung -Sol transistors

for automatic air traffic control vocal system

The Cook Electric Automatic Voice Relay is an
integral part of a highly advanced system known
as Volscan which is designed to relieve the
hazards of air traffic congestion over modern
airports. The AV R automatically generates flight
path instructions vocally to pilots waiting to
land, on the basis of data submitted to it by
radar. A plane can be brought in every 30
seconds by the system.

Naturally, the highly critical nature of the
system's function demanded that components
selected to operate in the system meet the highest
reliability standards. For this critical amplifica-
tion and detection circuits in the AV R, Cook
specified Tung -Sol transistors. More than 2000
Tung -Sol 2N461 germanium transistors were as-
signed to these significant tasks. Cook stipulated
the reasons for selecting Tung -Sol: "We found

that Tung -Sol transistors more than satisfied the
high reliability requirements for this operation.
Moreover, Tung -Sol was able to meet a rapid
delivery schedule."

Why don't you get the benefit of Tung -Sol
component knowledge and experience too? Tung -
Sol components - whether transistors, tubes or
silicon rectifiers - fill virtually every commercial
and military application with unexcelled de-
pendability. Tung -Sol applications engineers will
be glad to recommend the best components for
your design. Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4,
New Jersey. TWX:NK 193.

Technical assistance is available through the following
sales offices: Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City,
Calif.; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colo.; Detroit, Mich.;
Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; Seatle, Wash. Canada: Toronto, Ont.

TONG -SOU

ZN461

Circle 16 on Inquiry Card
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El's International News
U. 5.-Jap Governmen is OK
Liiton-Kobe Kogyo Pack
Kobe, Japan-The U. S. and Japanese
governments have approved a techno-
logical assistance and licensing agree-
ment between Litton International
S. A., Zurich, Switzerland, and Kobe
Kogyo Corp., Kobe, Japan. Litton
International is a wholly -owned sub-
sidiary of Litton Industries, Inc.

The agreement establishes a long-
term working relationship in the
microwave tube field. Kobe Kogyo
will make Litton tubes for customers
in Japan and other Asian countries.
Litton International receives an equity
position in Kobe Kogyo, a royalty fee
(undiscolsed amounts), and U. S. dis-
tribution rights for tubes made by
the Japanese firm except for home
entertainment set tubes.

Marconi-Computer Firm
Sign License Agreement
Sylmar, Calif.-Computer Measure-
ments Co., division of Pacific Indus-
tries, Inc., has licensed Marconi
Instruments, Ltd., (England) to man-
ufacture and sell their transistorized
electronic counters in European mar-
kets.

The agreement covers Computer
Measurements' line of 10, 20, and 100
MC solid state counters used in com-
mercial and defense electronics ap-
plications. The 10 -year agreement
includes exchange of engineering
data aimed at improvements in solid-
state technology.

New ICAO Members
Montreal, Canada - Three African
nations have become members of the
International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion bringing membership to a total
of 83. The three nations are: Re-
public of Mali; Republic of Senegal;
and Federation of Nigeria.

CHECK-OUT MISSILE CONTROLS

New electronic trouble -spotting equipment
will cut from four days to less than one hour
typical check-out tests of bomber and missile
radar -control systems. Dynamics Corp. of
America Subsidiary, Reeves Instrument Corp.,
built the system. It will be installed in Japan,
Germany, and east and west coasts of U. S.

Form British Subsidiary
London-Gulton Industries, Inc., is
forming a British subsidiary, Gulton
Industries (Britain) Ltd. Production
is expected to begin in about 3
months.

The company manufactures highly
sophisticated components, instru-
ments, equipment and advanced elec-
tronic systems for space, military,
industrial, medical, and consumer
uses.

Appoint New Representatives
Los Angeles-Gertsch Products, Inc.
has moved to strengthen their posi-
tion in Western Europe, appointing
sales representatives in 7 countries:
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, West
Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland,
and England.

The company is also negotiating a
licensing agreement with two British
firms for the production of Gertsch
equipment in England. These com-
panies would serve the United King-
dom-Commonwealth market.

PROBE
MOON'S
SURFACE

This 45 -ft radio tele-
scope was used by
the Royal Radar Es-
tablishment, Malvern,
Eng., to check moon's
surface as a radar re-
flector. They found
vertical irregularities
which were greater
than a wavelength
and a horizontal scale
which is considerably
larger.

European Semiconductor Market
Complex But Rising-Riley
New York-"Europe's semiconductor
industry is so different from that of
the U.S. that blanket comparisons
are meaningless," says Dr. Dennis P.
Riley, President, Intertechnical Con-
sultants, Inc., Geneva. He says that,
"it would be a grave error to assume
that Europe is simply lagging be-
hind the U.S. in terms of time in the
development and use of semiconductor
devices. The position is qualitively
different and is likely to remain so
for at least the next five years."

His firm recently completed a sur-
vey of the European semiconductor
industry. They found that the enter-
tainment industry, especially transis-
torized portable radios, dominates the
demand for transistors and diodes in
Europe. Japanese imports are se-
verely restricted by tariffs and quo-
tas. "Demand for military types of
semiconductors is small," he said,
but he predicted that Europe would
continue to look to the U.S. for this
type in the foreseeable future.

More than 85% of Europe's semi-
conductor production is in the U.K.,
Germany, and France. Dr. Riley pre-
dicted that mergers and acquisitions
would result in a relatively small
number of large European semicon-
ductor producers.

The European market for semi-
conductor devices is rapidly expand-
ing, but he warned American in-
vestors to be extremely careful in
assessing trends since the market is
a complex one and each country re-
quires separate consideration.

West Germany Orders
American Transponders
Munich-The West German Govern-
ment, through Siemens and Halske
A.G. (Munich) is ordering AN/APX-
46 (V) IF F airborne transponders
from Hazeltine Corp., Little Neck,
N. Y.

The transponder has been selected
by West Germany for its Lockheed
F-104 all-weather fighter-bomber. A
transponder automatically responds
to electronic interrogation for identi-
fication purposes.

Hazeltine will furnish technical as-
sistance and manufacturing know-
how to Siemens and Halske. Ap-
proved by the U. S. Dept. of
State, the program will be paid for in
dollars in line with the government's
policy of reversing the dollar and
gold flow abroad.

"International News"

(Continued on page 34)
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Waveline precision Waveguide Switches are avail-
able in seven waveguide sizes to cover the frequency
range of 3.95 to 40.0 KMC. These manually operated
devices have been designed for applications in the
laboratory or for microwave systems to make alter-
nate connections between two waveguide inputs and
two waveguide outputs.

Excellent electrical characteristics are achieved
by unique precision and assembly techniques which
Waveline has developed to provide the highest qual-
ity of microwave instruments. Full waveguide range
operation is obtained with a VSWR of 1.10 maximum
and an isolation greater than 60 db.

The switches are normally supplied with rotation
in the narrow wall plane (circular bend of the rotor
in the "E" plane) and are manually operated by
means of a knob. Also available are "H" plane
versions which are designated by suffix letter H.

Waveline
Model No.

Frequency
Range, KMC

Waveguide
Type

378-E 3.95 to 5.85 RG-95/U

478-E 5.85 to 8.20 RG-106/U
578-E 7.05 to 10.00 RG-68/U

678-E 8.20 to 12.40 RG-67/U

778-E 12.40 to 18.00 RG-107/U (AL)

878-E 18.00 to 26.50 RG-66/U (AL)

1078-E 26.50 to 40.00 RG-96/U (AL)

WAVELINE
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY

Phone: CApital 6-9100 TWX Caldwell, N. J. 103

FOR JAPANESE WIND TUNNEL

Digital data handling system built by Datex
Corp., Monrovia, Calif., will record data from
a transonic wind tunnel at the Aeronautic
Technology Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan. System
can handle 220 pressure data and 20 force
data variables. Control consoles are separate.

Supply Instrumentation For
France's Sahara Missile Range
Paris-Compagnie des Compteurs has
awarded a $1,365,000 contract to
Cubic Corp., San Diego, Calif. for
distance -measuring equipment, angle -
measuring equipment and associated
data -handling equipment and plotting
boards.

The equipment is for advanced in-
strumentation of the Sahara Missile
Range (Colomb-Bechar) in North and
Central Africa.

The equipment is an advanced ver-
sion of the AME-DME aircraft/mis-
sile/satellite tracking systems now
used on several missile ranges.

Compagnie des Compteurs will also
manufacture the equipment in Franceunder a licensing agreement with
Cubic's subsidiary in Luxembourg,
Cubic S.A.

Battery Imports An "Issue"
New York-The National Electrical
Manufacturers Association has issued
a statement on the problem of bat-
tery imports into this country.

The Association warns that "if the
trend continues, the U.S. industry
may no longer be in a position to
supply military and civilian defense
needs in the event of a national
emergency."

A spokesman for the Association
explained the rapid increase in im-ports as a result of extremely low
labor costs, marginal standards of
living in those countries and nominal
import duties.

The immediate concern is the
sharply rising imports from Japan,
but the problem involves a number of
postwar industrially rehabilitated
nations.

Sign Battery Agreement
Elmsford, N. Y.-Sonotone Corp. hassigned a licensing agreement with
Japan's Furukawa Battery Co., Ltd.

Furukawa will manufacture, sell
and develop Sonotone's sintered -
plate, nickel -cadmium batteries in
certain Far Eastern territories, in-
cluding Japan.
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7eptHEAVY
DUTY WORK!Severest

Electrical
Services

P-506-CE-Plug with Cap

S-506-DB
Socket with deep Bracket

JONES
PLUGS &
SOCKETS

500 SERIES
Proven Quality!

For 5,000 Volts, 25 Amperes
per Contact Alterable by

circuit Characteristics.

Socket contacts of phosphor bronze, knife -switch type, cad-
mium plated. Plug contacts hard brass, cadmium plated.
Made in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 contacts. Plugs and sockets
polarized. Long -leakage path from terminal, and terminal to
ground. Caps and brackets, steel parkerised trust proofed/.
Plug and socket blocks interchangeable In caps and brackets.
Terminal connections most accessible. Cap Insulated with

bakellte.

Write for Jones BULLETIN 22 for full details on line.

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
DIVISION OF UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP.

Circle 18 on Inquiry Card

NEW

HYDRAZINE
ACTIVATED

CORE
SOLDER

FLOWS AT IDEAL RATE,
LEAVES NO SOLDERING RESIDUES
Non -corrosive HYDRAZINE FLUX,* used industry -wide in liquid
form, has now been incorporated into core solder. This fast,
efficient flux vaporizes completely at soldering tempera-
tures. It leaves no residue which would support fungus
growth. Will not corrode.
In H-32 are solder for the first time, HYDRAZINE FLUX offers more
advantages than ever. When flux is normally applied, far
more than is actually needed is used. Now, the exact ratio
of flux to solder provides for proper wetting. Thereafter
the flux decomposes and is eliminated. Cleaning and pro-
duction time are saved.
TEST HYDRAZINE FLUX AND CORE SOLDER in your own plant.
Write for samples of either H -Series Fluxes or H-32 core -
solder form and technical literature.

U.S. Potent No. 2,612,459
Available only from Fairmount and its sales agentsFairmount

CHEMICAL CO., INC.
136 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961

MORE
POWER

TO YOU!

N UCOR

Today's radars demand more pulse power in less
space. Nucor 's answer is the 7545/ XD -45, specifically
designed for switch tube service. Though compact in
size, this proprietary tube will switch 3.4 megawatts

at 25 Kv hold -off anode voltage with pulses up to 25 u

seconds, 200 amperes peak. The XD -45 is air cooled -
6 Kw anode dissipation, and is available from stock.

When your design calls for pulse power-
see Nucor first!

NUCLEAR CORPORATION OF AMERICA
CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS DIVISION

DENVILLE, NEW JERSEY
Circle 36 on Inquiry Card
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Gertsch Freq Meter
MEASURES AND GENERATES: 20 mc to 1000 mc

ACCURACY: 0.0001%, exceeding FCC
requirements 5 times

MODULATION: AM, 30% at 1000 cps; FM
1 kc at 30 mc, 5 kc at 150 mc,
or 15 kc at 450 mc max.

i

on.
4. I. 

.6 6.

'
IN11111111111111111111111111-zropri

This portable instrument in one complete package enables you to
measure both frequency and frequency deviations in the maintenance
of mobile communications systems.

As optional equipment the FM -7 Frequency Meter can be com-
bined with the new DM -3 Deviation Meter as illustrated. The DM -3
is a dual -range deviation meter with 15 kc. and 7.5 kc full scales.

By combining the FM -7 and the DM -3 you get a single instru-
ment capable of measuring and generating carrier frequencies plus
reading peak modulation deviation'.

Write for complete literature.

Bertsch
GERTSCH PRODUCTS, Inc.

3211 South La Cienega Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, California UPton 0-2761 - VErmont 9-2201

Electronic Switching
System Opened by Bell

Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Whippany, N. J., has shown a new
Electronic Central Office Switching
System. The system is being tried
out in Morris, Illinois.

Costing $25 million, it supplants
plug, switch and relay -type systems.
New types of miniature components
and assemblies permit a high de-
gree of mechanization. Of more
than 200,000 electronic parts in the
Exchange, over 118,000 are semi-
conductor devices. Over 12,000
transistors and 105,000 diodes han-
dle logical functions. The switch-
ing network uses some 23,000 neon -
filled tubes. Printed circuit boards,
photomultiplier tubes, photographic
memory plates and a cathode ray
tube are also used in the new sys-
tem.

The Electronic Central Office is
composed of three parts. First, the
Concentrator, switching network
and trunk circuits, providing the
talking connections between the
telephone lines; next, the controls,
the diode and transistor logic and
the two memories, the barrier grid
storage tubes and the flying spot
storage. The third part embraces
the scanner and selector, connect-
ing the controls to the line and
trunks.

The scanner, a multiposition elec-
tronic switch, allows the controls to
look at a particular line, 10 times
per second, day and night. When
someone dials the scanner speeds
its action to 100 times a second, so
as not to miss any of the dial
pulses. The switching network and
associated concentrator provide the
voice paths.

Three kinds of equipment make
up the electronic controls: Logic-
the central control - consists of
four cabinets containing nearly
3000 transistors and 20,000 diodes
mounted on 3400 plug-in circuit
packages.

Temporary memory - barrier
grid store-used for temporary
records, a cathode ray device in
which an electron beam is used to
write and read dots of charge on
an insulating surface-mica. Four
such memories are used, two work-
ing and two standing. Each store
remembers 16,384 yes orr no's. Read-
write cycle takes 2.5 microseconds.

Semi -permanent memory-flying
spot store-a high-speed, random
access, large capacity, photographic
memory used to store program and
line transmission information.
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Bourns Trimpot®
Puts the Proof in Humidity -Proof
Run2ing a potentiometer into near -boiling water is just one of
the ways Bourns puts the proof in humidity -proof. Every Trim -
pot unit made talkes this 60 -second bath with the water sim-
mering at 90°C. Air expanded by the heat creates four pounds
of pressure inside tha potentiometer-enough to cause :nibbles
-if it leaks. Only of the unit is completely leak -free does it pass
the test.
Eourns humidity proofing starts at the beginning-with original
design arid selection of materials. The plastic chosen for Trim -
pot cases, for example, displays the unusual properties of high
irsulation resistance and extremely low moisture absorption.

NUMBER 5 -RELIABIUTY SERIES

Further protection against humidity results from manufacturing
procedures, such as internal potting of the resistance element
and sub -components. Finally, Bourns samples all production
for compliance to MIL -STD -202A, Method 106 as a routine part
of a Reliability Assurance Program. As a result, Trimpot does
more than "resist" moisture; it keeps moisture out.
For more information about the industry's largest selection of
humidity -proof adjustment potentiometers -wirewound and
carbon in a variety of sizes, power ratings, operating tempera-
tures, etc.-write for new Trimpot summary brochure and list
of stocking distributors.

Exc usive manufacturers of Trimpot®, Trimit®, and E -E -Trim®. Pioneers in transducers for position, pressure and acceleration.
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 . speaking of capacitors-
NOTICE HOW LITTLE SPACE

HIGH VOLTAGE VACUUM
CAPACITORS OCCUPY!

Which is one of the reasons why Technical
Materiel Corp. engineers are using 8 different
types of vacuum capacitors in this new GPT-10K
10,000 watt SSB transmitter with complete band
switching through its frequency range of 2 to 28
megacycles. Inductive losses are very low
because the vacuum dielectric and concentric
construction permits a maximum amount of
capacitance at high voltage to be packed into an
extremely small physical space. Vacuum capacitors
also contribute to the superior performance
of the transmitter through their extremely high
ratio of capacitance change that makes possible
a wide frequency range. Other advantages
include all copper construction for high current
ratings, and plates safely protected against con-
tamination throughout their life by the vacuum seal.

Vacuum capacitors are useful in all sections
of high powered transmitters, dielectric heating
equipment, antenna phasing equipment and
electronic equipment from cyclotrons to electron
microscopes. Jennings manufactures over 300 types
of vacuum capacitors with voltage ratings of
5 kv to 120 kv, and current ratings up to
500 amps rms. Further information on Jennings'
complete line is available on request.

Type UCSXF
15-1200 mmfd
15 Icy, 45 amps rms

Type UCSF
12-500 mmfd

15 kv, 45 amps rms

Type UCSL
5-750 mmfd, 7-1000
5 kv, 42 amps rms

Type MC1
1000 mmfd

15 Icy, 75 amps rms

Type W
6 mmfd
25 kv, 10.5 amps rms

Type X
10 mmfd

17 Icy, 7 amps rms

Type Y
2 mmfd
17 icy, 7 amps rmsy ,

Reliability means Vacuum/Vacuum means E11111/F
0

JENNINGS RADIO MFG. CORP., 970 McLAUGHLIN AVE., SAN JOSE 8, CALIF., PHONE CYpress 2-4025

Tele-Tips
DID AN ATOM BOMB devised
by prehistoric space travellers de-
molish the cities of Sodom and Go-
morrah? A noted Russian physi-
cist has won himself a good deal of
attention by advancing the sugges-
tion. But the Soviet Academy of
Sciences slapped his hand last
month, pointing out that while the
idea cannot be flatly rejected there
is not a single shred of proof that
Earth has ever been visited by peo-
ple from outer space.

MARS NETWORK-Military Af-
filiate Radio System-has just
completed an even dozen years of
service. The joint Army -Air Force
organization of licensed amateur
radio operators has a membership
of about 15,000, more than 70%
civilians.

ECHO I, the balloon satellite, is
large-almost 100 ft. in diameter
-but not nearly as big as can be
made. The G. T. Schjeldahl Com-
pany, Northfield, Minn., designers
and builders of ECHO, feel that
balloons ten times that size -1,000
ft. in diameter - are possible.
They are also working on tech-
niques for making the inflatable
space structures more rigid once
they are in orbit.

SUPPLIERS TO JET airplane
manufacturers must blink their
eyes at requests like this: talcum
powder, diapers, bicarbonate of
soda and castile soap. But these
orders are an every day occurrence
at Republic Aviation on Long Is-
land. The talcum and soap are
used as lubricants in installing
rubber and plastic items like fuel
cells; the diapers are for polish-
ing canopies and the bicarb is
used in the paint shop as a clean-
ing aid.

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
caused by lightning discharges
(sferics) are being investigated
by National Bureau of Standards.
At Brighton, Colo., NBS has in-
stalled an "Ephi" system consist-
ing of three 125 ft. vertical an-
tennas spaced about four miles

(Continued on page 40)
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Inland d-rt torque motors
provide direct drive servo positioning ...

NO GEARS, NO BACKLASH

Complete range ... 0.1 to 3,000 pound -feet
Inland offers a complete line of compact d -c
torquers for airborne, shipboard or ground service
stabilization and tracking systems. Increased
system accuracy has been achieved by mounting
the torquers directly on the driven member. This
completely eliminates gear backlash and other
problems normally associated with gear trains,
reduces substantially over-all friction error, and
improves the over-all constant of the system.
In addition, Inland's d -c torquers combine the
compact pancake shape with very high peak
torque, low input power, and high' angular
resolution.

Exclusive commutator and brush rigging design

Inland has achieved this compact pancake shape
while maintaining the low -power input to high -
torque output ratio of a d -c torquer.

INLAND AMPLIFIERS-Inland makes a wide line of con-
trol amplifiers for systems duty with Inland torquers.
Write for technical details.

COMPARE THESE RATINGS WITH A TYPICAL SERVO MOTOR -GEAR TRAIN COMBINATION

T -2136-A T -2136-B T -2136-D

Peak torque, oz. in. 35 35 35

Volts at peak torque, stalled at 25°C 26.0 20.6 33.5

Amps at peak torque 1.6 2.0 1.3

Total friction, oz. in. 0.8 0.8 0.8

Rotor Inertia, oz. in. sect .007 .007 .007

Weight, oz. 9 9 9

Dimensions (inches):
0.D. 2.81 2.81 2.81

I.D. 1.00 1.00 1.00

Thickness .63 .63 .63

For complete data on these or other Inland d -c pancake torquers, address Dept. 8-2,
Inland Motor Corporation of Virginia, Northampton, Massachusetts.

INLAND MOTOR OCORPORATIONF VIRGINIA
A SUBSIDIARY OF K OLLMORG EN CORPORATION

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
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here is your answer!
Puzzled about how to pack reliability

and producihility into a high density

module? Take a clue from Engineered

Electronics Co., Litton Industries, Sippi-

can Corp., and Space Technology Labs

(Ito r above). Weld it! These companies

and many other leaders have already

discovered that Weldmatic precision

electronic welding equipment makes

component packaging a pleasure. Why

don't you see for yourself?

WELDMATIC DIVISION / UNITEK
950 Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, California

Tele-Tips
(Continued from page 38)

apart and forming the vertices of
an equilateral triangle. The em
waves created by lightning will
arrive at the antennas at different
times depending on their distance
from where the bolt hit. The time
intervals will all allow NBS to
"fix" the location of the storm.

MINIATURIZATION seems to be
approaching the ridiculous when
you come across an item like this :
At the instrument jewel bearing
plant in Rolla, N. D., which Bulova
operates for the government, the
total annual output is about 2,000,-
000 bearings. And this 2,000,000
bearings just about fills one milk
bottle.

"AN ELECTRONIC D E M 0 C-

RACY" with communications net-
works that would allow all Ameri-
can citizens to vote directly upon
bills before Congress, is foreseen
by Stahrl W. Edmunds, manager
of market analysis at Hughes
Aircraft Co. Individual citizens
would cast their ballots through
a home voting transmitter after
witnessing the floor debates on
TV. It may even be possible, says
Edmunds, for citizens to partici-
pate in the debate, through 2-
way TV.

ALMOST 9 of every 10 U. S.
households have television sets.
11% have two sets or more.

JUST WHEN and how we are go-
ing to communicate with living crea-
tures on other planets is a question
that is getting a lot of attention.
But Prof. Fred T. Haddock of the
University of Michigan feels that
it is unlikely that we will receive
radio signals from outer space in
the immediate future; that great
deal of improvement is necessary
in radio receivers. At the moment,
he points out, the best radio re-
ceivers are only roughly compar-
able to the naked eye and the abil-
ity to see fine detail-we can see
about 5000 stars at night and that
many radio stars can be detected.
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:° NEW FROM

E
A GLASS THAT MAKES
MICRO -MINIATURE RELAY
HEADER DO TRICKS

From the smelting furnace at Fusite has come a glass so ideal for
use with 52% nickel alloy pins and mild steel body it obsoletes all
previous compression type seals.

Designated TR-Glass it grips the pins so tightly no amount of bend-
ing or twisting will cause the terminal to leak. Heat shock of 1000°F
in 20 seconds is child's play for the compatible combination of
materials in this new relay header.

The favorable balance of expansion between TR-Glass and the two
dissimilar metals of pins and body assure performance well in excess
of Mil specs.

Available in electrode styles of hook, plug-in and extended lead.

Samples on request. Write Fusite Corporation, Department G-1.

Fusite Corporation, Cincinnati, 0.
Woodford Mfg. Co., Versailles, Ky.
Fusite N. V., Konigweg 16, Almelo, Holland
Fusite Gmb H, Dieselstrasse 5 Karlsruhe, W. Germany

THE FUSITE CORPORATION
6000 FERNVIEW AVENUE,

CINCINNATI 13, OHIO
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OUTSIDE DIAMETERS

Gauge Max. Fin. O.D.

#22 0.167"
#20 0.174"
#18 0.183"

SPE TED

This new, UL Inspected and Labeled
Wire is especially designed for use
as Anode Connectors, Fly -Back Trans-
former Leads and similar applica-
tions in TV Receivers, and other
electronic circuits carrying high volt-
ages.

Code HYANODE combines high
dielectric strength with maximum flex-
ibility and minimum outside diameter.
It is available with No. 22 Ga.
through No. 18 Ga. Stranded Tinned
Copper Conductors. Outer jackets of
extruded plastic compounds are rated
at 80°C, 90°C or 105°C. Standard
Color is Red-other colors available.

iQuotations based on your quantity requirements

/ furnished promptly. Samples available on request.

WIRES and CABLES >.'

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
1751 No. Western Ave. Chicago 47, III.

In Business Since 1904

Letters
to the
Editor

Whose Patent?
On page 14 of your September is-

sue there is a short comment headed
"G.E. granted patents on man-made
diamonds." I am not interested in
diamonds, but I would like to make a
comment. According to the patent
laws of this country, patents can be
granted only to individuals and not to
corporations. This is as it should be
since only individuals can reason and
have inventive ideas. Thus although
patents may be assigned to a corpora-
tion, they can not be granted to it as
you stated. This method of reporting
in addition to being incorrect is also
somewhat unfair to the inventor who
really developed the process.

Henry F. Ivey
Section Manager
Phosphor Research

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Lamp Division
Research Department
Bloomfield, New Jersey

Ed: Mr. Ivey's observation is, of course,
correct-and worth remembering.

"Under Missiles"
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

While doing a little research in
your excellent 1960-61 Directory and
All -Reference Issue I came across a
small error under the "Key Guided
Missile Contractors" list on page 148.
Under the heading "Company,"
Northrup Corp., NORAID Div.; this
should read Northrop Corp., NOR-
AIR Div.

Please accept my thanks for the
subscription to ELECTRONIC INDUS-
TRIES. I believe this is one of the
finest publications in its field.

A. J. Eldridge
Technical Representative

Northrop Corp., Norair Div.
First Security Bldg.
Ogden, Utah

"Cancelling Sine Waves"
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

The November issue contains a
"page from an Engineer's notebook,
#58-Cancellation of Sine Waves,"
by J. J. Davidson. (P. 165.) He con-
siders that when,

= sin cot

e2 = sin (wt = a)
e, = - c2

for small a.
An exact solution is readily obtainable

using elementary trigonometry.

(Continued on page 50)

(sin a) cos cot
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General Instrument Semiconductor... Design Breakthrough
JE:

-vey,

NEW IL
O

1.8v- 1µ sec

2N1678

2N1678 "DYNAMIC
DRIFT"

4.5 v
_

2N1678

..
er"/ N)))7 ,1 1, i cl is AIL a 1

1 11 0S73 #% I.........m......

General Instrument proudly presents the 2N1678
"Dynamic Drift"... ideally suited for high speed,
high voltage saturated circuit applications. The
1 Mc bistable multivibrator, above, is only one ex-
ample of the multitude of applications for this
attractively -priced transistor family.
Life test data proves reliability of the new General
Instrument 2N1678 "Dynamic Drift". Close quality
control guarantees extremely high electrical uni-
formity, shipment to shipment.

FULL LINE OF QUALITY
General Instrument is your major source for high quality
computer semiconductors . . . transistors, as well as com-
panion diodes, rectifiers and logic encapsulations for every
type of circuit application. The transistor families shown
below indicate the broad range of superior quality units
offered by General Instrument.

All speeds shown have been
attained with conventional satu-
rated circuitry. Total bar length
represents rate (period) using
speed-up capacitors; broken bar
indicates maximum speed with-
out capacitor.

Representative transistors
shown are alloyed -junction de-
vices. Types 2N501A, 2N604,
and 2N1678 are MADT, Drift,
and High -Voltage Drift, respec-
tively.

IN CANADA:

High Voltage
High Speed
Saturated Circuitry
At Low Cost

2N1678 PNP Germanium "Dynamic Drift"

P I
Parameter Conditions Min. Typ. Max.

-65°C i 85°C

120 mw

I, = 100 As 60 v

Vc,o Ic., = 25 ga 60 v

I,.. = 100 ga 4 v

I, = 20 ma; Vc, = 0.25 v 25 40

1.0 Vc, = 10 v 5 as

I, = 20 ma; Vc, = 0.25 v 0.6 v

f,,, ig = I Ina; Va -= 5 v 25 Mc 35 Mc

f,,,,, I, = 1 ma; Vc, = 10 O 50 Mc

4 = 1 Mil; VnA = 5 v; f = 1 kc 300
h, Vc, = 5 v; I, = 1 ma; f = 1 kc 0.5 u mho 2 o mho

C,,L, V, = 5 v; I. = 1 ma; f = 5 Mc 3 5 pf 5 pf

t t I, = 20 ma; I,, = 1,,

= 1 ma; R, = 1K

0.4 a sec

t, -0 t 0.4 A sec

COMPUTER SEMICONDUCTORS
Write General Instrument for complete engineering and
life test data, design curves, and typical circuitry which
takes advantage of the unique combination of characteristics
offered by the new 2N1678. Data is available, of course,
on our full line of computer semiconductors. Our engineers
will gladly discuss your specific circuit requirements.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS... SATURATED SWITCHING SPEED CAPABILITY

(Asec) 102 10 10-1 10-2

PHOTOTRANSISTORS

BILATERAL
TRANSISTORS

2N4691

2N593

105V

HIGH VOLTAGE ,,
TRANSISTORS "1
Na., Shown) 600

HIGH CURRENT
TRANSISTORS
11, =500mal

MEDIUM CURRENT
TRANSISTORS
II<= 150ma)

2N390

201310

LOW CURRENT 14 = 50ma)

2N)678

2N3I7A

358A

2N523A

2N447A

SWITCHING RATE f Mc) 10-2 10-1

NPN
I

2N501A

10 102

GENERAL INSTRUMENTiirr4111," -"NH

TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTORS, DIODES,

General Instrument-F. W. Sickles

RECTIFI ERS

SEMICONDUCTOR
DIVISION OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

65 Gouverneur Street, Newark 4, New Jersey

of Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 408, 151 S. Weber Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Sherwood 4-8101.
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Yica'A-eld THESE ARE MICROMINIATURE CONNECTORS -

4 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE!

DIMENSIONS (ACTUAL SIZE).

1-2/5"

1
1. °mummy.

_//pwese
64 SERIES 74 SERIES
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Receptacle for flexible p-inted wiriig or
printed circuit boards. 15 contacts on .075"

centers, with 2 lines of interfereic3
per circuit.

19 contact receptacle with mabig
components mounting ooard o- 38 contact

rack & panel/modular pair. Contacts on
.050" centers.

12 contacts on .075" certers. 2 types
available for either mothilar use or for
cable -to -cable, cable -to -chassis or

board -to -chassis usage.

MPHENO* AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
Amphenol-Bore Electronics Corporation

1830 S. 54th AVE., CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS

Weise for Compete Data!
 Send me full information on Micro Edge, Micro Mil and Micro Mod

NAME.
TIT E

COMPANY

COMPANY ADDRESS
DEPT.

CITY ZONE STALE



EACH AND

EVERY BUSS

FUSE IS

TESTED

IN A

SENSITIVE

ELECTRONIC

DEVICE

TO ASSURE

DEPENDABILITY

PLUS

CLIPS-
BLOCKS-

& HOLDERS

SAVE TIME
AND TROUBLE...

by standardizing on BUSS fuses. There's a
right fuse for every need in the complete line.

Write for the BUSS bulletin on small dimension
fuses t Form SFB) to get full dLta for your file).

Bussmann Mfg. Division Me3raw-Edison VW
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, 114o.
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PoEcisioN RESOLVER
TYPE 54RXa SER.

FUNCTIONAL ACCURACY
AND 2 -SECOND REPEATABILITY

integral bearing permits direct gimbal mounting
The new Reeves 10 -second Resolver is the ideal instrument for precision stable platform
applications. The units are available with either beryllium or aluminum housings for a
wide range of operating temperature applications.

Reeves is especially proud of this latest addition to the comprehensive family of high

precision resolvers currently in production and ready for inclusion in your systems packages.
Whatever your resolver requirements Reeves has the size and design to meet your
specifications. Reeves Resolvers are supplied in the 23, 15, and 11 case sizes. For complete
specifications, write for data file 302.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America  Roosevelt Field, Garden City, New York

Qualified engineers seeking

rewarding opportunities in

these advanced fields are in-

vited to get in touch with us.

Circle 30 on Inquiry Card
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when the occasion calls for MOVING...
call United Van Lines

Whether you're moving bulky electronic devices or price-
less works of art, you'll find it safer, easier, more con-
venient via United's modern "Safe -Guard" service.

From nation-wide exhibit tours to "tight -schedule"
deliveries of office equipment, United gears its service to
your requirements. Spacious, specially -designed vans take
tough -to -handle shipments in stride ... including the

loading of large units-in one piece-without costly dis-
mantling. And because crating is not needed on most
"Safe -Guard" shipments, there's an extra saving in time
and expense.

For "Pre -Planned", straight -through service in exclu-
sive Sanitized* vans, call your United Agent today. He's
listed under "MOVERS" in the Yellow Pages.

YOUR SHIPMENT LOADS EASIER . . TRAVELS SAFER IN A United "SAFE -GUARD" VAN
11111

SAFE -T -LOADED

instVeroqutp
CAR68 CHM SYSTEM

....

NEW TANDEM WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Provides valuable inches between
wheel boxes . . . more usable load-
ing area than standard vans.

NEW EXTRA -WIDE SIDE DOORS
A full 72 inches, permit easy.
one-piece loading of large items.

NEW REMOVABLE
DOCK -HIGH FLOOR
Eliminates hoisting, provides 264
sq. ft. of clear, unobstructed load-
ing space.

NEW LOAD STABILIZERS
Hold your shipment securely in
place, .prevent shifting or jarring
enroute.

FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF United's "SAFE -GUARD" MOVING BROCHURE, WRITE:

United Van Lines
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, ST. LOUIS 17, MISSOURI

MOVING WITH CARE EVERYWHERE REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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2 NANOSECOND

MICROWAVE SWITCHING

witIMLID STATE RELIABILITY

41'345)

kif%Aye

ft -Q

MA 3457
S.P.S.T. C -Band

Solid State Switch

LOW POWER LEVEL COAXIAL SWITCHES

Frequency
(Mc)

Insertion
Loss (Max)

Isolation
(Min)

Switching
Power

210-240 0.2 db 20 db 10 mw
260-340 0.2 db 18 db 10 mw
400-500 0.3 db 20 db 10 mw
570-630 0.3 db 20 db 10 mw
900-1000 0.3 db 20 db 10 mw

1250-1350 0.5 db 20 db 10 mw

MEDIUM POWER LEVEL COAXIAL SWITCHES

200.1000 1.5 db 22 db 70 mw
1000-2000 1.5 db 20 db 70 mw
2000-4000 2.0 db 16 db 70 mw

LOW POWER LEVEL VOLTAGE
VARIABLE ATTENUATORS

Frequency (Mc) Attenuation Range

260-340 0.2 db-18 db
400-450 0.3 db-20 db
570-630 0.3 db-20 db

1250-1350 0.5 db-20 db

Narrow -band higher frequency units are available with lower
loss and increased isolation.

40

30
U)
-J

03 200
O

10

3N
2

1 ` INSERTION LOSS

Microwave Associates' new coaxial switches 3rovide:

Efficient switching across the microwave spectrum

Solid-state reliability for military applications

Lightweight (approx. 5 oz.) ruggedized construction

Low driving power - from 10 to 100 milliwatts

)4 watts CW (S.P.S.T. unit)
Power handling capability .050 watts peak at 0.001 cuty cycle

Low insertion loss - as low as 0.2 db

Solid-state switches are as good as the semiconductors
they incorporate. All .units described use the most
advanced microwave silicon diodes available, specifically
developed for this function by Microwave Associates
Semiconductor Division.

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
BROADBAND MICROWAVE

SWITCH SPST

ISOLATION

0
400 600 800 1000 1200 -0.01 0 +0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
VOLTAGE VARIABLE ATTENUATOR

(425 Mc*25)

24

20

16

12

8

FREQUENCY.MC BIAS CURRENT-MILLIAMPS

Units for handling higher powers are now in development. Microwave Associates
has capabilities for meeting your requirements for single -pole multiple -throw and waveguide

switching devices. Our switches invite comparison. We invite your inquiries.
A quotation/data sheet will be sent on request.

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC.
ELECTRON TUBE AND DEVICE DIVISION, Burlington, Mass.

Western Union FAX TWX: Burlington, Mass., 942  BRowning 2.3000
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ELECTRONIC GENERATORS
,1 Single Phase
If With Output

Powers From
3VA-750VA

Two -Phase
With Output
Powers From
6VA-1500VA

Three -Phase
With Output
Powers From
9VA-2250VA

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
(Model 250 Illustrated Above)

Fixed Frequency 400 C.P.S.
Accuracy .25%
Distortion Less than 1%
Regulation Less than 1%
Output Power 250VA

Variable Frequency 350.450 CPS
External Freq. Range 50.4000 CPS
Output Voltage 0-125V RMS
Mounting Desk Top or

83/4" X 19"
Rack Panel.

 HIGHER POWER UNITS
TO ORDER

 FREQUENCY ACCURACIES
AVAILABLE TO .001%                  

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY ON MANY OF THE MODELS LISTED BELOW:

Model 1040 (10, 3VA)
Model 10430 (10, 8VA)
Model 1500 (10, 20VA)
Model 150 (10, 1600A)
Model 250 (10, 250VA)
Model 750 (10, 75000)

Arco/

Visit Booth No. 3613-Radio Engineering Show, N. Y. Coliseum, March 20.23, 1961

Model 1040.2 (20, 6VA)
Model 1040A.2 (20, 8VA)
Model 1500-2 (20, 40VA)
Model 150-2 (20, 320VA)
Model 250.2 (20, 500VA)
Model 750.2 (TO, 1SOOVA)

Model 1040.3 (30, 9VA)
Model 10400-3 (30, 24VA)
Model 1500-3 (30, 60VA)
Model 150-3 (30, 480VA)
Model 250-3 (30, 750VA)
Model 750.3 (30, 2250VA)

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURES AND PRICES

INDUSTRIAL TEST EQUIPMENT CO.
55 E. 11th ST.  NEW YORK 3  GR. 3-4684

Letters
to the
Editor

(Continued from page 42)

2 sin 2) cos (WI 2l.
This equation` is valid for any a. For

small a, the result can be written as:
ler I = a (in radians).

Arthur Van Gelder
Kearfott Div., G.P.I.

"Company Library"
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

I was somewhat tickled to receive
this letter from West Germany a day
or so ago and I am sending it on to
you as I thought you might be in-
terested in knowing what wide dis-
tribution ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES has.

I have, in this connection, sent Mr.
Tischke the four reprints he request-
ed. These were furnished from the
supply which you were good enough
to send me a few days ago.

Harold S. Sharp
Technical Librarian

AC Spark Plug
The Electronics Div. of

General Motors
Milwaukee 1, Wisc.

VIA AIR MAIL
AC Spark Plug Division
General Motors Corp.
MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
U.S.A.

Sehr geehrte Herren!
In der Zeitschrift "Electronic In-

dustries" No. 11/1960, S. 256-257,
stieben wir auf Arbeit mit dem
Titel "The Company Library-White
Elephant or Work Horse."

Wir interessieren uns sehr filr diese
Arbeit and bitten Sie, uns 4 Sonder-
drucke zur Verfiigung zu stellen.
Bitte, adressieren Sie Ihre Sendung
deutlich an die Technische Bilcherei
unseres Hauses.

Fiir Ihre freundlichen Bemidiungen
danken wir Ihnen im voraus sehr.

Technische Bilcherei
L. Teschke

T elefunken
G. M. B. H.
Hanover -Linden
Gottinger Chausee 67

"Compact TW Tubes"
Editor, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES:

I received my copy of ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES this morning which in-
cluded the article "Compact Travel-
ing Wave Tube Design" by H. Woy-

(Continued on page 52)
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NEW FROM

Tra nOtron

111
(A MESA MICRO -TRANSISTOR)

015 025

Base Emitter

500
MIN.

500

MIN.

.500
MM. III

COLLECTOR

1.-.025

J

MAX
060

160 DIA.
MAX

41.-1.-
020 MAX.

100

90

80

70

60

trl 50

40

30

20

10

0

0.1

TYPICAL DC BETA
VS

COLLECTOR CURRENT FOR THE TMT841

1 0 10

COLLECTOR CURRENT (mA)

100

AMPLIFIER TYPES

Type

Maximum
Collector
Voltage
(Volts)

Minimum
AC

Beta
We)

Typical
Gain -Bandwidth

Product
(Mc)

Maximum
Collector
Leakage
Current
at 25°C
(µA)

Maximum
Power

Dissipation
at 25°C Ambient

(mW)

TMT 839 45 20 45 1 150

TMT 840 45 40 45 1 150

TMT 841 45 80 65 1
150

SWITCHING TYPES

Type

Maximum
Collector
Voltage
(Volts)

Minimum
DC

Beta
(hFE)

Typical
Gain -Bandwidth

Product
(Mc)

Maximum
Saturation
Resistance

(Ohms)

Maximum
Power

Dissipation at
25°C Ambient

(mW)

TMT 842 45 20 45 120 150

TMT 843 45 45 65 120 ISO

 SILICON DIFFUSED

 HERMETICALLY -SEALED

 ALL -GLASS PACKAGE

INTRODUCING THE FIRST SERIES IN A

COMPLETE LINE OF MICRO -TRANSISTORS

Development of the MICRO -T - first silicon
diffused mesa micro -transistor in an hermetically
sealed all -glass package - represents a major step
forward in microminiaturization. As compared with
conventional "metal can" configurationE, the
MICRO -T's hard glass packaging embodies a signifi-
cant improvement in the hermetic seal between leads
and package. Reliability is substantially increased;
possibility of leakage is sharply reduced.

This new series of 45 -volt micro -transistors is the
first designed for small -signal low-level applications,
with current operating range from 50 micres mps to
20 milliamps. Other electrical characteristics include
an Rcs of 100 to 200 ohms; minimum Betas from 20
to 80; cut-off frequencies of over 50 megacycles.
Perfectly compatible with present circuitry, MICRO Ts
will facilitate microminiaturizing in such critical
areas as airborne, space vehicle and missile applica-
tion. They are 1/20th the size of the TO -5, and
1/5th that of the TO -18.

The first five types of MICRO -T's are available now.
For full information, write for Bulletins No. PB-78,
(Amplifier types) and PB-79, (Switching types).

MEET US AT IRE-
BOOTH NOS. 1220-1224

Trai n5itron
electronic corporation
wakefield, melrose, boston, mass.

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE U.S.A. AND EUROPE  CABLE ADDRESS. TRELCO



requirements receive the specialized
attention that slashes design -to -
delivery time . . . as our customers
testify. For all the facts fast on
standards or specials . . .

contact:

GREMAR

from first call
to fast

delivery...

GREMAR
sets the pace in special RF connectors!

Connecting an Eimac Klystron to RG-126/U cable calls
for a special, low VSWR adapter. Gremar designed
and delivered it in days ... not weeks. Other examples
of Gremar's fast delivery of specials include strip
transmission line to co -ax adapters, crystal adapters
and many other special RF connectors.

Gremar's special delivery capabilities are based on a
constant inventory of 500,000 assembled units of more
than 2000 types of RF connectors and adapters . . .
plus mare than 4,000,000 component parts ready for
adapting to most problem specifications. And when
components do not exist, Gremar makes them fast.

What is your problem? Because Gremar connectronics 0
concentrates engineering, production and quality
control on RF connectors and components only, your

psossimisposessuiR

en (MIA

descriptive brochure
available on request

GREMA
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

RELIABILITY THROUGH QUALITY CONTROL
Dept. E, Wakefield, Mass., CRystal 9-4580

(Continued from page 50)
kenstein and myself. I am very pleased with the read-
ability of the paper as presented in your magazine and
want to thank you for both an excellent lay -out and a
good job of editing.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES is earning a fine reception for
itself on engineers' desks because of its diversified ar-
ticles of good technical substance and its obvious concern
with providing the best presentation of each paper. It
was a privilege to have been a contributing author.

C. Louis Cuccia
Microwave Engineering

Radio Corporation of America
Electron Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.

Binary -to -Analog
lid, t or, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES :

I wish to call attention to a recent article in the Sep-
tember issue of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.

S. W. Torode and D. Disinger of Sylvania Electronic
Systems, presented a technique for converting Binary
Codes to Analog. They used a rectangular "AND"
Matrix without utilizing the redundancies to reduce the
number of diodes required to construct it. It is true that
in the example presented the code redundancy is used to
output zero signals to all amplifiers.

FF
*1

FF
*2

FF
*3

FF*4

+24
-4(

NOTE -THESE 2
DIODES COULD
BE BYPASSED.
THIS CIRCUIT
REQUIRES ONLY
34 DIODES.

OUTPUT TO
AMPLIFIER *1

*2
Wi-0

*3
t-VVV-0
*4
L\AA1-0

*5
t--VVV-0

44-4 t -/VVV-0
*7 -

*9

#I0
)*X0

However, a diode reduction of 10% may be achieved
by using a Sectional Matrix rather than a Rectangular
Matrix. This is feasible only when a voltage drop across
two diodes can be tolerated. In this case, I do not think
that this would be a limitation.

I am presenting a revised matrix which I designed,
requiring 10% less diodes than that designed by Torode
and Disinger.

John E. Croy
Burroughs Corporation
Electrodata Division
460 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.
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These Miniature Low Pass High Frequency Filters*

Eliminate
Spurious R.F. Radiation
and Troublesome
Feedback

FCS-2 SMFO-1 SMFO-2 SMDT SMFB-A1

FIB -A

SMFB-A2

DT

FIS-A

Allen-Bradley Low Pass Filters
Prevent Undesired Radiation...100 Mcps to 8000 Mcps

Where-at high frequencies-conventional feed-thru
capacitors become useless-these Allen-Bradley low
pass filters insure effective filtering of undesired fre-
quencies. Their performance surpasses the theoretically
ideal capacitor-the effective filtering actually increases
with frequency over a wide band. And here's another
"plus" feature-there are none of the undesirable
parallel resonances experienced with standard tubular

capacitors. Thus, unusual attenuation -75 db and more
-is possible in the frequency range from 100 Mcps to
8000 Mcps.

Although designed for low power applications, the
Allen-Bradley low pass filters are available in ratings up
to 2000 volts and with maximum d -c or low frequency
a -c current ratings up to 20 amperes. These miniature
filters provide single hole mounting-directly on metal
shields. Also, they are usually interchangeable with
conventional feed-thru capacitors, but provide far
greater suppression of undesired radiation and feed-
back. Send for Technical Bulletin 5410.

Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.  In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt. Ont.

ALLEN -BRADLEY
Quality
Electronic
Components



SHOCK RESISTANCE
High contact pressure
of molded carbon brush
against molded -in
resistance surface
assures continuou
reliable operation.

1111ALITY

WATERTIGHT CASE
N olded enclosure is

sealEd aga nst moisture
and permits encapsulation.

ADJUSTMENT
Solid molded resistance tracks
ermit ste less ad'ustment.

FINE CONTROL
Continuou3 resistance
change provided over

appr.)ximately 25
corr plete turns.

Reliable
Performance
and
Stable
Settings
UNDER EXTREME
ENVIROIVMEVVTAL,
CONDITIONS

1.61.E

In critical applications, Allen-Bradley Type R adjustable
fixed resistors are without equal. For example, in recent tests*
Type R resistors successfully withstood acceleration, shock,
and vibration five times better than the latest MIL Spec re-
quirements. Such wide margin of safety is your assurance of
complete reliability. Virtual indestructibility is obtained
through an exclusive Allen-Bradley process in which the
solid resistance elements and the insulating mounting are hot
molded into one integral unit. The moving element is self-
locking for absolutely stable settings. Also, the Type R con-
trol allows "stepless" adjustment of its resistance.

The molded case of the Type R control is watertight and
dust -tight. Rated 1/1 watt at 70°C, these Type R controls
are available in values from 100 ohms to 2.5 megohms.
'Test Report #71801, Sept. 1960, United States Testing Company.

NEW CUP GUARD
permits adjustment
after encapsulation

NEW PANEL
MOUNTING

permits front of
panel adjustment

( ACTUAL SIZE -JO.

ALLEN - BRADLEY
Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4,Wis.

In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.

QUALITY
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS



Books
Introduction to Ceramics
By W. D. Kingery. Published 1960 by John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,

N. Y. 781 pages. Price $15.00.

This book is a pioneer in a new field
of physical ceramics and a new ap-
proach for an introductory ceramics
text book. Instead of considering in-
dustry division and specialized small
classes of materials, it is general in
conception and is based on a rational
approach to ceramic phenomena and
properties - densification during fir-
ing, strength, etc. In this way tradi-
tional ceramic compositions and re-
cent space age uses and functions of
ceramics are placed in proper pros-
pective for the materials science stu-
dent and the practicing specialist.

It is the only book of this nature
available in the field and features ex-
tensive descriptions of the microstruc-
ture and properties of ceramics as il-
lustrative material for the applica-
tion of physical ceramics to real prob-
lems.

Principles of Feedback Control
By C. H. Wilts. Published 1960 by Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Mass. 271 pages.
Price $8.75.

This book is a clear rigorous treat-
ment of the analytical methods used
in the design of feedback systems. It
is intended for use as a text book in
courses at the advanced undergrad-
uate -graduate level, and for practic-
ing engineers who wish to study the
principles of feedback control.

It is assumed that the reader has a
good background in ordinary differ-
ential equations and complex variable
theories; this latter prerequisite may
be satisfied, however, by a concurrent
course in the subject. Although de-
sirable, it is not necessary that the
student have any formal training in
the use of the Laplace transform for
solving linear differential equations.

The stability problem is the main
theme of the work. Attention is given
to the fundamental aspects of the
problem, to the Routh -Hurwitz and
Nyquist tests, to the generalized con-
cepts of a route locus, and finally to
the problem of creating a satisfac-
tory degree of relative stability in
systems that are either unstable or
insufficiently stable. The author pre-
sents a carefully balanced choice of
methods and viewpoints, with the fre-
quency -response and the route -locus
point of view employed in alternate
solutions. The reader is thus equipped
with a comprehensive set of tools of
analysis and a broad point of view.

(Continued on page 62)
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BUILT-
TO -

ORDER
COMPUTE

...with off -the -shelf components
Delco Radio can design, develop and deliver digital computers with the speed you need, for airborne
guidance and control as well as a wide variety of other special applications.  With off -the -shelf
Delco transistorized digital circuits, we have, for example, built a computer for a military

R
application in less than three months.  These miniature modules contain
standard components. They satisfy all MIL -E -5272D (ASG) requirements,
which assures extremely rugged, reliable computers. Continuing life tests on

these computer circuits now exceed four and one-half million transistor hours without a failure. And where space isno problem, you
can have these same, reliable digital circuits packaged on plug-in circuit cards.  Delco Radio has six sections of highly experienced
people with the necessary capabilities to produce complete computer systems: Application Analysis, Systems, Logic, Memory,
Circuit Design and Advanced Development. May we review your requirements? Just contact our Sales Department.  Physicists
and Electronics Engineers: Join Delco Radio's search for new and better products through Solid State Physics.

PIONEERING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS THROUGH SOLID STATE PHYSICS DELCO
RADIO

Division of General Motors  Kokomo, Indiana
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Reliability for Industry  Aircraft  Space Vehicles Cannon's full line of vibration -proof plugs are engineered
to meet the most stringent demands of industry, missiles, and aircraft. If you have a problem in vibration, let us

provide the answer. From umbilical plugs to the most versatile subminiatures...
for any ground or airborne use, Cannon vibration -proof plugs surpass what is
expected of them. Another reason why you should always consult the first name CANNON
in plugs...why you should consult Cannon for all your plug requirements. For
information on these or other Cannon products write to: la PLUGS
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 3208 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
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SPEEDING UP ASSEMBLY LINE WITH

KLEIN ELECTRONIC PLIERS

207-5C

LONG NOSE

PLIERS

In the rapidly growing field
of electronics, there is an
increasing need for highly
specialized pliers. While
you're using a plier de-
signed to do a particular
job, not only is assembly
speeded up but better per-
formance is assured.

Our own engineers,
working with electronic
manufacturers, have de-
veloped many pliers that
serve the specialized needs
of this field.

On this page are shown
a few of the many pliers
available in the complete
Klein line.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
If you do not have a copy of the new
Klein Catalog 103A illustrating and
describing Klein Pliers, write for a copy
It will be sent without obligation.

ASK YOUR SUPPLIER
Foreign Distributor:
International Standard
Electric Corp., New York

Mathias KLEIN Sons
Established 1857 Chicago, Ill.,U.S.k

7200 McCORMICK ROAD  CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
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Know ye that we, the corporation
of Burnell & Co., upon the recom-
mendation of our customers in the
electronics industry do hereby in-
augurate the esteemed order of
Shrinker Cum Caude.

Be it further known that, (with-
out undue modesty), the Shrinker
Cum Laude award has been made to
Burnell for displaying the highest
degree of shrinkmanship in the
design and utilization of micromin-
iature, subminiature and miniature
toroids, filters and related networks.

Uhe Shrinker Cum Laude award
has also been tendered for signal

achievement in reducing develop-
mental costs while increasing per-
formance range-a feat accomplished
by the designers of the new 'Burnell
high selectivity, high attenuation,
1 kc crystal filter which possesses the
following unique characteristics:

Attenuation - 3 db bandwidth -
3.8 cps
Shape Tactor 60/6 - 44:1
Input - 500 ohms
Output Impedance -500,000 ohms
meets C 3908 'B vibration
standards

Other 'Burnell crystal filters avail-
able in frequencies up to 30 mcs with

cam.
PIONEERS IN microminiaturization OF TOROIDS,

FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
AND PLANT

DEPT. 1-31
PELHAM, NEW YORK

PELHAM 8-5000
TELETYPE PELHAM 3633

considerable latitude in impedance
range. Write for Bulletin X.G 455.

See the complete line of 'Burnell
components at 'Booths 2919-2921
HZE Exhibit, march 20-23.
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 .0,4M CC,

PACIFIC DIVISION
SOUTH PASADENA, CAL.
MFD. IN CANADA
BY EDO (CANADA) LTD.
CORNWALL, ONT.
WELLINGTON 2-6774
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Constructive discontent at Ampex...
. . . has been setting instrumentation standards for years

Alexander M. Poniatoff, Founder and
Chairman of the Board of Ampex Corporation,

discusses magnetic tape recorders:

"Everything Ampex recorders stand for - service, quality,
reliability, technological leadership - stems from this atti-
tude.

"The first commercial live -quality' audio recorder was de-
veloped by Ampex because of the disc record's fidelity draw-
backs. Discontent with the capabilities of all data recorders
using visual traces spurred Ampex's evolution of special pur-
pose magnetic tape data recorders. Frequency limitations
bothered us, so we gave you the 4 -megacycle FR -700.

"A need for compact equipment with high performance
caused us to introduce the CP-100 -a transistorized 200 kc
14 -track data recorder less than 7 cu. ft. small. Striving for
versatility and high efficiency, we perfected the FR -600; it
records 500 kc at 120 ips - double the previous standard,
but still fully compatible.

Circle 55 on Inquiry Card

"And we were even constructively discontented with the way
we made these advanced recorders available to you. Now,
Ampex instrumentation recorders can be leased or purchased
on time as well as outright. You can free working capital for
other projects, and invest in your Ampex data recorder as it
works for you."

Some significant specifications:
AR -300, FR -700: 10 cps to 4 me ±3 db; 121/2 and 25 ips record
and playback. FM recording. Two data, two auxiliary tracks.
2" tape, 101/2" reels. AR -300 airborne record only.
CP-100: 300 cps to 200 kc ±3 db at 60 ips; 60, 30, 15, 71/2, 33/4,
17/a ips with proportional response. Direct or FM recording.
All -transistorized. 1/2" or 1" tape, 101/2" reels.
FR -600: 300 cps io 500 kc ±3 db at 120 ips; 60, 30, 15, 71/2,
33/4, 17/8 ips withproportional response. Direct, PDM or FM
recording by plug-in modules. 1/2" or 1" tape, 101/2" or 14"
reels.

For detailed information on the complete Ampex line of data recorders, write:

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION PRODUCTS COMPANY
Box 5000, Redwood City, California

AMPEX
Experienced engineers eager to contribute to Ampex's pioneering reputation are invited :o write the Manager, Technical Recruiting.



FIRST

MIL TYPE

germanium

MESA SWITCHING

TRANSISTOR

USN 2N705*
tClUAL SIZE

TO MEET

REQUIREMENTS OF

MIL -S-19500/36 (NAVY)

MOTOROLA USN 2N705
ELECTRICAL CHARAJTERISTICSat23°C

PARAMETER SYNBO. RATING UNIT

Collector -Base Vo tale V,. 15 Vcc

Collector -Emitter Adage 15 Vcc

Emitter -Base Voltage VER 3.5 Vdc

Collector Dissidator @ 25°C Case Imp ', 300 mW

Collector Dissimilar @ 25 °C Arrtiel Temp s 150 mW

Forward Correct Traister Ratio I -FE 25 min

Base -Emitter Voltage 1,... 3.35 min - 0.44 max Vic

Collector Saturation Voltage
(I.. -.4 mAic, I. = 10 mAdc)

0.3 max Vic

Storage T me t 100 max nsec

Fall Time 1, 100 max nsec

Delay + Rise Time t,, + 1, 75 max nsec

Junction Temperatute T, 100 C

a

FOR COMPLETE

TECHWCPL INF3RMATION

on the Motorol 3 USN 2N705,
write for Data Stmt.
Pleas-?, address i iluiries to
MOTOROLA SEfV1 CONDUCTCR
PRODJCTS ICJ(., Technical Ir formation
Departmert, 5)05 E. McDcwiell Road,
Phoenix, Arizona

now available from...

MOTOROLA
S

The USN 2N705 is a PNP germanium high -frequency
mesa switching transistor. It is ideal for use wherever
high-speed switching is necessary, such as flip-flop, gate
and trigger circuits. Reliable operation in switching cir-
cuits has been achieved at frequencies in excess of 40
megacycles.

Units are immediately available. Order from your
authorized Motorola Semiconductor distributor or your
Motorola district office.

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRICT OFFICES:
BOSTON 385 Concord Ave., Belmont 78, Mass. IVanhoe 4.5070

CHICAGO 39, 5234 West Diversey Avenue AVenue 2-4300

DALLAS 19, 3915 Lernrnon Avenue LAkeside 6-8931

DAYTON 3120 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton, Ohio AXminster 3-4164

DETROIT 27, 13131 Lyndon Avenue BRoadway 3.7171

LOS ANGELES 1741 !var. Avenue, Hollywood 28, Calif. H011ywood 2-0821

MINNEAPOLIS 27, 7731 6th Avenue North Liberty 5-2198

NEW YORK 1051 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, NJ. GRegory 2-5300
from New York Wisconsin 7-2980

ORLANDO KnoWel Building, Winter Park, Fla. Midway 7-2507

PHILADELPHIA 130 South Easton Rd., Glenside, Pa. TUrner 7-7020
from Philadelphia WAverly 7-6144

SAN FRANCISCO 1299 Bayshore Highway, Burlingame, Cald. Diamond 2.3228

SYRACUSE 101 South Salina GRanite 4.3321

WASHINGTON 8605 Cameron St., Silver Spring, Md. JUniper 5.4485
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CLEVELITE

The "QUALITY" name for PHENOLIC TUBING
To make your product better . . . and at lower costs

. . . specify CLEVELITU!

High performance factors, uniformity and inherent
ability to hold close tolerances, make Clevelite outstand-
ing for coil forms, collars, bushings, spacers and cores.

Wherever high dielectric strength, low moisture
absorption, mechanical strength and low loss are of prime
importance . . . the combined electrical and physical
properties of Clevelite are essential.

Fast, dependable deliveries at all times!

Write for a copy of our new Clevelite brochure.

PLANTS &
SALES OFFICES:

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
CHICAGO
MEMPHIS
DALLAS

LOS ANGELES
PLYMOUTH, WISC.
JAMESBURG, N. J.

' Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

THE

CLEVELAND CONTAINER
COMPANY

6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
ABRASIVE DIVISION at CLEVELAND, OHIO

REPRESENTATIVES:
NEW ENGLAND: R. S. PETTIGREW & CO.

10 N. MAIN ST., W. HARTFORD, CONN.
NEW YORK AREA: MURRAY SALES CO.

25 W. NORTHFIELD RD., LIVINGSTON, N.J.
PHILADELPHIA: MIDLANTIC SALES CO.

9 E. ATHENS AVE., ARDMORE, PA.

CLEVELAND
CONTAINER

CANADA, LTD.
TORONTO &

PRESCOTT, ONT.

SALES OFFICES:
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON
MONTREAL

CHICAGO AREA: McFARLANE SALES CO.
5950 W. DIVISION ST., CHICAGO

WEST COAST: BERT BARRON COMPANY
15166 VENTURA BLVD., SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.

CANADA: PAISLEY PRODUCTS CO. LTD.
36 UPTON RD., SCARBOROUGH, ONT.

Books
(Continued from page 55)

Digital Applications of
Magnetic Devices
Edited by Albert J. Meyerhoff. Published 1960 by

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New
York 16. 604 pages. Price $14.00.

This book provides the necessary
theory for the design of the major
digital magnetic circuit types, and
complete design examples of several
specific systems. The book is suffi-
cient, in many cases, to enable the
professional computer engineer to de-
termine the solution to such problems
as: the suitability of a magnetic cir-
cuit; the specific component types to
be employed; design procedures nec-
essary to design complete systems.
Specific steps and equations in-
volved in circuit design; and, in great
detail, the particular effects of spe-
cific parameters of magnetic charac-
teristics and geometry on circuit de-
sign and performance.

The Control of
Multi -Variable Systems
By Mihajlo D. Mesarovic. Published 1960 by the

Technology Press, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440
Pork Ave. So., New York 16. 112 pages. Price
$3.50.

This book suggests that future
theory about control systems should
rest on a multi -variable, rather than
single -variable, foundation.

Asserting that interaction and un-
certainty are the main properties of
multi -variable control systems, the
book recommends specific control
structural patterns.

The book says that the Cybernetical
approach causes discrepancies at the
engineering level that can be reduced
"only by theory based on true multi -
variable models and not on single -

variable abstractions."
The author uses a V -canonical

structure with a feedback controller
as the model for his multi -variable
theory, replacing the P -structure
when the system is of an interrelated
kind. He outlines situations to illus-
trate when, and in which combina-
tions, PVH structures are suitable.

The Encyclopedia of Spectroscopy
Edited by George L. Clark. Published 1960 by

Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New
York 22. 787 pages.

This book offers an authoritative
survey of the entire field of spectro-
scopy. Beginning with a masterly
treatment of Absorption spectropho-
tometry and running alphabetically
through X-ray emission spectra, the
volume contains a wealth of remark-
ably condensed, clearly presented ar-
ticles on all branches of spectroscopy.

(Continued on page 70)
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Have you had
your copy?

The new MUIRHEAD abridged
catalogue briefly describes the
latest instruments in production
and quotes the reference numbers
of the publications which more
fully describe individual types.

Send for your free issue today.

MUIRHEAD
PRECISION ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED,
Beckenham, Kent.

489/3

alc. voltage

measurements

to 005% using the

D -930-A

MUIRHEAD-WIGAN

PRECISION

R.M.S. DECADE

VOLTMETER

A sensitive, true r.m.s. reading instrument with outstanding features

* Wide voltage range, lmV-300V

* Wide frequency range, 5 c/s-100 kc/s

* High accuracy (basically 0.05%)

* Reading accuracy 10.025% at all points

* Built-in standardizing circuit

* Ideal for industrial and laboratory applications

* Easy to use

* 4 -way protected against mis-use

WRITE FOR PUBLICATION 150

MUIRHEAD
Precision Electrical Instruments

MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS INC., 441 Lexington Avenue, New York, 17, N.Y., U.S.A.
Telephone: Murray Hill 2-8131

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED, Beckenham, Kent, England
Telephone: Beckenham 4888

MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS LIMITED, Stratford, Ontario, Canada
Telephone : 271-3880
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Tarzian Silicon Voltage Regulators
for

Tomorrow's Circuits
in

Design Today

TARZIAN SILICON VOLTAGE REGULATORS -in
1/4 -watt, 1 -watt and 10 -watt classifications -will serve
you well as DC power regulators, AC clippers and
limiters, and as protective devices in a wide variety
of component protection circuits.

Their small size, inherent ruggedness, and phys-
ical simplicity are distinct improvements over other
types of regulators. Sharp and instantaneous break,
down (avalanche) characteristics and instantaneous
recovery are invitations to inventiveness in circuit
design.

Tarzian silicon regulators, like Tarzian silicon
rectifiers, are made with a unique blend of care and
ingenuity that delivers excellent quality at a realistic
price. They are available now from factory or ware-
house stocks in sample or volume production quan-
tities. Application engineering service is offered with-
out obligation.

Write for your free copy of
the new 6 -page Tarzian voltage
regulator catalog. It contains
helpful design and test information
and application notes.

Quality in volume

1 World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners  Closed Circuit TV Systems  Broadcast
Equipment  Air Trimmers  FM Radios  Magnetic Recording Tape  Semiconductor Devices

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION  BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9 Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York

1/4 Watt Vo tape Regulators
Specifications 25.C.

1 Watt Yoltag Regulators
Specifications 25°C.

10 Watt Vol age Regulators
Specifications 2510.

'r71::^ "

Sea D

(it., , c1*: ';;',.- ''," (-'.7, ,S.'.n."., T747 'iT ilt (LS, Ir.
.25116 56 25 16 19701 1756 5.6 DX II 10156 5.6 1000 101803

25162 6.2 25 4.1 111709 116.2 62 100 1.9 1016.2 6.2 1000 10104

2516.1 6.1 20 4.7 111710 176.8 CI 1110 1.7 1016.8 6.1 103 101035

2511.5 7.5 25 5.3 111711 177.5 7.5 10 2.1 10075 7.5 IMO 1111106

151112 1.2 25 CO 111712 171.2 8.2 110 2.4 10742 1.3 1000 1111807

.21151 9.1 12 7.0 111713 1191 9.1 50 3.0 100.1 9.1 500 1111110

.0110 10 12 SO 111714 1110 10 50 3.5 10110 10 500 151301

25111 II 12 9.0 15715 1111 II 50 42 10111 II 100 151352

25112 12 12 10 111716 1112 12 50 5.0 10112 12 500 101353

25113 13 12 II 111717 1113 13 50 5.0 10113 13 500 101354

.25115 IS 12 13 171718 1115 10 50 7.6 10115 19 500 1111355

25116 16 12 15 15719 1116 16 SO 8.6 10116 16 500 101356

25118 11 12 17 10720 1718 II 56 II 10111 II 150 10107

1510 20 20 111721 110 20 IS 13 1010 20 150 1/11158

25122 12 24 17022 1172 22 IS 16 10122 22 150 1171359

25724 24 28 111723 1124 14 15 II 10121 21 150 1111360

.25121 27 35 111724 1117 22 15 13 10177 27 150 1111161

.25730 30 42 15125 1130 70 15 21 10110 30 150 1111362

.25711 33 SO 111726 1133 11 IS 31 10731 33 130 151363

15116 36 60 111127 1176 36 IS 39 10116 36 150 101164

.25739 39 70 101211 1119 39 15 45 10139 19 150 151365

25143 43 84 11019 1143 43 17 54 10743 13 150 151366

.25147 17 98 10730 1147 47 IS 61 10147 07 150 101361

25101 51 115 111111 1151 SI 15 74 10151 51 150 101361

25159 56 140 15132 1156 56 15 00 10756 56 150 1111369

.25162 62 170 111733 1161 62 MS 10162 62 50 12 101370

251611 61 200 111734 1168 61 125 10160 61 50 11 1111371

25175 75 240 15730 1115 75 ISO 10119 75 50 20 1111377

25112 12 210 10736 1112 12 170 MTV 172 50 22 1111373

.25191 91 340 111737 1791 91 220 10791 91 SO 35 1111374

257100 100 01 111731 11100 100 260 107100 103 50 0 111131$

NOTES 11:Vat's1X17:g"

g1.711cht=

10% Isessevar.CleSar. er OCT tae ant*. as .0111abla On 00000%

node (0 700 01.72.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
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TYPICAL BENDIr SPECIAL-PURPOSE CABLES

THAT SOLVE CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

2

3

4

5

Heavy Duty-Ground Support Cable
Benseal R Missile Control Cable
Fabric Braided-Aircraft and Missile
Control Cable
Metal Braid-Aircraft Nacelle Cable
High Temperature-Radiation Resist-
ant Cable

6 High Temperature-Lightweight-
Missile Cable

7 "Wet Wing" Aircraft Fuel Cell Cable
8 Rewirable-Jet Engine Control Cable
9 High Temperature -1500° F.-Ther-

mocouple Cable

Bendix cables-products of over a quarter -
century of design and manufacturing experience
-are proving their complete reliability in a
countless variety of applications involving critical
environmental conditions.

BENDIX CABLES  BENDIX CONNECTORS
Designed together to work best together

For complete information, write:

Scintilla Division
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

THEnefe
CORPORATION
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 SELECTIVE ERASURE  WRITE -THROUGH
 DARK TRACE DISPLAY

NOW POSSIBLE IN ONE TUBE. ONLY WITH THE ALL -NEW
HUGHES BIC' DIRECT -VIEW STORAGE TUBE!

With this unique Hughes BIC*
Storage Tube you can now:

 Maintain continuous opti-
mum display brightness

 Present dynamic cursors
on stored displays

 Produce dark trace line
or half -tone images

 Selectively eliminate
screen clutter

 Obtain much higher res-
olution on all displays

SELECTIVE ERASURE

The new Hughes BIC* Storage Tuoe retains all of the characteristics of
the TONOTRON** storage tube-controllable persistence, high picture bright-
ness, full half -tone (grey) scale-and gives you the added advantages of
selective erasure, simultaneous presentation of stored and non -stored Infor-
mation and high resolution dark trace writing.

For full information on the new Hughes BIC* Storage Tube, write or wire today:
HUGHES, Vacuum Tube Products Division, 2020 Short Street, Oceanside, Calif,
For export information, write: Hughes International, Culver City, California.

* Bombardment Induced Conductivity ** Trademark Hughes Aircraft Con- pany

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS
r

HUGHES
MUONES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

VACUUM TUBE PRODUCTS DIVISION
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EATON -RELIANCE /01/7070filliff/NOI/AWIROMAW / I
\\ \\\\\ %%\ \IX V:\

FASTITE NUTS

F ASTIT_ NUTS

REACTIVE RANGE IN INCHES

EATO
SALES OFFICES: New York

Here is the answer to the growing need by designers and production men for

more efficient fasteners on bolted assemblies. The Fastite assembly is a combina-
tion nut and helical spring washer, permanently held together, but free to rotate
when pressure is applied.

Although it can be applied with equal or better speed than similar fasteners,
the biggest advantage of the Fastite nut is the incorporation of the helical spring
washer which provides a much greater reactive range and tension than other
types of washers now being used.

Of three fasteners tested, the comparative release curve analysis showed the
Fastite nut exerted 100 pounds more reactive spring tension when tight than
either of the other two fasteners. More interesting, however, from the viewpoint
of assembly problems is that the other fasteners lost all reactive spring tension
when backed off to .016 inches whereas the Fastite nut still registered 150 pounds.
In fact, the Fastite nut still showed reactive tension at .070 inches. The compara-
tive curves are shown at left. A detailed graph of these curves is available for

your inspection in the Engineering Bulletin offered below.
Translated into terms of product quality, this simply means the

Eaton -Reliance Fastite nut is the best fastener available to reduce the
incidence of failure in bolted components due to the ever present
problems of bolt stretch and thread wear. Specify Eaton -Reliance Fastite
nuts on your next order.

Send for Fastite Nuts Engineering Bulletin, no obligation.

RELIANCE DIVISION
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

505 CHARLES AVENUE MASSILLON, OHIO

Cleveland Detroit Chicago St. Louis San Francisco Los Angeles
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YOU CAN CRAM A LOT OF STABLE
CAPACITANCE INTO A WAFER
Uuf for uuf, the smallest, most stable capacitors you can get for printed
circuits and high reliability components. Never has so much capacitance
been crammed into so little space with so much ruggedness and reliability.

The smallest gives from 1 to 560 uuf while resting in
a space only 0.00204 cubic inch in volume.

The largest runs from 4301 to 10,000 uuf and takes
up only 0.02106 cubic inch.

You sacrifice nothing for size. The flat shape gives you
more options in mounting, e.g., slot or flat mounting in
printed circuits.

When you need leads we can provide those too, in

M6 -inch lengths, in the WL series.
These capacitors are rugged and reliable. The dielec-

tric and conductor layers are fused at high temperatures
and need no encasement. You'd almost have to smash
one completely to stop its operation. Meets or exceeds
the performance requirements of MIL -C -11272B.

For complete specs, write for a new 4 -page bulletin
to Corning Glass Works, Dept. 546, Bradford, Pa.

Capacitor Capacitance (uuf) Volume (approx.)
WL Weights

(approx.)

W, WL-5 1 to 560 0.00204 in.3 .30 gm.
W, WL-4 561 to 1000 0.00327 .37
W, WL-3 1001 to 2700 0.00702 .71
W, WL-2 2701 to 4300 0.01951 1.12
W, WL-1 4301 to 10,000 0.02106 2.50

Corning wafer capacitors come with or without leads.

CORNING ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
68

CORNING GLASS WORKS, BRADFORD, PA.
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Snaps in - Stays in
There's muscle in that Deutsch snap-in

contact...enough to withstand 25 pounds
pull. Each pin and socket in the DS

miniature electrical connector is locked
in place by a patented spring mechanism

that can only be relaased 1:}y specially
designed tools. Add to this a crimp

that is strong as AN t1.8 wire itself, and
you have the completely reliable DE

snap -in type connector. What's more ...
crimping, inserting, and removing conta -3t$ is

a quick and easy operation with Deutsch
designed tools...even in the hands

of unskilled operators. The DS series also
features the Deutsch ball -lock coupling

mechanism which operates in the
direction of plug travel... just push to
connect and pull to disconnect. With

environmental performance that meets or
exceeds MIL -C-26482, plus a wide range of

shell sizes and contact arrangements,
this connector will satisfy your

toughest design requirements with ease.*

UT
Electronic Components Division  Municipal Airport Banning, California

ADVANCED SPECIFICATION MINIATURE ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

*For complete information contact your Deutschman or write for Data File A-2.
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WITH AN ITT
LARGE SCREEN
OSCILLOSCOPE

 in picture size that presents so much more
information  in accuracy that allows you to
observe even minute details  in reading ease that
eliminates operator errors and fatigue.
These are some of the differences you see with
ITT large scope viewing-advantages you don't
get with conventional scopes.

In both 17" rack -mounted and 21" cabinet -
mounted units, ITT's precise magnetic deflection
system provides excellent resolution and linear-
ity for a wide variety of applications...for
teaching, demonstration or exhibition ... for
telemetering, production testing, waveform anal-
ysis, computer readout, X -Y plotting, data plot-
ting and medical observation ... easily adapted
for bar graph presentation and monitoring.
Complete application and specification data is
available at your ITT Instruments representative
o by writing us direct for Data File El -1045-1.

ITT Industrial Products Division
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
15191 Bledsoe Street  San Fernando, Calif.  EMpire 76161

;tofic power conversion instruments closed circuit television

Books
(Continued from page 62)

The articles contained in the book
are not merely abstracts or highly
condensed versions of original manu-
scripts. Each article was especially
written for inclusion in this volume
and covers every major aspect of its
topic. In addition, the material is
presented in such a way as to be
easily understood by readers unfamil-
iar with the subject, yet is sound and
comprehensive enough to satisfy the
expert.

In addition to their emphasis on
the uses of spectra in chemical analy-
sis, the authors cover the contribu-
tions of spectroscopy to all the sci-
ences, including physics, biology and
medicine, metallurgy, mineralogy,
geology, ceramics, agronomy, astron-
omy, and astrophysics.

Designed to meet the needs of sci-
entists, engineers, teachers, students,
manufacturers - in short, everyone
who has recourse to spectroscopy,
whether in research, study or work-
this dependable reference provides a
wealth of information in one conveni-
ent volume.

The Antenna
By L. Thourel, translated by H. de Laistre Ban-

ting. Published 1960 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16. 407 pages. Price
$12.50.

This book, which is based on a
course given at the Ecole Nationale
de l'Aviation Civile, is essentially a
manual for use in planning an an-
tenna system to specific requirements.
It has been written both for engi-
neers and technicians who need an
introduction or a precis of informa-
tion on antenna techniques and, with
this in mind, numerous types of an-
tenna have been described. Compli-
cated mathematical arguments have
been reduced to a minimum necessary
for understanding of this text. This
is not to suggest that these calcula-
tions are useless, indeed they are in-
dispensable to those who wish to go
right down to the basis of a problem,
and technical progress in antenna de-
sign cannot really be achieved with-
out these mathematics. However, the
designer is interested in practical
formulae which are frequently diffi-
cult to extract from an involved
theory. This book, therefore, endeav-
ors to show these clearly while indi-
cating, as concisely as possible, the
calculations from which they are de-
rived.

Certain sections of the text are
printed in small type and these may
be passed over by the reader with
limited time to spare. In all cases the

(Continued on page 74)
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Crimp"  A-MP-O-LECTRIC  Plasti-Grip  SOLISTRAND  Plasti-Bond  AMP-O-MATIC  Amplifilm  AMP-SULA

tI9 51946ERI941AmAtrli
MPO WER  DIAMOND GRIP  AMPORTAPOWER  AMP EDGE  Certi-Crimp  A-MP-O-LECTRIC  Plasti-Grip 

gegi tered U.S. Patent Office

INDUSTRY LEADERS...
BECAUSE IT'S THE CRIMP THAT COUNTS!

All connectors may look alike but when faced with the
test of performance . . . contact crimp reliability makes
them all different. The big difference between other con-
nectors and the AMPin-cert connector is the snap -in
design contact attached to the wire by AMP's precision -
controlled, compression -crimp technique. Twenty years of
intensified research, development and production stand
behind the industry -accepted compression technique
which produced Solistrand®, Diamond Grip®, Pre -Insu-
lated Diamond Grip®, Plasti-Grip®, Certi-Crimpo and the

more than 15,000 different AMP circuit termination.
products. This is the common denominator which spells
out unquestioned reliability in all our products including
the AMPin-cert connector line. ANOTHER AMP FIRST!
Now AMP offers tape -fed, automated application of

AMPin-cert contacts. Production levels of up to 1,500
terminations per hour can be achieved with standard
A-MP-O-LECTRIC' machines. Also, the AMPORTAMATIC
crimping tool is available for tape -fed terminations in
hard -to -reach locations.

AMP INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
AMP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia  Canada England France  Holland Italy  Japan  Mexico  West Germany
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Borg Microdials feature

digital readout for

increased readability

and accuracy

pA
ERROR

THREE, FOUR and

FIVE -DIGIT MODELS

Borg Direct -Reading Microdials
provide faster, more accurate turns -
counting readability. They indicate the
precise shaft positions of potentiometers or
any multiturn device of up to 1,000
turns. Digital readout minimizes human
reading errors. The 1330 Series (above
right) features internal illumination -
red light for dark adapted environments
or white light. Colors add style to
control panels and instruments. Three -
digit, ten -turn model with finger-tip
brake is standard. All 1330 models
display numerals through lenses
(1.5x magnification) which are
curved for wide-angle viewing. The
1300 Series (center and bottom right)
is available in three -digit ten -turn,
four -digit 100 -turn and five -digit
thousand -turn models with or
without finger-tip brakes. Your
nearest Borg technical repre-
sentative or distributor has
complete data.

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation

Janesville, Wisconsin  Phone Pleasant 4-6616

1330 Series

Three -Digit
Ten Turns

1300 Series
Three -Digit
Ten Turns

1300 Series
Five -Digit
1,000 Turns

*All models
available

With or without©internal
illumination

---

red light
(add

suffix
LI?)

or White
light

(LW)

Micropot Potentiometers Turns -Counting Microdials Sub -Fractional Horsepower Motors Frequency and Time Standards
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ALL UNITS ACTUAL SIZE

HYREL® FB

DEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS

ARE UNMATCHED FOR

PERFORMANCE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

HYREL' FB DEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS

are hermetically sealed in ceramic jackets against moisture

and vapor ... safely protected against mechanical abuse.

The Hyrel FB series is intended for applications in military, commercial

and telephone equipment where long life under high humidity,

small size, and stability of electrical characteristics are important.

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN 7010B

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY
233 MARSHALL STREET NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Made to far exceed MILR10509C Specifications

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:
CAPACITORS . RESISTORS  MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS . INTERFERENCE FILTERS . PULSE NETWORKS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE . CERAMIC -BASE PRINTED NETWORKS PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES
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_rear 111;i

Model 829A provides a single package
method of maintaining plant -wide
instrument accuracy at modest cost.

Full-scale calibration accuracy of 0.25% for both AC and
DC meters over ranges from 0.25 millivolt to 2000 volts and 2
microamperes to 20 amperes is provided by this completely self-
contained unit. AC calibrations can be performed from 50 to 400
cps, depending on line frequency used, or the Model 829A can be
driven by an optional variable frequency power supply (see below).

Si.
6  *

one

16.

SEND

FOR

TECH.

DATA

For additional inforrna-

tion, including appl

tion data, write or
phone DE 4-3100.Dem
ovistrations available
by local representatives.

The Model 829A is a comparison type
calibrator, using horizontally mounted stand-
ard meters of high accuracy and dependability.
Range switches and high voltage discharge
circuits are safety interlocked, protecting the
standard meters and the meter being tested
from accidental overloading. Model 829A can
be used effectively and safely by personnel not
previously acquainted with instrument calibra-
tion techniques. Net price $3,150.

The most compact calibration
system available is also mobile.

Photo inset shows the Model 829A se-
cured with shock mounts on the RFL Model
10 Test Equipment Cart with the standard me-
ters recessed into a drop-leaf work shelf. In the
Cart is a Model 500 Variable Frequency Power
Supply for line regulation and for supplying
any frequency for calibration from 50 to 400
cps.

Performance is rigidly guaranteed.
Prices are f.o.b. Boonton, N.J.

and subject to change without notice.

Books
(Continued from page 70)

degree of validity of the formulas and
calculations is indicated. The results
of the calculations are completed with
experimental results and by observa-
tions made in the course of setting
up installations.

Books Received

Eliminating Man -Made Interference
By Jack Darr. Published 1960 by Howard W. Sams

& Co., Inc., 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 6 Ind.,
160 pages, paper bound. Price $2.95.

The Story of Stereo; 1881 -
By John Sunier. Published 1960 by Gernsback

Library, Inc., 154 W. 14th St., New York 11. 160
pages, paper bound. Price $2.95.

Solar Cell and Photocell Handbook
By John Sasuga. Published by International Recti-

fier Corp., El Segundo, Calif. 100 pages. Price
$2.00.

La Modulation de Frequence
By Jean Marcus. Published 1960 by Editions En-

rolles, 61 Boulevard Saint - Germain, Paris,
France. 317 pages. Price $45.00 of (prox.)

Governmental Publications
Orders for reports designated

(OTS) should be addressed to the
Office of Technical Services, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce, Washington 25,
D. C. Make check or money order
payable to: "OTS, Dept. of Com-
merce." OTS reports may also be
ordered through the Dept. of Com-
merce Field Offices. Prepayment is
required. Use complete title and PB
number for each report ordered. All
other reports may be ordered from
the Supt. of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

Symposium on Superconductive
Techniques for Computing Systems
By the Office of Nava/ Research. 418 pages. Price

$4.50.

Technical Resources Directory-
Missile Ground Support
Equipment, No. 3
By the Office of Director of Defense Research &

Engineering. 25 pages. (Rev. 1). Price $.75.

Handbook Preferred Circuits, Navy
Aeronautical Electronic Equipment,
NAVWEPS 16-1-519, Supplement
No. 3
Dated April 1, 1960. 100 pages. Price $.55.

Patent and Technical
Information Agreements
By the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Pat-

ents, Trademarks and Copyrights. Potent Study
No. 24. Price $.25.

Expediting Patent Office Procedure-
a Legislative History
By the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Pat-

ents, Trademarks and Copyrights. Potent Study
No. 23. Price $.30.

* * *
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How many

of these

Electronic

Chemicals

do you need?

Check your requirements against General Chemical's ex-
tensive line of B&A® "Electronic Grade" chemicals. Prin-
cipal products are listed here-and there are many others
too! You'll find that "B&A"- America's leading line of
"Electronic Grade" chemicals-is your best single source
for all your high purity chemical needs!

As America's foremost producer of laboratory and custom
chemicals, General Chemical has the wide range of prod-
ucts, the versatile production facilities, and the specialized
experience to meet virtually every electronic chemical
need! Write today for our free information folder, "B&A
Electronic Chemicals." Gives specifications plus other
valuable information.

Allied

chemical

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N.Y.

Baker & Adamson® "Electronic Grade" Chemicals

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961

For Etching

 Acetic Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Ammonium Bifluoride-Technical
 Ammonium Fluoride-Reagent
 Bromine-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Glycerin-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Hydrochloric Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Hydrofluoric Acid-Electronic Grade
 Hydrogen Peroxide (Stab.)-Electronic Grade
p Nitric Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Potassium Hydroxide Pellets and Solution-

Electronic Grade

 Sodium Carbonate-Electronic Grade
 Sodium Hydroxide Pellets and Solution-

Electronic Grade

 Sulfuric Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.

As Solvents:

 Acetone-Electronic Grade
 Alcohol, Ethyl-Reagent
 Carbon Tetrachloride-Electronic Grade
 Ether-Electronic Grade
 Methyl Alcohol-Electronic Grade

 Propyl Alcohol !so-Electronic Grade
 Trichloroethylene-Electronic Grade

 Xylene-Reagent, A.C.S.

In the Production of TV Tubes:

 Barium Acetate-Electronic Grade
 Barium Nitrate-Electronic Grade
 Calcium Nitrate-Electronic Grade
 Strontium Nitrate-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Aluminum Nitrate-Electronic Grade

For Semiconductor Production:

 Germanium Dioxide-Electronic Grade
 Germanium Metal-Electronic Grade
 Nickel Chloride-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Nickel Sulfate-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Sodium Hypophosphite-N.F.

For Post Treatment of Semiconductors:

 Hydrogen Peroxide-Electronic Grade

For Capacitors:

 Ammonium Hydroxide-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Boric Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.
 Manganous Nitrate-Reagent, A.C.S.,

Electronic Grade

 Oxalic Acid-Reagent, A.C.S.

For Phosphor Production:

 Zinc Sulfide

For Gaseous Insulation:

 Sulfur Hexafluoride
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Bendix Craftsmanship at work for you

BENDIX 5787WA
;2.063" high)Total Darkness

Ionization Voltage..
t.mbient Light

Ionization Voltage.
135 Vdc macCverating Voltage Range.....95-103

VtcOperating Current Range.... ..5-25 inkcFiring Time....,....
1.0 Msec. max.Ambient Tempera .... --55° to +150`C.Altitude

60,000 ft.

141 Vdc max.

r.

BENDIX 5783WA
(1.50" high:

Total Darkness
Ionization Voltage .

.
120 Vdc max.

Ambient Light
Ionization Voltage.......

115 Vdc max.

Operating Voltage Range . . ..... 83-89
mPdc

ado
Operating

Current Range ..... 1.5-3.5
Msec MU.

Firing Time
.......... _ .10 .

Ambient Temp ture.... -55°0 +150°C.
. 60,000 ft.

Altitude ..
. .....

itMiii

BENDIX 6542
(2.125' high)

Total Darkness
,-4 lorization Voltage 185 Vidc max.

Ambient Light
lorization Voltage 1801d: nix.

i Operating Voltage Range 142-1.i5 Vdc
Operating Current Range 5.45 mAdc
Firing Time 10 Msac max.
Ambient Temperature -5°C. n- in.
Altitude ¢ WOO ft.

Diodes shown actual size

SUBMINIATURE COLD CATHODE VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND REFERENCE DIODES

provide close, reliable voltage regulation or reference for DC power supply.
Bendix® voltage regulator reference tubes are of the gas -filled, cold cathode
type. They may be soldered directly into any circuit, and are subminiatur-
ized to save space. They measure only .40" in diameter (heights are shown
above). They exhibit very fast start-up times which are independent of
ambient light and temperature conditions. They are designed for long life
under conditions of severe shock and vibration. Rigid Bendix quality
controls, inspection and testing assure utmost reliability. For further
information, write . . . ELECTRON TUBE PRODUCTS

Red Bank Division
EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY

THEenie
CORPORATION
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Including semi -conductor seals, individ-
ual terminals and multiple headers are
available in hundreds of standardized
types that reflect the economies of mass
production methods. Offer a time and
money -saving solution to all but the most
unusual sealing problems.

Standard Seals

Special Seals

fl
E -I engineers will design "specials" or
produce seals to your exact specifications.
Custom threaded types, color coding or
unusual terminal arrangements can be
supplied quickly in reasonable quantities.

Custom Sealing Service

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Complete facilities available for sealing
assemblies of your own manufacture.
Please supply sample or drawings for
estimates on your sealing requirements,
or ask to have a field engineer make rec-
ommendations on specific seal applica-
tions. Literature on request.

Patented in Canada, No. 523,390;
in United Kingdom, No. 734,583;
licensed in U.S. under No. 2561520
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CONVERTERS

MACHINE

CONTROL

AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS

SERVO

SYSTEMS

FLASHERS
PROCESSING INJECTION

IGNITION INSTRUMENTATION

OSCILLATORS POWER
REGULATORS

SOLID STATE
SWITCHING ULTRASONICS

DELCO RADIO THE LEADER
IN POWER TRANSISTORS
For top performance in a wide, wide range of applications, specify Delco Radio's

2N174.  This multi -purpose PNP germanium transistor is designed for general use with 28 -volt power
supplies, and for use with 12 -volt power supplies where high reliability is desired despite the presence of

voltage transients.  It has a high maximum emitter current of 15 amperes, a maximum collector diode
rating of 80 volts and a thermal resistance below .8°C per watt. The maximum power dissipation at 71°C

mounting base temperature is 30 watts. Low saturation resistance gives high efficiency in switching operations.
 The 2N174 is versatile, rugged, reliable, stable and low priced. For more details or applications assistance on the

2N174 or other highly reliable Delco transistors, contact your nearest Delco Radio sales office.
E LCO

Newark, New Jersey
1180 Raymond Blvd.
Mitchell 2-6165

Santa Monica, California
726 Santa Monica Blvd.
UPton 0-8807

Chicago, Illinois
5750 West 51st Street
POrtsmouth 7-3500

Detroit, Michigan
57 Harper Avenue
TRinity 3-6560 RADIO

Division of General Motors Kokomo, Indiana -
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'Right! You're sure of
reliability with
Type WW or HW Resistors"

In planning any circuit, even the most advanced, you
can check off one question mark the minute you specify
Dale precision resistors.

Resistor reliability in that circuit is assured, under any
and all conditions, because of Dale's advanced design
and methods of manufacture . . . methods which have
reached new levels of achievement as part of Dale's
super -high reliability development program.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS? Let us help you with your
requirements for special resistance products. We make
modifications of standard products, resistor networks,
matched pairs, etc. Send us your specs.

PROMPT DELIVERY: Whether your need is for a
short "test run" or a large production release, Dale offers
prompt service, direct from the factory and through a
widespread network of distributors.

Write for Bulletin R-26 with handy cross reference file card

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC.

1304 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebraska, U.S.A.

A subsidiary of HATHAWAY INSTRUMENTS, INC.

°Ali) TYPE WW & HW RESISTORS
WIRE WOUND  BOBBIN  ENCAPSULATED

Dale bobbin type resistors are im-
pervious to salt spray, humidity,
moisture and corrosive gases and
vapors. The encapsulating material
has very high di -electric strength.
The resistors have excellent non -
inductive characteristics. They are
made to surpass functional require-
ments of MIL -R -93B. (Some sizes
and ranges not included in Mil
Specs.) WW prefix meets require-
ments of characteristic A; HW pre-
fix meets requirements of charac-
teristic C.
 RESISTANCE RANGE: 0.1 ohm to 6 meg-

ohms, depending on size.

 TOLERANCE: ±.02%; ±.05%; ±0.1%;
±0.25%; ±0.5%; ±1%; ±3%.

 RATED AT: 0.1 watt to 2.5 watts, depend-
ing on size, type and tolerance.

 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: 0.00002 per
degree C.

 TERMINALS: WWA and HWA- axial
leads; WWP and HWP- parallel leads;
WWR and HWR - radial leads; WWL and
HWL-Iugs.

 SIZES: Complete range from sub -minia-
ture 5/64"x5/16" to 1/2"x2".
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Special Instruments
THAT TEST, MEASURE, REGULATE, SIMULATE

s A ta
Ts

ttx..

.)..* V tit

110 4

1006.41.

... for Regulating Relays,

and Computer Equipment

... for Testing Welds, Bonds,
Contact Resistance

- -

... for Measuring Kilovolts

... for Servicing

Communications Systems

Current Flow Test Tets simplify the ad-
justment of single- and double -winding,
YP, and polar -type relays and similar
electromechanical devices. Accu-
rate, pre-set values for "saturate,"
"operate," "non -operate," "hold," and
"release" currents up to 750 ma can
quickly be set up and repeatedly applied
in any sequence. Ask about Shallcross
Types 696 and 695.

Portable, wide -range Shallcross Milli -
ohmmeters and Microhmmeters accu-
rately measure low resistances from
0.0001 ohm to 100 ohms on linear
scales. By comparing readings against
pre -determined standards, defective
welds, bonds, and potential failures in
heavy conductors can be spotted on a
"GO -NO GO" basis. Switch, relay, and
circuit breaker contact resistance as well
as bar -to -bar commutator resistance can
also be measured. Ask about Shallcross
Low Resistance Test Sets.

Dozens of standard, Shallcross Kilovolt -
meters and Kilovoltmeter Multipliers
are available for measuring from 1 to 30
KV. Special Corona -Protected Models
measure up to 200 KV. All use stable,
close -tolerance Shallcross precision
wirewound resistors for long-term ac-
curacy. Ask for details on Shallcross High
Voltage Measuring Apparatus.

For over 25 years, Shallcross has been
a key manufacturer of multi -purpose test
instruments for telephone and commu-
nications system servicing. Types range
from portable DB Meters, Tone Gener-
ators, and Fault Location Bridges, to
elaborate instruments that measure every
electrical property and simulate every
normal condition usually encountered.
Ask about Shallcross Communications Serv-
icing Instruments.

Shallcross
OTHER SHALLCROSS PRODUCTS

Decade Resistance Boxes  Decade Voltage Dividers  Kelvin -Wheatstone Bridges
Percent Limit Bridges  Precision Wirewound Resistors  Rotary Instrument Switches
Wheatstone Bridges Megohm-Wheatstone Bridges Magnetic Bridges  and
dozens of custombuilt instruments for laboratory, production, and field measurements

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING CO., 30 Preston St., Selma, N. C.

Personals
Robert M. Flanagan - appointed

Chief Engineer, Rotron Manufactur-
ing Co., Inc., Woodstock, N. Y.

Stanley Lehr and Robert E. Othmer
-appointed Engineering Section
Heads, FXR, Inc., Woodside, N. Y.

Charles R. Fisher-appointed Man-
ager of Product Engineering, Strom -
berg - Carlson's Telecommunications
Div., Rochester, N. Y.

Robert E. Miller-elected to newly
created position as Vice President for
Advanced Development, Melpar Inc.,
Falls Church, Va.

R. E. Miller D. L. Nettleton

D. L. Nettleton-named Chief En-
gineer, Electronic Data Processing
Div., Radio Corp. of America, New
York, N. Y.

Duncan N. McDonald - appointed
Director of Engineering, Electro
Data Div., Burroughs Corp., Pasa-
dena, Calif.

Sr. Engineers, George Swetland
and Art DeBolt - promoted to Sr.
Group Engineers, Electronic Engi-
neering Co. of Calif., Santa Ana,
Calif.

J. C. Brandon, Jr.-promoted to
Vice President, Engineering, Mag-
netics Inc., Butler, Pa.

Donald E. Garr-named Corporate
Director of Engineering for Raytheon
Co., Bedford, Mass.

Otho S. Thompson-appointed to
Engineering Management Staff as
Manager of Project Engineering,
Trimpot Div. of Bourns, Inc., River-
side, Calif.

Martin Rubin-appointed Sr. Staff
Engineer of the Data Systems Lab-
oratory, Litton Systems, Inc., Beverly
Hills, Calif.

Neville W. James-joins Interna-
tional Resistance Co., Phila., Pa., as
Reliability -Quality Control Engineer,
a newly created position.

(Continued on page 86)
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In POWER RESISTORS if it's news, expect it first from IRC

3500 Hot Spot- 125° Ambient
New Precision Power Resistors

A new high -temperature coating-Thermacoat-
developed by IRC is responsible for the outstand-
ing performance of IRC miniature power wire
wound resistors.

These resistors meet MIL Characteristic V with
a hot spot temperature of 350°C, well above the
250-275° customary for resistors of this type.

Thermacoat Resistors have all the other advan-
tages you want-small size, close tolerance, high
moisture resistance, high dielectric strength, all -
welded construction, high temperature tinned
leads and permanent marking. And they're avail-
able at a 125' Ambient in the same wattage ratings
as regular power wire wound ratings !

Write for Bulletin AE -18, International Resistance
Company, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.

ACTUAL SIZE

Ratings: 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 watts (125° ambient)
Standard tolerances: 1%, 3%, 5% (MIL); Special Tolerances

to .05%, depending on range
Resistance ranges: Minimum 0.1 ohm; Maximum 20K to

175K ohms
Dielectric Strength: 1000V-RMS Min.
Non -inductive resistors available

Leading supplier to manufacturers of electronic equipment
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You can do MORE with the
NEW TEKTRONIX C-12 CAMERA
than you can with any other

Oscilloscope Camera

...picture this

1 KMC damped oscillation
(single shot at 2 nsec;cm).

Typical hysteresis loops (multiple
c.posure of varying amplitudes).

...like this

it.,00

One -hand portability
Lift -on mounting

... only with this

C12 CAMERA
The C-12 Camera combines flexibility with simplicity. It offers

you new convenience in undistorted viewing and direct record-
ing of oscilloscope traces.

Here's why:
You can use Polaroid* or any conventional film.

You can use the unique sliding back, adjustable to horizontal or
vertical. On this sliding back, you can interchange the par -
focal, film -holding backs, lock them securely in 5 detent
positions, also rotate them thru 90° increments (with the long
axis of the film horizontal or vertical).

You can choose from 8 easily -interchangeable lenses - in vary-
ing object -to -image ratios and maximum aperture to f 1.5.

The lenses are housed in uniform, pre -focused, calibrated
mounts with keyed threads - so the shutter -speed and
diaphragm -opening controls always appear at the same ac-
cessible position on the camera.

C-12 CAMERA $500
Includes. I 1.9 Lens (with 1:0.9 object -to -image ratio)complete with
cable release, Focusing Back, Polaroid* Back, and Minute Tinier.

*Registered by Polaroid Corporation.

of characteristic s

(for t-ansisto1.

sine wave (multiple ex-
posure using all 5 detent

positions).

Comfortable viewing-
with or without glasses

Swing -away hinging

For more information about these and other features of the
new C-12 Camera . . . and the many accessories designed
for specialized applications . . . call your Tektronix Field
Engineer.

Tektronix, Inc.
P. 0. Box 500 Beaverton, Oregon

Phone Mitchell 4-0161  TWX-BEAV 311  Cable: TEKTRONIX

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: Albuquerque, N. Mex.  Atlanta, Ga.  Baltimore (ToNson, Md.)  Boston (Lexington. Mass.)  Buffalo, N.Y.  Chicago (Park Ridge, III.)  Cleveland, Ohio  Dallas, Texas  Dayton, Ohio

Vol Detroit (Lathrup Village, Mdth.1 Endtcott (Endwell, N.5.1 Greensboro, N.C. Houston, Teens Indianapolis. I -d. Kansas City (Mission, Kan.) Los Angeles Area (East Los Angeles, Calit

I :no, Cart. West Los Angeles, Carl M nneauults, Minn. NON York City Area (Albertson, L.I , N.Y. Stamford, Conn. en, N.J.) Orlando, Fla. Phaladelphia, F3. Phoen, (Scottsdale, Ar. t

econte, N.Y. San Devil, Calif. Sat, Frat-cist- i Palo Alta, Cal a.) St. Petersburg, Fla. Syracuse, N.Y. Toronto 1W Canada 1.Vastsngton, D.C. tAnnanchtle, Val.

TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Ha,thcrue Electronics, Portland. Oregon Seattle. Washington. F. -t i...enty a.erseas countries by qualified engineering organtzsborts.

IF Europe pleas, V.Tite TeStrott., Inc Victoria Ave., St. Sampsons, Guernsey C.I., to, th. I ittes, o' the Tektronix Representative in your country.
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Stay snug in the joints, rue on tne points,

sharp on cutting edges in long continuous service

Sold only through regular trade channels. Ask your

_
. electrical or mill supplies wholesaler or write to

manufacturer for a Diamond Tool catalog.

"There is nothing finer than a DIAMOND" CN54

et==ri
DN54

MS54

ST55

LC56
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SCOTCH° BRAND MAGNETIC INSTRUMENTATION TAPES

OFFER A RIGHT TAPE FOR EVERY APPLICATION

Knowledgeable tape users realize that magnetic tapes are
not all alike-that it takes specific constructions to meet
the needs of specific applications. And they've learned to
rely on "Scarce BRAND to supply the one right tape for
each application. Not only does "Scone BRAND offer a
complete line, it offers that something extra that makes all
the difference in performance-the uniformity and reli-
ability that result from 3M's experience, technical skill,
and continuing research. Make the "ScorcH" BRAND label
your guide in buying instrumentation tapes. Your 3M
Representative is close at hand in all major cities-a con-
venient source of supply and information. For details,
consult him or write Magnetic Products Division, 3M Co.,
St. Paul 6, Minnesota. ©1961, 3M Company

MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
... WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

The wide "SCOTCH" BRAND line provides many tapes, including these
broad classifications:
SANDWICH TAPES 188 and 189-exclusive with "SCOTCH" BRAND, of-
fering 10 times the wear of standard tapes, drastic reductions in head
wear, elimination of oxide rub -off. In standard or extra -play lengths.
HIGH RESOLUTION TAPES 158 and 159-offering superior resolution in
high frequencies, greater pulse density in digital recording. In stand-
ard and extra -play lengths.
HEAVY DUTY TAPES 198 and 199-offering exceptional life, good
resolution, high resistance to temperature and humidity, reduction
in the build-up of static charge. In standard and extra -play lengths.
HIGH OUTPUT TAPE 128-offering top output in low frequencies.
Performs well even in temperature extremes.
STANDARD TAPES 108 and 109-offering the good all-round per-
formance at low relative cost which has made them the standards
of the instrumentation field.

Azed-ot-1
ffr

"SCOTCH" BRAND MAGNETIC TAPES FOR INSTRUMENTATIONM3
COMPANY

"SCOTCH" and the Plaid Design are registered trademarks of 3M Company, St. Paul 6, Minnesota. Export : 99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. In Canada: London, Ontario.
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it's the new Spectrol ultraminiature trimmer... the
smallest trimming potentiometer on the market! Meas-
uring 1/3" in diameter, weighing only 1 gram, and designed
specifically for transistor circuits, the Spectrol Model 80
is a remarkable breakthrough in component technology.
Design engineers can now shrink printed circuit packages
in all three dimensions. The single turn adjustment is from
the top, rather than the side. It is ideal for printed circuit
applications. Sealed construction allows complete pack-
age encapsulation.

THE MODEL 80 is approximately one -quarter the size of ordinary
trimmers, yet it offers greater resolution and resettability because
the resistance element is nearly twice as long. These trimmers
meet all applicable military and commercial specifications in-
cluding the most severe humidity cycling and immersion tests.

41

.030

1.500 PATENT PENDING

MODEL 80 90°

Available now for immediate delivery. Standard models of Spectrol
trimmers and miniature potentiometers, as well as other standard pre-
cision potentiometers, are available from your nearby Spectrol distributor.
For complete technical information, contact your Spectrol engineering
representative or write directly to the factory. Please address Dept. 44.

The Spectrol name,
your assurance of quality.
Spectrol trimmers are produced to
the same exacting standards of
quality and reliability engineered
into the entire Spectrol potentiom-
eter line ... the largest selection
in the industry.

SPECIFICATIONS
DIAMETER 0.345"
STANDARD RESISTANCES (ohms) 50, 100,
200, 500, 1K, 2K, 5K, 10K
RESISTANCE TOLERANCE -1-5%
NO. TURNS ONE
POWER RATING 1 watt at 70°C
LINEARITY -4-1.0%
NOISE 10012ENR per NAS-710
SHOCK 50 G
VIBRATION 30 G to 2,000 CPS
HUMIDITY MIL -E -5272C, Proced. I (10
days, cycling) and MIL -STD -202A, Method
104, Condition A (immersion in hot water)
SALT SPRAY MIL -STD -202A, Method 101A,
Condition A (96 hours)
LOAD LIFE 1000 hours
WEIGHT 1 Gram
PRICE (1-9 units) $6.00 each

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
1704 South Del Mar Avenue  San Gabriel, California

Phone: ATlantic 7-9761
1250 Shames Drive  Westbury, L. I., New York

Phone: EDgewood 3-5850
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Another

CUSTOM TRANSFORMER

FOR INDUSTRY FROM

Light Electric
... UNITIZED RECTIFIER

TWO TYPI3AL VARIATIONS

RATINGS DC OUTPUT WIDTH

Plate and Filament
Transformer
immersed in oil.

30 Full Wave Bridge Rectifier*

LENGTH HEIGHT

7.9 KVA 25 KV @ 300 ma 21" 21" 30"

31.2 KVA 17.5 KV @ 1 7 amp 24" 411/2" 33"

I Other sizes available up to 150 KW DC

PLATE TRANSFORMERS
dry or oil immersed
1 to 250 KVA
rectified outputs to

75 KV DC
50, 60, or 400 cps

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
low capacitance
high reactance
multiple coil

CHOKES
filter
charging

*Units ordinarily supplied without tubes.

For quotations on this and other custom designs, be
sure to specify DC output desired, Isolation required,
Space requirements (if any), Input voltage available,
frequency and type of rectifier tube.

Light Electric Corp.
219 Lackawanna Avenue, Newark 4, New Jersey
Telephone: NU 5.4110

UNITIZED RECTIFIERS
oil immersed to 100 KVA
rectified outputs to

75 KV DC

UNITIZED CONTROLLED POWER
SOURCES

saturable reactor or
amplistat control

capacities to 100 KVA
AC or DC outputs for furnace

or plating applications

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
high voltage testing

transformers

unit high voltage test sets
reduced corona

transformers for
corona testing

MISCELLANEOUS
audio output transformers
5 cps to 10 kc
5 to 30 KVA
saturable reactors
1 to 100 KVA
amplistat for control of

rectifier output
current limiting reactors
tapped furnace or

annealing transformers

Personals
George Dunn, Jr.-appointed to the

post of Senior Development Engineer
at R&D Silicon Transistor Corp.,
Carle Place, N. Y.

Leon Mollick - appointed Manager
of Engineering, Industrial Equipment
Div., Baldwin -Lima -Hamilton Corp.,
Phila., Pa.

Harvey E. Rennacker - appointed
Sr. Staff Engineer, Bendix Computer
Div., Los Angeles, Calif.

Robert L. Wooley - named Man-
ager-Engineering Operation at Gen-
eral Electric Light Military Elec-
tronic Dept.'s, Armament & Control
Section, Johnson City, N. Y.

R. L. Wooley T. Law

Dr. J. Trevor Law-named Sr. En-
gineer, Materiels Dept., Motorola,
Semiconductor Products Div., Phoe-
nix, Ariz.

J. A. Brustman-appointed Man-
ager, Electronics Systems Engineer-
ing, Advanced Systems Development
Engineering Activity, RCA Electronic
Data Processing Div., N. Y., N. Y.

John Hastings-joins staff of Ca-
noga Electronics Corp. as Manager,
Special Projects, Van Nuys, Calif.

Edward T. Pfund, Jr.-named Chief
Engineer, Technicraft Div., Elec-
tronics Specialty Co., Thomaston,
Conn.

Palmer M. Craig-appointed Di-
rector of Operations of Philco Corp.'s
Western Development Laboratories,
Palo Alto, Calif.

Allen W. Scott - appointed As-
sistant Manager of the Research &
Development Dept., Hughes Aircraft
Co.'s Microwave Tube Div., Los An-
geles, Calif.

Dale Dowis - to new position
of Chief Application Engineer at IMC
Magnetics Corp., Western Div., May-
wood, Calif.

Frank C. Ebert-appointed Chief
Product Engineer, Allied Control Co.,
Inc., Plantsville, Conn.
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in direct writing recording systems

Brush
designs
specifically mil specs
From every nut and bolt to the shipping crate, fully militarized Brush Direct Writing
Recording Systems are originally built to meet military specifications.
That's why they are performing every imaginable task of data acquisition and
recording at U. S. and NATO installations throughout the world. These electric writing
systems have proved their unexcelled reliability .. . from the Operations Monitor
that will record 120 separate operations at the instant they occur ... to the Analog and
Sequence Recorder that simultaneously records both analog data and sequential events.
And, they are built for maximum performance in the hands of non -technical personnel.
Brush equipment is already at work putting evaluation data in writing for a whole new
generation of weapons. When the weapons become operational, Brush MIL Recorders
are a vital part of the system. This experience is unique in the industry. Before
prototype design becomes a problem-call, write or wire Brush for complete details.

brush INSTRUMENTS
37 AND PERKINS

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE
CORPOR0,101.

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO



Now...G-E Unijunction Transistors
give you silicon performance
at germanium prices

.(AC
DC

The 2N1671A and 2N1671B offer guaran-
teed characteristics for firing General Electric
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers. Supply voltages
and component values are easily determined
from a single graph on the specification sheet.

Typical Circuit Comparisons-Because of its unique characteristics, one unijunction
transistor can often replace two conventional transistors with significant savings in
overall circuit cost. You can simplify circuit requirements and at the same time achieve
improved stability over a wide temperature range.

Transistor Time Delay Circuit
3 transistors*
1 diode
1 Zener diode
1 relay
2 capacitors
8 resistors

Transistor Voltage Detector
2 transistors*
1 potentiometer
2 capacitors
5 resistors

Unijunction Circuit Equivalent
1 unijunction transistor
1 Zener diode
1 relay
1 capacitor
4 resistors

SAVINGS: $3.30 (*germaniu.1 transistors)
$16.50 (*silicon transistors)

Unijunction Circuit Equivalent
1 unijunction transistor
1 potentiometer
1 capacitor
3 resistors

SAVINGS: $0.40 (*germanium transistors)
$9.20 (*silicon transistors)

Types 2N1671, 2N1671A, and 2N1671B are the
latest additions to the General Electric line of
silicon unijunction transistors . . . at a price
comparable to germanium transistors. A unique
type of semiconductor device proved in over three
years of production and application, silicon uni-
junction transistors feature stable negative re-
sistance characteristics, extremely low trigger
currents, stable trigger voltages, and high pulse
current capabilities.

The 2N1671 is intended for general purpose
industrial applications where circuit economy is
the prime consideration. The 2N1671A features a
guaranteed minimum pulse amplitude, and is
characterized for use in firing circuits for Sili-
con Controlled Reotifiers. The 2N1671B features
low emitter leakage current and low trigger cur-
rent. making it the most sensitive semiconductor
triggering device available.

Price reductions have also been made on

standard unijunction types 2N489 through
2N494. For complete technical data and appli-
cation information for all unijunction transistor
types, see your G.E. Semiconductor District Sales
Manager. Or write section 24B87, Semiconductor
Products Dept.. General Electric Company, Elec-
tronics Park. Syracuse, New York. In Canada:
Canadian General Electric Company, 189 Duf-
ferin Street, Toronto, Ontario. Export: Interna-
tional General Electric Company, 150 E. 42nd
St., New York. N. Y.

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS OF

UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS 2N1671, A, B

Maximum Total Power Dissipation
Opeating Temperature Range
Intrinsic Standoff Ratio (v)
Interbase Resistance Ma/
Peak Point Emitter Current (I.) 2N1671,A

(Vas = 25 vo:ts) 2N1671B
Emitter Reverse Current (lEo) 2N1671,A

(Vast= 30 volts) 2N1671B
Base-One Peak Pu'se Voltage 2N1671A,B 3 volts min.
(In SCR circuit shown, VI =20V, Ct =0.2 Ilfd, RIII=2012)

For fast delivery at factory -low prices, call your G -E distributor.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL

450 mw
-65'C to 140°C
0,47 to 0.62
4.7K to 9.1K
25 µa max.
6 to max.
12 µa max.
0.2 pa max.

ELECTRIC
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Elm Nett math
 INSTRUMENTATION FOR RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENTS

Another in El's series on RFI. Interference instrumentation is divided generally into two categories-those
For field survey use and those used by researchers for studying detailed properties of the noise. Instru-
ments for both are discussed along with information about commercially available instruments.

 SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SILICON RECTIFIERS
Mounting cells on your own heat sink, connecting cells in series or parallel creates a series of special de-
sign problems. Overload protection devices which mist be specified in any application will differ depend-
ing on customer requirements. Here's a summary of such design problems with successful solutions.

 THE 1961 IRE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
Presenting for this 49th annual event of the Institute of Radio Engineers

a) Descriptions of new products to be introduced at the show
b) Comments on technical papers of especial interest
c) Complete listing of the technical papers program
d) What 1961 IRE Fellows predict
e) Exhibitor locater guide

 DESIGN TRENDS IN LOW K SUBSTRATE MODULES
Multi -component assemblies are constructed on high or low dielectric basic materials. Low dielectrics
are employed for minimum coupling. In other systems the substrate participates as the dielectric form-
ing various capacitances required by the circuit. A review of the developments from the time of Project
Tinkertoy.

 PART V ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES HARDWARE CHART SERIES
Continuing with the informative series of hardware charts published in earlier issues, Part V will contain
valuable reference data on transistor sockets, high temperature subminature sockets, pencil tube sockets,
Nuvistor and Compactron sockets along with octal, !octal and CRT molded sockets.

Plus all our other
Our regular editorial departments are designed
to provide readers with an up-to-the-minute sum-
mary of world wide important electronic events.
Don't miss Radarscope, As We Go To Press, Elec-

COMING SOON

regular departments
Ironic Shorts, Coming Events, El Totals, Snapshots
of the Electronic Industries, El International, News,
Briefs, Tele-Tips, Books, Representatives News,
International Electronic Sources, Personals, etc.

 THE 1961 ANNUAL ALL -REFERENCE ISSUE
The fourth consecutive annual edition containing year-round technical reference information for electronic
engineers. The editorial staff is already at work compiling and selecting data for this issue. Suggestions
From user -readers for new topics and compilations Fo be included will be given careful consideration.

Watch for these coming issues:
*MARCH *JUNE *AUGUST

Annual IRE Issue Annual All -Reference & Annual WESCON Issue
Directory Issue



Lack of a self-excited coherent source of millimeter power
has led to the design of crystal harmonic generators.

Sufficient signal has been obtained for
construction and calibration of several components.

Novel design and construction techniques are described here
which overcome restrictions of TEio rectangular waveguide.

Designing 2 -Millimeter Wave

THE impetus provided by the radar developments of
World War II extended the microwave frontier

from the meter wavelength range to the range of
approximately one centimeter. This "backlog" of
frequencies resulted-with some notable exceptions,
in such fields as microwave spectroscopy-in a slack-
ening of the extension of the microwave spectrum in
the years immediately following the war. However,
this situation did not long continue.

The ever-increasing demand for additional chan-
nels of communications resulted in the investigation
of millimeter waves, where bandwidths in the order

Fig. 1: Simplified equivalent circuit for (a) the non-linear reactor and
(b) the non-linear resistor crystal harmonic generators.

R (V)
RS

(0)

C (v)

O-74--N\A.3
RS

Non-linear reactor

C(v) - Capacitance (a function of
applied voltage)

P5 - Series Resistance

C
(b) Non-linear resistor

R(v) - Resistance (a function of applied voltage)

C - Barrier capacitance

Rs - Series Resistance

of tens of kilomegacycles could be readily made avail-
able. Many components and systems were constructed
around RG-98/U waveguide (0.148 in. x 0.074 in.
I. D.) for use in the frequency range 50-75 laic.' The
use of this frequency range for purposes in addition

By LESTER L. BERTAN
Asst. Chief Microwave Engineer
FXR, Inc.
25-26 50th Street
Woodside 77, New York

to communications has resulted, within the past five
years, in the commercial extension of most of the
more common microwave components into the RG-
98/U, or 4-6 millimeter waveguide size.

Among those areas where millimeter waves prove
particularly advantageous are microwave spectroscopy
and the analysis of energy gaps in superconductors.
They are used there to investigate the fundamental
properties of matter. Millimeter waves could also be
used as high frequency pumps for parametric ampli-
fiers and masers. High altitude radar and communi-
cations are other fields applicable to millimeter waves.
Here the lower atmosphere absorption of the waves
can be largely ignored, and full use can be made of
the narrow beams and high accuracies attainable
with short wavelengths. An extension of this appli-
cation is space communication and telemetry, where
extreme accuracies will certainly be required. The
advantages to be gained by the use of millimeter
waves are obvious when one realizes that a 1 ft. dish
at 1 mm. is equivalent in beamwidth to a 100 ft. dish
at S -band.

One of the most important applications for milli-
meter waves is in the study of the highly ionized
plasma produced in controlled fusion research. Low
level microwave energy can be shot through the
plasma without appreciably disturbing the reaction.
The propagation characteristics of the plasma at
millimeter wave frequencies can be related to such
plasma properties as temperature, electron density,
and confinement time.2 The potential use of micro-
wave diagnostics as a tool for controlled fusion re -
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action has resulted in the sponsorship by the Atomic
Energy Commission of a program leading to the
development of microwave components in the 2 mm.
(150 KMC) wavelength region.

Difficulties

The two major obstacles to component development
for the shorter millimeter wavelengths have been the
lack of a self-excited coherent power source and the
high attenuation and close tolerances associated with
the TE10 fundamental mode rectangular waveguide.

The small physical size and resultant high current
density requirements effectively set an upper fre-
quency limit for the currently known types of micro-
wave tube.3, 4 The highest reported fundamental fre-
quency is 200 KMC for a backward wave oscillator.5

Components

Commercially available tubes reach only to the vicinity
of 4 mm. (75 Kmc). Megavolt electronics and other
new schemes3 are being investigated as millimeter
wave generators. However, none of these has as yet
produced a practical coherent CW oscillator. It was,
therefore, necessary to look to harmonic generation for
the microwave signal required for the development
and testing of components in the 2 mm. wavelength
region.

Crystal harmonic generation is the most common
method used for the generation of low power micro-
wave signals when there are no available prime
sources. The two types, of crystal harmonic genera-
tor are the non-linear reactor and the non-linear
resistor. The simplified equivalent circuit of each is
shown in Fig. 1.

The ideal non-linear reactor can be shown° to have
a theoretical efficiency of 100% when operating in a
circuit that has an infinite impedance to all harmonics
other than the one desired. The non -linearity usually
considered is the Q -V curve of the p -n junction, the
capacitance of which is given by7

Fig. 2: The harmonic generator mount and 2mm. detector cartridge.

C - 3

V 1 - V/i
where V is the applied voltage and Co and 0 are con-
stants of the junction. Thus, since we can certainly
obtain sufficient power at centimeter wavelengths, it
would appear that we need only synthesize an appro-
priate microwave circuit to get the necessary milli-
meter wave power. Unfortunately, however, the effi-
ciency of the reactive diode falls off rapidly at its
cutoff frequency, as determined by the series resis-
tance of the diode, Fig. la, is approached. The best
presently available diodes have a cutoff frequency
in the neighborhood of 100 KMC, which limits their
effective use as harmonic generators to the centimeter
rather than the millimeter region.

It has been shown that the limiting theoretical
efficiency of the ideal resistive diode iss

C.,

P" 1=
Pi

the power output at the desired harmonic,
the fundamental frequency power, and
the number of the harmonic. Here again,
although the efficiency of a frequency doubler
could conceivably be as high as 25%, Fig. lb
indicates the effects of the crystal series resis-
tance and barrier capacitance which result in
the considerably lower efficiencies usually
experienced.

Several different types of crystal materials were
tried as 4 to 2 mm. converters. Welded contact
germanium diodes, operating essentially as non-linear
resistors, offered the best efficiency. Although it is

where,
Pn =
Pt =
n

Fig. 3: Transition from the TE,,, rectangular to the TE., circular waveguide mode.

stilt
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TABLE I

Components
(Continued)

Transmission Line

Inside
Dimensions

(inches)

Theoretical Attenuation
db/100 ft. in Copper

over Frequency Range
140-220 KMC

TE,0 rectangular :RG-135/11)
TE01 circular
TE circular

0.0510 x 0.0255
0.156 dia.
0.141 dia.

317-201
19.8- 8.4
22.1--23.8

not possible to state the exact efficiency of the units
due to the uncertainty of the efficiency of the detectors
at these frequencies, relative power measurements
made with waveguide mounted thermistor beads indi-
cate the conversion loss to be less than 25 db.

Although harmonic generation has long been used
by the microwave spectroscopist, the process has been
generally rather laborious. Involving critical, hand-
made units, it often took hours, or even days, to
adjust. The requirement, therefore, existed for a
replaceable cartridge unit which could be readily in-
serted into a mount and set for optimum operation
with a minimum of controls.

A cartridge similar to the 4 mm. detector designed

t tItt

Fig. 4: Transition from TE. to TE the circular mode.

at the Bell Telephone Laboratories' was decided upon,
and a suitable mount was designed. Fig. 2 shows the
harmonic generator mount and cartridge.

The mount is an in -line design, with the funda-
mental input waveguide tapering in height to the
height of the harmonic waveguide at the cartridge.
Past the cartridge, the waveguide width tapers to the
width of the harmonic waveguide at the output flange,
thus cutting off the fundamental frequency signal.
Resistive matching is accomplished by laterally posi-
tioning the cartridge across the waveguide, and
reactive matching is accomplished with a screw ad-
justment past the cartridge. The unit is comparatively
broad -band, with changes in frequency in the order
of several percent requiring little or no readjustment.

Waveguide and Flanges
The recommended waveguide transmission line for

the 140-220 Kmc frequency range is RG-135/U. Theo-
retical attenuation in copper of the TE" rectangular
waveguide mode at 150 KMC is approximately 300
db/100 ft. or 1 db/4 in. While this waveguide could
be used to fabricate measuring instruments having
a short insertion length, it is impractical for the
transmission of microwave energy over any reason-
able distance. The characteristics of several alterna-
tive transmission lines are listed in Table 1.

The adaptability of fundamental mode TE10
rectangular waveguide to the fabrication of such com-
ponents as attenuators, slotted sections, phase shifters,
etc., resulted in the choice of this mode for the ma-
jority of test equipment components that could be
kept to a length of 2 in. (approx.).

For transmission of energy from one point to an-
other, we should consider the circular waveguide
modes. For short distance transmission, e.g., from
antenna to receiver in an aircraft or between test
set-ups in a laboratory, the optimum size TEn circu-
lar waveguide mode offers several advantages. Opti-
mum size TEn circular waveguide is defined as the
size which has its minimum attenuation at the given
frequency. This minimum is fairly broad in the direc-
tion of increasing frequency, as can be seen from
Table I.

At a frequency of 150 KMC, optimum size TE11
circular waveguide is approximately 0.141 in. inside
diameter. It provides an attenuation of less than
1/1 db/ft., which is tolerable for comparatively short
distances. It is the simplest mode to transduce from
TEio rectangular waveguide, Fig. 3. This figure
represents successive cross -sections of a gradually
tapered transition. The lengths of the solid arrows
represent electric field strength across the cross-sec-
tion. The mode can be kept reasonably pure by plac-
ing a thin wire or septum across the waveguide in a
direction perpendicular to the electric field.

For transmission over relatively long distances it is
necessary to use a larger diameter TE,3, circular
waveguide mode. This mode has the desirable char-
acteristic of continuously decreasing loss as frequency
increases. It is, however, considerably more difficult
to transduce from rectangular waveguide, a typical
broad -band design being shown in Fig. 4. As before,

Fig. 5: Waveguide and flanges developed for use at 2mm.
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the solid arrows represent electric field strength
across the gradually tapering transition. The broken
lines indicate the direction of the electric field at
each cross-section. Special techniques have been de-
veloped to keep mode purity in this waveguide, the
mode being highly susceptible to mode conversion at
slight mechanical imperfections.9

To keep measured attenuation values at these fre-
quencies close to the theoretical values tabulated, it
was necessary to take great care in the fabrication
and assembly methods used for the components. Many
of the units were electroformed on precision mandrels
or precision machined from solid stock.

Another item of considerable importance is the
waveguide material. Brass and aluminum result in
excessive attenuation at millimeter wavelengths. Cop-
per and silver, while lower in initial loss, corrode in
time with adverse effects on attenuation. Rhodium
flashing, as is done on lower frequency components,
to preserve the finish, is undesirable, since at milli-
meter frequencies the skin depth is small and the
resistivity of rhodium is high. Gold plating has,
therefore, been used for the majority of components,
the theoretical attenuation for gold being only about
20% higher than that for copper. A plating of a few
microinches is sufficient at these frequencies, and the
process also results in an attractive exterior finish.

In view of the attenuation characteristics dis-
cussed above, desirable features of a millimeter wave -
guide flange would include a minimum of insertion
length as well as positive alignment and contact
between mating waveguide surfaces. The flange de-
veloped for use at 2 mm. is shown in Fig. 5. The use
of captive coupling nuts, rather than screws, for
assembly results in a minimum of required waveguide
length for the flange. The pins and raised contact
area assure accurate alignment and contact for mating
waveguides. Finger pressure is normally sufficient
for engagement and disengagement of flanges, elim-
inating the requirements for special wrenches or
other tools.

Other Components

A universal detector mount, capable of operating
with replaceable crystals, bolometer, or thermistor
cartridges, was developed for the detection of 2 mm.
signals, Fig. 6. The cartridge and tuning arrange-
ment are similar to that used in the harmonic gener-
ator, and are based on the Bell Telephone Laboratories
design referenced.1 The detecting element is mounted
directly in the waveguide section of the cartridge for
optimum sensitivity. Later models of the cartridges

Fig. 6 (left): Crystal
detector mount and
cartridge developed
for use at 2mm.

Fig. 8 (right): Modi-
fied slotted section
for the measurement
of VSWR in sche-
matic form.

Fig. 7: The microm-
eter barrel of this
precision sliding short
has a least count of
.0005 millimeter.

include a thin mica window over the waveguide open-
ing in the cartridge for protection of the detecting
element.

The crystal detector cartridge uses a boron -doped
p -type silicon dicing. Point contact is made through
a 0.001 in. diameter tungsten whisker. The video
sensitivity of the crystal, when used in conjunction
with the harmonic generator described above, was
sufficient to allow the design and testing of the com-
plete line of 2 mm. components. It was generally
possible, when operating from a 4 mm. source having
an output power of at least 10 mw. square -wave modu-
lated, to obtain a 2 mm. signal of over 40 db above
the noise level of a commercial VSWR amplifier.

The Wollaston wire bolometer cartridge is assem-
bled by deplating the silver coating from the 16
microinch platinum core of a Wollaston wire mounted
across the waveguide opening. The units are fairly
rugged and just about as sensitive as the crystal
detectors at 2 mm. Care must be taken to limit the
bias current and the r -f power applied to these units.
Thermistor beads were also mounted in the detector
cartridges with the best units indicating 2 mm.
power levels of over 100 microwatts. There is, how-
ever, some doubt as to the efficiency of these units,
so that the actual 2 mm. power obtained may be
somewhat more than this figure.

A precision sliding short was designed for use as a
drive or plunger at 2 mm. The short consisted of a
differential screw micrometer drive having an advance
of 0.1 mm. (0.004 in.) per revolution. As can be seen
from Fig. 7, the micrometer barrel, with a least count
of 0.005 mm., can be used for interpolation to -±0.001

INPUT \

SAMPLING PROBE,
FIXED POSITION,
VARIABLE INSERTION

SECONDARY WAVEGUIDC

PRIMARY WAVEGUIDE

LOAD
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Fig. 9: Slotted section and the fixed short, showing the precision
milled block construction of the unit.

Components (Concluded)
mm. The circular choke plunger was adapted for
use in an E/H tuner and a frequency meter.

A modified slotted section, consisting of a fixed
position probe followed by an adjustable phase shifter,
was designed for the measurement of VSWR and is
shown schematically in Fig. 8. The phase shifter con-
sists of a thin eccentric mounted mica disc, the
insertion of which can be varied inside the wave -
guide. Thus, the phase of the standing wave produced
by an unknown load can be moved past the fixed probe,
providing an effect similar to that experienced by the
moving probe in a conventional slotted section. A
fixed waveguide short circuit is supplied with each
slotted section to provide for calibration and cor-
rection for the insertion loss at these frequencies
when accurate measurements of high VSWR values
are required. Fig. 9 is a picture of the slotted section
and the fixed short, showing the precision milled
block construction of the unit.

Among the other components designed and tested
at 2 mm. are frequency meters, variable attenuators,
standard gain horns, transitions, tuners, power
dividers, bends, terminations, etc. Some of these are
shown in Fig. 10. Specifications such as VSWR and

Fig. 10: Some of the components designed and tested at 2mm.

calibration accuracy for attenuators and frequency
meters are not much worse than those usually quoted
on similar items at lower frequencies. Insertion loss
of most of the components can be held to less than
1 db. It should be emphasized that most of the data
for these components was taken in the frequency
range 140-150 Kmc, due to the limited availability of
signal sources. However, the broad -band design of the
components should allow their use up to the 220 KMC
waveguide limit. An attempt was made to operate
these units at the third harmonic of the fundamental
source, and, in fact, signals were noted between 210-
220 KMC. These signals were too weak, however, to
allow for quantitative measurements.

Although the above descriptions refer only to com-
ponents in RG-135/U waveguide size, a parallel line
of test equipment was developed for RG-138/U wave -
guide (90-140 Kmc). The inside dimensions of RG-
138/U are 0.080 in. x 0.040 in., as compared to 0.051
in. x 0.0255 in. for the internal dimensions of RG-
135/U. For measurements in the vicinity of 140 KMC
and lower, RG-138/U components would certainly be
preferable from an attenuation standpoint. It should
be realized that at 140 KMC the attenuation in RG-
135/U waveguide is approximately 300 db/100 ft.
whereas the attenuation in RG-138/U waveguide is
"only" 100 db/100 ft. approx.

REFERENCE PAGES
The pages in this section are perforated for easy re-
moval and retention as valuable reference material.

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED
An extra -wide margin is now provided to permit
them to be punched with a standard three -hole -
punch without obliterating any of the text. They can
be filed in standard three -hole notebooks or folders.
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Computer availability has increased the use of insertion -parameter methods
in the design of LC filters. The development of these methods for crystal
filter design has been lagging. This article shows how to apply these
techniques to the design of improved single sideband crystal filters.

Using Insertion Parameters

THE main reasons for the delay in designing crystal
filters by insertion -parameter methods are: (1) the

requirement that the final form of the network has
to include a configuration equal to the equivalent
circuit of a crystal resonator and (2) the limited
range of the available electrical crystal parameters.

The design of insertion -parameter filters requires
much greater computational work than the design of
image -parameter filters. The disadvantage, however,
is offset by the use of electronic computers. Hence the
insertion -parameter method has become an everyday
tool for many filter designers, and a knowledge of its
principles can be presumed. The approach to the
crystal -filter design given in this article is based on
the principles generally observed in LC filter design.

This article considers unsymmetrical bandpass

for Filter Design

By HEINZ J. KAMMIN
Chief Network Engineer
Reeves -Hoffman Div.
Dynamics Corp. of America
Carlisle, Pa.

filters only. The increasing demand for such filters in
single sideband (SSB) transmission is the primary
reason for the decision. The general procedure, how-
ever, can be applied to other filter types.

Evaluation of Transfer Function

The design of an insertion -parameter filter starts
with the derivation of the "characteristic function"
9 (X), where ). = normalized frequency. This func-
tion in its final form is a quotient of the two poly-

nomials h (),) and f (X), of which h (X) determines
the zeroes and f (),) the poles of the network. Both
polynomials are functions of the normalized frequency

jX = -, where o = circular frequency, and wo =
``'"bandpass center circular frequency. The relationship

Fig. 1: The lattice circuit and its equivalents are the most widely lip;
used configurations for the realization of crystal filters.

Fig. 2: Schematic of a sixth -degree crystal single sideband filter.
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Insertion
Parameters

(Continued)

Fig. 4: Schematic of
a ladder filter using
quartz crystals.

between the characteristic function cp (X) and the
aforementioned two polynomials is given by:

h (X)
(X) -

f (x)

The next step is the evaluation of the "transfer
function" S (X) . S (X) is also a quotient of two
polynomials:

g
S (X) -

(X)

f (x)

The relationship between the "characteristic" and
"transfer" functions is given by:

I S (X) 12 = 1 + It (x) 12

and derived from this is the relation between the
three mentioned polynomials:

g (X) g (- = hI(X) h (- X):± f (x) (- x)
The requirements for the three polynomials are

known. Here we just point out the most important
condition :

The polynomial g (X) has to be a Hurwitz poly-
nomial whose zeroes lie in the left X -half -plane. This
condition requires the calculation of the roots of:

h (X) h (- X) + (X) f (- x)

and constitutes the most difficult part of the design
procedure. The transmission function S (X) describes
the properties of a four -pole network and the element
values of the network can be derived from this
f unction.

The two polynomials of the characteristic function
for a crystal filter can be found by the same methods

Fig. 3: Insertion -loss performance of the filter shown in Fig. 2.
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already known in LC filter design. For an unsym-
metrical bandpass these polynomials can be derived
either with the use of Cauer's q-functionsi 2. 3 or with
Darlington's formula for reference filter.{

This procedure does not differ from the known
application of these methods in the design of LC
filters. Because of the higher selectivity of crystal
filters, however, a greater accuracy (more significant
digits in all numbers) is required.

Realization as Lattice Network
The lattice and its equivalents are the most widely

used configurations for the realization of crystal
filters, Fig. 1. The branch impedances of a lattice
can be derived from the transfer function S (X).
However, certain restrictions exist with respect to the
realizability as a crystal filter. The transmission
function S (X) has to be of at least the sixth degree
to obtain one lattice branch in the form of the
equivalent circuit of a crystal.

For an even degree of g (X) and an odd degree of
f (X), Cauerl shows the branch impedances of a lat-
tice network:

G. + f (X) Go f (is)Z. - z. -G. - h (X) G. - h (X)
where,

G. = odd part of polynomial g (X)

G. = even part of polynomial g (x)

In most cases the dual branch impedances were
found to be more useful for the final realization be-
cause they lead to configurations with a coil in
parallel to the rest of the circuit. This shunt coil per-
mits a transformation of the electrical crystal param-
eters into available values.

The computation of the normalized element -values
leads directly, or with an appropriate transformation,
to two - poles partially realizable with crystal
resonators.

From such normalized values the actual circuit
elements can easily be obtained by the following trans-
formation :

/  RI c

co. co.  RI
where,

L = actual inductance
/ = normalized inductance

C = actual capacity
c = normalized capacity

= nominal impedance
m. = center frequency of the filter

Fig. 2 shows the schematic and Fig. 3 the meas-
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ured insertion loss performance of a sixth -degree
SSB filter, using one crystal.

Realization as Ladder Network
The general configuration for an LC filter is the

ladder network. However, this configuration recently
gained more consideration in the design of broad
band crystal filters.5

The open- or short-circuit impedances of such a
ladder network can also be derived from the trans-
mission function S (X), and this method is similar
to the procedure for obtaining these impedances in
LC filter design. The computation of the normalized
element values from these impedances leads-if prop-
erly directed-to a ladder filter, which can be realized
as a combination of crystals and normal coils and
capacitors. The crystal resonators maintain the
steeper poles while coils and capacitors are responsible
for the poles further removed from the cutoff fre-
quencies.

Also in this case the shunt coils parallel to the
crystals provide a convenient way of adjusting the
calculated electrical crystal parameters to available
values. The conversion of the normalized elements
into the actual values can be carried out by the rela-
tions shown under the section headed Realization as
Lattice Network. Such crystal ladder filters can be
built with bandwidths much broader than the con-
ventional lattice configuration.

Fig. 5: Insertion -loss
performance of the
filter circuit of Fig.
4.
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Fig. 4 shows the schematic and Fig. 5 the measured
insertion -loss performance of a crystal ladder filter.
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New Photo Electric Transducers
PHOTO electric force and motion

transducers have not been widely
accepted in the missile field, due to
the long term stability problem and
the large displacement required of
a sensor. But new materials and
circuit designs have been devised at
White Avionics Corp., Terminal
Rd., Plainview, N. Y., which greatly
extend the range of applications.

First: control of the light source
over long periods of time can be ac-
complished by maintaining a tung-
sten element light source at a low
temp. and providing feed -back con-
trol from a photo conductive diode.
A tungsten element at 2400° F will
yield a peak intensity in the near
infrared region and a photo diode

can be selected for max. sensitivity
in the same region.

There are a number of ap-
proaches possible in the feed -back
control. Some have been patented.

Second: new n -type photo diodes
where a p -type region is established
around a point of contact, have im-
proved the re - combination rate.
Such photo diodes are also small-
allowing miniaturization. Third:
the improvement in circuitry and
components for the associated am-
plifier further allow for miniaturi-
zation and high reliability.

The output of the photo pickoff
transducer can be designed for
either digital or analog control sys-
tems depending on the sensor. The

former needs a sensing mechanism
which can yield a change in fre-
quency proportional to the change
in input of the phenomena mea-
sured. With sufficient displacement
of the sensor, to interrupt the light
path between the control source and
a photo diode, a pulse output can be
obtained as a function of the input.
The latter requires a sensor for
measuring a phenomenon whose
displacement is proportional to the
input. By using this displacement
to interpose a shutter in the light
path between the controlled source
and a photo diode, an output is ob-
tained whose amplitude is a func-
tion of the input. This makes it
compatible with an analog system.
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Silicon photocells offer a number of advantages in data
processing equipment and for low -light -level sensing op-
erations. However, for various reasons design engineers
are often uncertain about how to use these devices. Here
the photocell characteristics are analyzed and explained.

Understanding Silicon Photocells

THE silicon photocell is a device which converts
light energy directly into electric energy. It ex-

hibits a very fast response time, low noise output, and
stable output characteristics. In addition, it displays
no fatigue effects and has virtually unlimited life
expectancy.

Fig. 1: Typical current -voltage characteristics for silicon
readout cell with 0.01 in. active area at various light levels.
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The main advantage of the silicon cell over other
photocells is its short transient response time. This
allows its use for the reading of flying punched cards
or fast moving tapes. The transient response time is
about 10 microseconds. The response time is, how-
ever, a function of the load resistance, being pro-
portional to the load resistance over a fairly wide
range. In some cases a high load resistance is desir-
able for maximum output signal. However, the in-
creased transient response time sets an upper limit
for the magnitude of load resistance which can
be used.

To a lesser extent, the transient response time is an
inverse function of the applied bias voltage. Since a
higher bias voltage lowers the cell capacitance, it also
reduces the response time.

Mechanical Features

For perforated tape or punched card readers in
data processing equipment, large cells are sub-
divided by scribing and etching them into small seg-
ments. Each segment within the module has its own
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positive contact area but a common negative terminal.
For ease of mounting, the modules can be soldered to
metal bases and may be subsequently assembled into
complex matrices as required.

The dimensions and spacing of individual cell seg-
ments in a module are designed to meet system re-
quirements. But since each array is formed from a
large single crystal cell, uniform response from seg-
ment to segment in one module is assured.

Operation

The operation of the silicon readout photocell may
be compared to the operation of a rectifier diode in
parallel with a current generator. With no light on
the cell surface, the photocell has the same basic
current -voltage characteristic as the silicon diode.
This is illustrated by the "dark current" character-
istic in Fig. 1.

Light falling on the cell, however, acts as a current
generator and the characteristic is displaced along
the ordinate. Fig. 1 illustrates the variation of out-
put characteristics with illumination level. A typical
value of generated current is 400 ()A for a 0.01 sq. in.
active cell area at 1000 footcandles of illumination.

If the spectral distribution of the light source
remains constant, the light -generated short-circuit
current varies linearly with light intensity. Fig. 2
illustrates typical values of the short circuit current
as a function of light intensity from a tungsten fila-
ment lamp operated at approximately 2800°K.

The silicon photocell may be used in either reverse
biased operations, or in unbiased operations. In the
former, it acts as a photodiode. In the latter case, its
self -generated power is used.

Unbiased cells will display the output characteristics
shown in the 4th quadrant of Fig. 1. Reverse biased
cells, however, will have characteristics in both the
3rd and 4th quadrants but the operation should be
restricted to the 3rd quadrant (reverse biased junc-
tion) to eliminate clipping of the signal.

Unbiased Operation

Unbiased operation of the silicon photocell is prac-
tical where the power output from the cell is suf-
ficient for direct operation of relays or for transistor
switching. For equipment in remote areas where
untended operation is desired, unbiased cells provide
continuous photosensing without the need of a battery
or other power source.

When working into a constant load resistance, any
changes in light level will produce a change in voltage
and current. The higher the resistance, the higher
the output voltage at a given light level. At infinite
resistance, the (open -circuit) voltage varies logarith-
mically with the light intensity, as shown in Fig. 3.

The current varies linearly with light intensity at
low load resistance, while at higher load resistances
it approaches a logarithmic function of the light in-
tensity. Fig. 4 shows typical values of current density
versus illumination level for silicon cells at room
temperature and illuminated by a tungsten filament
source. The parameter is load resistance times active
cell area.

Fig. 2: Short circuit
current vs. illumina-
tion intensity for
readout cell.

Fig. 3: Open circuit
voltage is plotted
against illumination
intensity.
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From module to module, the output characteristics
will vary within certain limits, but within each module
the variations are quite small, as stated previously.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the normal spread in output
characteristics for modules at 15 and 600 footcandles
of illumination, respectively.

To increase the output voltage, cells may be con-
nected in series, but at low light intensities the load
impedance must be high in order to obtain apprecia-
ble voltage gain. This is illustrated by the following
examples.

One cell, with characteristics shown by the heavy
line in Fig. 5, has an output voltage of 81 my at 50 K
ohms load resistance. If ten such cells are connected
in series, the output at the same load is only 210 my,
or only 2.6 times as much as for one cell. A further
increase in the number of cells in series will not

Fig. 4: Cell output current density vs. illumination intensity.
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Silicon Photocells (continued)

increase the output voltage ratio to any significant
extent.

At 106 ohms load resistance, however, a different
voltage ratio is obtained. The output voltage is 116
my from a single cell, and 960 my from ten cells in
series, or 8.3 times as much as for a single cell.

If the load voltage and the light level are both
fixed and a higher voltage is desired, then the cell
area can be increased. An increase in cell area by a
factor of 10 changes the cell output voltage at 50 K
ohms from 81 my to only 113 my. For ten cells in
series, however, the output voltage increases from
210 to 810 my.

If the light intensity can be increased, it is much
easier to achieve a certain output voltage. This is as
shown in Fig. 6. Only three cells in series at 600
footcandles illumination are required to yield 1 volt
output at 50 K ohms load resistance.

Biased Operation
Reverse biased operation is the rule when the cells

are used as light sensors for transistor bias control
in perforated tape or punched card readers. In this
case, the negative terminal of a battery is connected
to the top (anode) terminal of the silicon readout
cell. The cell is operated in the 3rd quadrant and acts
as a photoconductive element (photodiode).

The optimum load for a photodiode is that which
produces the highest voltage change for a given
change in light intensity. From Fig. 1 it is seen that
the highest load resistance yields the largest voltage
change. Care should be taken to insure that the
change in light intensity does not drive the photo -
diode into the forward bias condition, leading to
saturation and signal clipping.

Fig. 5: The normal spread in output characteristics for cell
modules is shown for light intensity of 15 footcandles.
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Fig. 6 With light intensity of 600 footcandles, the normal
spread in output characteristics for cell modules is shown.

To aid the circuit designer in selecting a consistent
and optimum set of values for illumination level, bias
voltage, and external load resistance, the following
explanation of silicon photodiode characteristics is
offered.

Fig. 7a shows the basic circuit when the photocell
is operated in a reverse biased condition. Fig. 7b
illustrates the current -voltage characteristics over the
variable resistance R at a given constant illumination
level and bias voltage V2. The corresponding char-
acteristic for the silicon photocell is shown in Fig. 7c.

From Fig. 7c it can be seen that the voltage is
negative for external load resistances from zero to R,.
For a load resistance larger than 1:13, the voltage V,
becomes positive. The value of R, at which the voltage
changes from negative to positive depends on the
bias voltage V2 and the illumination level. A nega-
tive voltage V, indicates that the cell is not generating
an emf, but instead is acting as a resistor.

The apparent resistance of the cell is not only
dependent on the illumination level, but also on the
bias voltage V, and on the series resistance R. The
apparent resistance R0 of the cell for each set of
illumination, bias voltage and external load can then
be determined from

- Vc
R. -ci4

as indicated in Fig. 7d.
It can be seen that at low light levels the apparent

resistance R, is high and decreases with increasing
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illumination. At a certain illumination level, R0 be-
comes negative, which means that the cell is gen-
erating a positive emf. Furthermore, it is clear from
Fig. 7d that the apparent resistance is not only a
function of illumination level, but also of the bias
voltage V, and of the load resistance. An increase in
bias voltage increases the apparent resistance, where-
as (all other factors being constant) an increased
load resistance decreases it.

Photodiodes are usually operated to be either in
the dark or illuminated, but variation from one light
level to another is also possible. A greater change in
illumination level will produce a greater change in
output signal.

An increase in cell size has the same effect as an
increase in illumination intensity so that the output
signal is approximately proportional to the product
of illumination intensity and cell area. Although the
voltage change will, of course, depend on the load
resistance, the current variation is about 40 micro-
amperes per square inch-footcandle.

At a constant load resistance (input impedance), a
change in bias voltage does not affect the output
voltage signal, but a lower bias voltage gives a better
ratio of signal to no -signal voltage. A high bias
voltage is often desirable as it permits the use of a
higher input impedance without the risk of driving
the cell into forward bias condition and of clipping
the signal.

The limit on bias voltage is set by the breakdown
voltage of the silicon photocell. Standard readout
cells are selected to have a reverse breakdown voltage
above 20 volts, with a maximum room temperature
dark current of 1 ma at 20 volts. By special selec-
tion, cells having a reverse breakdown voltage as
high as 50 volts are available.

REFERENCE PAGES
The pages in this section are perforated for easy re-
moval and retention as valuable reference material.

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED
An extra -wide margin is now provided so as to permit
them to be punched with a standard three -hole -punch
without obliterating any of the tear. They can then be
filed in standard three -hole notebooks or folders

Cell Sensitivity
Cell sensitivity is determined by two factors :
The dark resistance, and the light generated cur-

rent per unit light intensity.
The lower the dark current at any given voltage,

the higher is the dark resistance and the higher also
is the sensitivity.

This is clarified by Fig. 8, wherein Fig. 8a describes
a cell with low dark resistance, and Fig. 8b a cell
with higher dark resistance. Changing from the
dark condition to a certain illumination, indicated
by the line "light current 1," gives a greater voltage
change (b1) for the high dark resistance cell than
for the lower dark resistance cell (ad . Both cells
have the same light generated current per unit light
intensity.

A higher current per unit light output, as indi-
cated by the line "light current 2" in Fig. 8a, in-
creases the voltage change to a,. A higher current

Fig. 7a: The basic
circuit when photo-
cell is operated in re-
verse bias condition.

Fig. 7b: The I -E
characteristic over
variable load resist-
ance.

1==

Fig. 7c: Current -
voltage characteristic
over silicon cell.

f-V1!=11121

Fig. 7d: Apparent
cell resistance is a

function of illumina-
tion level, bias, and
load resistance.

per unit light intensity can therefore offset the higher
dark resistance (as a, compared to b1).

The best cell will, of course, combine high light
current with high dark resistance and give the great-
est voltage change as indicated by b2.

Standard cells of 0.01 sq. in. of active area have a
maximum room temperature dark current of 20
at 0.5 volts. For higher sensitivity, cells with lower
dark currents are available. The current at any given
bias increases with temperature and the dark current
increases more rapidly than the light current. The
photodiode sensitivity, therefore, decreases with in-
creased temperature.

Fig. 8a & b: Graphs
illustrate the effect
of dark resistance and
light current per unit
illumination on the
cell sensitivity.
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After graphically analyzing the tunnel diode's action
as a square wave generator, this article
synthesizes a pulse generator which exploits

the device's ability to switch more rapidly
through the peak, rather than valley, current region.

By PAUL MAUCH
Senior Engineer
Ampex Data Products Co.
Redwood City, Calif.

The Tunnel Diode as a Pulse

THE tunnel diode in a constant current circuit as a
square wave generator is now fairly well known.

The input waveform causes the tunnel diode current,
Fig. 1, to move from (1) through Ip to (2) and then
through V, back to (1). The input waveform must
have sufficient amplitude in one direction to move I
from (1) to (2) and in the other direction from (2)
back to (1).

Setting (1) near Iv will enable the tunnel diode to be
flipped readily from (1) to (2) ; but it will be
more difficult to reset to (1) when the input potential
is reversed. Setting (1) nearer to Iv will make it more
difficult to flip from (1) to (2), but, easier to reset to
(1). Also the use of such methods to increase input
sensitivity in either direction will result in an assymet-
rical output waveform.

The constant current, flip-flop circuit of Fig. 2, uses
a TI gallium arsenide tunnel diode. This circuit is
noteworthy for providing greatly increased sensitivity
of the tunnel diode to both positive and negative ex-
cursions of the input waveform while maintaining a

vv

Fig. 1: The well
known characteristic
curve of the tunnel
diode.

symmetrical output waveform. The tunnel diode trig-
ger points are set at (1) and (3) and the V// curve
by RL (D1 not conducting) and RL and R1 (D1 con-
ducting)

R1 -

RL =

and
17

IL - 1 1 I.
where

IL = 0.9 I,
= tunnel diode peak current
= tunnel diode valley current

V. = tunnel diode valley voltage

When the circuit is at rest, with T conducting at (1)
and D1 cut off, the application of a negative going in-
put will cause the tunnel diode to flip rapidly from (1)
to (2). DI will now conduct and the tunnel diode oper-
ating point will immediately move to (3) because of
the shunting effect of R1. The tunnel diode will now
rest at (3) but will rapidly return to (1) when the in-
put goes positive. The diode DI should be a high speed
switching germanium type. The negative going input
sensitivity is increased because (1) can be set just be-
low 4. No loss of positive going input sensitivity is
encountered because input power is not dissipated driv-
ing the tunnel diode current from (2) to (3).

With the alternative pulse waveform input shown in
Fig. 2, the output waveform will have better shape at
its fall than at its rise. A pulse input is more effective
than a sine wave input in driving the tunnel diode cur-
rent rapidly from (3) to (1). The output of Fig. 2
does have a somewhat shorter rise time at its rise than
at its fall. If the fall of the waveform is of greater in-
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a7o

T = N 653 Di = S570

Fig. 2 (left) : A gal-
lium arsenide tunnel
diode is used in this
constant current,
flip-flop circuit.

Fig. 3 (right) : Con-
stant current flip -
flop a n d amplifier
circuit.

-12 V

G SK
R,

100

Generator

terest, its shape may be improved by reversing T, D1
and the 12 -volt supply of Fig. 2.

An immediate development was the circuit, Fig. 3,
which uses a transistor's base -to -emitter diode to
switch the tunnel diode shunt resistor. This, however,
proved unsatisfactory because of the poor recovery
time of the transistor from saturation. Biasing of
the transistor, Fig. 5, proved very satisfactory for
pulse input, but the output waveform reset was not
good for a sine wave input. The waveforms for Fig. 3
are given in Fig. 4.

The circuit of Fig. 6 was evolved to improve the re-
sponse of the circuit to a sine wave input. T1 and DI
operate as already described. The additional tunnel
diode, T2, is biased to sit at (3) of Fig. 1 and serves
to improve the recovery of the 2N501 from saturation
by resetting rapidly to (1) when the input waveform
goes positive, causing D2 to conduct. This is shown in
Fig. 7. T1 current moves from (1) to (2) to (3) and
back to (1) as T2 current moves from (A) to (B) to
(C) and back to (A). This causes the 2N501 to be

Fig. 4: The input and
output waveforms for
the circuit of Fig. 3.

rKINPUT ftvicrn

OUTPUT 2v/cm
rn I Cr oSCGOnCIABAT

- 12 V

Fig. 5: An improved
version of the circuit
shown in Fig. 3.

driven into saturation by T1, switching from (1) to
(2) and out of saturation by T2 switching from (A)
to (B), thereby exploiting the ability of the tunnel
diode to switch more rapidly through the Ip peak re-
gion than through the I, region.

The circuit of Fig. 6 has a good frequency response
and has functioned well at frequencies above 10 Mc.
The value of the capacitor C in Figs. 5 and 6 should be
adjusted for optimum output pulse shape at the fre-
quency in use. A typical value for C is 100 pfd.

Fig. 6 (left) : This
flip-flop is triggered
by a sine wave input.

Fig. 7 (right) : Curves
for the circuit shown
at the left, Fig. 6.
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VP James S. Locke (Ll and J. S. Robinson,
Divisional Sales Mngr., inspect Stransducer,
the electro-mechanical "heart" of the new
measuring system.

What's New

Potentiometer Uses Strain Gage
ANEW industrial process poten-

tiometer developed by Brown
Instruments Div. Minneapolis -
Honeywell Regulator Co., Phila.,
Pa., uses an electro-mechanical
strain gage as the rebalancing ele-
ment. By eliminating the conven-
tional slidewire, infinite resolution
is achieved. The balancing element
is called a "Stranducer."

Four looped -wire strands form
the variable resistance legs
(Wheatstone bridge) of the mea-
suring circuit. These are attached

to an insulated block at an I -frame
base which, in turn, acts as a heat
sink. The free ends of the wires
are soldered to the stranducer
terminal board.

The four wires are looped over
the hub section of a horizontal tor-
sion pivot. The pivot provides a
true turning radius for precise
operation. An arm, attached to the
hub, is driven by a cable linked
mechanically to the balancing mo-
tor through two stages of drum
and sector reductions. Any change

New
Thermoelectric
Applications

Ten -watt, gas fired TE generator is used for
cathodic protection.

NEW thermoelectric materials
which can convert heat energy

to electrical energy with practical
efficiencies are being studied for a
variety of potential applications.

Thermoelectric generation re-
sults when one junction of a loop
of two dissimilar conductors is
heated. A potential difference, the
Seebeck effect, is built up. When
current is sent through the loop,
the opposite effect is created-
one of the junctions is cooled and
the other heated.

Although the principles have
been known for some time, appli-
cation has been limited to safety
devices and for accurate tempera-
ture measurement.

Several semiconductor materials
have been discovered recently
which give higher thermoelectric
efficiency and scientists have been
applying the new devices to many
new fields.

Research and corrosion engineers
at Northern Illinois Gas Co., Bell-
wood, Ill., are studying the use of
a TE generator for cathodic pro-
tection of gas mains. By tapping a
gas main to provide heat energy,
and installing a thermoelectric gen-
erator for the electrical energy re-
quired for mitigation of corrosion,
they hope to furnish electrical cur-
rent at a reduction in cost.

They have installed a 10-w TE
generator on an experimental ba-
sis. The unit was designed and
built by Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co., 900 Bush Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Cathodic protection procedures
require a low voltage direct current.
Thermoelectric generators appear,
therefore, to be suited to this ap-
plication, as their output is d -c in
the desired voltage range.

The energy cost, even at the
present stage of development, is
comparable to or less than the cost
of purchased electrical energy, ex-
cluding investment charges in both
cases.

A second application is to a prob-
lem which goes back to the earliest
recorded history-providing effec-
tive navigation aids to maritime
vessels.

A 10 watt propane fueled ther-
moelectric generator has been de-
livered to the U. S. Coast Guard by
3M as part of a feasibility study
on the use of thermoelectric power
in lighted buoys and other naviga-
tion aids. Other devices are also
under study.

Most U. S. buoys and other minor
navigation aids are now battery
powered, delivering about 10 watt
hours for each pound of batteries.
By contrast, the 12 volt generator
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as Rebalancing Element
in position of the balancing motor
causes torsional movement of the
pivot.

A change in input to the system
drives the motor in one direction
or the other increasing tension on
two of the wires and decreasing
it on the other two. This changes
the electrical resistance of the wires
electrically rebalancing the bridge.

The new potentiometer is called
the ElectroniK 17. It can be
mounted in a standard 19 -in. relay
rack, and consists of single pen

ElectroniK 17 poten-
tiometers, introduced
by Brown Instru-
ments Div., Minne-
apolis -Honeywell Co.,
can be converted to
circular chart re-
corder or circular
scale indicator. In-
strument mounts in
19 -in. rack.

strip and circular chart recorders
and a circular scale indicator.

Features: Isolation of all criti-
cal components within an electri-
cal shield; one true reference

junction compensation for all types
of thermocouple actuation; and
transistorized plug-in control units
up to a max. of 8 set points for aux-
iliary or zone control.

Thermoelectric cooler for small cooling jobs.

just delivered will deliver 200 watt
hours for each pound of propane
fuel. While present costs range
from $6.00 to $10.00 per kilowatt
hour (from $33 to $504 a year for
each buoy depending on the size)
the fuel cost of a TE generator
would be about 15 cents per kilo-
watt hour. The total cost of a
thermoelectric system would be only
a small fraction of the cost of pres-
ent devices.

The Coast Guard hopes to de-
velop a system which will provide
uninterrupted power, without main-
tenance, for a two-year period.

A third application is a thermo-
electric spot cooler, offering appli-
cation flexibilty for a variety of
small cooling jobs.

The 3M brand thermoelectric
spot cooler Model 10 is a ruggedly
built unit with a simple, but effi-
cient design, providing practical

thermoelectric cooling for commer-
cial applications.

Two basic models available differ
in the types of cold shoe contacts
offered. Model 10-J has concave
cooper cold shoes, for cylindrical
surfaces; Model 10-L has flat cop-
per cold shoes for application to
flat surfaces.

Cooler is made up of 4 sets of
thermoelectric couples, each couple
consisting of a cold shoe, a P and
an N element, and a copper cooling

Coast Guard is study-
ing this Thermoelec-
tric Generator (by
3M) for use in navi-
gational aids.

fin. The couples and the cold shoe
contacts are embedded in a closed
cell foam epoxy for physical
strength and moisture protection,
with the fins protruding for cooling.
The cooler can be operated at amb
temps to 250°F.

For extensive heat loads, two or
more spot coolers can be applied to
one device. It is designed so addi-
tional couples and cooling fins may
be added to increase the capacity
of the module.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram
shows the microwave
power regulator set -
Up.
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POWER METER

-15 0+12
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+5 to+I5
4bm

By R. B. MOSLEY

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Special Tube Operation
Mountain View, Calif.

Power Regulator for

WITH the advent of the backward -wave oscillator, a
number of microwave signal generators with

swept frequency outputs have become available. These
instruments have made it much easier to measure the
characteristics of microwave devices as a function of
frequency. For example, a point -by -point plotting
which formerly took hours can now be accomplished in
minutes, or even seconds.

Important information which could have been over-
looked when it occurred between measuring points is
now produced as a matter of course. Sweep oscillators
lend themselves readily to various methods of data

PIN 3, VT
5+

44!

HI

HP 430C
MICROWAVE

POWER METER

presentation, ranging from rapidly recurring sweeps
suitable for an oscilloscope display, to a single sweep
requiring several minutes for recording minute details
of frequency response.

As valuable as these new instruments are, they have
one drawback which seriously impairs their usefulness
-power output does not remain constant as the fre-
quency is varied. The power variation can be as much
as 20 db from one end of the frequency range to the
other. Even the best instruments operating over an
optimum range can have 3 db variation in power level.
The problem has been solved by several manufacturers

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram shows the regulator
amplifier that is used to regulate the BWO.
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814/0 microwave signal generators with swept frequency outputs

are very useful for testing microwave devices.
However, they have one drawback-
power output varies with frequency.
Here is a simple, inexpensive method of overcoming this problem.

A REPRINT
of this article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to

The Editor
ELECTRON IC INDUSTRIES

Chestnut Cr 56th Sts., Phila. 39, Pa.

BWO Sweep Generators

by using a leveler, or degenerative feedback system
that controls the power output of the backward -wave
oscillator. These levelers are usually quite expensive.

The power regulator described here is also of the
degenerative feedback type.' Since it uses components
which would probably be used in any event-namely, a
directional coupler, a barretter mount, and a micro-
wave power meter-the additional cost of the regulator
is very low. The system being described here was de-
signed to use a Hewlett Packard H 04 686A Sweep
Oscillator as the signal source and a Hewlett Packard
430C Microwave Power Meter as part of the regulator.

The H 04 686A Sweep Oscillator has a frequency
range of 7 to 11 KMC and a minimum power output of
30 milliwatts. The power regulator operates from 8
to 11 KMC and the r -f output can be held within 0.25 db
of any preset level from -15 dbm to +12 dbm or
within 1 db at levels up to +15 dbm, over the operat-
ing frequency range.

A similar regulator system could be used with other
Hewlett Packard Sweep Oscillators to obtain like re-
sults in other frequency bands. With slight modifica-
tions it could be made to work with any sweep oscil-
lator whose anode or grid circuit is adaptable for
external control.

Regulator Operation

A block diagram of the regulator system is shown in
Fig. 1. The output of the sweep oscillator is sampled
through a 10 db waveguide directional coupler and the
sampled power is measured with a barretter connected
to the 430C Microwave Power Meter. The power meter
contains a self -balancing bridge and a 10.8 KC audio
oscillator. The application of r -f power causes an in-
crease in the temperature of the barretter element.
The power meter automatically reduces the amplitude
of the 10.8KC audio oscillator to keep the temperature
of the barretter constant and thus keep the bridge in

1. The original design for this regulator was developed at the
Waltham, Massachusetts, laboratory of Sylvania Electric Prod-
ucts, Inc.

balance. The amplitude of the audio signal is there-
fore inversely proportional to the r -f power.

The audio signal is sampled at the cathode of the
final amplifier tube in the power meter, and the sample
is fed to the input of the regulator amplifier as shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3: Regulator amplifier is mounted in center of power meter.

After the signal passes through the first amplifier
stage and a cathode follower, the negative portion is
clipped and discarded. The remaining signal is clipped
again and the positive peaks are retained. The clipping
level in this stage is adjustable by means of the Level
control. For any given gain control setting, the amount
of signal out of this clipper determines the magnitude
of the do feedback voltage, and therefore the level of
the r -f output from the backward -wave oscillator.

After the second clipper the signal is amplified
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BWO Regulation (Continued)

again and a phase reversal takes place. The negative
pulses thus obtained go through the Gain control to
another cathode follower. The cathode follower output
is rectified and the negative de voltage is applied to
the grid of the final amplifier tube. Another phase
reversal takes place in this stage. The positive side of
the plate supply for this tube is grounded, thereby
providing a negative output voltage which is con-
nected to the Anode Mod. jack on the Hewlett Packard
H 04 686A Sweep Oscillator. When the Anode Mod.
Selector switch on the sweep oscillator is in the Ext.
position, this negative dc voltage is superimposed on
the BWO anode voltage as set by the sweep oscillator
Cathode Current control. The net anode voltage de-
termines the cathode current and thus controls the r -f
power output of the backward -wave oscillator.

Modification for Grid Modulation
Later models of Hewlett Packard sweep oscillators

have had the anode modulation feature replaced by
grid modulation. To work with a sweep oscillator of
this type, a slight modification of the feedback ampli-
fier output is necessary. The BWO in this type of
sweep oscillator has a clamping diode connected from
grid to cathode. A 300 volt power supply in series
with a resistance of 150,000 ohms provides a current
of 2 ma. through the diode to keep the grid clamped at
cathode potential. In order to drive the grid negative
and thereby control r -f power output, another path
must be provided for this diode current. can be
done by connecting approximately 125,000 ohms be-
tween the grid and the negative terminal of the 250
volt gas tube regulated power supply built into the
power meter. This connection is shown in Fig. 2. Al-
though some gain is lost due to loading of the output
stage, the regulator amplifier has ample gain to offset
this loss and the system works equally well with either
type of sweep oscillator modulation.

Fig. 4: Level and Gain controls are mounted alongside of meter.
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The regulating action of the system can be described
briefly in the following manner. An increase in power
output from the backward -wave oscillator reduces the
amplitude of the audio oscillator signal in the power
meter. This results in a decrease in the amplitude of
the negative peaks applied to the rectifier tube in the
regulator amplifier. The grid voltage on the final
amplifier tube becomes less negative and the plate
therefore becomes more negative. This increase in
negative voltage is then applied to the anode (or grid)
circuit of the backward -wave oscillator, reducing the
cathode current and returning the r -f power to its
original level.

The regulator amplifier is built on a small sub -
chassis and mounted directly on the chassis of the
power meter. Its operating voltages are obtained from
the power meter B+ supply and from a gas tube regu-
lated supply and two filament transformers added to
the power meter chassis. The control knobs are
mounted on the power meter panel. The locations of
the regulator amplifier sub -chassis and the control
knobs are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Sources of Error
Several sources of error should be considered when

using a regulator of this type. Some of these are
inherent in the components which are used to make
up the system and are normally accounted for in some
manner even when the power level is not regulated.
Other errors are peculiar to the regulator system it-
self. The latter errors are quite small and for most
purposes can be ignored.

One of the errors inherent in the components is due
to the impedance match of the barretter mount. If
the match is frequency sensitive, power output will
vary with the frequency even though the power meter
reading remains constant.

Another source of error is the variation with fre-
quency of the coupling factor in the directional coupler.
Since the power is held constant at the barretter on
the output of the auxiliary guide, any variation in
coupling factor will cause a corresponding variation
in the main guide. This error can be largely overcome,
with a sacrifice in power level, by taking the useful
power from the auxiliary guide of a second direc-
tional coupler and terminating the main guide. As
long as the variations in coupling factors of the two
couplers are well matched, the errors will very nearly
cancel, resulting in almost constant useful power out-
put.

When the frequency of the sweep oscillator is ad-
justed manually, a frequency error is introduced by
the power regulator system. The frequency dial of
the sweep oscillator controls helix voltage and is cali-
brated at a constant cathode current. When the cathode
current is reduced by the action of the regulator cir-
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cuit, the BWO frequency is also reduced by a small
amount which depends on the amount of change of
cathode current. Since the power output of the un-
regulated H 04 686A Sweep Oscillator increases as the
frequency is lowered, the regulator must cause an
increasing change in cathode current as the frequency
is lowered. The result is a greater frequency error at
lower frequencies. The magnitude of the error also
depends on the power level which the regulator main-
tains, again because the power level is determined by
cathode current.

The actual frequency error in the system tested
varied from practically zero at 11.0 KMC and an out-
put of +13 dbm to 0.5% at 8.0 KMC and +5 dbm
(-15 dbm at the auxiliary guide of a 20 db direc-
tional coupler). The dial calibration error was no
greater than 0.3%, making the maximum total error

less than the advertised maximum of 1% for the un-
regulated sweep oscillator.

Since no specification is given concerning the linear-
ity of the swept frequency versus time, no attempt
was made to determine the amount of additional
error in this characteristic caused by the effect of the
regulator on frequency. It is apparent from the test
results, however, that the error will be very small and
will appear as a slight increase in sweep rate.

The microwave power regulator described here has
proved to be a useful and relatively inexpensive addi-
tion to the test equipment in the Mountain View Com-
ponents Laboratories of Sylvania's Special Tube Op-
eration in Mountain View, California. Some twenty
of these units have been constructed with various
modifications and have given satisfactory performance
for several years.

Fig. 1: Workpieces
to be fired are cath-
ode support insula-
tors for microwave
amplifier electron
tubes.

Gradiation
Method Fires
Components

FIRING steatite ceramic parts,
used in electron tubes, to high

temperatures, and effecting changes
in their composition, entails critical
time -temp. relationship and control.
In transforming the fragile, unfired
powder preform to finished ceramic
form, electrical characteristics must
be precisely developed. The ceramic
pieces must be fired to exact dimen-
sions and density.

Western Electric Allentown (Pa.)
Works has perfected this operation
using a Gradiation periodic kiln
(Fig. 1). The heating unit was de-
signed and built by Selas Corp. of
America, Dresher, Pa., to fire ce-
ramic piece parts such as cathode
support insulators for microwave
amplifier tubes and structural mem-
bers for other electron tubes. As
many as 12,000 pieces at a time can

* Abstracted from a paper by Gordon
D. Smith, Application Engineer, Furnace
& Kiln Div., Selas Corp. of America,
Dresher, Penna.

be uniformly heat processed in this
kiln with a minimum of rejects.

Heating -Operation
The ceramic parts are composed

of talc, kaolin, barium and mag-
nesium carbonates (See Fig. 2).
They must be fired at temps from
2280° F to 2320° F, the exact temp
depending on the forming technique
that precedes the heating process-
i.e., whether formed by powder
press, extruder, or slug press.

Fig. 2: Ceramic parts are composed of talc,
kaolin, barium, and magnesium carbonates.

Once formed, the ceramic parts
are transported to the Selas kiln
and approximately 12,000 of them
loaded onto 36 or 40 mullite firing
plates. The plates are arranged
four on a level and stacked 9 to 10
plates high (See Fig. 3).

The Duradiant burners on each
of the 4 walls are lighted, stabil-
ized, and the elevator car is raised
to position in the kiln.

The heating operation proceeds
as shown in chart, Fig. 4. A sched-
uled time of approx. 41/2 hr is al-
lowed to bring the kiln heating
chamber up to the desired temp,
between 2280° F and 2320° F. A
soaking period of 5 hr at the preset
temp is then maintained with ac-
curacy, not varying more than
±10° F, and radiant heat is dis-
tributed uniformly throughout the
entire 12,000 - ceramic - piece work-
load.

(Continued on page 182)
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Theory, confirmed by experiments, indicates that
magnetic memory techniques may be employed to provide features

unobtainable with conventional AFC and APC systems.
Though still experimental, the techniques are presented here.

M. Cooperman

Controlling With Magnetic

AUTOMATIC frequency control (AFC) and auto-
matic/A- phase control (APC) maintain a fixed fre-

quency and phase relationship between a locally
generated waveform and some chosen reference. The
waveform generator is an oscillator; the reference,
a signal coming from the transmitter or a tuned
circuit in the receiver. Examples of such systems are
the AFC system used in FM receivers to keep the
station tuned,1 and the APC system used in TV to
obtain horizontal scanning synchronization? A com-
plete study of the basic theory of automatic control
can be found in Ref. 3.

Some of the most important performance charac-
teristics of AFC and APC systems are (1) range of
control; (2) accuracy of control; (3) speed of control,
and (4) noise immunity which is the ability of the
system to function in the presence of noise. The de-
gree to which (2), (3), and (4) can be obtained
depends on the control range which must be large
enough to accommodate the probable frequency drift
in the oscillator.

This article shows how a magnetic memory can be
used to correct the drift in oscillator frequency and
thereby make it possible to design these systems for
improved performance.

Conventional AFC System
The operating principle of a conventional AFC

system, in conjunction with a superheterodyne re-
ceiver, is shown in Fig. 1. The local oscillator is
controlled to maintain a constant difference between
its frequency and the frequency of the incoming r -f
carrier. Thus, assuring that the difference frequency
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will have the correct location within the frequency
spectrum of the i-f passband. Here's how its done.

Part of the i-f output goes through a frequency dis-
criminator having a characteristic as shown in Fig. 1.
If the difference frequency is not equal to the fre-
quency where the discriminator crosses the zero axis
(this is the value at which it is desired to maintain
the difference frequency), a de voltage is produced
which is indicative of the magnitude and polarity of
the frequency error. This voltage is passed through
a low-pass filter. The filter output is used to control
a reactance device which in turn controls the oscilla-
tor frequency. Consequently, if the oscillator fre-
quency error without AFC had been AF (see Fig. 1),
the AFC loop would reduce this error to A/

The relation 4 between Af and Af' is

Afof -
1 + K

where K is the open loop gain which, with
loop open at point A,
Fig. 1, may be defined as

L. P. filter output voltage
K

reactance input voltage

To produce a significant frequency correction, K
must be much larger than unity. Then

O1

(1)

the AFC

(2)

A f' N (3)

By examining Eqs. (1) to (3), certain conclusions
can be drawn regarding the performance of the
system.

First, Eq. (3) shows that to keep Af' within some
specified limits, an increase in At requires a propor-
tional increase in K. However, design and cost con-
siderations limit the maximum value of K.

Second, according to Eq. (2), K is proportional to
the low-pass filter output which decreases as the
incoming r -f signal strength decreases. Consequently,
LI will change with the r -f signal strength when
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By MICHAEL COOPERMAN
Electrical Engineer

RCA Victor Home Instruments Div.
Advan:ed Development Engineering

Cherry Hill, Camden 8, New Jersey

Cores

there is no limiting or AGC ac-
tion.

Third, if reception is momentar-
ily interrupted, which may be
caused by an atmospheric disturb-
ance, K becomes zero, since the out-
put of the low-pass filter is zero.
Then, according to Eq. (1), Af
becomes equal to Af. When the
signal is received again, it takes
the system more time to reach a
steady state, i.e., to reduce Af to
Af', than it would had the system
been at Af.

AFC System with Magnetic Memory

Fig. 2 shows the conventional
system of Fig. 1 with the reactance
device replaced by a transfluxor
magnetic memory core 5, 6 and as-
sociated circuitry. The properties
of the transfluxor are such that
the inductance of winding W2,
which controls the oscillator fre-
quency, is a function of the amount
of magnetic flux present in the
core. To produce a flux requires a
current of sufficient magnitude in
W1. But once a certain flux is es-
tablished, no external current or
energy is required to maintain it.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which
shows the flux in the core of Fig. 2
as a function of the current in W1.
The points designated by state A
and state B indicate the presence
of a flux even though the current
in W1 is zero.

Referring again to Fig. 2, if the

R. F.

R. F.

MIXER

LOCAL

OS C.

REACTANCE
A

I. F.

FREQ.

DISC.

DEVICE

MIXER
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F ILTER
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CONTROL
WINDING-

TRANSFLUXOR
MAGNETIC
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3 A R

C
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FILTER

TO DETECTOR

of

1- W
t!)

a. 4
I- 1-
0

0

/DISCRIMINATOR
CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 1: Block diagram
illustrates some of
the units that would
make up an auto-
matic tester.

- TO DETECTOR

FREQ.
RRO

DISCRIMINATOR
CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 2: Reactance de-
vice of conventional
AFC system is re-
placed by a trans-
fluxor magnetic
memory core and as-
sociated circuitry.

MAJOR HYSTERESIS LOOP

CURRENT IN W,,
PRODUCED BY CAPACITOR
DISCHARGE, VS TIME

Fig. 3: Process of
changing states of a

magnetic memory
core.
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Magnetic Memories (Concluded)

oscillator is off in frequency, the discriminator puts
out a voltage which charges capacitor C through re-
sistance R. Switch S closes and opens repeatedly at
a controlled and predetermined rate. During the time
interval when the switch is open, capacitor C charges
to a value equal to the error voltage. When the
switch closes, the capacitor quickly discharges through
W1, producing an exponentially decaying current oscil-
lation in that winding.

The current in W1 causes the memory core to move
from some state A to some state B along a path indi-
cated by the arrows, Fig. 3. This produces a change
in inductance of W2 with a corresponding change in
oscillator frequency.

If this new oscillator frequency is still not at the
correct value, the next capacitor discharge will again
change the oscillator frequency. This process con-
tinues until, partly by chance, the core gets into a
state which makes the oscillator frequency correct
and the discriminator output goes to zero. Although
switch S continues to function, the core state cannot
be changed since the capacitor has zero charge.

The process of arriving at the correct frequency is
not completely random, since the magnitudes of the
capacitor discharges become progressively smaller as
the correct oscillator frequency is approached. The
speed of correction depends on the rate at which the
switch operates.

Once the system has arrived at the correct fre-
quency, the AFC loop can be opened or the r -f signal
can be removed without changing the oscillator fre-
quency. In effect, the oscillator has been permanently

Fig. 4: AFC system with magnetic memory and transistor switch.
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Fig. 5: Automatic phase control system with magnetic memory.

returned to the right frequency and does not require
the presence of an error voltage unless it is still
drifting.

This system, since it no longer needs the error
voltage to maintain the corrected frequency, is not
troubled by a change in signal strength or absence
of signal. The amount of final error ( A r) decreases
as K is increased, but bears no relation to the initial
error (A f). Therefore, the control range, which is a
function of the inductance range of winding W2, can
be increased without requiring additional loop gain.

Experimental AFC Circuit
Fig. 4 shows the AFC system of Fig. 2 with switch

S replaced by a transistor having a bilateral charac-
teristic. This type of transistor, when it is made to
conduct, permits the flow of current from 1 to 2 or
from 2 to 1, as indicated in Fig. 4. The base of the
transistor is normally biased sufficiently positive so
that points 1 and 2 are effectively disconnected and
capacitor C is charged to the error voltage. The tran-
sistor is turned on at regular intervals by negative
pulses applied to its base through a capacitor. Dur-
ing the time interval of a negative pulse the base
becomes negative and the transistor provides a prac-
tical short circuit between points 1 and 2, and the
capacitor discharges through W1. Thus the transistor
performs the function of switch S in Fig. 2.

This circuit is particularly practical in a TV re-
ceiver where pulses at vertical (60 cps) and hori-
zontal (15,750 cps) rates are readily available to be
used for transistor switching.
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Conventional APC Sysfem
Pig. 5, with terminals x -x disconnected, is a con-

ventional APC system. The oscillator wave is com-
pared with the synchronizing wave in a phase detector
whose output is applied to a reactance device through
a low-pass filter. The reactance device so tunes the
controlled oscillator as to frequency -synchronize it
with the controlling wave.

Although frequency synchronization is established,
the relative phase between the two waves can assume
many values, depending on the amount of oscillator
retuning required for frequency -synchronization. The
amount of retuning is the difference between the
synchronizing frequency and the free -running oscil-
lator frequency.

The relative phase at steady-state can be expressed 7

as
(f. - f.)sin = 2 rK (4)

where
A 4, = the relative phase between the synchronizing and con-

trolled waves,

1. = the fundamental frequency of the synchronizing wave,
f. = the fundamental frequency of the free -running oscil-

lator wave,

K = phase detector output voltage
A (1)

X
reactance input voltage

For small values of A 0, which are dealt with here, sin A 4, can
be approximated by A ¢ and

(f. - fo) A f
A d, 2 z = 2 r (5)

change in f,

If fo is allowed to drift, A 0 does not remain con-
stant. According to Eq. (5), the variation in A 0
can be reduced by increasing K. However, the noise
immunity of the system decreases if K is increased.?
Thus, conventional APC systems present a problem

Fig. 6: Horizontal TV oscillator phase control using magnetic memory.
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Fig. 7: Circuit for using an inductance memory at very high frequency.

when the noise immunity and phase accuracy have
to be optimized.

APC System with Magnetic Memory
One way of improving the phase accuracy without

affecting other performance characteristics of the
system is to reduce A f, the amount by which the
oscillator is allowed to drift. This can be done by
using a magnetic memory core and associated cir-
cuitry to correct drifts in oscillator frequency. Fig. 5,
with terminals x -x connected, adds such a memory
core loop to the conventional APC system.

The oscillator frequency is controlled in a way
similar to that in AFC. Here the error voltage is
produced by a phase detector whose output is indica-
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tive of the magnitude and polarity of the phase error.
The phase detector output is used to reset the memory
with the same technique employed in AFC. When the
oscillator drift is corrected so that the phase error
becomes zero, the detector output is also zero and
the state of the core is no longer disturbed.

Besides improving the phase accuracy without de-
teriorating the noise immunity, the addition of the
memory loop to the conventional APC system pro-
vides the following features :

7. Since the oscillator has, in effect, been perma-
nently retuned to reduce A f and A 0, the synchro-
nizing signal can be removed or the loop opened,
and the oscillator frequency would remain at its
corrected value which is very nearly fr Under
similar conditions, a conventional system would re-
turn to its uncorrected frequency 10. This is signifi-
cant where time required for synchronization is to
be kept at a minimum since this time increases
with the difference between fo and fs.

2. Since the phase correction is obtained by
permanently retuning the oscillator, the hold -in
range can be increased by increasing the inductance
range of W2. The hold -in range is the maximum
permissible variation in f8 required to maintain
synchronization.
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Magnetic Memories (Concluded)

3. By using a system with a balanced phase de-
tector, Fig. 5, the pull -in range can be increased
by increasing the inductance range of W2. The
pull -in range is the maximum permissible variation
in f, required to establish synchronization.

Application

One area where the magnetic memory finds im-
mediate application is in horizontal oscillator phase
control in TV receivers, Fig. 6. This is an APC sys-
tem whose basic mode of operation was just described.
Here the controlled wave is produced by a blocking
oscillator whose frequency can be controlled by chang-
ing the oscillator grid bias.

Since the oscillator can be controlled directly, the
reactance device is not required and the output of the
low-pass filter is applied directly to the oscillator
grid. The controlling wave is horizontal sync. The
memory core is operated by a transistor switch which
is turned on by the vertical retrace pulse. The core
is therefore receiving correcting information every
field, during a time when the picture is blanked out.

Use of Magnetic Memories at VHF
In the AFC and APC systems described, the mag-

netic memory provides an inductance memory which
is used directly in the oscillator as a frequency -con-
trolling element. This method is satisfactory up to
frequencies in the order of 50 MC. Above this fre-
quency the core losses of presently available mag-
netic materials are too high to permit their direct use
in the oscillator circuit.

By adding additional circuitry to the system, the
magnetic memory can be used above 50 MC. Fig. 7
shows the memory portion of the AFC or APC sys-
tem. The inductance of W2 and C form a parallel -
tuned circuit which is fed from an auxiliary ac source
of 15,750 CPS. This frequency is chosen since it is
readily available in a TV receiver; however, frequencies
up to a few megacycles can be used.

The parallel -tuned circuit is adjusted so that 15,750
CPS falls somewhere on the slope of its response char-
acteristic. Consequently, as the core setting changes
the inductance of W2, the tuning and the output of
the tuned circuit also change. The ac output of the
tuned circuit is peak -detected and used to control the
capacity of a voltage -sensitive capacity diode. Thus,
a change in the inductance of W1 is translated into
a change in capacity which can control the oscillator
at VHF.
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Part Two of Two Parts

By THOMAS D. SMITH and
HARRY R. SPENCE

Members of the Technical Staff
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.

P. 0. Box 95001
Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Designing a

Lightweight
RESULTS of this design (Fig. 9) were quite encour-

aging. Repeatability was greatly improved. Sensi-
tivity at the lower frequency range was approx. 5 mv/g
but increased to 10 mv/g at 2000 CPS. As the second
and third subharmonics of the mechanical resonant
frequency were reached, distortion of the output wave-
form occurred which could easily cause erroneous
evaluations of recorded data if waveform information
were not included.

Several of these devices were fabricated and tested,
using both an rms voltmeter and an oscilloscope.
Sinusoidal excitation was used to drive the vibration
table during testing. A Glennite or Endevco acceler-
ometer was used to monitor the input in order to main-
tain a constant amplitude for each frequency run and
to assure that the input was sinusoidal. Peak values
of the oscilloscope display corresponded with rms
voltage readings of the output signal from the test
transducers in the absence of distortion. Thus, with-
out distortion, either method was acceptable. To
prevent short circuits or noise caused by relative
movement, the output leads were taped to the vibra-

Fig. 10: Filter Network.

TRANSDUCER
CATHODE

FOLLOWER

RC

FILTER
AMPLIFIER

METER AND/
OR SCOPE

tion table. Although the output distortion was sig-
nificant at certain frequencies, it remained undis-
torted over the major portion of the operating fre-
quency range. Since each transducer was fabricated
individually, the frequencies causing distortion varied
considerably from one to the other. Uniform fabrica-
tion would result in a smaller variation of the resonant
frequency; however, the degree of accuracy necessary
to acquire this was not attained in fabricating the
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Special transducers must be developed
fo handle dynamic measurements of
electronic hardware under vibrational

environments. These devices should be
"Throw-aways" which can be left in the

equipment after the measurements
are made. Size and weight are

also critical since they affect the data.
Here is the procedure followed

in the development of a satisfactory
lightweight transducer for this application.

Vibration Transducer
200

- 150

100

f, 50

0
0 500 1000

FREQUENCY (CPS)

Fig. 11: "Compensated Output" derived from a combination of

transducer and filter.

TRANSDUCER RESPONSE

COMPENSATED OUTPUT"
RESPONSE

FILTER
ATTENUATION

1500 2000

prototypal models. Once the final design is reached,
uniform construction can be accomplished through
controlled production techniques.

Fig. 6a presents the latest design using an electro-
static shield. This shield was made of copper foil
wrapped around the transducer with one lead grounded
to the foil. Although this may be desired to filter out
objectionable noise levels when the unit is used in or
around electrical equipment under operation, the in-
crease in weight may prove to be disadvantageous for
certain applications. To decrease the weight of the
shield it may be possible to lay a thin metal film
deposition on the surface of the transducer.

More Problems

Although results were acceptable within limits, two
problems still persisted; first, distortion was sig-
nificant, and second, the output increased with in-
creasing frequency. It was felt that a filter between
the transducer and the recording meter would alleviate
the difficulties. Considering the low frequencies, an
RC filter was built with these attenuation character-
istics:

30 CPS

1000 CPS

2000 CPS

0% attenuation
20% attenuation
50% attenuation

Fig. 12: Vibration exciter used for testing.

Information from tests on latter transducers was used
to arrive at the attenuation necessary. An amplifier
was inserted between the filter and the metering
equipment, although this is not necessary. The block
diagram of this network is shown in Fig. 10. The
cathode follower acts as a buffer stage for the trans-
ducer output. With an input impedance of approx.
100 megohms, the cathode follower allows a better low
frequency response by eliminating the loading effect
of the transducer due to the following stage. Fig. 11
is the transducer response, the calculated filter re -

Fig. 13: Details of vibration exciter in Fig. 12.



Transducers (Continued)
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Fig. 14: Comparison of "conpensated output" with normal re-
sponse. Note: irregularities were caused by table resonances.
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Fig. 15: Response of transducer 1. Irregulari-
ties caused by table resonances.
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Fig. 17: Response of transducer 3. Irregularities
caused by table resonances except for -.- curve.
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sponse, and the anticipated response of the combina-
tion. At this stage, the output amplitude of the trans-
ducer increased twofold between the frequencies of
30 and 2000 CPS. The filter action is shown as having
a frequency response in opposition to the transducer.
The output, when obtained through this system, will
be referred to as the "compensated output" response.
Note that Fig. 11 has linear frequency graduations.
This was done to increase the graduation scale of the
higher frequencies, since it was desired to portray
in greater detail the response obtained over this por-
tion of the frequency range. To abate confusion, all
subsequent graphs are plotted against a linear fre-
quency scale.

At this point, it was necessary to discontinue using
the MB vibration table as the driving exciter. A small
vibration exciter was substituted (Fig. 12). Due to
its construction, large, objectionable, mechanical
resonances occurred between 200 and 600 CPS, conse-
quently invalidating the data in this range. Fairly
sharp resonances occurred at other frequencies; this
accounts for the rapid variations that may be seen in
the data from this shaker. To ensure that the in-
formation recorded was obtained at frequencies of
min. distortion, and to indicate the resonances that
were occurring in the supporting plate, two commer-
cial accelerometers were placed on either side of
the test transducer (Fig. 13). The data obtained
with the substituted exciter were used to evaluate the
favorableness of approach only. Because of the ex-
tremely large resonances present, data were not
plotted between 200 and 600 CPS.

The curve labelled "compensated output" (Fig. 14)
shows that data from the filter network compare
favorably with the anticipated reaction. In this fig-
ure, the "compensated output" response shows a varia-
tion of from -0.8 to +1.8 db between 30 and 2000
CPS even though the transducer output increased above
+4 db. Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show the "compensated
output" response low, while in Fig. 18 it varies from
-1.8 to +1.8 db. Since the four transducers used to
obtain data for the "compensated output" response
curves of Figs. 15 through 18 were also used to obtain
other data, they will, for reference purposes, be called
Transducers 1, 2, 3, and 4. A disadvantage of this
filter was that the distortion due to the mechanical
resonance had not been reduced sufficiently. To obtain
constant response between transducers, the filters
must vary in characteristics from one to the other. A
variable filter can be constructed, but this means

Fig. 18: Response of transducer 4. Irregularities
caused by table resonances except for -.- curve.
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calibration with a particular transducer. These results
indicated that this approach was not as favorable as
it originally had appeared.

Distortion at the Source

Since filtering action did not accomplish the solu-
tion to distortion, an attempt was made to eliminate,
or at least to lessen, the distortion at the source. The
transducer housing (Fig. 19a) was filled with 1000
centistokes silicone fluid and sealed with an epoxy.
(Fig. 19b.) A schematic representation would indi-
cate distributed spring and damping action through-
out the length of the crystal. It was anticipated that
this damping and spring action caused by the fluid
would broaden the first mode resonance of the bend-
ing crystal and shift this mechanical resonance to a
slightly higher frequency. Results of the response are
shown in Fig. 20. It was assumed that the mass effect
would not override the spring effect and result in a
decrease in the mechanical resonance frequency.
Weight of the unit increased to 0.7 gm, while the size
and shape remained unchanged. Results were im-
proved, although they were not entirely satisfactory.
In observing the output waveform, it was noted that
the distortion was practically eliminated; however,
the sensitivity decreased to 2 mv/g. At the lower
frequency range, the output was attenuated consider-
ably; below 250 CPS it was beyond accurate meas-
urability.

Although it resulted in an extremely small output
in the low frequency range, fluid damping was thus
far the best approach to the distortion problem. The
silicone fluid was replaced with neoprene blocks. This
lumped the spring and damping action to the par-
ticular area adjacent to the blocks. As shown in Fig.
21a, two small pieces of neoprene material were placed
at the free end of the crystal. The output during
vibration was again reduced to an impractical ex-
treme. These two insertions were then moved to
approx. the center of the crystal as in Fig. 21b.
Although the distortion caused by subharmonics of
the mechanical resonance frequency was not com-
pletely eliminated, it was reduced to an acceptably
low level. With respect to the frequency responce
curve, a variation of less than -±2 db was obtained.
Even though the addition of the damping material
caused a decrease from the original output, which
was in the neighborhood of 10 to 14 my, the sensitivity
of the final design remained above 4 mv/g exciting
force at the normalizing frequency.

Comparison of results between the 2-g and 4-g level
inputs indicated that the linearity in the output was
well within the tolerable ±10% deviation. In many
instances the linearity deviation was less than ±2%-
all of the originally intended specs had been achieved.

Fig. 19: Before and after damping with silicone fluid.
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Fig. 22: Terminal
leads soldered to
crystal.
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To substantiate the results from the latest design,
data were obtained from three other transducers
which had been previously fabricated for the "com-
pensated output" test. Inserting neoprene blocks was
all that was required to modify these units. Data from
these three transducers were plotted on the same
graphs as the data which had been previously obtained
for these transducers. (See Figs. 15, 16, and 17.) This

Fig. 23: One-half of transducer housing.
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Transducers (Continued)

allows a better comparison of the normal, the com-
pensated output response, and the neoprene damped
outputs.

The curves of Figs. 15 through 17, show that the
frequency response variation remained within ±-1 db
over the range used for testing on the exciter now
being used. This was more of an improvement than
had been anticipated. To confirm this design, and to
obtain data in the frequency range for which the
results obtained from the substituted exciter were not
acceptable, one of the transducers was placed on a
precision Goodman Instrument Shaker. To establish
the acceptability of the input excitation, it was moni-
tored with a secondary standard Endevco accelerom-
eter. The data, entitled "Damped Response Measured
on Goodman Instrument Shaker," are plotted in Fig.
17 along with data received from previous tests per-
formed on the same transducer. As seen in the graph,
the frequency response is more than satisfactory con-
sidering its initial purpose. When the Goodman
shaker was used as the exciting source, observations
of the transducer output waveform on an oscilloscope
revealed only a very slight distortion. Also tested on
this instrument table was the transducer which, be-
fore modification, had the greatest variation in the
upper frequency response. When testing the normal
response of this transducer before the insertions were
added, a 6-db gain over the response of the nor-
malizing frequency of 2000 CPS resulted. Even with
this deviation, the neoprene insertions reduced the
output to a +1.5-db gain at 2000 CPS, which is within
the tolerable limits. The improvement in frequency
response may be seen in Fig. 18.

It is felt, that varying the type of material of the
insertion and shifting its location with respect to the
active element would result in a low-cost, lightweight
expendable transducer that could be used in many
vibration monitoring applications where the above
features, with a reasonable response, are desirable
and where precision accuracy is not essential.

Applications
There are many applications where this unit may

be used to advantage. For example, it was necessary
for a particular operation to determine whether spe-
cific gyros were functioning properly. It appeared
that this transducer offered the simplest method of
detection. Lead zirconium was substituted for the
barium titanate to cope with the existing high amb.
temp of the equipment. This device had the capa-
bility of differentiating between extremely low vibra-
tions caused by the gyro and those generated by other
mechanically operating equipment in the vicinity of
the gyros. Thus, the versatility of the transducer
seemed established.

Conclusions

The final design of the transducer meets require-
ments. It is extremely light in weight (approx. 0.35
gm) and can be quickly and easily secured in place
with an adhesive cement, such as Eastman No. 910.
Also, with only one exception, the units tested have a
sensitivity greater than 4 my/g, which may even be

TRANSDUCER HOUSING ASSEMBLY

CRYSTAL INSERT

Fig. 24: Insertion of
crystal into housing.

increased through experimentation. Linearity between
g levels is within a 10% variation and, under uniform
fabrication methods, should easily approach a toler-
ance of less than 2%. The size (0.156 x 0.141 x 0.704
inch) allows dynamic measurements previously pro-
hibited by larger, commercial accelerometers. A re-
peatable frequency response remaining within ±-1.5
db has been achieved. Its total cost is low enough so
that it is expendable; the barium titanate crystals
may be purchased for approx. $1.00 each, and the
housing can be made by a punching process for even
less. Though these transducers are fragile with re-
spect to lead and crystal damage, sufficient precaution
used during handling will reduce the breakage to a
negligible amount.

Appendix
Fabricafion

Barium titanate crystals of the type used in a
Sonotone 2TS phonograph cartridge were used. A
No. 28 magnet wire lead was soldered to each surface
of a crystal within 0.1 in. from one end. (See Fig. 22.)
Due precaution was exercised during soldering to pre-
vent damage of the crystal from heat.

Each crystal housing was fabricated from two iden-
tical pieces, the dimensions of which are delineated
in Fig. 23. These halves were joined and cemented
with an epoxy (Fig. 24). Curing time was approx.
4 hr.

The crystal was then inserted in the end of the
phenolic housing (Fig. 24), assuring that the end of
the crystal containing the wire leads was flush with
the housing. To center the crystal, it was necessary
to use some type of removable support that would
not damage the crystal. The crystal was then ce-
mented in the housing with an epoxy. Precautions
were taken to prevent the epoxy from extending be-
yond the housing support toward the free end of the
crystal. Two pieces of neoprene 0.075 x 0.075 in.
were cut, the thickness being slightly greater than
the allowable space between the crystal and the hous-
ing. These pieces were then secured in place at
approx. the center of the crystal, using an adhesive
to prevent loss or movement.
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Printed circuit
board edge connectors

to maintain positive contact!

NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Bifurcated Contact Connectors with two flexing surfaces
instead of one to provide positive contact! accom-
modate irregularities in Printed Circuit Boards.
TWO TYPES -conventional wiring tail (type 251) or dip
solder (for .051 dia. hole) (type 252) ... with 6 to 25 con-
tact positions (12-50 contacts).
INSULATION -glass filed diallyl phthalate type GDI
30 per MIL -M-19833.
POLARIZING KEYS -can be supplied loose, or in-
serted in any position designated.
FINISHES -phosphor bronze or beryllium copper . . .

.00003 Min. Sel-rex. gold plated.
PART NUMBERS -customer part numbers imprinted
when required.
MEETS MIL -C -2109A (ships) specs for printed wiring
boarc connectors.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION
TODAY! Complete details and perform-
ance specifications on new Bifurcated Cinch
Printed Circuit Board Edge Connectors are
available for the asking. Write for full infor-
mation now. cyao

CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1026 South Homan Avenue Chicago 24, Illinois

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts

il9 01A
waifs

C

/56 rYP.

8- .0
A

.340

33r0,5 CARD INSERTION Df.PPI

1:111=1:111:

458

Contact* DIMENSIONS
Positions A B C D

6 1.098 1.239 1.531 1.785
7 1.254 1.395 1.687 1.941
8 1.411 1.552 1.844 2.098
9 1.567 1.708 2.000 2.254

10 1.723 1.864 2.156 2.410
11 1.879 2.020 2.312 2.566
12 2.036 2.177 2.469 2.723
13 2.192 2.333 2.625 2.879
14 2.348 2.489 2.781 3.035
15 2.504 2.645 2.937 3.191
16 2.661 2.802 3.094 3.348
17 2.817 2.958 3.250 3.504
18 2.973 3.114 3.406 3.660
19 3.129 3.270 3.562 3.816
20 3.286 3.427 3.719 3.973
21 3.442 3.583 3.875 4.129
22 3.598 3.739 4.031 4.285
23 3.754 3.895 4.187 4.441
24 3.911 4.052 4.344 4.598
25 4.067 4.208 4.500 4.754

Centrally hated Mints al: Chicago, Illinois; Shelbyville, Indiana; City of Industry, California and St. Louis, Missouri *Number of contacts equals contact positions times two.

Circle 83 on Inquiry Card



This lab type instrument, in conjunction with a suitable digital counter,
will measure pulse width, pulse repetition period,
and double pulse interval.

Build a

Simple Delay Line Clock

By RONALD M. SONKIN
Engineer
Electronic Reconnaissance Lab.
ITT Laboratories
500 Washington Ave.
Nutley 10, N. J.

THE delay line clock is a useful laboratory instru-
ment1 for both jitter and absolute measurements.

The accuracy of the measurement will be to within
A, where A = delay of the delay line.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 operates reliably with
A = 0.2 lisec. With slight modification it can be
made to operate with a A as low as 0.1 li.sec (10 Mc
rate).

The clock may be stopped after some arbitrary
number of counts by applying a stop pulse at point G.
The stop clock pulse should have a minimum width
of A, so that one pulse will be at the output of the
delay line during the stop pulse interval.

The waveforms appearing at the various points of
the circuit are shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 2.
Operation of the circuit is as follows : A positive pulse
fed to the input is inverted in T1. It is differentiated
and the leading edge is coupled to the base of T3
through diode DI. This causes T3 to go into saturation.
The pulse appearing at D is delayed by A and in-
verted by T4. The delayed pulse then drives T5 toward
cut-off. Output from T is coupled back into T3 by

Fig. 1 (below) : Complete delay line clock circuit is given.

Fig. 2 (right): Waveforms are for various points of circuit.
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diode D2. Thus a continuous circulation of pulses
spaced A ilsecs. apart appears at the output. On the
trailing edge of the input pulse the voltage at B drops
to zero. This clamps point F to zero volts through
D3 and does not allow any pulse to appear. Alter-
nately, a stop clock pulse applied to point G will clamp
point F to zero volts through diode D4 and stop the
clock.

The circuit parameters given in Fig. 1, are for
A = 0.2 cisec. and Ro = 500 O.

In order to measure pulse repetition period it will
be necessary to provide an input signal which corre-
sponds to the separation between two successive
pulses. This can be done by feeding the pulse train
into a flip-flop that triggers on the first pulse and
resets on the second pulse.

If the difference in time between two pulses is to
be measured, diode D3 should be removed from the
circuit of Fig. 1. This allows the clock to free run
after the first pulse. The second pulse is fed to the
external stop pulse input. Thus the difference in
time between the start and stop pulse is measured.
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Fig. 1: Telemetering system block diagram.

BALLOON

RADIOSONDE

/ANT

RECEIVER

I

RECORDER

0

FREQUENCY
CONVERTER

Ili.TRANSISTORIZED F.M. ra-
diosonde receiver and fre-

quency converter for shipboard
operation receives a 72.2 Mc r -f
signal from a radiosonde in free
flight and converts this signal into
a direct current output which is
linearly proportional to the pulse
frequency. Dc output is measured
and recorded on a strip chart
recorder.

The signal is pulsed off for a
period of 150 to 300 µsec. at a
repetitive rate of 10 to 200 pulses/
sec. Modulation of the radiosonde
transmitter is used to telemeter
measurements of temperature, rela-
tive humidity, and pressure of the
air through which it passes. The
transmitter is a single triode 72.2
Mc, A M keyed oscillator, which pro-
duces an output that is both ampli-
tude and frequency modulated. FM
signal is used for telemetering to
provide better signal-to-noise ratio
in reception.

Data produced on the strip -chart
are evaluated to determine atmos-
pheric conditions at various alti-
tudes as transmitted by the radio-
sonde. (See Fig. 1.)

The Receiver

The radiosonde transmitter dic-
tates the receiver's tuning range
and sensitivity. Since the trans-
mitted frequency varies over a wide

Transistorized equipment, used by the Weather

Bureau, records frequency of pulses from

meteorological transmitter in free flight.

Radiosonde FM

Receiver/Converter

By ABRAHAM ZEDER
Telectro Industries Corp.
35-18 37th St.
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

range, the receiver is tunable from
62 to 82 Mc.

High sensitivity was designed in-
to the receiver. Transmitter output
is approx. 200 mw. Receiver is sen-
sitive to less than 2µv, from 62 to
82 Mc for 30 db quitting.

The Frequency Converter

The frequency converter receives
short pulses from the discriminator
output, with repetition rates from
10 to 200 pulses/sec and converts
them to a de output proportional
to the repetition rate.

Operational Theory
Tuner section consists of 3 high -

frequency drift transistors, an r -f
amplifier, mixer, and oscillator; all
components are connected in the
grounded base mode. (Fig. 2.) This
provides 24 db gain and is inher-
ently more stable than the common -
emitter connection.1

Four stages of single -tuned i-f
stages follow the tuner section.
Here drift transistors are again
used, except at 10.7 Mc they are
operated as grounded emitter am-
plifiers. The i-f strip has a gain of
60 db.

R. F
AMP

--III-- LIMITER

I. F AMP.

R. E. SECTION

SCHMITT I
TRIGGER

FREQUENCY CONVERTER

DEMOD.
EMITTER

FOLLOWER

BINARY
MAGMETER

AND
DRIVE

TO
RECORDER

Limiting was derived from biased
junction diodes in the collectors of
the 3rd and 4th i-f amplifiers.

A Forster -Seely discriminator is
used for the demodulator because of
the low frequency and linearity re-
quirements.

An emitter -follower -buffer stage
was added between the discrimina-
tor, the audio amplifier, and fre-
quency converter stages; this pre-
vents the discriminator from being
loaded to a point where operation
is impaired.

The frequency converter is actu-
ally a frequency meter which con-
verts the pulse output from the
discriminator into a dc voltage
directly proportional to the fre-
quency of the pulses.

Pulse output from the discrim-
inator is amplified and limited. A
Schmidt trigger is used to further
amplify and square the pulses. Out-
put is then differentiated and ap-
plied to a bistable multivibrator
which through a phase inverter and
push-pull amplifier drives a "Mag-
meter." The de output is linearly
proportional to the pulsed output
of the radiosonde and drives a bal-

(Continued on page 209)

Fig. 2: Radiosonde receptor block diagram.

Fig. 3: Converter and receiver are on separate
plug-in chassis.
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New Tech Data
Liquid -Level Switch

A new folder describes a unitized
liquid -level switch which combines
an ultrasonic probe and a transis-
torized control into an integral unit.
In addition to specs, the folder also
relates how the liquid -level sensor,
either as an integral or separate unit,
is capable of monitoring a large num-ber of liquids, including cryogenic
liquids, chemicals and petroleum
products. Acoustica Associates, Inc.,
Gauge and Control Marketing Dept.,
10400 Aviation Blvd., Los Angeles
45, Calif.

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card

Silicon Rectifier Stacks
Technical data bulletin, No. 6.315,

contains information for design en-
gineers and users on the specifica-
tion and application of silicon recti-
fier stack assemblies. It includes
specs, dimensions and typical per-
formance curves on stacks incorpo-
rating Fansteel Type 6B (20 a) orType 4B (35 a) silicon rectifiers.
Formulas for calculating stack in-put voltages are given. Fansteel
Metallurgical Corp., Rectifier -Capaci-
tor Div., No. Chicago, Ill.

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card

Zener Protection Circuits
A 4 -page application note, "Zener

Protection Circuits for Aircraft Volt-
age Surges," from Motorola Semicon-
ductor Products Div., 500 E. Mc-
Dowell Rd., Phoenix, Ariz. The note
includes circuit schematics, perform-
ance curves, and a nomograph show-
ing quantity of zeners needed. Thereare a total of 8 illustrations.

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card

Panel Meters

New 24 -page tech catalog on their
line of electrical indicating panel in-
struments from Electronic Sales Div.,
DeJur-Amsco Corp., 45-01 Northern
Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. It
includes specs, outline drawings, and
general information covering a wide
range of miniature and full size units
from 1/2 -in dia. to 41/2 in. dia.

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card

Gyros

Technical information for the engi-
neer from Kearfott Div., General
Precision, Inc., Little Falls, N. J. The
44 -page booklet contains: Theory of
the gyroscope; information on rate
gyros, rate integrating gyros, free
gyros, vertical gyros, directional gy-
ros; drift; drift errors; stable plat-
forms; precision accelerometers, and
reference data.

Circle 191 on Inquiry Card

Push Button Lifts
New 2 -page Bulletin 69 describes

the "Tec-Lite" MBL Series combina-
tion miniature indicator light and
push button switch for computers,

 data processing, industrial control or
signal systems. Shown are dimen-
sional diagrams and optional electri-
cal connection arrangements for Type
A (Normally open) and Type B
(normally closed) models. Specs are
listed for 8 different incandescent
and 3 neon type lamps available in
the MBL Series. Transistor Elec-
tronics Corp., 3357 Republic Ave.,
Minneapolis 26, Minn.

Circle 192 on Inquiry Card

Planar Triodes
Application of Ceramic Planar

Triodes-Bulletin PT -46, 32 pages-
provides information on application
of GL -6442 and GL -6771 disk -seal
triodes. Applications include ampli-
fiers, oscillators and multipliers. Ex-
amples of typical circuits are in-
cluded as well as complete tech. data
on the 2 tubes and a discussion of the
principal considerations of high -fre-
quency cavity design. General Elec-
tric Power Tube Dept., Schenectady
5, N. Y.

Circle 193 on Inquiry Card

Triode Oscillator
Single -page data sheet from John

Gombos Co., Inc., Webro Rd., Clifton,
N. J. describes their model 101 C, "C"
Band Triode Oscillator. It is the
general-purpose member of a family
of oscillators designed around the
GL -5139 ceramic triode. It has appli-
cations for local oscillators, CW
signal sources, and drivers for crystal
harmonic generators.

Circle 194 on Inquiry Card

Static Power Conversion
A 16 -page static power conversion

guide explains the new field of con-
trolled electrical power. The booklet
outlines the advantages of static
power equipment and provides useful
comparisons between static and ro-tating electrical devices. Hamilton
Standard Div., United Aircraft Corp.,
Windsor Locks, Conn.

Circle 195 on Inquiry Card

Portable Oscilloscopes
A 16 -page booklet gives a detailed

presentation of the 7 available Tek-
tronix oscilloscopes with 3 in. cath-
ode-ray tubes, including the rack -
mount models. The booklet contains
complete specs, performance char-
acteristics, illustrations, for all 7
instruments. Tektronix, Inc., P.O.
Box 500, Beaverton, Ore.

Circle 196 on Inquiry Card

for Engineers
Servo Motor

New 20 -page servo motor short-
form catalog includes spec. data on
line of 60 and 400 CPS servo units.
Inertial damped servo motors and
servo motor-tachometers are in-
cluded. For transistorized circuitry
as well as high temp. operation, the
units are also designed to withstand
conditions of shock, vibration, hu-midity and altitude. Mechanically,units range from size 5 upwards.
IMC Magnetics Corp., Eastern Div.,
570 Main St., Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

Circle 197 on Inquiry Card

Rigid Coax Lines
A 20 -page catalog covers rigid

coaxial transmission lines and asso-
ciated equipment. It offers a selec-
tion of 50 ohm line and fittings in
the size range from 7/3 to 9 in. A
new 31/2 in. coaxial transfer switch is
introduced in Catalog R. Andrew
Corp., P.O. Box 807, Chicago 42, Ill.

Circle 198 on Inquiry Card

Relays

Engineering Bulletin No. 1010 de-
scribes new plastic Model DOS type
relays. These general purpose re-
lays have contacts and terminals
mounted in molded phenolic parts.
Physical and mechanical data is pro-
vided. Also information on the com-
plete line of Model DOS relays.
Ohmite Mfg. Co., 3630 Howard St.,
Skokie, Ill.

Circle 199 on Inquiry Card

Photometry

The terms, symbols, and units used
in photometry are defined in this Ap-
plication Note, AN -187, and their re-
lationship to corresponding radio-
metric terms is given. In addition,
the Note presents methods for the
calculation of tube -face illumination
for camera tubes, and screen lumin-
ance for cathode-ray tubes. Radio
Corp. of America Commercial Engi-
neering, Electron Tube Div., Harri-
son, N. J.

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card

Potentiometers
New 4 -page brochure summarizes

key information on Company's com-
plete line of Trimpot8, TrimitR and
TwinpotR leadscrew and wormgear
actuated potentiometers. It contains
basic specs such as terminal types,
resistance ranges, end settings, tol-
erances, power rating, operating
temp., size and price on each of 13
models. It also contains cutaway
drawings of the basic types. Bourns,
Inc., 6135 Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
Calif.

Circle 201 on Inquiry Card
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VT 2

VT2N

Popular, small Model VT2 (with overvoltage). Volts
output: 0-120/132; amps output: 1.5 ... Model VT2N
(without overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120; amps
output: 1.8. This model delivers more current than
existing transformers of comparable size and price.

Models VT4 and VT4N Model VT4 (with overvoltage).
Volts output: 0-120/140; amps output 3.5... Model
VT4N (without overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120;
amps output: 4.75.

-MET
VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

0 H M ITE Complete Line Now Available
from Stock

kik

U.L.

Models VT8 and VT8N offer the heavy capacity demanded forgeneral laboratory and industrial applica-
tions. Model VT8 (with overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120/140; amps output: 7.5 . . . Model VT8N
(without overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120; amps output 10.0. Units available for 240 -volt input also.

Now you can get fast delivery from stock on 38 different
models of Ohmite variable transformers. This newly ex-
panded selection covers a high percentage of industrial
needs. In it you will find single and three-phase units, two
and three -in -tandem assemblies (not shown above), plus a
variety of other cased and uncased models.

Ohmite "v.t." variable transformers combine fresh think-
ing in design with traditional Ohmite quality. For example,

positive current transfer is achieved with direct brush to
slip -ring, pig -tailed connection. Adjustable shafts on sizes
VT4 and VT8 extend either to the brush or the base side.
These two models also are interchangeable with competitive
makes of comparable ratings. The "N" types in all three
models provide additional current without overvoltage. The
next time you need variable transformers, select from the
line with advanced design-Ohmite.

NEW 36 -volt, high -current units for transistor circuit applications... write for Bulletin 151

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS RELAYS

TAP SWITCHES TANTALUM CAPACITORS DIODES

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS R. F. CHOKES

OHMITE
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

3662 Howard Street, Skokie. Illinois
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New Tech Data
Waveguide

A 116 -page Waveguide Components
and Test Equipment Catalog de-
scribes over 750 waveguide devices
and test equipment items. Applica-
tions notes, outline drawings, de-
tailed electrical and mechanical specs,
and photographs are included. The
components are cross-referenced and
indexed both by function and by fre-
quency band of operation. Micro-
wave Associates, Inc., South Ave.,
Burlington, Mass.

Circle 161 on Inquiry Card

Silicone

Super -thin field silicone rubber
cures without heat. It simplifies and
improves potting and encapsulating
of electronic units. Silastic RTV 521
pours and flows like coffee cream,
c mpletely filling narrow channels,
fine cracks, and hard -to -reach sec-
tions of complex parts. It begins to
cure or vulcanize soon after addition
of catalyst but remains in a workable
consistency for a few hrs. After 24
hrs. at room temp., it becomes a
moisture -proof, weather-proof sili-
cone rubber with excellent electrical
properties. Fully cured, it remains
rubbery from -70 to 500°F and
withstands temps. to 600°F for short
times. Information available from
Dow Corning Corp., Midland, Mich.

Circle 162 on Inquiry Card

Electron Tube Shields
Heat -dissipating electron tube

shield catalog, covers heat -dissipat-
ing tube shield components for sub-
miniature size electron tubes. The 22 -
page bound catalog, 2 -colors, contains
design, application, installation and
assembly data pertinent to increasing
electron tube reliability and extend-
ing tube life through effective cool-
ing. Dimensional drawings, photo-
graphs, charts and performance
graphs are included. Test results,
military specs, references to direc-
tives and handbook data on heat-
dissipating electron tube shields are
also included. IERC Div., Interna-
tional Electronic Research Corp., 135
W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif.

Circle 163 on Inquiry Card

Connector Line
A 2 -page product information bul-

letin describes a new line of multiple
circuit connectors, called AMPEEZ,
which feature high amperage ratings
plus low insertion and extraction
forces. Photographs and a general
description of the new connectors are
given, and potential applications in
the appliance, electrical, electronic
and power equipment fields are dis-
cussed. AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.

Circle 164 on Inquiry Card

Optical Masers
Booklet describes theory and design

of the solid state optical maser. The
8 -page booklet is a reprint of an ar-
ticle by A. L. Schawlow of the Lab-
oratories' Research Dept., which ap-
peared originally in the Bell Labora-
tories Record. Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, Murray Hill, N. J.

Circle 165 on Inquiry Card

Die Stamped Circuits
"Designing with Die Stamped Cir-

cuits," Bulletin No. Dl, compares fea-
tures of die stamped circuits, a rela-
tively new development in printed
circuitry, with those made by etch-
ing copper -clad laminated plastics.
The die stamped circuits are made by
die -cutting the conductor pattern
from copper foil coated on one side
with a thermoresponsive adhesive and
simultaneously bonding it, under heat
and pressure, to the base material.
The second section gives hints for
the design of die stamped circuits,
including layout fabrication, art-
work, nomenclature and current
carrying capacity. Also included are
standard tolerances for fabricating
die stamped circuits, including those
for smooth saw, hole diameters, slots
and notches, hole location, hole -to -
circuit pattern, front -to -back pat-
tern, circuit pattern to outside di-
mension, overall dimension, holes to
outside dimension, line width and
spacing, plating and board warp. The
final section gives definitions for the
most common terms used in printed
circuit design. Dytronics, Inc., 115
Main St., Rochester, Mich.

Circle 166 on Inquiry Card

High Temp. Hook-up Wire
Information on a new mica and

glass lead wire capable of reliable
operation up to 1000°F is available
from American Super -Temperature
Wires, Inc., West Canal St., Winoo-
ski, Vt. Known as Tetralene Type
MGT, the wire has been subjected to
extensive heat -cycle tests without de-
struction to the insulation. It has
also been determined that the wire
will maintain a min. dielectric
strength of 1000 v. It has been suc-
cessfully spark -tested at 2000 v. In-
sulation resistance is maintained at
above 10,000 megohms.

Circle 167 on Inquiry Card

Input Transformer
New data sheet describes, illus-

trates and gives circuit diagrams of
Series 7100 electrostatically and mag-
netically shielded instrument trans-
formers. They are for chopper, ac
transducer and differential input.
James Electronics, Inc., 4050 N.
Rockwell St., Chicago 18, Ill.

Circle 168 on Inquiry Card

for Engineers
Silicon Diodes

Literature containing tech. data
and information, list the firm's line
of industrial, commercial electronic
and military medium power silicon
diodes. The new product types are
listed as: medium power diffused
junction silicon general purpose
diodes, medium power silicon double
anode (twin zener) diodes, and
medium power diffused junction sili-
con zener diodes. Performance char-
acteristics, ordering instructions, and
general tech. data included. Charts
and curves illustrate operational
characteristics. Controls Co. of Amer-
ica, Electron Div., Tempe, Ariz.

Circle 169 on Inquiry Card

Null Indicators
Two-color catalog sheet, NI, offers

tech. data on a line of small -size,
fully transistorized, phase -sensitive
null indicators. Units may be com-
bined with any standard RatioTran'
to form an ac ratio bridge. Three
ranges of sensitivity are provided:
10Av; 100 u.v; and 1000 ANT. A max.
sensitivity of 10 Av allows excellent
resolution for bridge circuit opera-
tion. A zero -center meter gives the
operator sense as to being above or
below null. Phase -sensitive detector
provides quadrature rejection. De-
scribed are two types: Model NI -2
(battery operated) and Model NI -3
(31/4 in. high rack mounted version).
Also, a block diagram and a complete
circuitry description. Gertsch Prod-
ucts, Inc., 3211 So. La Cienega Blvd.,
Los Angeles 16, Calif.

Circle 170 on Inquiry Card

Metalizing Ceramic Parts
Engineering Bulletin on the metal-

izing of ceramic parts describes
permanent bonding techniques. It de-
scribes  preliminary design and engi-
neering considerations and covers
properties and applications of Cen-
tralab steatite and high alumina
ceramics suitable for low and high
temp. metal to ceramic seals. (Form
CB -1030) Centralab, The Electronics
Div., Globe -Union, Inc., 900 East
Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

Circle 171 on Inquiry Card

Ultrasonic Cleaners
New 2 -color sheet illustrates and

describes the Ultra -Clean 320 Series
of ultrasonic cleaners. The sheet con-
tains illustrations and cutaway dia-
grams of the 320 (with one 11/4 qt.
transducerized tank and one 11/4 qt.
rinse tank), the 320D (with two 11/4
qt. transducerized tanks with selector
switch) and the 320L (with one 3%
qt. transducerized tank). Complete
specs included. L & R Mfg. Co., 577
Elm St., Kearny, N. J.

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card
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New Tech Data
Size 8-11 Servomotors

Catalog shows new models and up-
dated specs on Size 8 and 11 servo-
motors. The 24 -page, 2 -color catalog
shows revised model numbers, com-
plete electrical and mechanical specs,
outline drawings and Torque -Speed
curves. Both the Size 8 and 11 lines
include, as standard units: servo-
motors, velocity -damp servomotors,
inertia -damp servomotors and servo-
motor -generators; with optional volt-
age requirements and mechanical
characteristics. Of special interest
is a 2 -page technical discussion of
damping theory. This compares and
evaluates the various means to
achieve damping, including rate -feed-
back and velocity -damping. Develop-
ment of pertinent transfer function
equations is also shown. Helipot Div.,
Beckman Instrument, Inc., 2500 Ful-
lerton Rd., Fullerton, Calif.

Circle 173 on Inquiry Card

Amplifiers
Amplifying and equalizing equip-

ment for voice frequency signals is
described in a series of 3 bulletins.
Units are the 524 V.F. Amplifier
Unit for raising voice frequency in-
put signals; Type 85 Amplifier -
Equalizer Unit for use in transmis-
sion systems where amplification is
necessary to compensate for line
characteristic variations; and the
524A Vogad for use at the output of
a receiver to maintain a constant sig-
nal level with varying levels of signal
input. Photos, diagrams, and specs
included. Westrex Communications
Equipment Dept., 540 W. 58th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.

Circle 174 on Inquiry Card

Fiberglass Cases
Catalog of molded fiberglass cases

includes buying information. It in-
cludes drawings, photographs and
specs for hand -portable, lightweight
cases to house small equipment. Cata-
log features cases in 22 standard
sizes with custom designed interiors
to assure max. protection for deli-
cate optical, electrical and electronic
equipment in accordance with MIL-
T -945A and MIL -STD -108C. Dept.
LR-1, Skydyne, Inc., River Rd., Port
Jervis, N. Y.

Circle 175 on Inquiry Card

Silicon Rectifiers
An 8 -page illustrated booklet (SG -

1351) on silicon rectifiers includes a
comprehensive selection guide. List-
ing more than 400 different rectifiers,
it also contains: complete circuit con-
stant charts for power supply design;
a special section on high voltage
silicon rectifiers; rectifier circuit de-
sign application notes; and rectifier
cell outline drawings. Transitron
Electronic Corp., Wakefield, Mass.

Circle 176 on Inquiry Card

Uni-Tunnel Diode
Copies of the Sept. -Oct. issue of

the Hoffman SPAN (Semiconductor
Product Application News) contain
illustrated articles on "Voltage Regu-
lator Diode Surge Ratings" and "The
Silicon Uni-Tunnel Diode." Also a
story on "Solar Cells for Voice Trans-
mission." Hoffman Electronics Corp.,
Public Relations Dept., 3761 So. Hill
St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Circle 177 on Inquiry Card

Electrical Tape
"Reference Data for Design Engi-

neers," a property chart covers all
"Scotch" brand electrical tapes. It
is available from Dept. WO -482, Min-
nesota Minning and Mfg. Co., (3M),
900 Bush Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn. De-
signed for quick reference, the chart
lists typical properties, standard slit-
ting tolerances, standard lengths and
military specs of 31 tapes, ranging
from paper to silicone rubber. A list
included in the 4 -page publication de-
scribes 9 additional sales brochures
and catalogs available.

Circle 178 on Inquiry Card

Environmental Testing
Bulletin C-11-2 describes the Com-

pany's line of all -Lucite salt spray
chambers for environmental testing.
The 2 -page data sheet gives working
dimensions, specs, and price informa-
tion on the 4 models that comprise
the test chamber series. The chambers
meet corrosion test requirements of
MIL -E -5272C; MIL -S -19500B, PARA
40.9, and other military and commer-
cial specs. Associated Testing Lab-
oratories, Inc., Wayne, N. J.

Circle 179 on Inquiry Card

Military Components
Listing of Company's military

components includes all types of
Mil. Spec. potentiometers and resis-
tors, and their respective military
designations. Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Dover, N. H.

Circle 180 on Inquiry Card

Selector Switches
New 4 -page, 2 -color catalog illus-

trates and gives tech. details on
Series 212, 1-1/8 in. dia. 12 -position
30° indexed rotary switches for low
power r -f, VHF and UHF applica-
tions. Included are photos, dimen-
sional drawings, electrical specs,
mechanical characteristics, features
and constructions and description of
new balanced lever arm and star
wheel detent assembly. CTS Corp.,
Elkhart, Ind.

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card

for Engineers
Industrial Phototubes

Phototubes in Industry, (PA -220),
a new bulletin in the "Tech Tips"
series describes high -vacuum as well
as gas phototubes, photomultiplier
tubes, photocells and photoresistive
cells. Typical applications are shown
for photoresistive cells combined with
transistors. The effects of temp.,
excessive illumination and other
environmental conditions are de-
scribed. CBS Electronics, Information
Services, 100 Endicott St., Danvers,
Mass.

Circle 182 on Inquiry Card

Decade Amplifier
Information on an ac and dc

coupled decade amplifier available
from Quan-Tech Laboratories, Inc.,
60 Parsippany Blvd., Boonton, N. J.
The amplifier, Model 201-B, is a com-
pact, stable, wide -range amplifier
with an accurately controlled volt-
age gain of 10. Frequency response
is from dc to several MC. It is for
low -noise level amplification with
high input and low output impedance.

Circle 183 on Inquiry Card

Pushbutton Switches
Two -page date sheet, No. 182, from

Micro Switch, Freeport, Ill., a divi-
sion of Minneapolis -Honeywell Regu-
lator Co., covers, in detail, the
302PBI-T Series miniaturized lighted
pushbutton switches. These switches
offer double - pole, double - throw
switching, long lamp life and 2 -color
indication in a unit of less than 1 in.3
Fifteen different display screen color
combinations are available. Sheet
includes construction, electrical rat-
ings, dimensions, drawings.

Circle 184 on Inquiry Card

Readouts
Readout Fact Finder, 16 -pages

shows detailed comparison of the
major types of in -line readouts, in-
cluding electroluminescent, projected
image, sphericular optic, NIXIE"
tube, edge lighted, and electro me-
chanical displays. All factors im-
portant in the selection of a display
device are compared, i.e., readability,
life, size, weight, drive requirements,
cost, power, etc. Burroughs Corp.,
Electronic Tube Div., Dept. LR-5,
P.O. Box 1226, Plainfield, N. J.

Circle 185 on Inquiry Card

Magnetic Shielding
Data sheet 154 explains how Netic

Co-Netic magnetic shielding prevents
distortion of relatively low velocity
electron beam systems in tubes such
as the Tonotron. Magnetic Shield
Div., Perfection Mica Co., 1322 N.
Elston Ave., Chicago 22, Ill.

Circle 186 on Inquiry Card
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New Tech Data

Solder Alloy
Details on Alpha #38, a self-an-

nealing, tin -base alloy for soldering
wave guide assemblies from Alpha
Metals, Inc., 56 Water St., Jersey City
4, N. J. Solder's high creep strength
and good wetting facilities the solder-
ing of flanges to wave guide barrels.
It eliminates distortion caused by high
temperatures and oxide films pro-
duced by brazing fluxes. It is applied
at lower temperatures than silver
solders; its melting range is 428 to
435°F.

Circle 285 on Inquiry Card

Rectangular Waveguide
Simplified chart for selection of ap-

propriate flexible rectangular wave-
guides. Designed to assist in select-
ing flexible rectangular waveguides
for specific applications, the chart in-
corporates such details as frequency,
construction, materials, dimensions,
bend radii, jacket and pressure re-
quirements. Arrangement of these de-
tails enables selection of the proper
device for individual requirements
with a minimum of effort. (Chart No.
TL -605). Technicraft Div., Electronic
Specialty Co., 116 Waterbury Rd.,
Thomaston, Conn.

Circle 286 on Inquiry Card

for Engineers

Optics
"Optics in Gaging and Tooling-To-

day and Tomorrow" condenses into 10
min. reading time many of the essen-
tials of optics application; optical en-
gineering tools; interferometry; prin-
ciples and applications of optical
instrumentation. The concluding "look
into the future" envisages the 0.01
sec. and the 10 millionth of an in. as
possible accomplishments for an in-
creased use of optics to check proc-
esses, as well as to control and test
machines. Engis Equipment Co., Div.
of Engineering & Scientific Instru-
mentation, 431 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago 5, Ill.

Circle 287 on Inquiry Card

Recording Systems

Applications for digital tape re-
cording techniques are described in
a 20 -page brochure from Minneapolis -
Honeywell Regulator Co., 10721
Hanna St., Beltsville, Md. Among
applications described: communica-
tions; media conversion; acquisition
and reduction and high and low speed
sampling. Functional and block dia-
grams included.

Circle 288 on Inquiry Card

Power Resistors
High power resistors having low in-

ductance at high frequencies are de-
scribed in a new engineering data
sheet (CE -204) from Corning Elec-
tronic Components, Bradford, Penna.
The H -type resistors are designed for
circuit loading, damping and termi-
nating, and are especially useful for
dummy antennas. Power ratings range
from 5 to 140a at 40°C. Ratings may
be increased 12% if resistors are
mounted vertically. If cooled with
forced air, ratings may be increased
up to 4 times. Min. resistances range
from 10 to 30 ohms-max. from 25 to
70 ohms (conductor film continuous)
and from 70K ohms to one megohm
(film spiraled.) Temp coefficient is
less than ±500 ppm°C between
-55°C and 235°C.

Circle 289 on Inquiry Card

Potentiometers
Brochure on precision potentiom-

eters contains 6 product data sheets
describing series of wire wound multi
and single -turn potentiometers. Com-
plete application information is given
including applicable MIL specs and
environmental data. Resistance values
for multi -turn units cover range from
5 to 200,000 ohms with standard lin-
earity tolerances to 0.3% for single-
turn units, resistance values from 5
to 150,000 ohms with standard linear-
ity tolerances to 0.2%. Lockheed Elec-
tronics Co., 6201 E. Randolph St., Los
Angeles 22, Calif.

Circle 290 on Inquiry Card

Chilton's M -A -P points the way to

DYNAMIC MARKETING
in the decisive sixties

Alert marketing might have saved the 300 or so
companies that went out of business this week.

A worth -while product-made right, and offered
at a fair price-is not enough to assure success.

Something else is needed. A sure hand that
guides your product from maker to user . . .
through the most efficient channels.

There is no single answer . . . no sweeping gen-
erality. Marketing becomes scientific only when
you yourself apply the necessary forces to your

Electronic Industries  Department Store Economist  The

Iron Age  Hardware Age  The Spectator  Motor Age
 Automotive Industries  Boot and Shoe Recorder  Com-
mercial Car Journal  Distribution Age  ButanePropane
News  Marine Products  Aircraft & Missiles  Hardware
World Optical Journal and Review of Optometry

Jewelers' CircularKeystone  Food Engineering  Gas 
Product Design & Development  Chilton Book Division
Chilton Research Services

product, your company and your market.
Chilton's Marketing Assistance Program

(M -A -P) is almost certain to be of help to you.
The very facts, figures and insight into your mar-
ket that you need may cost you nothing. And they
may be readily available-if not, M -A -P can help
you obtain them fast and at reasonable cost.

Detailed information on each of the markets
covered by Chilton's 19 outstanding business
magazines is outlined in this new booklet. Write
for a copy of "A Guide to Chilton's M -A -P."

Chilton
COMPANY

Chestnut and 56th Streets  Philadelphia 39, Pa.
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BMEWS ... the Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System is the free
world's first warning of enemy
ICBM attack.

Powerful radars with an accurate
range of thousands of miles can
detect incoming ICBMs minutes
after launching. The transmitters
for this defense system are being
built by Continental Electronics
...specialists in super power
transmitting equipment.

Provided under sub -contract to
General Electric and R.C.A., these
transmitters from Continental
Electronics are another contribu-
tion to our country's defense.

MANUFACTURING COMPAN Y

4212 South Buckner Blvd. Dallas 21, Texas EVergreen 11135 10- SUBSIDIARY OF LING-TEMCO ELECTRONICS, INC.

Circle 85 on Inquiry Card%'",k r

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL RADIO TRANSMITTERS
ENGINEERS ...FOR STIMULATING WORK ON THE ELECTRONIC FRONTIERS OF TOMORROW WITH A DYNAMIC, CREATIVE ORGANIZATION, ADDRESS RESUME TO CHIEF ENGINEER.



New
Products ...for the Electronic Industries

TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
Tube is guaranteed for minimum of

6,000 hrs. It operates as a broad
band amplifier in the 4400 to 5000 MC
range. The 7537 is well suited for
unattended m i c r o w a v e stations.
Mount and tube are so designed that

circuits remain matched when a new
tube is inserted in the mount. It
can deliver a saturated power output
of 6 w. Gain at 5000 MC with the
output power at 100 mw, is better
than 34 db. With the output power
at 2.5 w., the gain is better than 32
db. Noise figure is less than 30 db.
Electron beam is focused by a perma-
nent magnet. Tube is convection
cooled. Amperex Electronic Corp.,
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I.,
N. Y.

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card

MODULAR TIMER
These timers may be used either as

a self-contained solid state time de-
lay, or to operate a separate magne-
tic relay. The size of the 406 Mi-
crominiature Timing Modules is
compatible with the dimensions of
magnetic relays of the microminia-
ture type. Thickness varies from 1/2
in. up. All units have built-in pro-
tection against reverse polarity. Tim-
ings of 0.1 to 60 sec. are factory
set; the operating voltage is 24 to 30

vdc; operating ambient -55°C to
+100°C; shock 50g, llms; timing
tolerance over the voltage and am-
bient range is within ±10%. G -V
Controls Inc., Okner Pkwy, Living-
ston, N. J.

Circle 215 on Inquiry Card

TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS
New transistor audio transformers

available for immediate delivery.
TA -53, a miniature interstage trans-
former has a primary impedance of
5 KO CT and a secondary impedance
of 45K.O. TA 54, also an interstage

TA63,64

unit, has a pri. impedance of 20K0
and a sec. impedance of 8000 CT.
Both units are rated at 0.15 w. and
measure 13/16 x % x 11/16 in.
TA -52, an interstage transformer, has
pri. and sec. impedances of 5000 CT,
and TA -55, an input transformer with
a pri. impedance of 500K0 and a sec.
impedance of 2000 CT, are miniature
units rated at 0.3 w. and measure
1% x 13/16 x3'4 in. Chicago Stand-
ard Transformer Corp., 3501 W. Ad-
dison St., Chicago 18, Ill.

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card

SNAP -ACTION SWITCH
Switch Series E13 -00H features new

low operating force hinged -lever ac-
tuator. Case -pivoted actuator arm is
available with roller, straight lever
with length and form variations for
cam, roller or straight line actuation.
Low cost basic switch design has
standard mounting holes. Terminals
accept standard quick connect or
solder wiring connections. Switch is
supplied in N.O., N.C. in SPST or
SPDT models. Basic switch is also

available with pushbutton, spring
leaf, and standard button actuators.
Ratings: 15 a., 125/250 vac. % hp
vac. 114 hp 250 vac. Cherry Electrical
Products Corp., West Deerfield Rd.,
Highland Park, Ill.

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card

SILICONE POTTING
A clear silicone potting and em-

bedding compound provides mechani-
cal and dielectric protection for com-
ponents and assemblies. Called
LTV -602 (low temp. vulcanizing), it
cures at 70° to 80°C to a flexible.

resilient solid. Material provides
good protection against shock, vibra-
tion, moisture, ozone and corona and
other environmental hazards. Com-
ponents imbedded in the material can
be repaired or replaced. New ma-
terial can be poured into the cutout
section, and cures without leaving
evidence of repair. Material meets the
thermal shock requirements of Mil-
STD -202A. General Electric Co.,
Silicone Products Dept., Waterford,
N. Y.

Circle 218 on Inquiry Card

PRECISE ANGLE INDICATOR
The CO2721011 Precise Angle In-

dicator features an accuracy of ±6
minutes. The unit also features good
sensitivity, modular application, di-
rect automatic readout, compact con-
struction, ease of maintenance and
low cost. The Indicator is available
with a single sensor, auxiliary dual -
input sensor, or an auxiliary re -
transmitter. Specs are: Repeatability,

min.; Readability, 0.5 min.; In-
put Power, 30 va; Size, 1% x 9%

x 91/8 in.; Sensitivity, 1.0 min.; Slew-
ing speed, 7 sec./180°; Power (single
source), 115 v., 10, 400 cps; Weight,
4 lbs. Kearfott Div., General Preci-
sion, Inc., 1150 McBride Ave., Little
Falls, N. J.

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card
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High gain, low noise
crystal - bolcmeter
antenna

e/x.e.,iceef

APR -30 polarpolar antenna
pattern recorder

Things Like Plug -In

Balancing Potentiometers ...

Series P plug-in pen balancing potentiometers

Series P potentiometers are used in
both rectangular and polar coordinate
pattern recorders. By interchanging
potentiometers together with the appro-
priate pen function amplifier, different
responses-linear, square -root, and log-
arithmic - are obtained. Interchanging
these new self -aligning potentiometers
can be accomplished in less than thirty
seconds. Stocking spare units cuts
downtime. Of dust and dirt proof con-
struction, Series P plug-in balancing
potentiometers are offered with ex-
change pricing.

Crystal Bolometer Amplifiers...

Sensitive, narrow -band Crystal-Bolom-
eter amplifiers are miniaturized units
designed for use as preamplifiers in
S -A polar and rectangular pattern re-
corders. Five models, CBA-21 through
CBA-25 are available. Features include
bolometer burnout protection, low
noise figure, triaxial signal ground re-
turn, up to 108 db gain, 80 db linear
dynamic range, adjustable bandwidth
(CBA-23), high rejection (CBA-24),
variable center frequency (CBA- 25).

...The reason
most antenna pattern
recorders
come from

It's the little things that make the difference. Little things,
refinements, "extras," and top-notch workmanship all add

up to preference for S -A instrumentation.

DC Amplifiers ...

DCA-21 amplifier for dc input signals

Scientific-Atlanta's DCA-21 amplifier
lets APR 20/30 recorders accept dc
input signals. A narrow band amplifier
preceded by an electromagnetic chop-
per, the sensitive DCA-21 has a linear
dynamic range of 80 db. The unit is
directly interchangeable with Series
CBA-20 Crystal-Bolometer amplifiers.

Recorder Pen Programmers ...
Up to five different pen writing codes
can be selected by adding the Model
RPP-1 Recorder Pen Programmer to
an APR 20/30 installation. Compact,
lightweight, and rack mounted, the
programmer provides solid line, dot,
dash, dash -dot, and space -dot -dot codes
at an adjustable code rate of 30 to 90
cycles per minute.

APR -20
rectangular
antenna
pattern
recorder

Modification C, Chart Compression ...
Modification C, which must be ordered
at the time of recorder purchase, pro-
vides both standard and compressed
cycle charts from a single APR 20
Rectangular pattern recorder. Standard
chart cycle is 20 inches, compressed 8
inches. Compressed recordings are con-
veniently sized to fit standard 81/2 x 11
notebooks and reports.

Chart Paper, Recording Pens, Ink,

and Accessories ...
Scientific-Atlanta offers its customers
one -day service by stocking, for imme-
diate delivery, a wide variety of chart
paper, recording pens, and other re-
cording necessities.

But above all, it's the engineering
philosophy of a company run by an-
tenna engineers for antenna engineers.

Call your nearby S -A engineering
representative for more information
on S -A pattern recorders and acces-
sories. For complete technical infor-
mation, please write to Box 44.

SCIENTIFIC-
ATLANTA, Inc.

2162 Piedmont Road, N . E. Atlanta 9, Georgia

TRinity 5-7291
See us at the IRE Booth Number 3926 7
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LOW ENERGY SURVEY METER
This portable, low -energy sensitive

survey meter is for detecting and
measuring beta and gamma radiation.
The Model 440 has an accuracy of
10% with gamma energy dependence
of ±15% from 6.5 Key to 1.2 Mev.

It uses an air ionization chamber with
a 1 mg/cm' Mylar window, measuring
radiation directly in milliroentgens.
Transistorized printed circuitry op-
erates from 4 D cell batteries. A
single control knob turns the instru-
ment On and provides 5 sensitivity
ranges of 0-3, 0-10, 0-30, 0-100, 0-300
mr/hr. The Victoreen Instrument Co.,
5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.

Circle 220 on Inquiry Card

SCOPE CAMERA
Camera is designed for undis-

torted viewing and direct recording
of oscilloscope traces. The C-12 ac-
cepts Polaroid or any conventional
film. It uses a unique sliding back
(adjustable to horizontal or vertical)
on which you can interchange the
par -focal, film -holding backs, lock
them securely in 5 detent positions
and also rotate them thru 90° incre-
ments. It uses any of 8 easily -inter-
changeable lenses. Other features

include portability, lift -on mounting,
swing -away hinging, and comfortable
viewing. Camera accepts a wide
range of available accessories. Tek-
tronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Ore.

Circle 221 on Inquiry Card

PLANAR TRIODE
A rugged, high -mu, planar triode

features compact, coaxial, ceramic
and metal construction. Its uses are
in grounded -grid service as a r -f am-
plifier -oscillator, or frequency multi-
plier up to 4,000 Mc. The Mil -6771

has an indirectly -heated, oxide -coated
disc as a cathode, and a heater elec-
trically separated from the cathode.
Its features include low inter -elec-
trode capacitances, low electrode lead
inductance, and short electron transit
time. Cooling of the anode is by
conduction and convection. The Mach-
lett Laboratories, Inc., 1063 Hope St.,
Springdale, Conn.

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card

DELAY LINES
Lumped constant delay lines con-

sist of m -derived L -C networks. Each
delay line section is specially de-
signed to give linear phase shift be-
yond 70% of the cutoff frequency.
Thus, both the rise time and over-
shoot of these delay lines are small.
They pass all applicable military
specs. There is no dc blocking ca-
pacitor or terminating resistor in
these delay lines; a non -inductive
carbon resistor should be used to

terminate the last section and a
blocking capacitor should be connect-
ed in series with the input if the
source contains a high de component.
HST Div. of Dresser Electronics, 555
N. 5th St., Garland, Tex.

Circle 223 on Inquiry Card

NUMERIC READOUT
The Bina - View Alpha - Numeric

Readout accepts any binary coded
decimal code up to 6 bits. It does its
own translating, and displays the
proper character. It may be connected
directly into computers, instruments,

display boards, numerical controls,
and other electronic equipment. It
may be operated with as little as 10
mw/bit of signal power and will dis-
play up to 20 characters/sec. Unit
also features character storage. Di-
mensions are 3I x 1% x 6% in.
Weight is approx. 2 lbs. Industrial
Electronic Engineers, Inc., 5528 Vine-
land Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif.

Circle 224 on Inquiry Card

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
All -solid state Differential Opera-

tional Amplifier, Model P2 contains
neither tubes nor mechanical chop-
pers. It is a dc differential amplifier
whose input is "floating" and has a
long term drift stability in the sub -
millivolt region. Typical input cur-
rent is under 100 p amp. This makes
possible its use in long time -constant
integrating circuits using small poly-
styrene capacitors (R = 10 meg,
C = 0.1 µf for a 1 sec. integrator),

or in electrometer type amplifier cir-
cuits. Common mode signal is limited
only by dielectric strength of the
insulating materials. George A. Phil -
brick Researches, Inc., 285 Columbus
Ave., Boston 16, Mass.

Circle 225 on Inquiry Card
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New
Products ...for the Electronic Industries

ILLUMINATED PUSHBUTTON
The oil tight unit combines the

functions of a pushbutton and an in-
dicating light. The C -H illuminated
pushbutton uses a color -coded, mold-
ed type transformer designed to be
immune to voltage surge lamp dam-

age. It can operate with multiple
contact blocks with any combination
of N.O. or N.C. contacts. Features
include base and 1 -hole mounting,
functional plastic lenses in red, blue,
amber, green, clear or white and a
positive mechanical "feel." It is
available for 110, 220, 380, 440 and
550 v. applications. Cutler -Hammer,
436 N. 12th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Circle 226 on Inquiry Card

BALANCED DUPLEXERS
The balanced waveguide duplexers

minimumize incoming signal loss to
the receiver. Other features are
matching over a much broader fre-
quency range than is possible with
the branched duplexer, and greater
protection against receiver crystal
burnout. Shown here is a typical
X -band duplexer. Similar units are
available in L, S, C, SI, Ku, K and

Ka bands. Specs: Freq., 8490 to 9578
Mc; transmitter power, 200 Kw max.;
duplexer loss 1.2 db max.; isolation
10 db min.; VSWR, 1.4 max.; VSWR
high level, 1.2 max. Bomac Labora-
tories, Inc., Salem Rd., Beverly, Mass.

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card

TWT AMPLIFIERS
Two X -band high gain TWTs are

capable of 10 to 100 times the aver-
age power of conventional helix tubes.
The power increase is achieved by use
of folded waveguide structures to re-
place the helix and special periodic

f o c u s i n g techniques. The 307H
(shown) has a 100 kw peak power
output (500 w. average) with a mini-
mum of 50 kw over an 8.5-9.5 KMC
range. The grid -controlled 308H tube
has a 15 kw peak power output (150
w. average) and an 8.6-9.9 KMC
range. Hughes Aircraft Co., Micro-
wave Tube Div., 11105 Anza Ave.,
Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card

30 MC OSCILLOSCOPE
Model 170A is designed for general

purpose measurements. Premium
components are used throughout.
The oscilloscope has provisions for
accepting a complete series of plug-
in units. The scope provides 24 cali-
brated sweep times, 0.1 Asec/cm to
5 sec./cm, with ±3% accuracy. A
7 -range magnifier increases the fast-
est sweep to 0.02 Asec/cm. Horizon-

tal amplifier sensitivity is 0.1 v/cm
to 10 v/cm. A 9 -range internal
calibrator provides accurate calibrat-
ing voltages from 0.2 my to 100 v.
peak. Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501
Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.

Circle 229 en Inquiry Card

SEALED CONNECTORS
The hermetically sealed connector

has socket type contacts. The socket
contacts are of the closed entry type
with a hooded spring, insuring con-
stant spring tension and wiping ac-
tion. A hermetically sealed connection

is provided since both the socket con-
tact plug and its mating receptacle
have full glass inserts. Contacts are
identified by permanently imbedded
markings. The coupling mechanism
is of the thread assist type. This
connector, in the mated condition, re-
sists exotic propellant compounds.
The Deutsch Co., Municipal Airport,
Banning, Calif.

Circle 230 on Inquiry Card

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
The Model L131 transformer per-

mits isolating from ground a complete
instrument or component circuit. The
isolation effectiveness is such that
signals from dc to several MC can be
applied between the chassis of a con-
ventional instrument and ground.
Shunt capacitance has been reduced to
40 pf by providing an air gap between
the secondary winding and the core.

Features of this 350 w. isolation
transformer include a leakage resis-
tance value for the secondary winding
of 100 kilomegs and a breakdown
voltage of 5000 v. Elcor, Inc., Falls
Church, Va.

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card
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UNSOLICITED III,LIGNT LETTER SRC. M l MC ITONOUGH EQUIPMENT SALES DIVISION. AMERICAN CAN CO.

Our Passenger Service Representatives, Mr.
McDonough, are another reason why Amer-
ican Airlines is the first choice of experienced

travelers. They are "goodwill ambassadors";
experts to the tips of their prim white gloves,
roving information specialists who smooth
your journeys AMERICAN AIRL/NES
with a smile. ,4mencaf Leading Air/ine
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Call your rep today for a

demonstration of one of these

POPULAR

OSCILLOSCOPES

Production or lab instruments- Simple to use, even for non-
technical personnel-Moderately priced-Full 10 cm x 10 cm
display-Automatic calibration waveforms-Low phase shift-
Automatic triggering for optimum presentation-"Times-5"
sweep expander magnifies trace, improves resolution.

DC to 200 KC
Models 120A/AR combine minimum controls with 0 automatic triggering
for utmost speed, convenience. Horizontal amplifier dc to 200 KC; phase
shift only ± 2° to 100 KC. More X-axis information due to horizontal ampli-
fier sensitivity control, with vernier, 5% accuracy. Balanced input on most
sensitive ranges for low level work. Times -5 sweep expander, all ranges. 15
calibrated sweep speeds, 5 Asec/cm to 0.2 sec/cm. Vernier, expander extend
speed range 1 p,sec/cm to 0.5 sec/cm. 10 mv/cm sensitivity calibrated ver-
tical amplifier, drift -free trace. 0 120A (cabinet) or 0 120AR (rack) , $450.

DC to 200 KC-DUAL TRACE
Models 122A/AR provide simultaneous two -phenomena presentation, are ideal for direct
comparison of filter, amplifier output/input phenomena; vibration testing. Unique 0 front -
panel automatic calibrator waveform switch. Twin vertical amplifiers operate independent-
ly, simultaneously, differentially. Automatic triggering, automatic synchronization, single
trace operation when desired. Sensitivity 10 mv/cm to 100 v/cm, 15 calibrated sweeps. ver-
nier extension. Horizontal amplifier dc to 200 KC. 0 122A (cabinet) or 122AR (rack), $675.

DC to 300 KC -"BIG SCOPE" PERFORMANCE
Models 130B/BR provide wide usefulness, simple operation and rugged dependability. 21 calibrated sweep
times, 1 Asec/cm to 5 sec/cm. Vernier, expander extend range 0.2 Asec/cm to 12.5 sec/cm. Twin hori-
zontal and vertical amplifiers, phase shift ± 1° to 50 KC; sensitivity 1 mv/cm to 125 v/cm. Balanced
input on 6 most sensitive ranges. Common mode rejection 40 db. Stability 1 mv/hour after warmup.
Triggering automatic, internally, line power, externally, 0.5 v or greater. 0 130B (cabinet) or 130BR
(rack) , $650.

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f .o.b. factory

Thirteen precision
oscilloscopes,

de to 1,000 MC

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
1050B Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.
Cable "HEWPACK" DAvenport 6-7000

Sales representatives in all principal areas
HEWLETT-PACKARD S.A.

Rue du Vieux Billard No. 1 Geneva, Switzerland
Cable "HEWPACKSA" Tel. No. (022) 26. 43. 36 6715
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New
Products I ..for the Electronic Industries

DIGITAL VOLTMETER
Applied volt ages automatically

select appropriate range (±10, ±100,
±1000 v.), polarity sign and decimal
point. Model 4011 creates a full 4 -
digit indication of de voltages with
a linearity of 0.01% of full scale.

411111111111k

Sensitivity is better than 1 my. It
can be locked into any one of 3

ranges for repeated measurements.
Readings are also available in 1-2-4-8
binary-coded signals. Printout of
measurements can be made on an as-
sociated printer. DVM can be pack-
aged in either an 8 x 8 in. portable
rack module or a 51/4 x 19 in. rack
mount unit. Beckman Instruments,
Inc., Berkeley Div., 2200 Wright
Ave., Richmond, Calif.

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card

TERMINAL BLOCK
The subminiature terminal block,

409-1802 features faster and easier
connections. It is adaptable to air-
craft electronic and electrical uses
where miniaturization, high vibration,
and shock conditions exist. It mea-
sures 5/16 in. in width, and can ac-
commodate up to 21 terminals, plus

mounting holes, in a length of 4% in.
It offers long leakage paths between
terminals. The body material is
plastic, meeting Mil - M - 14 specs.
Kulka Electric Corp., 633-643 S. Ful-
ton Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Circle 233 on Inquiry Card

TUNABLE R -F FILTERS
Tunable filters have less than 1.5

db insertion loss. The TTF Series
are available in 4 stock models cov-
ering 250 to 500 MC, 500 to 1000 MC,
1000 to 2000 MC and 1500 to 2500
MC, each with a 5% bandwidth.

Other frequency ranges and band-
widths are available. The series use
5 resonant line sections, capacity
loaded to tune over a 2:1 range.
Cabinet models measure 7 x 5 x 10
in.; panel size for mounting is 6%
x 4% in. They operate at 50 ohms
impedance, have a VSWR max. of
1.5:1 and an r -f leakage over 120
db below the input level. Telonic
Engineering Corp., Laguna Beach,
Calif.

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card

INSULATED CABLE
The cable has been designed for use

in air, conduit, underground ducts, or
direct burial. The industrial control
cable has a chemically cross -linked
polyethylene insulation, named Vul-
kene. It has a high overload rating
and is useful where high -ambient
temp., high -insulation resistance and

low capacitance are needed. It is
available with a 600 or 1000 v. rating,
with 2 to 12 conductors, sizes No. 14,
12 and 10 Awg. General Electric,
Chemical and Metallurgical Div.,
Bridgeport 2, Conn.

Circle 235 on Inquiry Card

OSCILLATING UNIT
The subminiature precision fork

oscillating unit is for use where size
and weight are critical considera-
tions. The unit is bi-metal construc-
tion, hermetically sealed; dia % in.,
length 2 9/16 in., wt. 2 oz. Termina-

tion is 7 -prong miniature base. Wires
may be soldered to prongs. Stock
frequencies are 400 and 500 cycles.
Units are available from 200 to 1000
cycles. Type 25T is for circuits us-
ing a germanium or silicon tran-
sistor. Type 25V is for use with
double triode. Accuracies: R25T and
R25V have tolerances of ±0.002%
from 15° to +35°C. American Time
Products, Inc., 61-20 Woodside Ave.,
Woodside 77, N. Y.

Circle 236 on Inquiry Card

ALL -METAL DELAY LINES
Helidel® delay lines are 2 in. in

diameter. The 8810 Series delay lines
are continuously variable, distributed
constant units that afford precise se-
lection of very short time intervals.
Delay times of 1.0 sec to 0.1 Ilsec
are provided, with rise times less
than 10% of total delay time. All

models have an ambient temp. range
of -55°C to +80°C, and life expec-
tance of 1 million or more shaft rev-
olutions. Helipot Technical Informa-
tion Service, 2500 Harbor Blvd., Ful-
lerton, Calif.

Circle 237 on Inquiry Card
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Here's the
Welded tube seal
. . . protects
against possibility
of leaks.

Hermetic seals .
Kovar metal to matched
oxide -bonded hard
glass seals protect
against thermal shock,
cycling; assure electri-
cal stability, low leak-
age current.

Welded main seal ...
eliminates housing
leaks.

Hard soldered joint
. . . eliminates fail-
ures caused by
thermal fatigue,
high temperature
storage.

nside Story
Welded top lead...
for easy, depend-
able installation; tin
dipped for maxi-
mum solderability.

Molecular sieve ...
a "getter" for long
term stability.

Silicon pellet . . . highly
efficient junction design
minimizes forward voltage
drop.

High temperature paint
... optimizes heat dis-
sipation by radiation,
resulting in cooler
operation, longer life.

99% SURVIVAL AT 10,000 HOURS! General Electric low
current silicon rectifier type 1N538 has gone through
torturous life test studies over a period of 10,000 hours
at maximum temperature, current, and PRV with a
truly amazing survival percentage. But this perform-
ance is typical of all General Electric low current
silicon rectifiers because reliability is built into every
device in the line. Every unit is painted to provide
cool operation even at high temperatures. Hard soldered

joints and the Kovar metal -to -glass hermetic seals are
but two further examples of careful step by step con-
trols that have earned G -E rectifiers an unequalled
reputation for reliability. An average of 16 separate
life, electrical, mechanical and environmental tests on
every manufacturing lot prove out the quality that has
been built in. It's no accident that General Electric
low current silicon rectifiers better all known existing
MIL specs.

Survival Data from Operating and Elevated Storage Tests
Type of Current Operating Temp. Type of No. *PercentUnit PRV (ma) (ambient) Test of Units Survival

Operating
at full

1N538 load and at 99 @
Silicon 200V 250

*Percent survival = No. of good units x 100

150°C elevated star-
aoe temperature

of 175°C ambient

83 10,000 hrs,

total no. tested
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of General Electric's

Low Current. Silicon Rectifiers
WITH THESE ADDED FEATURES

Transient PRV ratings provide safer applications.
You get the continuous rating you need with pro-
tection against occasional transients up to 1200
PRV . . . at no extra cost.

Maximum forward conductance at high operating
temperatures. High current loads are carried
without external heat sinks.

Very low leakage makes these devices exception-
ally well suited for magnetic amplifier applications.

Minimum forward voltage drop combined with
outstanding efficiency of hermetic seal provides
unsurpassed reliability.

Conservative ratings -In a recent study G -E
devices had the highest resistance to thermal
runaway at maximum full load operating temper-
atures of the products tested.

G -E stud mounted low current silicon rectifiers
and the new subminiature silicon glass rectifiers
feature the same built-in reliability and perform-
ance. Take advantage of the research, advanced

development and product design that makes sur-
vival rates of 100% a common occurrence, call
your G -E Semiconductor Sales Representative
today. For additional technical data write Section
24 B 82 , Rectifier Components Dept., General

Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
N. Y. In Canada: Canadian General Electric
Company, 189 Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario.
Export: International General Electric Company,
150 E. 42nd Street, New York, New York.

Low Current Silicon Rectifier Cells (Lead Mounted)

JEDEC &
GE Type
Number PRV

Max. Rev.
Max. loc Cur. (Full

@ T°C Amb. Cycle Av.)

Max. Full
Load Volt-
age Drop

(Full
Cycle Av.)

Max.
Oper.

°C

1 N440
1 N441
1N442
1N443
1 N444
1N445

1 N599
1N599A
1 N600
1N600A
1N601
1N601A
1 N602
1N602A
1 N603
1 N603A
1 N604
1 N604A
1 N605
1 N605A
1N606
1N606A

1N560
1 N561

1N1692
1N1693
1N1694
1N1695
1N1696
1N1697

1N4448
1N4458
1N4408
1N441B
1 N442B
1N4438

1N1100
1N1101
1N1102
1N1103

1N1487
1N1488
1N1489
1N1490
1N1491
1N1492

1 N536
1 N537
1N538

1N539
1 N540

1N1095
1N1096
1N547

100
200
300
400
500
600

50
50

100
100
150
150
200
200
300
300
400
400
500
500
600
600

800
1000

100
200
300
400
500
600

500
600
100
200
300
400

100
200
300
400

100
200
300
400
500
600

50
100
200
(Meets
300
400
(Meets

500 I600
600
(Meets

@ 50°C
300 ma
300 ma
300 ma
300 ma
300 ma
300 ma
@ 25°C
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
@ 30°C
600 ma
600 ma
@ 50°C
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma
600 ma

650 ma
650 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma

750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
@ 25°C
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma
@ 50°C
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma

MIL -E-1/1089
750 ma
750 ma

MIL -E-1/1089
750 ma
750 ma
750 ma

MIL -E-1/1089

@ 25°C
.3 µa
.75 µa

1.0 µa
1.5 µa
1.75 µa
2.0 µa

1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.0 µa
1.5 µa
1.5 µa
2.0 µa
2.0 µa
2.5 µa
2.5 ma

@ 150°C
.3 ma
.3 ma

@ 100°C
.5 ma
.5 ma
.5 ma
.5 ma
.5 ma
.5 ma

@ 25°C
1.75 ma
2.0 ma
0.3 ma
0.75 ma
1.0 ma
1.5 ma

@ 150°C
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma

@ 125°C
.4 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma

@ 150°C
.4 ma
.4 ma
.3 ma

USAF); MIL -E-1
.3 ma
.3 ma

USAF); MIL -E-1
.3 ma
.3 ma
.3 ma

USAF); MIL -E-7

@ 25°C
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V

@ 200 ma
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V

@ 150°C
0.5V
0.5V

@ 100°C
0.6V
0.6V
0.6V
0.6V
0.6V
0.6V

@ 25°C
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V
.65V

.65V

.65V

.65V

.65V
@ 125°C

.55V

.55V

.55V

.55V
.55V
.55V

@ 150°C
.5V
.5V
.5V

/1084A (JAN
.5V I
.5V

/1085A (JAN
.5V

.5V
/I083A (JAN)

150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°

150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°
150°

150°
150°

115°
115°
115'
115°
115°
115°

150°
150°
165°
165°
165°
165°

165°
165°
165°
165°

140°
140°
140°
140°
125°
120°

165°
165°
165°

165°
165°

150°
150°
165°

FOR FACTORY -LOW PRICES IN QUANTITIES UP TO 999, SEE YOUR LOCAL G -E DISTRIBUTOR

Progress Is Our Most Important Product Circle 90 on Inquiry Card
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New
Products ...for the Electronic Industries

VSWR TEST SET
Test instrument determines VSWR

and attenuation values of r -f compon-
ents or circuits. Set uses a pair of
coaxial switches operating at 30 CPS
to produce a dual scope trace. The 2
traces, representing a reference value

and an unknown, provide instantane-
ous readings of VSWR or attenuation
for the device under test. Model SP
160 covers range of 200 to 475 mc.
The generator section has a response
flat within 5% over its max. sweep
width, an output of over 0.75 v. into
50 ohms, and is equipped with a vari-
able freq. marker. Unit measures
24 x 16 x 16 in. and weighs approx.
85 lbs. Telonic Industries, Inc.,
Beech Grove, Ind.

Circle 238 on Inquiry Card

SUBMINIATURE R -F DIODES
A series of subminiature silicon

point -contact diodes with all -glass
construction are for use in miniature
r -f circuitry. The IN830 series are
for VHF and UHF video detection and
general purpose r -f rectification in
coaxial and printed circuit applica-
tions. The IN831 series are designed
for low -noise r -f mixer applications
below 4000 MC. The IN832 series are
intended for printed circuit low -noise

broadband mixer applications between
4000 and 10,000 MC. The IN833 type
is intended for low-level detector
circuits at all r -f frequencies below
10,000 MC. Microwave Associates,
Inc., Burlington, Mass.

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card

SCOPE PLUG-IN
The dual -channel plug-in provides

dc to 500 KC bandwidth and 1 my/cm
sensitivity. Type 200 is designed for
use with all Analab Oscilloscope
Main Frames. The single plug-in unit
contains 2 amplifier channels and the

trigger sweep circuits.. Channel A has
a max. bandwidth of de to 500 KC and
a max. sensitivity of 1 mv/cm; chan-
nel B has the same bandwidth and a
max. sensitivity of 40 mv/cm. Signals
on either channel may be plotted
against time or each other. Sweep
range is calibrated from 0.5 sec/cm
to 1 Asec/cm in 18 calibrated ranges
on a 10 cm time base. Analab Instru-
ment Corp., 30 Canfield Rd., Cedar
Grove, N. J.

Circle 240 on Inquiry Card

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
Non -polar solid tantalum capaci-

tors were developed primarily for ac
circuits. The Series N capacitors are
made non -polar by the back-to-back
connection of 2 Series J solid tan-
talum capacitors of identical value.
Values range from 0.16 to 160 id in
working voltages of 6, 10, 15, 30, 35,
and 50 v. for continuous operation at
85°C. They can be operated at
105°C if the working voltage is de -

rated to 85% of the 85° value. The
capacitors can be used in dc cir-
cuits if the combined de and ac volt-
ages does not exceed the WV rating.
Kemet Co., 11901 Madison Ave.,
Cleveland 1, Ohio.

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card

ION PUMP
The large vacuum ion pump is for

use in the ultra -high vacuum field.
PDV-300 DriVac pump is an elec-
tronic getter -ion pump using a 3 -elec-
trode construction. It is well suited
for applications such as semiconduc-

tar processing, vacuum tube process-
ing, electron microscopes, particles
accelerators, and field emission, elec-
tron beam and molecular beam
studies. Pumping speed is 300 liter/
sec. with an ultimate pressure of
2 x 10' mm Hg. A stainless steel
pump casing can withstand bakeout
temp. up to 450°C. Sputter -cathode
has an expected life of 200,000 hrs.
Consolidated Vacuum Corp., 1775 Mt.
Read Blvd., Rochester 3, N. Y.

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card

TRIMMER RESISTORS
Ceramic base units are available

for microminiature, subminiature and
miniature applications. The single
potentiometer type microminiature
units are rated at 1/20 w. and mea-
sure 1/4 x 1/4 in. The subminiature
units are rated at 1/10 w. and mea-
sure 7/16 x 13/32 in. in size, and the
miniatures, rated 1/5 w. are 7/16 x
11/16 in. All 3 are 0.100 in. thick.
Resistances range from 500 ohms to

5 megohms, linear taper. Standard
tolerance is ±30% although ±20%
is available if required. Minimum
end resistance is less than 5% of
total resistance. Centralab, 900 E.
Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card
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IMPACT!

When a light comes on ... or changes color ... it
immediately draws attention. Then add operator reaction ...
"hit that light when it turns red!". These are basic elements of
today's sophisticated control panels.

Attertion and reaction are built into all Control Switch lighted
pushbutton switches. Round or rectangular buttons that light up
in one, two, three or four colors, with monitor and control
of up to four circuits.

For monitoring only, Control Switch indicator lights are
available in hundreds of sizes, shapes, colors and circuits.

Write today for technical data on the industry's most versatile
and complete line of lighted switches and indicator lights. If

you have an unusual panel problem, let us solve it

with a custom design.

CONTROLS COMPANY El OF AMERICA
CONTROL SWITCH DIVISION
1408 Delmar Drive Folcroft, Pennsylvania

TELEPHONE LlIdlaw 3-2100 TWX SHRN-H-502

Manufacturers of a full line of switches, controls
and indicators fo, all military and commercial
applications. All standard units stocked for im-
mediate delivery by leading parts Distributors.
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New
Products ...for the Electronic Industries

MECHANICAL FILTERS
Two mechanical filters are espe-

cially designed for FM mobile radio
equipment. One of the new filters,
the F455YA-120, has a 455 KC cen-
ter frequency and a passband of 12
KC. With this filter, FM mobile re-

ceivers can be designed to match
systems using the ±5 KC transmitter
deviation specified under the FCC
split -channel ruling. The other new
filter is the F455YA-320 which has
a 32 KC band pass and is especially
suited for wideband mobile equip-
ment applications. Collins Radio
Co., Western Div., 2700 W. Olive Ave.,
Burbank, Calif.

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card

MINIATURIZED DC MOTOR
New 1 in. dia. dc motor is designed

for use in battery powered equipment.
Outstanding features of the type
HYQM motors are: high efficiency -
low current drain for long battery
life; square brushes with pigtail con-
nections for long life; available with
or without a governor, and standard
self -aligning sleeve bearing or ball

bearings. General characteristics are:
4.5 to 30 vdc; 1,500 to 5,000 rpm
(governed); 0 to 0.20 oz. -in. torque;
cw or ccw rotation; ambient temp.
up to 200°F. Barber -Colman Co.,
Rock St., Rockford, Ill.

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
They are for use where small incre-

ments of shaft rotation must produce
proportionally small changes in re-
sistance. The deposited film preci-
sion potentiometers provide resolu-
tion of better than 0.01%. Poten-

tiometers exhibit good wear and ro-
tational life under severe environ-
mental conditions. The units shown
above measure 1 1/16 in. in dia. They
are available in single or ganged
types with shaft and housing fea-
tures adaptable for servo or panel
mounted applications. Mechatrol,
Div. of Servomechanisms, Inc., 1200
Prospect Ave., Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card

MAGNETIC DRUMS
The complete magnetic drum sub-

system includes drum, heads, and as-
sociated read-write circuitry. The
basic 5 in. drum weighs less than 22
lbs. and rotates at 8,000 rpm. The
complete assembly fits into an enclo-
sure 10 in. wide x 7% in. high. Max.
drum capacity is 50 tracks with re-
circulating registers operating as

close as 10 bits. An important fea-
ture is a new safety system for
achieving a constant accurate head -
to -drum spacing. Magnetic Head Div.
of General Instrument Corp., 3216 W.
Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card

PLASTIC PROTECTORS
All-around protection for miniature

rectangular, electronic connectors is
assured during shipment and storage.
The close -fitting vinyl caps provide
protection from impact damage, keep
out moisture, dust and contamination.

High dielectric strength of vinyl as-
sures insulation against shorting out
and the possibility of electrical shock.
Protectors are bright yellow and con-
form to military specs. They are
made in 12 sizes, to fit specs. for
rectangular connectors (Mil C-8384).
Plastics Dept., S. S. White Industrial
Div., 10 E. 40th St., New York 16,
N. Y.

Circle 248 on Card

DC POWER SUPPLY
Model TR-36-2 transistorized de

power supply provides 0-36 v. and
0-2 a. It features remote -sensing,
remote -programming, and ready par-
allelling for increased current rat-
ings. Specs are ±0.03% load regula-
tion, 2 my peak -to -peak ripple, 50
Asec. response time for a full load
step, and overload protection. Either

positive or negative output terminal
may be grounded. Entire output may
be floated 500 v. above or below
ground. It measures 4% x 8 x 14 in.
and weighs 15 lbs. NJE Corp., 20
Boright Ave., Kenilworth, N. J.

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card
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DELAY LINE!
ESC's Continuously Variable Delay

Line, Series 500, offers maximum

flexibility as a laboratory test unit
or equipment component. Resolution
is better than 1/1000 of maximum
delay. Shaft rotation of 10 turns,
from zero to maximum delay, is

continuously variable.

0 Tate

Innric-MT1

Ground External
Termination

Custom -designed variations are available
to meet your most exacting specifications.
Locking device or pressure sealed shaft
available at no extra cost.
Write today for complete technical
data!

Actual Size: 71/4" x 1"X 15/a"

Models Available Immediately from Stock

No. Min. Delay
61 Max. Pos.

Impedance
(Ohms)

Rise Time*
(Max.) Attenuation

501 .9 usec. 1,000 .2 usec. .5 db
502 2.0 usec. 470 .40 usec. 1.2 db
503 4.0 usec. 220 .80 usec. 2.5 db
504 9.0 usec. 100 1.8 usec. 5.0 db
505 15.0 usec. 56 3.0 usec. 9.0 db

*Rise time is proportional to delay
exceptional employment opportunities for engineers euperienced
in computer components ...excellent profit-sharing plan.

ELECTRONICS
CORP.
534 Bergen Blvd., Palisades Park, N. J.

Distributed constant delay lines  Lumped -constant delay lines  Variable delay networks  Continuously
variable delay lines Step variable delay lines Video transformers Filters of all types  Pulse -
forming networks Miniature plug-in encapsulated circuit assemblies Magnetostrictive delay lines

Circle 92 on Inquiry Card

ALLIED CONTROL'S

NEW

Polarized

Magnetic

LATCHING

Relay

Allied Type JP Relay
Weight: 0.6 ounces

Actual Size

The inherent vibration and shock resistance and high
sensitivity of Allied's Type JP Permanent Magnet
Polarized Latching Relay, combined with its ability
to operate from a short pulse and remain operated
without holding power, make it suitable for all
phases of Aerospace applications.
Because of its latching feature and availability with
single or double coils, it is also suitable as a logic or
memory switching element in computers and data
processing applications.

OPERATING CONDITIONS:
Vibration:5 to 55 cps at 0.195 inch double ampli-
tude  55 to 2000 cps at a constant 30g
Shock : 1 OOg operational

Sensitivity: JP (single coil) 115 milliwatt maximum
transfer power  JPA-JPB (double coil) 230 milliwatt
maximum transfer power

Contact Rating: Non -inductive -2 amperes at
29 volts d -c or 1 ampere at 115 volts a -c
Low level contacts are available on request

(;) ALLIED CONTROL
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
2 EAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21. N. Y.

Circle 93 on Inquiry Card
AL. 200
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for long -life operation

despite extreme temperatures,

heavy shock, severe vibration
ip

CLARE Type F
subminiature crystal can

RELAY

This hermetically sealed relay-no bigger than a postage stamp-
is a precise component of unusual flexibility, capable of long -life
operation under a wide variety of contact loads.

The Clare Type F is extremely fast and more than moderately sensi-
tive. It is built to withstand temperature extremes, heavy shock and
extreme vibration. It has proved its usefulness to advanced circuit
designers. Contacts, rated at 3 amperes, are excellent for low-
level circuit applications. Terminal arrangement is nicely suited to
2/10 inch grid spacing.

In a variety of terminal and mounting designs, the Clare Type F
Relay is of real value for both commercial and military applications.

for complete data on construction, circuitry,
performance characteristics and mountings
...write for Catalog 203



wiring-
as viewed from
terminal end

.875"

C-

O
O
co

For deta'led information, ask your Clare Rep-
resentative for Catalog 203 ... or address
C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Blvd., Chicago
45, Illinois. In Canada: C. P. Clare Canada
Ltd., 840 Caledonia Road, Toronto 19, Ont.
Cable address: CLARELAY.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Ambient Temperature -65° C to +125° C.
Shock 65 G's, 11 millisecond duration.
Vibration

Dielectric Strength

Insulation Resistance
Coils

Nominal Operating Power
Total Pickup Time
Total Dropout Time
Contact Arrangement
Contact Rating

Contact Resistance

5-75 cps at total excursion of 'A -inch, 75-2000
cps at 20 G's acceleration.
Sea level -1000 volts rms between terminals
and frame, and between adjacent circuits;
600 volts rms between contacts of a set. At
80,000 ft., 350 volts rms.
1000 megohms minimum at 125° C.
Coils from 35 ohms to 10,000 ohms available
for a wide range of voltages or currents.
250 milliwatts.
5 0 milliseconds.
5 0 milliseconds.
2 pdt (2 form C).
3 amps resistive at 28 vdc or 1 amp resistive
at 115 vac; also for low-level applications.
0 050 ohm maximum.

Contact Life 250,000 operations minimum at 2 amps;
100,000 operations minimum at 3 amps.

Enclosure Hermetically sealed, filled with dry nitrogen
at 1 atmosphere pressure.

Mounting All popular mounting arrangements avail-
able.

Terminals Printed circuit; solder; plug-in (matching
socket available). Variations of printed -cir-
cuit terminal length on 2/10 inch grid spacing
available.

Weight 17 grams.
Military Specifications MIL -R -5757D.

Circle 94 on Inquiry Card

C. P. CLARE & CO. Relays and Related Control Components



Pulse Transformers Charging Reactors

FEATURES

A AA

Pulse Forming Networks

Oscillator Filament
Transformers

 Stable performance at High Temperatures
 Widest Range and combination of

Electrical parameters
 Oil filled units hermetically sealed

in welded seam cases
 Designed to meet exact system reqvirements
 Meets and exceeds all Mil requirements

Axel Pulse components are designed for
use in Industrial, Military and Research
application where electronic equipments de-
mand a specific energy impulse of accurate
shape and duration. All Axel Pulse Com-
ponents have a high reliability and are de-
signed to meet minimum space and weight
requirements.

AXEL ELECTRONICS, INC.
134-20 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica 18, N. Y.

High Voltage Capacitors, Pulse Magnetic Components,
Pulse Networks, Pulse Packages, R.F. Suppression Filters.

New
Products

SYNCHRO STANDARDS
Standards are accurate to 2 sec.

of arc. They are designed to simu-
late the output of a master synchro.
When driven by a suitable signal
source, they provide stator outputs
Si, S2 and S3 corresponding to the

outputs of a master synchro as the
shaft is rotated in 5° increments.
Quadrant switching is provided to
simulate operation over a full 360°.
Models SS -1, 2 and 3, feature a low
effective series impedance which per-
mits the output to be loaded without
introducing stator output errors.
Similar units can be supplied as re-
solver standards. Units available to
cover all standard voltages and fre-
quencies. Gertsch Products, Inc.,
3211 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los An-
geles 16, Calif.

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card

PUSHBUTTON SWITCH
The S6 Series molded pushbutton

switch is specifically designed for
low power applications. Designed
primarily for applications not ex-
ceeding 50 w, the switch is ideal for
controlling relays, initiating meter

and scope readings, pulsing counters,
and panel lights. Available with
choice of button colors and in open,
closed, and double throw configura-
tions. Carter Parts Co., Dept. 10,
3401 Madison St., Skokie, Ill.

Circle 253 on Inquiry Card
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sPERBY
SPERRY SEMICONDUCTOR

DIVISION

OF

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

NORWALK, CONNECTICUT

SEE US AT
BOOTHS 2733-2739

AT IRE SHOW

... and it's up to us to present the facts.
Here's evidence on Sperry's PNP alloy junction silicon transistors:
1. All units are baked at 200°C for 200 hours and each device is doubly tested for a

perfect hermetic seal - through a 150°C hot oil check and a separate hydrostatic
test at 100 psi.

2. Sixty-three QC checks are performed before and during mechanized manufacture.
3. Our newly -built 65,000 square foot facility in Norwalk, Connecticut incorporates the

latest techniques to produce the quality and quantity you require.
4. We offer you a wide variety of PNP types from which to choose.
May we have your verdict?

ESEMICONDUCTOR IS OUR MIDDLE NAME -1 SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED NETWORKS
(SEMI -NETS), TUNNEL DIODES, MESA AND ALLOY SILICON TRANSISTORS AND DIODES.
SALES OFFICES: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS; EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA; WESTWOOD, NEW JERSEY; TEWKS-
BURY, MASSACHUSETTS; STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT; TOWSON, MARYLAND; MASSAPEQUA PARK, NEW YORK.

SEMICONDUCTOR OPPORTUNITIES *Trade Mark, Sperry Rand Corporation
AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED ENGINEERS



that
NEFF
model 1-101
DIFFERENTIAL

DC
AMPLIFIER ...

. . . it's

Si isolated!
1,,

DC Common Mode Rejection 108:1

±10 V @ ±10 MA output

±-0.1% Gain stability

Gain 10-1000

*IMPORTANT FOR MULTI -CHANNEL DATA

APPLICATIONS: NEW APPROACH TO

ECONOMY improves reliability, elimi-
nates components and provides excep-
tional performance at less than $600
per channel.

ilEFF instrument

corporation
1088 East Hamilton Road
Duarte, California

ANALYZER PREAMP
Recording system preamplifier mea-

sures strains and low-level electrical
parameters simultaneously on sepa-
rate channels. Industrial Analyzer
Model RD 4627 00 adapts medium
gain recording systems to a wider

range of recording applications. It
permits recording from strain gage
and other resistive transducers to-
gether with thermocouple, piezoelec-
tric and similar low-level output sen-
sors. Sensitivity of the high gain
section is 100 mr/mm chart line, with
measurement range from 100 Av. to
400 v. Unit will accept resistive
gages and transducers from 100 to
1,000 ohms. Brush Instruments, Div.
of Clevite Corp., 37th & Perkins,
Cleveland 14, 0.

Circle 254 on Inquiry Card

SILICON RECTIFIERS
The single phase bridge silicon rec-

tifier stacks are mounted on compact
dual -fin heat sinks to save space and
weight. Measuring 3 x 33, in. overall,
they are available with current rat-
ings ranging from 5 to 50 a. and with

piv ratings from 50 to 500 v. Mount-
ing is rapidly accomplished by a %-16
mounting stud, and by connecting
leads to terminal lugs on the stack.
International Rectifier Corp., 1521 E.
Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif.

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card
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1 IS FREE READER SERVICE CARD

Mail Card Below
Today For Quick In-

formation On New

Products Described

I. This Issue. No
Postage Needed.

he item number,
r name, titl , COM-

etach and mnail.

Keep up to date-get the facts about the new products and equip-
ment as they hit the market. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES' adver-
tisers will be glad to send you complete literature giving specifica-
tions and data relating to those products advertised in this issue.
To help you, the new product items, new literature and advertise-
ments in this issue are numbered consecutively, from the front to
the back of the book. The extra cards are for the use of your associ-

ates with whom you share your copy of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF
37

110

43

14

Acme Electric Corporation - Transform-
ers.

Adams & Westlake Company, The --
Mercury -wetted relays.

Ad -Yu Electronics Lab, Inc. - Pha,,
meters.

Mite Division. U. S. Stoneware-
Ceramic-to-metal seals.

CIRCLE THE NUMBERS OPPOSITE THE NAMES OF THI

136 Arco Electronics. Inc.-Capacitor dis-116 Cambridge Therm ion ic Corporation-
tribution. Computer components.

158 Arco Electronics, Inc: - Transformer 52 Cannon Electric Company-Vibration-
distribution. proof plugs.

159 Arco Electronics, Inc.-Transformer dis-280 CBS Electronic Semiconductor Div.-
tribution. Power transistors.

154 Arnold Magnetics Corporation -Tor-83 Cinch Manufacturing Company-Print-
oidal coil winder. ed circuit connectors.

146 A vnet-Silicon PNP transistor distribu-94 Clare & Company, C. P.-Subminiature
48 Allen-Bradley Company-Low pass fil- tion. crystal can relay.

ters. 95 Axel Electronics, Inc. Pulse forming 57 Cleveland Container Company, The-
48 Allen-Bradley Company - Variable re- networks, charging reactors, and Phenolic tubing.

sistors. transformers 101 Clevite Transistor Products- -Transis-
70 Allied Chemical Corporation. General tors.

Chemical Div.-Electronic chemicals. 166 Columbian Carbon Company - Iron
93 Allied Control Company, Inc.-Polarized oxides for ferrites.

magnetic latching relays. 11 Bendix Corporation, The. Electron To 1.e 41 Computer Measurements Company --
123 Alpha Metals, Inc.-Flux-filled solder Div.-Voltage regulator tubes. Frequency meter.

washers. 60 Bendix Corporation, The, Scintilla Div. 126 Conforming Matrix Corporation - Re-
140 American Airlines, Inc.-Airline trans- -Special-purpose cables. mote masking spray coater.

portation. 114 Boonton Electronics Corporation --DC 144 Consolidated Resistance Company-Re-
66 AMP Incorporated-Connectors. meter. sistors.
56 Ampex Instrumentation Products Com- 21 Bourns, Inc.-Trimmer potentiometer. 85 Continental Electronics Manufacturing

pany-Special purpose magnetic tape 88 Breeze Corporations, Inc.-Slip ring as- Company-Radio transmitters.
data recorders. semblies. 91 Controls Company of America, Control

67 Amphenol Borg Electronics Corp., Borg 81 Brush Instruments-Direct writing re- Switch Div. - Lighted pushbutton
Equipment Div.'-Digital readout dials. cording systems. switches.

28 Amphenol Borg Electronics Corp., Con- 111 Bulova Watch Company, Electronics 109 Cornell-Duhilier Electronics Div., Fed-

8

nector Div.'-Micro miniature connec-
tors.

Amphenol Borg Electronics Corp.-RI'
Products Div.1-Coaxial cable and wire.

Div.-Servo amplifiers.
54 Burnell & Company, I nc.-Toroids,

filters and related networks. 63

87 Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Tube

eral Pacific Electric Co.-Interference
filter.

Corning Electronic Components, Corn-
ing Glass Works-Wafer capacitor.

278 Anderson Controls, Inc.-Power surge Div.-Switching tubes.
solenoids. 29 Sussman n Mfg. Company, Div. Mc-

44 Antenna Systems, Inc.-Antenna sys-
tems.

Graw -Edison Company-Fuses, clips, 98
blocks & holders.

Dale Electronics, Inc.- W irewound re-
sistors.

116 Davies Molding Company, Harry-In-
strument knobs.

YOUR NAME TITLE FEB. 1961 64 Deutsch Company, Electronic Compo-
nents Div.-Snap-in type connector.

FIRM 77 Diamond Tool and Horseshoe Company
-Electronic pliers.

FIRM ADDRESS 141 Dultiont Laboratories, Allen B., Div. of
CITY OR TOWN ZONE STATE

Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp.-Recording camera.

157 DuMont
1 2

21 22
3

23
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp.-Tubes.

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62
81 82

63
83

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71
84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 10
92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

62 Eaton Manufacturing Company- Com-
bination nut and helical spring

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 1 1 1 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 washer.
121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 146 EICO Electronic Instruments - Elec-
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 tronics catalog.
161 162
18 1 182
201 202

163
183

203

164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171
184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191
204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211

172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180
192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200
212 213 214 215 216 2 17 218 219 220

134

72

Eisler Engineering Company, Inc. -
Welding equipment.

Electrical Industries Glass -to -metal
seals.

221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 137 Electro Motive Mfg. Company, Inc.-241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 25 1 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 Mylar-paper dipped capacitors.
261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 27 1 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 4 Engineered Electronics Company-Digi-
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 tal system breadboard.
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 402 ESC Electronics Corporation-Variable
321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 video delay line.
341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 353 354352 356 357 358 359 360355
Postcard valid 8 weeks only. After that use letterhead describingown item wanted. 3 6 1 362 363 364 365 148 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation-
Please send me further information on the items I have circled above. Planar transistors and diodes.

19 Fairmount Chemical Company. Inc.-
Flux core solder.

103 Film Capacitors, Inc.-Metallized minia-
ture mylar capacitors.

FIRST CLASS 13 Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.,
John-Impedance bridge.PERMIT NO. 36 38 Fresno County Assn. of Chambers of

PHILA., PA. Commerce-Industrial plant sites.
26 Fusite Corporation. The-Glass-to-metal

seals.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 90 General Electric Company, Rectifier
Components Dept -Silicon rectifiers.

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES 82 General Electric Company, Semicon-
ductor Products Dept -Silicon tran-
sistors.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 27 General Instrument Corporation, Semi-
conductor Div. - Computer semicon-
ductors.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 51 Delco Radio Division, General Motors
Corporation-Digital computers.

78 Delco Radio Division, General Motors
Corporation-Digital computers.

The Computer Center 149 General Products Corporation-Aircraft
type terminal boards.

P. 0. Box 8221 3 General Radio Company-D-C Amplifier
and electrometer.

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania 20 Gertsch Products, Inc. - Frequency
meter.



ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE
ADVERTISERS FROM WHOM YOU DESIRE FURTHER INFORMATION

5 Good -All Electric Mfg. Company-Ca-
pacitors..

281 Graphic Systems-Visual control board.
35 Gremar Manufacturing Company, Inc.

-RF Connectors.

6 Hathaway Instruments, Inc.-Test in-
struments.

138 Helipot Division of Beckman Instru-
ments, Inc.-A-C potentiometers.

89 Hewlett-Packard Company - Oscillo-
scopes.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES

Circle number of company on card at right
from whom you desire further information.
501 AC Spark Plug Div. of General Motors

Corporation.
608 Motorola, Inc.
602 National Cash Register Company, Elec-

tronics Div.

104 Hughes Aircraft Company, Semiconduc-
tor Div.-Semiconductor sales.

61 Hughes Aircraft Company, Vacuum
Tube Div -Storage tube.

182 Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.-
Digital readout device.

33 Industrial Test Equipment Company-
Electronic generators.

23 Inland Motor Corporation of Virginia,
Subsidiary of Kolimorgen Corp.-
D-C torque motors.

108 Institute of Radio Engineers -- IRE
Show

122 Institute of Radio Engineers --- IRE
Show.

153 Institute of Radio Engineers - IRE
Show.

46 Institute of Radio Engineers - IRE
Show.

75 International Resistance Company-
Precision power resistors.

65 ITT Industrial Products Div.-Large
screen oscilloscope.

22 Jennings Radio Mfg. Corporation --
High voltage vacuum capacitors.

279 Johnson Company, E. F.-Nylon con-
nectors.

18 Jones Division, Howard B., Cinch Mfg.
Company-Plugs & sockets.

53 Klein & Sons, Mathias-Electronic

133 Kulka Electric Corporation-Terminal
blocks.

26 Lenz Electric Manufacturing Company
-High voltage lead wire.

105 Lepel High Frequency Laboratories,
Inc.-High frequency induction heat-
ing unit,.

80 Light Electric Corporation - Unitized
rectifier.

39 McKinstry Metal Works, Inc.-Electri-
cal enclosures.

117 Methode Manufacturing Corporation-
"Fork" contacts.

32 Microwave Associates, Inc., Electron
Tube and Device Div. - Coaxial
switches.

100 Miller Company, J. W.-Molded choke
coils.

78 Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, Magnetic Products Div.-
Magnetic instrumentation tapes.

120 Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, Mincom Division-Magnetic
tape instrumentation recorder/repro-
ducer.

66 Motorola, Incorporated, Saznieondnetor
Products, Inc. - Germanium mesa
switching transistor.

Employment-Use the handy card below to get more information on the
engineering positions described in the "Professional Opportunities" Section
which begins on page 21 I of this issue.

Postcard valid 8 weeks only. After that use own letterhead describing item wanted. FEB. 1961

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Please send me further information on the engineering position
I have circled below.

501 506 511 516 521

502 507 512 517 522

503 508 513 518 523

504 509 514 519 524

505 510 515 520 525

YOUR NAME TITLE

HOME ADDRESS

CITY or TOWN ZONE STATE

FEB. 1961

Subscription Order
I wish a new complimentary subscription
to ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES  Yes  No

Company Name:

Name:

Company Address:

City:

Specific Products Manufactured

Position

Zone State

YOUR NAME TITLE FEB. 1961
FIRM

FIRM ADDRESS

CITY OR TOWN ZONE STATE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120
121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 140 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180
181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 2 10 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220
221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240
24 1 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260
261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 27 1 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300
301 302 37:3 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320
321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 33 1 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340
341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
Postcard valid B weeks only. After that use own letterhead destrubinu item wormed. 36 1 362 353 364 365
Please send me further information on the items I have circled above.



68 Muirhead & Company. Limited-R.M.S. 127 Pennwood Numechron Company-Digi-47
decade voltmeter. tal clock.

Powertron Ultrasonics Corporation-
Ultrasonic cleaning equipment.

11 Philco Corporation, Lansdale Div. --151 Pyramid Electric Company-Capacitors.
97 Neff Instrument Corporation-Differen-Transistors.

tial DC amplifier. 147 Polarad Electronics Corporation-Ant-
9 Non -Linear Systems, Inc.-Digital volt-enna pattern microwave receiver. 69

meters. 148 Polarad Electronics Corporation-Mi-
Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.-

AC-DC instrument calibrator.
38 Nuclear Corporation of America -Ra-crowave power source. 10

dar switch tube. 118 Polyphase Instrument Company-Tran-
Rayclad Tubes, Inc., A subsidiary of

Raychem Corp-Wire capping tubes.
sistor pulse transformers. 16 Raytheon Company, Industrial Com-

84 Ohmite Manufacturing C o m p a n y-- 131 Power Designs. Inc. - Voltage -current
Variable transformers. regulators. 119

ponents Div.-Subminiature tubes.
Reeves Hoffman, Div. of Dynamics

Corporation of America - Transis-
torized ovens.

30 Reeves Instrument Corporation, A sub-
sidiary of Dynamics Corp. of America
-Precision resolvers.

FIRST CLASS 128 Rockwell Products Corporation-Blind
fasteners.

PERMIT NO. 36 42 Rohn Manufacturing Company-Com-
munication tower.PHILA., PA. 86 Rondo of America, Inc.-Component
packaging.

112 Rotron Manufacturing Company, Inc.
-Miniature fans.BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES Sangamo Electric Company-Magnetic
tape recorder/reproducer.

142 Saratoga Semiconductor Div.. Espey
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY Mfg. & Electronics Corp. - Zener

voltage regulator.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
69 Sarkes Tarzian. Inc.-Silicon voltage

regulators.
283 Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.-Antenna pat-

tern recorders.
284 Selectrons, Ltd.-Silver plating.

The Computer Center 74 Shallcross Manufacturing Company-
Test instruments.

P. 0. Box 8221 12 Shockley Transistor, Unit of ClevIte
Corp. -4 -layer diode.

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania 40 Shure Brothers, Inc.-Communications
microphone.

102 Sifco Metachernical, Inc.-Electroplating
equipment & chemicals.

79 Spectrol Electronics Corporation-Trim-
ming potentiometer.

96 Sperry Rand Corporation. Semiconduc-
tor Division-Silicon transistorsFIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 36
2 Sprague Electric Company-Electrolytic

capacitors

PHILA., PA.
7 Sprague Electric Company-Germanium

transistors.
68 Sprague Electric Company-Deposited

carbon resistors.
160 Stanpat Company-Drafting aid.BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 130 Stewart Engineering Corporation-

Backward wave oscillator.
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES 106 Stromberg-Carlson, Div. of General

Dynamics-Telephone-type relays.
113 Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.-Counter tubes

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

155 TA Mfg. Corporation-Instrument cases.ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 76 Tektronix. Inc.-Oscilloscope camera.

CHESTNUT & 56th STS.
99

34

Thomas & Betts, Ltd.-Solderless con-nectors.
Transitron Electronic Corporation-

Mesa micro -transistor.PHILADELPHIA 39, PA. 16 Tung -Sol Electric, Inc. - Germanium
translators.

Chilton Company
107 Ungar Electric Tools, Inc.-Solderingiron.
121 Ungar Electric Tools, Inc.-Solderingiron.
162 Ungar Electric Tools, Inc.-Solderingiron.FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 36
45 Ungar Electric Tools. Inc.-Solderingiron.

PHILA., PA.
126 United International Dynamics CorPo-

ration-Tube sockets.
31 United Van Lines-"Pre-planned" mov-ing.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
129 U. S. Components. Inc.-Miniature con-nectors.

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES 124 Varfiex Corporation-Sleeving and tub-ing.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
282
139

Varian Associates-Amplifier klystron.
Vector Electronic Company - Pre -punched terminal board.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 60 Victoreen-Voltage regulator tubes.

17 Waveline, Inc.-Waveguide switches.
The Computer Center

24 Weldmatic Division, Unitek-Electronic
welding equipment.

P. 0. Box 8221
I: 136 Xcelite. Inc.-Industrial hand tools.

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania
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How to
establish rating values
for power transistors

by RICHARD F. MOREY, JR.
Manager, Applications Engineering, Clevite Transistor

Division of Clevite Corporation

Every manufacturer of power transistors provides
information on the various circuit valves within which a
given transistor will satisfactorily perform. These valves
or "ratings" are established on the absolute maximum
system and are defined so that "the rating values, if
exceeded, will cause permanent impairment of the de-
vice." Since permanent damage can occur as a result of
exceeding rating limits or as a result of an unqualified
rating, Clevite Transistor exercises great care in the
development of ratings and the proof of their validity.

Clevite places particular emphasis on ratings for
junction temperature, power dissipation, collector cur-
rent, and collector voltage. Each of these ratings is in-
dependent and it is not generally possible to approach
more than one rating simultaneously. Therefore, specific
tests are performed such as "thermal resistance" to
establish maximum power dissipation and collector diode
leakage current 1080 at both room temperature and high
operating temperature to establish maximum rated col-
lector to base voltage. Figure 1 is a diagram of the
Thermal resistance test, while Figure 2 indicates the

to emitter voltage ratings.

Other tests are performed to determine collector cur-
rent and junction temperature. High- temperature -
storage life tests to establish maximum junction tempera-
ture are further supplemented by Clevite's process of
aging transistors at temperatures in excess of the eventual
maximum rating.

-1111111

CHOPPER

 TO CALIBRATED
CRO

COLLECTOR CUTOFF CURRENT READ BY
CR0 AS VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS R. WHILE
CHOPPER IS ON OPEN HALF CYCLE

Fig. I. Thermal resistance test

Perhaps the most important tests are the collector to
emitter breakdown tests (VCES (,, and Vc. ,,,,) which
are used to determine the maximum collector to emitter
voltage. Figure 3 indicates a typical germanium power
transistor operating in breakdown region. Observe that
the bias applied between emitter and base differs for each
of the seven curves. This bias differential causes the

TO SCOPE --P

Fig. 2. Collector to emitter voltage test

curves to differ significantly. Curve 1 breaks down
sharply at 45 volts, while curve 6 breaks down initially at
118 volts, but upon transversing the curve, the voltage
drops and another breakdown occurs at a point slightly
greater than 60 volts. Curves 2, 3, 4, and 5 are somewhere
between.

Curve 7 is simply the curve of the collector to base
diode and is shown here for reference purposes.

BVc.. BVce.

Vo,- VOLTS 118 198
140 129 :100

svcE, BVice, By.
8p 65 50

45
60 40 20

® le= 0
® R6=220 ohms
O R,= 30 ohms
® V.= 0
O VeE= +0.5 V.,, R.=10 ohms
© V.= +1.5 R.-=10 ohms

O 11=0

Fig. 3. Collector breakdown characteristics

50

100

150

200

250

300

It may be noted in a particular instance,such as curve
1, that at some voltage (in this case 45 volts) collector
current increases without limit. This is the voltage at
which collector multiplication causes the overall current
gain (alpha) to equal unity.

The remaining curves serve to indicate the effect of a
change in bias at different voltage and current conditions.

The tests and data shown here are only a segment of
the total program undertaken by Clevite Transistor to
assure a continuous high standard of product quality . . .

"reliability in volume."

Detailed Technical Data Bulletins are available on all
Clevite's Power Transistors and Diodes. To obtain tech-
nical information, please request Application Bulletins
1 & 2.

CTCLEVITE TRANSISTOR Waltham, Massachusetts



SELECTIVE
PLATING

for ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Plating circuit contacts without
dismantling electronic components.

Quick Accurate Way to Plate:
 Semi -Conductors.

Flexible Circuits.
 On site field repair of Electronic

Computer Contacts.

Speeds Production in:
 Automatic plating of Transistor Tabs.
 Gold-plating on Aluminum.
 No -flux soldering on Aluminum and

Stainless Steel.

Plate selected areas rapidly without
disassembling components. Dalic Pro-
cess accurately controls thickness of
deposits. Produces quality plating.

No Immersion Tanks.
Mobile Equipment.

Plating equipment can be moved to
the job. Quick, easy to use with Dalic
hand -stylus, power pack, and the Dalic
plating solutions. Mechanized produc-
tion can be devised.

Write for Descriptive Brochure.

SIFCO METACHEMICAL, INC.
935 East 63rd Street  Cleveland 3, Ohio

A Subsidiary of
The Steel Improvement & Forge Co.

AGENTS

P15055105 & ASSOCIATES LTD. NYDRITE (stalest (0.

3219 East Foothill Blvd. 505 South 12th Street

Pasadena, California Milwaukee 4, Wis.

& S AVIATION CO., LTD.

671 Lourentides Blvd.
Pont Pin, Montreal, Weber

Circle 102 on Inquiry Card

4 -Circle 101 on Inquiry Card

IEUTIProducts

10 MC COUNTER -TIMER
The counter -timer operates in any

of 9 functional modes. Model 365 is
completely transistorized. It per-
forms the following measurements:
Totalizes random events over any of
9 time intervals from 0.1 ilsec to 100

sec. and any multiple of 10 sec. (ex-
tended time base); straight counts
with a capacity of 9,999,999; fre-
quency, from 10-7 to 10 sec.; time in-
terval from 0.1 sec to 100 sec. in 9
ranges in decade steps. Period mea-
surements from 0.1 Asec to 100 sec.
Frequency ratio; Phase angle; Pulse -
width; Velocity; RPM; Viscosity, and
others. Counter range is 1 CPS to
10 MC (sine waves) and 0-10' pps
(pulses) without heterodyning or use
of plug-in units. Transistor Special-
ties, Inc., Terminal Dr. Plainview,
L. I., N. Y.

Circle 250 on Inquiry Card

DIODE CLASSIFIER
Model 1820 Automatic Diode Clas-

sifier classifies diodes in excess of
1200/hr. The diodes are fed into a
conveyor system in the oven unit,
brought up to temperature and tested
for reverse leakage characteristics at
various voltages. They are ejected

into the correct bin and counted.
Shorted and open diodes are also sep-
arated. The test temp. of the oven
is adjustable to 200°C. Dynatran
Electronics Corp., 178 Herricks Rd.,
Mineola, N. Y.

Circle 251 on Inquiry Card

SELF -HOLING\

M TALLIZED MINIATURE

MYLAR CAPACITORS

...the ultimate in

precision self -healing capacitors

FCI presents a wide range of
new metallized mylar capacitors
employing principle of self -
healing. These capacitors offer

the ultimate in miniaturization
and reliability. They can with-
stand operating temperatures up
to 125°C without derating.

Standard units are available
up to 600 VDC in any capacity
desired and have insulation re-
sistance of 25,000 megohms per
microfarad.

The new FCI Self Healing
Metallized Mylar Capacitors are
furnished in bathtub cases,
CP70 cases, or metal shell cases.
A typical size is a 4MFD/400
VDC capacitor in a hermetically
sealed metal shell

21/4" L.
11/8" 0. D. by

FILM CAPACITORS, INC.
3404 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

A full line of industry standard metallized
paper capic4tors are also avaliable.

15*



Packaging problems?

Hughes

Semiconductors

offers a complete

packaged assembly

service to save

you time, money,

headaches

160 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961



Here are the features of this
service :

1. SEPARATE PACKAGING DEPARTMENT -This

department specializes in the design and pro-

duction of special assemblies. It is headed by

an engineering group that provides personalized

service with emphasis on solving your packaging

problems quickly and economically.

2. LONG EXPERIENCE-Hughes has already

delivered over a million packaged assemblies.

We've produced over 600 standard and special

designs for firms all over the country.

3. QUALITY COMPONENTS-Our assemblies

consist of only the highest quality active and

passive components manufactured by Hughes

Semiconductors and other reliable sources.

4. RELIABILITY - Hughes packaged assemblies

use self -extinguishing epoxy throughout. They

are corrosion proof, hermetically sealed, and

their marking ink is immune to normal solvents.

Hughes assemblies meet the requirements of all

applicable MIL specifications.

If you are looking for a special assembly to

fill your specific needs, or if you are looking for

a standard assembly, specify Hughes. These

assemblies are always rugged, reliable, econom-

ical, and you'll like the complete service you get.

Call or write your nearest Hughes Semi-
conductor Sales Office. Or write: Hughes Semi-

conductor Division, Marketing Department, 500

Superior Avenue, Newport Beach, California.

Creating a new world with Electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961 Circle 104 on Inquiry Card 161



hopia4
HIGH FREQUENCY

c2aductc"oor,

HEATING

UNITS

Lepel induction
heating equipment is the

most practical and efficient
source of heat developed for

numerous industrial applications

70zeel1 Saclaceloa
Vecteete9 "0-Adieetelosed

Glass to Metal Seals

CLASS BEAD

INDUCTION

COIL

,m,,sedgm,

BOYAR

SLEEVE

Induction heating is ideal for the assem-
bly of glass beads to pre -oxidized Kovar
metal sleeves for a header sub -assembly.
The glass-Kovar joint area is brought to
1550° F while pressure is applied to the
glass beads.

Our engineers will process your work
samples and return the completed
job with full data and recommenda
tions without cost or obligation.

Production Soldering
Resistors With Long Pigtails

RESISTOR

COIL PRIMARY

11111 NMI

ROTARY TABLE

PLATE SECONDARY

Heating occurs in small opening of plate
secondary which is electromagnetically
coupled to stationary primary. This
produces highly localized heating while
avoiding intereference of pigtail with
the coil. One turntable contains a num-
ber of loading positions.

WRITE FOR NEW LEPEL CATALOG

HIGH FREQUENCY
LEviCre'L-/ LABORATORIES, INC.

55th ST. & 37th AVE., WOODSIDE 77. N. Y.
CHICAGO OFFICE: 6246 WEST NORTH AVE.

1E11211 !Products

TUNABLE FILTERS
Microwave tunable band-pass fil-

ters range from 500 mc to 18,000 mc.
The units feature single -knob tuning
of 2-, 3-, and 4 -section cavities, a
selection of rejection characteristics,
and low insertion loss. 81 models

cover UHF, L, S, C, X, and Ku Bands.
These models are designed for labora-
tory applications such as image fil-
ters and spectrum analysis. They are
also designed for systems applica-
tions such as video or superheterodyne
preselection; resonant diplexing and
band elimination. John Gombos Co.,
Inc., Webro Rd., Clifton, N. J.

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card

TUNABLE INDUCTORS
Eleven models of a small, stable,

tunable inductor have been standard-
ized. Each has outside dia. of only
0.275 in. The 11 models have a nomi-
nal inductance range of 0.03 to 0.40
A, with an adjustment range of ap-
prox. ±10%. Minimum Q ranges
from 120 to 220, depending on fre-
quency and inductance value. With

brass core retracted, temp. coefficient
is approx. ±10 ppm/°C. Ideal oper-
ating characteristics lie between 10
and 250 MC. Max. current rating is
0.5 a. Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.

Circle 257 on Inquiry Card

Relays
by
Stromberg-
Carlson

Telephone -type
quality  reliability
durability
If you require reliable, durable, top quality
relays in the equipment you manufacture,
you're well advised to consider the relays
made by Stromberg-Carlson.

Hundreds of companies have found here
the advantages based on our over sixty
years of specialization in providing equip-
ment and parts to the independent tele-
phone world.

What's more, we go beyond just the man-
ufacture of relays. If you desire, we can also
provide wired mounting assemblies.

Our relays are available in a wide range
of types, of which these are representative:

TYPE A: general-purpose. Up to 20 Form
"A" spring combinations.

TYPE B: gang -type. Up to 60 Form "A"
spring combinations.

TYPE BB: up to 100 Form "A" springs.

TYPE C: (illustrated) two on one frame.
Ideal where space is tight.
TYPE E: characteristics of Type A, plus
universal mounting. Interchangeable with
other makes.

Types A, B, and E are available in high -

voltage models. Our assembly know-how is
available to guide you in your specific ap-
plication.

Details on request from these Stromberg-
Carlson offices: Atlanta -750 Ponce de
Leon Place N.E.; Chicago -564 W. Adams
Street; Kansas City (Mo.)-2017 Grand Ave-
nue; Rochester -1040 University Avenue;
San Francisco -1805 Rollins Road.

STROM B ERG -CAR LSO N
A DIVISION OF
GENERAL DYNAMICS

Circle 105 on Inquiry Card Circle 106 on Inquiry Card
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FIXILProducts
LOW IMPEDANCE DIODE

The low dynamic impedance 6.2 v.
temperature -compensated zener diode
is designed for ultra -stable reference
applications. It is well suited for
digital voltmeters, precision high -
stability oscillators, analog to digital

converters, and similar industrial ap-
plications. With the low dynamic
impedance characteristic, the 1N821A
minimizes voltage fluctuations due to
changes in current. It has a max.
impedance of 10 ohms, and a typical
value of 8 ohms. Motorola Semicon-
ductor Products, Inc., Tech. Informa-
tion Center, Dept. TC, 5005 E. Mc-
Dowell Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card

ELAPSED TIME METER
Type BH-351 comes, with or with-

out a reset knob, for mounting from
the front or back of a panel. It indi-
cates total time a particular circuit
is energized. Applications are tube
replacement programs and mainte-
nance scheduling of electrical equip-

ment. Six register wheels give indi-
cations up to 99,999.9 hrs. Digits are
white on black background except the
tenths digit, which is black on white.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. 0.
Box 2099, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Circle 259 on Inquiry Card

Old Fashioned ?

See what Ungar does to

soldering tools next month!
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MachineMachine for Rounding Heads of all sizes
for Kegs and Barrels  E. & B. Holmes  Circa 187o

Circle 107 on Inquiry Card

For that

NEW IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961 New York

Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00 Age limit-over 18
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we make almost every type of interference filter you've
You probably know the range and diversity of filters that Cornell-Dubilier offers industry and government. Surely you
know that CDE pioneered interference filters when many people didn't know what they were for! Yet do you know
that CDE is now working on filters for high -temperature operations beyond the state of the art? Even now CDE is
developing interference filters with a degree of reliability undreamed of a few years ago. In depth of experience and
engineering personnel, CDE offers you unparalleled resources to design and produce the precise system you need for
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C DfE
CORNELL- DUBILIER

ELECTRON ICS DIVISION
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

SERVICES

Electromagnetic Compatibility Studies

Systems Qualification

Components Qualification

RF Field Patterns and Area Surveys

RF Interference Control

RF Weapons Systems Management

ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION SERVICES

RE Suppression Components Filter Networks

Pi Filters

Feed -Through Capacitors

L C Filters

L - Cap Feed Through Capacitors

Screen Room Filters

Audio Filters

High- and Low Pass Filters

Band -Pass Filters

Telemetry Filters

Band Rejection Filters

E

Lockwc

D

E

F

No.6-32
Screws

4

C

No.10-32
Thread

/Each end

A

F
Min.

No.10-32
,Screws

r* 316

C

F

D

ever seen ... and thousands you've never seen before!
any interference problem. Today, as part of fast-growing Federal Pacific, CDE offers 'ou more ihan ever in facilities,

plants and people with an "urge to serve" that welcomes your inquiry for everything we make, fir everything we can

help you design. We have recently issued the above -illustrated brochure to describe the range and breadth of systems

engineering services available to you whenever you consult with CDE. May we serf you a complimentary copy?
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Division, Federal Pacific Electric Co., General Offices: 50 Paris Street, Newar: 1, N. J.

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRONICS DIV. CDE/ FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPAM
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OPERATIONS
PER SECOND!

New Adlake mercury wetted contact re-
lays* deliver billions of trouble -free opera-

tions at speeds up to 100 operations per
second. Ideal for applications as comput-
ing systems, signaling devices, tabulating
machines and high speed switching.
Thanks to mercury contact, they enjoy
low, constant contact resistance, never
become dirty or pitted, will not respond to
the mechanical vibration of the metal ar-
mature. Will always provide positive clo-
sure. Contact rating is 250 volt-amperes,
500 volts maximum. 5 amperes maxi-
mum (with suitable contact protection.)

*Manufactured under license agreement with
Western Electric Co., Inc.

Platinum butterfly contact at top end of swinger
or armature A rests against the normally closed
contacts BC completing circuit. This electrical
circuit is closed through mercury M adhering
to platinum swinger contact point and also
mercury adhering to platinum contacts at end
of normally closed contacts BC. Circuit is further
connected to proper pins P to complete circuit
inside enclosure with external connections.

Adlake
mercury -wetted

relays

IBC

When coil C is energized, swinger moves from the
normally closed contacts BC to the normally open con-
tacts FC. This opens the normally closed circuit and
closes the electrical circuit through the normally open
contacts, FC through stem S. and through proper pins
P to external circuit. Mercury M from pool at bottom
of switch replenishes mercury dropped after each op-
eration from contact points so circuit is always made
and broken through two mercury surfaces.

Mail Coupon For Adlake Bulletin MW

The Adams & Westlake Company, Dept. L-8802
Relay Division, Elkhart, Indiana

name

company

address

city & state

New
Products

MICROWAVE RADIO SYSTEM
New microwave system, Type UA-

6B, accommodates up to 240 voice
channels for point-to-point communi-
cation. Basically a duplex radio
transmission set, the new equipment

operates over the range of 5925-7450
MC. Integral "control" center test
facilities permit metering of all criti-
cal voltages and currents, including
r -f power monitoring and control of
stations without removal of covers.
General E 1 e c t r i c Communication
Products Dept., P.O. Box 4197, Lynch-
burg, Va.

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card

BEAM SWITCHING TUBES
The magnetically shielded BX-2000

and the high current BX-3000 are
smaller, lighter and less expensive
than their predecessors. The use of
a 4 -electrode structure in each of
their 10 positions provides improved
straight line switching and constant
current output characteristics. The
BX-3000 has a 5.5 ma constant cur-

rent output. The BX-2000 provides 3
ma of constant current output. The 2
Beam -X switches have a 50,000 hr.
life potential. Burroughs Corp., Elec-
tronic Tube Div., Box 1226, Plain-
field, N. J.

Circle 275 on Inquiry Card
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In addition to their "greater -than" conver-
sions at high temperatures, the new Bulova
Servo Amplifiers promise maximum flexi
bility in systems design with a minimum
of ounces and inches.

The all -silicon transistors potted in these
amplifiers assure continuous operation
from -50°C. to +125°C. and provide maxi-
mum wattage output per unit volume and weight. Under varied
and severe environmental and operating conditions, Bulova

It

BULOVA

SERVO
AMPLIFIERS

B U LOVA
ELECTRONICS

DIVISION

Servo Amplifiers exhibit outstanding per-
formance, portray the following charac-
teristics: shock and vibration resistance,
thermal and electrical stability.

If your requirement for a 3.5, 6 or 12w
servo amplifier is a little more sophisti-
cated, a bit more demanding than the
average, take it to Bulova. There's a stock

unit suited to your needs and budget. For additional data write
Department 1671, Bulova Electronics, Woodside 77, New York.
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AXIMAXMINIATURE
400CPS FANS

tl

AXIMAX 1

12 to 23 CFM
11,400 to

22,500 RPM

 Extremely compact and lightweight -11/2" x 11'4", 4 on.
 115 or 230 VAC, 1 0 or 3 0, 400 cps.
 Airflow reversible.
 Built to Military Specifications.

AXIMAX 2

24 to 60 CFM
8,000 to

20,000 RPM

 Size: 2" x 11/2". Weight: 41/2 ozs.
 115 or 200 VAC. 320 through 1600 cps. 1 0 or 3 0
 High altitude (Alivar) and high density designs avai able.
 Airflow reversible.
 Built to Military Specifications.

AXIMAX 3

70°165 CFM
9,000 to

22,000 RPM
L

 Size: 31,4" x 23/4". Weight: 14 ozs.
 115 or 200 VAC. 400 and other cps. 1 0 or 3 0.
 High altitude (Altivar) and high density designs ava lab e.
 Airflow reversible.
 Built to Military Specifications.

Appropriate cam -locking mounting clamps are available
from Rotron for servo -mount Aximax fans.

sz

r

o s to 15 2C 25
AS VOLUME CM,

2. ''11111,11!4.111111

0 IA 70 30 40 50 60
1* VOLUME UM

110f ,44111111

2 ink11111111
!1 , MIN111111111

0 IS 1)0 150 200
PR VC WAIF OM

Write for Complete
Technical Details,

or Submit Your
Cooling Problems for

Recommendations ... ROTRON

ROTRON
MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
WOODSTOCK. NEW YORK

111331Products
LOW FREQUENCY ANALYZER

This instrument analyzes the spec-
trum of signals from 0.0025 to 1000
CPS on a real time basis. Signals
may be analyzed in 7 different scales.
Selectivity on the lowest scale is
0.0037 CPS. On the 1000 CPS range,

selectivity is 3.75 CPS. The SA -11 sys-
tem operates on the time scale change
principle which causes multiplication
of the frequency components of an
input signal. Although the analyzer
is restricted approx. 0 to 1000 CPS, it
is possible to extend this range by
heterodyning to cover any band in
1000 CPS increments. General Applied
Science Labs., Inc., Merrick & Stewart
Ayes., Westbury, N. Y.

Circle 260 en Inquiry Card

ACCELEROMETER
General-purpose, piezoelectric ac-

celerometer has a range of 0.05 to
10,000 G's. Operable in ambient
temp. ranging from -100°F to
+500°F, Model EM900 accurately
measures shock up to 10,000 G's and
vibration up to 10,000 CPS with no
measurable hysteresis observed. Sen-
sitivity is 15 my peak/G peak. Pre-
cision machining of its stainless -steel

housing and shell, and of the seismic
mass, provides linearity of ±1% and
low transverse sensitivity of 3%. It
weighs 35 grams. Raytheon Co., In-
dustrial Components Div., 55 Chapel
St., Newton 58, Mass.

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card
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INPUT

O-

ania-deveioped
310.1b e -pulse seqt.ence wt
vo is in amplitude and widths of 2 µsec. It is useful where
sh 3rt random pules ara received or where continuous count-
irg is desired without preliminary input stages. This circuit
is primarily intended to operate low -speed counter tubes.

re
why

your air
should sped
Sylvania
Counter
Tubes

Imagine a device so versatile it can count . . . measure . . .

monitor . . . program . . . sample . . . sort . . . index . . .

scale . . . tabulate. One that combines actuating and direct
readout functions. And provides the following extraor-
dinary results: significant circuit economies, compact
equipment design and improved circuit reliability. The
device? Sylvania Decade Counter Tubes!

Sylvania Cold Cathode Decade Counter Tubes pro-
vide visual readout from a sharply defined ion glow mov-
ing on a peripheral ring of 10 output cathodes around a
common anode. They also feature add -subtract capabili-
ties, low power requirements and low initial cost. Sylvania
Counter Tubes offer high reliability even under long
periods of standby operation - the result of improved
design and rigid manufacturing control.

TYPES

6476.6802,6879

Measure the advantages of Sylvania Decade Counter
Tubes. Count on your Sylvania Sales Engineer for full
data and engineering assistance. For the informative
Decade Counter Tube Handbook, contact your Sylvania
Industrial Tube Distributor. Or, enclose 15¢ to Elec-
tronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Dept. 192, 1100 Main St., Buffalo 9, N.Y.

Sylvania
Types

Total Anode
Current (mA)
Min. Max.

Min. Anode
Supply Voltage

(Vdc)

Min. Double
Pulse

Amplitude
(V)

Min. Double
Pulse Width

(µsee)

0-4KC
6476 (T-11)
6802 (7-9)

}
0.3 0.6 350 -75 60

6879 (T-51/2)

0-100KC
6909 (7-9)
6910 (T-11) 0.6 0.8 400 -85 4
7155 (T-51/2)

SYI,VANIA
Subsidiary of GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRON/CS snTEm
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01 ppa to 1 amp
10-13 TO 1 CURRENT RATIO

1 pv to 1000 volts
10-9 TO 1 VOLTAGE RATIO

INPUT

FLOATING
CHASSIS

SENSITIVE DC METER ON

MODEL 95A

Boonton ELECTRONICS Corp.
MORRIS PLAINS, J.

OUTPUT
LEVEL

MODEL 95A
PRICE $495

Sensitive DC Meter
 0.1 mi.ta to 1 amp. in 25 ranges Drift: ±2 µv/day max.
 1µv to 1000v in 17 ranges Fast response
 Simplicity of range switching Floating input

10 megohms constant input resistance on all voltage ranges

Also Available Rack Mounted on a 51/4" x19- Panel. Price $520.

Boonton ELECTRONICS Corp.
Morris Plains, New Jersey  JEfferson 9-4210

New
'Products

AVERAGE POWER METER
Microline Model 31A1 average

power meter for laboratory, factory
or field precision measurements of
power, is accurate to 3% of full scale
reading. It can be used to measure
pulsed or cw power of radar, radio,

TV, microwave and microwave relay
equipment components. Frequency
coverage is limited only by the char-
acteristics of the bolometer and
mount used. It measures power levels
up to 10 mw directly; this range can
be extended as required by using di-
rectional couplers and/or calibrated
attenuators. Further specs: Five
ranges from 0-0.1 to 0-10 mw full
scale and 2 ranges 0-10 and 0-15 db
full scale. Power: 115 v., 50-60 CPS.
Recorder Output: 0-1 ma, 1500 ohms,
one side ground. Weight: approx. 13
lbs. Sperry Microwave Electronics
Co., P. 0. Box 1828, Clearwater, Fla.

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card

GOVERNED DC MOTORS

This chronometrically governed dc
motor has high accuracy and long life.
Constant speed is independent of load,
line and temp. variations. The 1.5 v.
motor operates for more than 2 years
on a flashlight battery. The gov-
ernor's patented balance wheel -hair-
spring mechanism has an accuracy
of ±10 sec. in 24 hrs. even with an
input voltage range from 0.9 v. to

1.8 v. Measuring 1% x 21/2 x 1/2 in.,
the motor weighs 3 oz. Windings for
0.5 to 12 vdc can be supplied and a
regulator hand for adjustment in the
field is standard. A. W. Haydon Co.,
Waterbury, Conn.

Circle 277 on Inquiry Card
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COMPUTER COMPONENTS
from CAMBION®

LEVEL TRIGGER BUFFER AMPLIFIER
"44w

0,1411,0
4 I

Here's the answer to the increasing need for performance
tested, higher speed components. These color coded "building
blocks," shown actual size, are conveniently packaged for ease
of installation. All have superior frequency response - DC to
10 MC. Modules weigh only 9 grams, are .35 cubic inches in
size. Write CAMBION Computer Components, 504 Concord
Avenue, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION

The guaranteed electronic components
Circle 115 on Inquiry Card

A NEW SERIES OF
KNOBS far TODAY'S

INSTRUMENTS

Especially designed to
fill the multiple requirements
on modern instrumentation.
This new series (4 basic sizes
plus a dual control) is shown
in actual size. Write for
FREE, complete catalog
illustrating stand-
ard plastic parts
available without
tooling costs.
Samples on
request.

HARRY DAVIES
MOLDING COMPANY
1428 North Wells Street

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS
1910

N EVE (gethode
"FORK" CONTACfS

completely interchangeable with
available types

with FULL RADIUSED CONTACTS
for smoother mating

11

,/
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

Available in three
different styles: for

mounting upright
printed circuit panel,

parallel to printed
circuit panel or for
45 angular mating.
Fabricated from
spring tempered
phosphor bronze,
finished with gold

plating.

Available in bulk
or on disposable
plastic strips to
users of specified
dimensions for
easy mounting.

gni

Enlarged view

Microphetcc.'aphic
Mview of ethode

Printed Circuit
"FORK" CO ITACTS

Applications are limitless as determined
by your design, ingenuity and needs.

We invite your inquiry.

SAMPLES and detailed literature are cvailable.

8etmhaoncluet

acturing corp.

7447 W. Wilson Ave. Chicago 31, III

Special
styles

car be
tooled

upon
request.

Circle 116 on Inquiry Card
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Get high density

packaging with 0.023 in'.
PIC Transistor
Pulse Transformers
Pulse transformers no longer need to
remain the only over -size component
in your high density transistor cir-
cuit packages.

Now you can get pulse widths from
less than 1 to over 16 microseconds -
plus the other parameters listed
below - with transistor -size Pico
TRAN® transformers.

Typical specs for 4:1 Turns Ratio
PICO TRAN in a 12 V blocking
oscillator circuit; and 1:1 Turns Ratio
pulse coupling Pico TRAN:

4:1
Ratio

PW
(iz Sec)

OCL
(Pri)

1:1
Ratio

OCL
(Pri)

B 350 1 650 B 355 65µH
B 351 2 1500 B 356 1500
B 352 4 4500 B 357 4501zH
B 353 8 1.25mH B 358 1.25mH
B 354 16 5.0 mH B 359 5.0 mH

Dimensions all units: 11/32" dia. x %' high

PICO TRAN P1OB pulse transformer kits con-
taining one each of types 8350 thru B354 are
available from stock at $59.95.

This breakthrough in transformer
miniaturization came from PIC's
13 years of experience in the manu-
facture of magnetic components.
The Pico TRAN is a thoroughly tested
production unit. Its reliability has
been proven.

For complete Paco TRAN specifica-
tions and applications assistance,
contact your nearest PIC Rep, or
write to PIC on your company letter-
head. You can see the Pico TRAN at
the IRE Show-PIC is in booth
No. 2839.

POLYPHASE
Instrument Company

Bridgeport, Penna.

PULSE TRANSFORMERS FILTERS DELAY LINES

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS SPECIALTY TRANSFORMERS  NETWORKS

MINIATURIZED MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TOROIDAL COMPONENTS

Circle 118 on Inquiry Card

New
Products

TRIMMING POTENTIOMETERS
Two types of subminiature precision

trimming potentiometers are for
printed circuit and high stability ap-
plications. Type CT -100 (pictured)
features an electrical and mechanical
tap adjust rotation of 320° ± 5°. Type
CT -200 is a 1/2 x 1/2 in. sq. precision
trimmer for stability under high
moisture conditions. Standard range

of both units is 10 ohms to 50K ohms,
tolerance is ±5%, and the power rat-
ing is 1.0 w. at 60°C. Operating temp.
range is -55°C to 150°C or 225°C.
International Resistance Co., 401 N.
Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card

CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
C50 high current silicon controlled

rectifiers are for use in power con-
trols and power switching. The 8
models differ by repetitive peak re-
verse voltage ratings from 25 v. for
the C5OU to 400 v. for C50D. The

average forward current of these
SCR devices is up to 70 a. max. ac
rating and 110 a. max. dc rating. The
typical gate current required to fire
these units is 15 ma at 1.5 v., while
the max. gate voltage to fire is 3.0 v.
Typical turn -on time is 1.0 to 4.5 Asec
while the typical turn-off time is 15
to 25 Asec. General Electric Co., Kel-
ley Bldg., Liverpool, N. Y.

Circle 266 on Inquiry Card

Reeves -Hoffman transistorized, proportionally controlled ovens do give
almost miraculous service-in providing closer frequency control. These
highly reliable ovens have no mechanical contacts. There are no spark-

producing gaps. Radio interference is eliminated. Although it is difficult to measure tem-
perature excursions beyond ±.01°C, it is reliably estimated that Reeves -Hoffman ovens
provide control in the order of ±.001°C. If you have a problein involving reliable tempera-

ture control, contact Reeves -Hoffman fqr additional information.

HOFFMAN

WRITE FOR BULLETIN V1090.

DIVISION OF

DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
160

CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961
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Coming!
A New

MINCOM
Recorder -

Reproducer

300 kc-60 ips

The newest Mincom magnetic tape instrumentation recorder/reproducer, to be announced in

detail next month, answers the need for better performance in the intermediate frequencies.
Covering bandwidths from 200 cps to 300 kc at 60 ips with improved dynamic range, it fills the

gap between Mincom's Model C-100 (125 kc-60 ips) and the Model CM -100 (1 me -120 ips).

The new model also is extremely versatile, offering both FM and Direct recording/reproducing.

One -rack compactness, all -transistorized electronics. Wait and see more of this new system's

extra capabilities.

... WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

MINCOM DIVISIONMINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

2049 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA 425 13TH STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON 4, D.C.
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Davey-Paxman Vertical Boiler  Davey-Paxman & Co.  Circa 1876

Circle 121 on Inquiry Card

For that

NEW IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961 New York
Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00 Age limit-over 18

Alb.,411\4111L4111\-411.416.11\

FI211Products

MICROWAVE POWER SUPPLY
A new 10 kv. regulated microwave

tube power supply is available. The
output voltage is 0 to 10 kv., current
range is 0 to 100 ma. Ripple content
0.4% max. Adjustable overload relay
provides protection. Overload current

is manually set from 25 ma to 100 ma.
Ground polarity is selectable by a
front panel control. All controls and
indicators are arranged for self-ex-
planatory on/off control procedure,
and an oversized "panic" button offers
a quick shut off in an emergency.
Model Z851-2 operates from 208 vac,
3 se, 60 cps. FXR, Inc., 25-26 50th St.,
Woodside 77, N. Y.

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card

WAVEGUIDE SWITCHES
Waveguide shorting switches are

hand operated, plunger type, on/off
switches, providing a removable short
in transmission systems. Eight sep-
arate switches were designed to oper-
ate over the freq. range of 2.6 to 40
KMC with the following characteris-
tics: VSWR in the open position is
1.02 max.; VSWR in the short position

11111tr;

is 125 min. Insertion loss is negligible
in the open position. In operation,
plunger is introduced into the wave -
guide section sealing off the trans-
mission system. Waveline Inc., Cald-
well, N. J.

Circle 263 on Inquiry Card
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NEW
solder

development!

SOLDER FLUX SOLDER

ALPHA flux -filled washers open a whole new field of
automatic soldering opportunities!

Unique design insures maximum surface-to-surface contact on
close -fitting parts, complete peripheral fluxing. Produced through
a special ALPHA process, they provide, for the first time, com-
pletely new soldering opportunities.

ALPHA makes a wide range of flux -filled and solid preforms
Request information today!

When dependability counts!

la Los Angeles, Cala.:

2343 Saybrook Ave.

la Chicago. Ill.:
ALPHALOY Corp., 2250 S. Lumber St.

Other ALPHA products:
Core and Solid WOe Solders  Fluxes  High Purity Metals

Circle 123 on Inquiry Card

Where can you use cti A El 0 El
(the highly flexible Class B Sleeving and Tubing

that licks Class A in performance- equals it in price)

314C.VIII`)

 MORE FLEXIBLE-can b.
bent, even lied in keens,
without cracking or crating.

 INHERENTLY STRONGER-
stands up under vibration,
varnishing, baking. Good
shelf life, too

 MORE RESISTANT to water,
alkalis. mild acids. common
solvents. oils and greases

 MORE STABLE-retains di-
electric value when pulled
back during soldering

 LONGER LASTING at high
temperatures -w ithstands
hundreds of hours of 300°F

 WIDER RANGE-available
in 3 NEMA grades, 10 col.
ors. coils, 36 lengths or
shorter pieces

CORPORATION )
Makers of Electrical / Approved for application under MIL -I-21557
Insulating Tubing

and Sleeving

alpha
metals,
58J Water St.,

Jersey City 4, N. J.

Cuts inventory, too ! Superior to Class A insula-
tion in performance-yet on a par with it in price-
Varflo Sleeving and Tubing can be used economically
for all Class A and Class B installations. This low-cost
adaptability of Varflo enables many of our customers to

achieve substantial savings in inven-
tory. Available in NEMA Grades A-1
and B-1 tubing and Grade C-2 sleeving.

Perhaps Varflo can solve your in-
sulating problems. Describe them in a
letter-no cost or obligation for our
recommendations. Samples available.

506 W. Court St., Rome, N. Y.

Only

was ltd

a machine which now makes possible the rapid,
automatic continuous organic finishing of electrical and

electronic components having coaxial leads.

THE NEW IMPROVED MODEL HD -3
REMOTE MASKING SPRAY COATER

The first completely automatic machine for accurate coating of diodes
and other small components of varying lengths with sprayable
materials at a rate of up to 10,000 per hour, depending on the coating
requirements and size of the components. Applies a protective coating
or light, tight seal for diodes.

Automation is practical, inasmuch as the coating material is con-
fined by remote masking, ELIMINATING THE NEED OF SPRAY

MASKS, REGISTERING DEVICES AND MASK CLEANING

OPERATIONS. The machine can be adapted to fit in-
dividual requirements.

40 loaded trays of axial lead components,

after painting, are stacked in a
portable magazine.

CORPORATION

839 New 'York Avenue
Toledo 11, Ohio

R.A.Phone 9-3 7 7 7

Circle 124 on Inquiry Card
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single wafer
tube sockets

for printed
circuit

724,'''U
\ '42 boards!

4(.43

41cc

\il

 25% reduction in cost of sockets.
 Single wafer eliminates moisture

traps.

 Higher Voltage Breakage be-
tween adjacent contacts.

 Available with center shield and
tube shield ground strap. 7 pin
and 9 pin.

 Locks into chassis and will not
loosen during handling and
vibration.

 Contacts have excellent tube re-
tention qualities-no "bridges".

UNITED
INTERNATIONAL
DYNAMICS
CORPORATION

373 Long Beach Road  Oceanside, L. I., N. Y.
Manufacturer of Slide Switches

Pas. Pending

1129Products

WATERTIGHT LIGHT
The L16,200 indicator light is avail-

able with 6, 14 or 28 v. lamp. Unit
features front of panel lamp replace-
ment, anodized aluminum case and a
selection of 7 lens colors. It comes
with grey silicone rubber boot with
panel sealing rib thus providing wa-

tertight lens and performance reli-
ability. This indicator light was de-
signed for military and aircraft ap-
plications. Control Switch Co., Div.
Controls Co. of America. Folcroft.
Pa.

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card

GENERAL PURPOSE RELAY
The GH Series relay line has been

improved to assure a longer, trouble -
free operating life. A riveted cross-
bar replaces the screwed down type,
a linen -based phenolic insulator is
now used between the crossbar and

armature. Wires used are 20 ga.
rope -lay type to resist wire break-
age. The GHA (5 a.) and GHB (10
a.) open series carry UL approval.
The same range of coil voltages,
mounting and contact arrangements
in both open and dustite enclosures
are still available. Elgin Advance
Relays, Electronics Div., Elgin Na-
tional Watch Co., 2435 N. Naomi St.,
Burbank, Calif.

Circle 270 on Inquiry Card

NEW...TYMETER
DIGITAL CLOCK
12 and 24 HOUR READ OUT

Front Panel Mount Desk or Bench Use
Digits Resettable Individually

Also available in:

ELAPSED TIMERS IMPULSE TIMERS
 COUNT DOWN TIMERS
Height 41/2", Width 6", Depth 3,/4"

Write for Catalog and Complete Line Showing Specifications

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.
7249 FRANKSTOWN AVE. PITTSBURGH 8, PA.

Circle 127 on Inquiry Card

AIR -TIGHT, WATER -TIGHT BLIND FASTENER
"WELL -NUTS"' isolate vibration  space and
fasten simultaneously accept conven-
tional threaded fasteners  will not crack
or mar porcelain or glass. Send for
literature and samples.

*Patented
STANDARD SIZES

Catalog Number 6S 105 G-1032 10SL 1/4S 0-1420 Z3816

Standard Thread 6-32 10-32 10.32 10-32 1/4-20 1/4-20 3/8.16

Length 7/16" 33/64" 5/80 1" 37/64" 41/64" 45/64"

ROCKWELL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
144 Central Ave., Dept. A, Newark 3, N. J., MArket 3-1650

NEOPRENE -1".

THREADED
BRASS NUT

Circle 126 on Inquiry Card Circle 128 on Inquiry Card
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SNAP -IN .... SNAP -OUT CONTACTS
NO INSERTION TOOLS REQUIRED

FEMALE
CONTACT

R E I R

re-entrancy miniature
REMI means the best in ... REmovability, REliability, REentrancy

 Sleeve, which is part of connector block,
allows for interchangeability of male and fe-
male contacts on the same connector, at will.

 Additional polarization and keying can be
accomplished by use of dummy pins.

 Contacts can be inserted with finger pres-
sure of 7 lbs. max. - yet they withstand an
initial pull of at least 20 lbs. Contact removal
is accomplished easily by use of REMI
spring -loaded tool or by a simple improvised
tool.

 Conforms to all applicable functional pro-
visions of MIL -C-26636.

Patents applied for

 Mechanical stresses are confined between
metallic elements rather than between metal
and plastic insulation.

 Terminals are designed to crimp wire sizes
from #18 A.W.G. to #26 A.W.G. with REMI
hand -operated crimping tool meeting MIL-
T -22520 (WEP) or REMI pneumatic or
semi -automatic crimping tools. Terminals
can also be provided with solder cup, turret,
or eyelet design.

 All REMI design features combine to offer
the ultimate in reliability under extreme
environmental conditions.

Available in 7, 12 (8-4), 14, 18, 20, 21, 26, 34, 41, 42, 50, 15, 123, 150, 225 Contacts

U.S. COMPONENTS, INC.
1320 Zerega Ave., New York 62, N. Y. TAlmadge 4-1600

WWI
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very
big
in
BWOs

Eight years ago, the first corn.
mercial backward wave oscil-
lator took shape in the patient
hands of wave tube pioneer
Ray Stewart. With meticulous
care and consummate skill, he
evolved a precision lens system
for forming a hollow electron
beam, and developed techniques
for producing a fantastically
accurate helix pitch and place-
ment relative to the beam.

The result was an oscillator of
truly exceptional characteris-
tics. But because Ray Stewart
will never be satisfied with the
merely exceptional, each BWO
he builds . . . and he has built
thousands . . . is better than
the one before it.

This is the reason why Ray's
BWOs can be guaranteed for
500 hours, and why they con-
sistently outlive their guaran-
tees. Ray's company is the only
electron tube manufacturer de-
voted exclusively to the pro-
duction of backward wave os-
cillators. The tube shown here
is one of a series covering the
frequency range 1-18 kmc.

Write for the new Stewart Engi-
neering brochure and a set of
sp.ecification sheets. When
you've found out about the low
operating costs of Stewart
BWOs, we promise you'll be very
big with your company's treas-
urer.

STEWART
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION

C
4Raoommame

SANTA CRUZ  CALIF.

Circle 130 on Inquiry Card

1129Products
OFFICE MACHINE MOTOR

The 26 Frame series of 3 in. induc-
tion motors are for office machines
and similar uses. They are designed
with 24 slot stators instead of
the conventional 16, thus achieving
smoother more constant torque and

quietness. Two types of bearings are
available, porous bronze or ball bear-
ings. Non -porous Mylar plastic in-
sulation is used. Three types of
mountings are available. The 4 -pole
ratings are available up to 1/20 hp,
the 2 -pole units are made in ratings
up to 1/10 hp. The 3 in. dia. is con-
stant, the length varies from 3 11/16
to 5 7/16 in. Howard Industries, Inc.,
Dept. 31, Racine, Wis.

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card

MOTORS
A 4500 frame series ac motors

are available with 1, 2 or 3 -phase
inputs, 26 v. to 230 v. Frequencies
range from 25 to 400 CPS. Outside
dia. is 5% in. The series includes
units which provide outputs to 1.5
hp as induction motors, up to 300 in.-
oz. stall torque as torque motors and
from 1/200 to % hp as hysteresis

synchronous motors, which can also
be wound for 1, 2, 3 and 4 speed op-
eration. Units operating up to 150°C
are also available. IMC Magnetics
Corp., Eastern Div., 570 Main St.,
L. I., N. Y.

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card

(-4} -Of
4 a

CONSTANT

CONSTANT

MODEL

4005
with

'In]'
AMBITROL

VOLTAGE
CURRENT

with
PROGRAMMABLE
CROSSOVER

Model 4005 is a 1.40 volt,
500 ma, regulated DC
power supply incorpo-
rating AMBITROL* The
AMBITROL* circuit will
switch automatically to
either voltage regulation or
current regulation at any
point predetermined by the
operator, with continuous
control of voltage or cur -

*TM rent to .05%.

vPower
Designs inc.

1700 SHAMES DRIVE
WESTBURY, NEW YORK

EDgewood 3-6200 RD Area Code 516)
Circle 131 on Inquiry Card

143°
F.O.B.

FACTORY

Other Models
Available
Write For

Catalog

MINIATURIZED!
LIGHTWEIGHT!

Features:
) Lightweight -

weighs 31/2 ozs.

) Quick disconnect
at rear for easy
lamp replacement.

PRICE COMPLETE
$3500

Quantity Prices On Request

WRITE TODAY FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

Representatives
in principal cities

DIGITAL

READOUT
Series 120000

Over 1000 firms
throughout the
world in just a

few years prove
unprecedented

acceptance of
LEE digital

readouts.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, Inc.
5528 VINELAND AVENUE
NORTH HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. LEE

Circle 132 on Inquiry Card
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112:29Products

COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS
The 30-50 me fixed station antenna

is available for communications. Type
902, Helipole employs a bifilar helical
element in the fiberglas encased ra-
diator. The ground rods use single

helix conductors. Lightweight (13
lbs.) and durable (30 psf with 1/2 in.
ice), the antenna effects a size re-
duction over conventional types. An-
drew Corp., P. 0. Box 807, Chicago
42, III.

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card

MERCURY -WETTED RELAYS
These mercury -wetted relays mount

on printed circuit boards in a similar
manner to resistors. The switch cap-
sule is potted in a plated steel en-
closure providing mechanical protec-
tion and magnetic shielding. The

modules are available with standard
HG switch capsules or the sensitive
and fast HGS capsules. Coils are
wound to customer's specifications.
C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Blvd.,
Chicago 45, Ill.

Circle 269 on Inquiry Card

WELDING TIPS,

HOLDERS
and
WELDING JIGS

MADE TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

NON SYNC OW CONTROL
.2040-ZSERIES

Ot OratEMIC G0117110.
1101AT,DEPTH

11511 VA
WA CYCLE
2:10.140480 VOL

*LI rtes
Owen TYPE
TOOT OPERA

FOR

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE

DETAILS

STUD AND TURRET
TERMINAL BLOCKS

WIRING CONVENIENCE
For faster, better, and more appropriate terminations,
Kulka offers all their popular terminal blocks with your
choice of terminal. Now you can choose from regular screw -
type, solder -turret, feed-throLgh, threaded stud, or any
combination of terminals to best suit your specific require-
ments. And, you can call your own choice of finishes -
electro-tinned, silver-plated, or even gold-plated over silver.
Kulka maintains complete design and consLltation services
to aid customers in the proper terminal selection. Send us
your requirements, or...

KULKA ELECTRIC CORP.
633-643 SO. FULTON AVENUE. MOUNT VERNON. N. V.

Circle 133 on Inquiry Card

SPECIAL EISLER MAKES THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
STANDARD WEIDING TIPS,ACCESSORIES 1

HOLDERS"

I200 SERIErVDAS
NON SYNCHRS TINE CONTROL

OR ELICIRONIC CONTROL
ASO kVA
Zil.AOSSO VOLTS
8040 CYCLES

OGLE PEASE

R. TO 10
THROAT PEP

SOLINOID
VALVE

ELECTRIC
FOOT SNITCI

PRESS TYPE

64'

AIR OPERATES,

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC

OF SPEC! AL ,
CODLE6 1

EISLER WERI7CAL SPor WELDER.

AD TN
"ourx AS

A FLASH'
+

No.93cyr4_

Wm* For Cafoloy W-61
770 So. 13th St. NEWARK 3, N. J.
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SPECIAL MS MR

SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Odd as they look, these are actual pro-
duction tools. They were manufactured
by Xcelite to increase efficiency on
special assembly work where conven-
tional hand tools proved inadequate.

Chances are that "special function"
tools can speed your production. Supply
prints (model if available) of part on
which tool will be used. Prototype
designed and tooled for your approval.
Any quantity . . to meet your produc-
tion schedule. Contact factory direct.

Complete information in new
"Custom-made Tool" Brochure No. 660.
Request on your letterhead.

INDUSTRIAL
HAND TOOLS
XCELITE, INC. ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.

Circle 135 on Inquiry Card

New
Products

FREQUENCY -SHIFT CONVERTER
New fr,..quency-shift converter the

700B-1, provides a single channel of
half -duplex teletype communications
at speeds up to 100 words -per -minute
via any single sideband or AM radio
circuit. It can also be used in air-

borne data systems for transmitting
digital information at up to 75 bits -
per -second. It will accommodate a
doppler shift for speeds up to 600
knots. In fixed station operation, the
teletypewriter may be located as far
as 1 mi. from the converter. It is
all -solid-state, compact, and fits into
a standard 1/4 ATR rack and weighs
12 lbs. Features include electronic
keyer and built-in loop -current power
supply. It is compatible with any
frequency or frequency shift neces-
sary for special applications. Collins
Radio Co., Western Div., 2700 W.
Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif.

Circle 272 on Inquiry Card

JUNCTION BLOCK
A junction block for tapping runs

of subminiature coaxial cable, the
ConheX, features crimp -on cable con-
nections whereby assembly time is re-
duced approx. 60%. It maintains
optimum electrical characteristics in
both main cable run and tap cable
run. In the form of a "T," the junc-
tion block has a slotted center coupler
to receive the center conductor of the
main run cable. The main run cable
is cut, dressed, and the center con-
ductor is soldered into the contact

slot. The tap is made by the usual
type of connection through the verti-
cal leg of the "T." Tap connection
mates with standard ConHeX con-
nector. Sealectro Corp., 610 Fayette
Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY°,

ELMENCO
acet.,

IN QUANTITIES UP TO

500 Per Item
CONTACT THESE AUTHORIZED

ELMENCO INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA: Radio Specialties & Appl. Corp., 917
N. 7th St., Phoenix.
CALIFORNIA: Brill Elect., 610 E. 10th St., Oakland;
Elect. Supply corp., 2085 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasa-
dena; Federated Purchaser Inc., 11275 W. Olympic
Blvd., L. A. 64; Hollywood Radio Supply Inc., 5606
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28; Newark Elec-
tronics Corp., 4747 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood;
Pacific Wholesale Co., 1850 Mission St., San
Francisco 3; Peninsula Elect., 656 S. 1st St.,
San Jose; Shanks & Wright Inc., 2045 Kettner
Blvd., San Diego; Shelley Radio co. inc.,- 2008
Westwood Blvd., L. A. 25; R. V. Weatherford Co.,
6921 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 1; Zack Elec-
tronics, 654 High St., Palo Alto.
COLORADO: Denver Electronics Supply Co., 1254
Arapahoe St., Denver 4.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Capitol Radio Whole-
salers Inc., 2120 14 St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
FLORIDA: Elect. Supply, 1301 Hibiscus Blvd., Mel-
bourne; Elect. Supply, 61 N. E. 9th St., Miami.
ILLINOIS: Newark Electronics Corp., 223 W.
Madison St., Chicago 6.
MARYLAND: D & H Distributing Company, Inc.,
2025 Worcester St., Baltimore 30; Kann-Ellert
Electronics, Inc., 2050 Rock Rose Avenue, Balti-
more; Wholesale Radio Parts Co. Inc., 308 W.
Redwood St., Baltimore 1.
MASSACHUSETTS: Cramer Electronics Inc., 811
Boylston St., Boston 16; Radio Shack Corp.,
730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17.
NEW JERSEY: Federated Purchaser Inc. 1021
U.S. Rte. 22, Mountainside; General Radio Sup-
ply Co., 600 Penn St., Camden 2; Radio Elec.
Service Co., Inc., 513 Cooper St., Camden 2.
NEW MEXICO: Electronics Parts Co., Inc., 222
Truman St., N. E., Albuquerque; Midland Specialty
Co., 1712 Lomas Ell. N.E., Albuquerque; Radio
Specialties Co., Inc., 209 Penn Ave., Alamagordo.
NEW YORK: Arrow Elect. Inc., 525 Jericho Turn-
pike, Mineola, L. I., Elect. Center Inc., 211 W. 19th
St., N. Y. 11; Harvey Radio Co., Inc., 103 W. 43rd
St., N.Y. 36; Lafayette Radio, 100 Sixth Ave., N.Y.
13; Stack Industrial Electronics, Inc., 45 Wash-
ington Street, Binghamton; Terminal Elect. Inc.,
236 W. 17 St., N. Y. 17.
NORTH CAROLINA: Dalton -liege Radio Supply
Co., Inc., 938 Burke St., Winston-Salem.
PENNSYLVANIA: Alma Radio Co., 913 Arch St.,
Philadelphia; George D. Barbey Co. Inc., 622
Columbia Ave., Lancaster; George D. Barbey Co.
Inc., 2nd & Penn Sts., Reading; D. & H. Distribut-
ing Co., Inc., 2535 N. 7th St., Harrisburg; Phila.
Elect. Inc., 1225 Vine St., Phila. 7; Radio Elec.
Service Co., Inc., 701 Arch St., Phila. 6; A. Stein-
berg & Co., 2520 N. Broad St., Phila.; Wholesale
Radio Parts Co., Inc., 1650 Whiteford Rd., York.
TENNESSEE: Electra Distributing Co., 1914
West End Ave., Nashville 4.
TEXAS: All -State Dist. Co., 2411 Ross Ave., Dallas
1; Busacker Elect. Equip. Co. Inc., 1216 W. Clay,
Houston 19; Engineering Supply Co., 6000 Denton
Dr., Dallas 35; Midland Specialty Co., 500 W.
Paisano Dr., El Paso; The Perry Shankle Co., 1801
S. Flores St., San Antonio.
UTAH: Carter Supply Co., 3214 Washington
Blvd., Ogden.

WASHINGTON: C & G Radio Supply Co., 2221
Third Ave., Seattle.
CANADA: Electra Sonic Supply Co., Ltd., 543
Yonge Street, Toronto 5, Ont.

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC.
NEW YORK DALLAS LOS ANGELES
Exclusive Supplier of ELMENCO Capacitors to
Distributors and Jobbers in U.S.A. and Canada

Circle 136 on Inquiry Card
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ASSURE A LOW FAILURE RATE OF)Only 1 Failure in 7 0 Unit -Hours for 0.1 MFD Capacitors

lq,336, /0
Setting A New High Standard Of Performance!

* Life tests have proved that El-Menco
Mylar-Paper Dipped Capacitors - tested
at 105°C with rated voltage applied -
have yielded a failure rate of only 1 per
1,433,600 unit -hours for 1.0 MFD. Since
the number of unit -hours of these capaci-
tors is inversely proportional to the capac-
itance, 0.1 MFD El-Menco Mylar-Paper
Dipped Capacitors will yield ONLY 1

FAILURE IN 14,336,000 UNIT -HOURS.
CAPACITANCE AND VOLTAGE CHART
 Five case sizes in working voltages and ranges:

200 WVDC - .018 to .5 MFD

400 WVDC - .0082 to .33 MFD
600 WVDC - .0018 to .25 MFD

1000 WVDC - .001 to .1 MFD

1600 WVDC - .001 to .05 MFD

SPECIFICATIONS
 TOLERANCES: 10% and 20%. Closer tolerances

available on request.
 INSULATION: Durez phenolic, epoxy vacuum

impregnated.
 LEADS: No. 20 B & 5 (.032") annealed copper

clad steel wire crimped leads for printed circuit
application.

 DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 2 or 21/2 times rated
voltage, depending upon working voltage.

 INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 25 C: For .05MFD
or less, 100,000 megohms minimum. Greater
than .05MFD, 5000 megohm-microfarads.

 INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 105 C: For .05MFD
or less, 1400 megohms minimum. Greater than
.05MFD, 70 megohm-microfarads.

 POWER FACTOR AT 25 C: 1.0% maximum at
1 KC

These capacitors will exceed all the electrical
requirements of E. I. A. specification RS -164 and
Military specifications MIL -C -91B and MIL -C -25C.

Write for Technical Brochure

MINIMUM LIFE EXPECTANCY FOR "1.0 MFD *MYLAR-PAPER DIPPED
CAPACITORS AS A FUNCTION OF VOLTAGE & TEMPERATURE

25

20

15

100-

III
**THE NUMBER OF UNIT -HOURS IS INVERSELY

PROPORTIONAL TO THE CAPACITY IN MFD --..-
-A

...
"C al

III--....
AA- 8 liEMPERATURE INIM=111111i
BB- 105 C TEMPERATURE
CC= 125 C TEMPERATURE

1000 10,000 100,000

UNIT -HOURS FOR ONE FAILURE

1 000,000

A
B
C

10,000,000

*Registered Trade Mark of DO Pont Co.

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC.

 molded mica  mica trimmer  dipped mica  silvered mica films
 tubular paper  mylar-paper dipped  ceramic feed-thrus  ceramic discs

Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers and Distributors in the U.S.and Canod
WEST COAST MANUFACTURERS CONTACT:

COLLINS ELECTRONIC SALES, INC.. 535 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD. PALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA
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WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO A -C QUADRATURE?
Helipot got rid of it, that's what
...by designing new A -C poten-
tiometers with low quadrature
and negligible phase shift!

They are the 3" diameter 5800
single -turn series and the 2"
7800 multi -turn series. Both
have high input impedance and
low output impedance. Which
means: 1) reduced loading
effects, and 2) you'll wonder
where the quadrature went.

Helipot's new A -C versions
straddle a frequency range of
400 to 1,000 cps. And they can
be built to provide exceptional
linearities ... within resolution
and without padding!

You'll also find it well to
remember that Helipot's A -C
potentiometers can be cascaded
in series or parallel to obtain
unique functions. (And, with
low quadrature and all, they'll
improve signal-to-noise ratios
in high performance servos!)

To find out more about Heli-
pot's A -C pots, ask for our new
32 -page potentiometer catalog!

Beckman Helipof
POTS : MOTORS : METERS

Helipot Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Fullerton, California

© 1961 5.5.1 CI948

Circle 138 on Inquiry Card

Gradiation
Method

(Continued from page 115

Holding the temp. at the exact
predetermined level and distribut-
ing the radiant heat uniformly are
vital to the establishment of proper
crystalline formation, with a result-
ing loss factor controlled below
0.004 when measured at room temp
and 1 mc. Dimensions within work-
load are held to ±0.003 in.

After 5 hr, the burners are shut
off and the workload is allowed to
cool slowly to approx. 1000° F in -

Fig. 4: Heating operation.

OF

Fig. 3: Heating chamber shows pattern of the
Duradiant burners in one wall.

side the kiln before being lowered
and exposed to room temp. This
controlled cooling, which takes
about 15 hr, prevents spalling of the
workpieces and furnace lining.

dIIVII

1200

0010

1111

1100

1101

1210

1001

110

600

110

210

o

NUL VI NU rt I( ll, Ll

- LOAD
COOLING

2 3 1 6 6 7 1 1 10 11 12 51 II 15 ;i 17 11 II 20 21 22 13 21 20

SHEETS TO 20"x35"
NOW IN STOCK

O 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0

"V" IS FOR
VE .TORBORD

Make circuits the fast, easy way
... simply insert Vector Push -in
Terminals and component wires
into the pre -punched terminal
board. Six patterns available
with .062 and .093 holes, in XXXP
Phenolic,G-7 Glass Silicone,G-10
Glass Epoxy and Paper Epoxy.
Also available in copper clad.

Ni'rite for complete information to

VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY
1100 FLOWER STREET, GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE: CHapman 5-1076
Circle 139 on Inquiry Card
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Immediate Delivery!

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES'
Exclusive

1960 ELECTRONIC

SPECTRUM CHART

ORDER YOURS TODAY

 All latest revisions and up -dated specs

 30 x 22 inches in size

 Printed to show service and frequency area
in six colors with-

 Expensive lacquer proof ink that will not
run. Allows you to varnish or shellac
chart to prolong its life.

 Orders filled and mailed same day.

 Suitable for framing and wall mount or,

 Under glass desk -top reference.

Order Yours Today.
Over 5,000 copies already purchased!

Prices:
Individual copies mailed in tubes $1.00 each
I to 25 copies 1.00 per copy
26 to 100 copies 0.75 per copy
More than 100 copies 0.50 per copy

Please make remittances payable to Electronic Industries and
mail to Reader Service Department, Electronic Industries, Chestnut
 56th Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pennsylvania.



OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE

RECORDINGS IN JUST

10 SECONDS

BY POLAROID AND DU MONT

WITH THE NEW DUMONT

TYPE 450 CAMERA ..

PERMANENT RECORDS OF

SCOPE DISPLAYS IN JUST

10 SECONDS

DUMONT

Polaroid 3 by Polaroid Corporation

Almost as fast as readout, versatility extraordinary, permanence un-
equalled - this describes the new team of 10 -second developing Polaroid
Land 3000 speed film and the Du Mont Type 450 Recording Camera.

The new Polaroid Land film, with an ASA rating of 3200, gives you
a permanent print 10 seconds after you snap the shutter - and with
resolution greater than ever before. Now you can record transients of
nanosecond risetime speeds with complete clarity, and have prints avail-
able in instants.

Du Mont's most recent contribution to the scope camera field, the
Type 450, provides such field -requested features as interchangeable
lenses for image ratios from 1:1 to 4.5 :1 - and interchangeable backs -
to provide records in any size from 4" x 5" to 35 mm. All lenses are
equipped with synchro shutters and external electrical connectors for
tandem, automatic or remote operation. Mounting mechanisms have been
greatly simplified, plus rack and pinion focusing, for additional speed
in recording.

Write for complete details on obtaining records in
10 seconds -a new high in speed and versatility

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, Clifton, N. J.

DIVISIONS OF MIRC-11111LD
COMER'? RND INSTRUMENT

134 Circle 141 on Inquiry Card
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International

Electronic Sources
Up-to-the-minute abstracts of articles appearing in
the leading foreign electronic engineering journals

!IT
ANTENNAS, PROPAGATION

A High -Speed Scanning Radar Antenna, F.
Valster. "Phil. Tech." #2, 1961. 7 pp. The
construction of a fast -scanning radar antenna
is described, based on Rinehart's analogue of a
two dimensional Luneburg lens. The antenna
consists of two hat -shaped metal plates, which
together constitute a waveguide and which
convert the circular wave fronts in a given
plane from a point source on the circumfer-
ence into linear wave fronts. (Netherlands, in
English.)

Measurements in the Design of VHF and UHF
Aerials, H. N. Edwardes. "Proc. AIRE." Oct.
1960. 8 pp. This paper describes briefly mea-
suring techniques used in the development of
aerials in the frequency range 50-2000 Mc/s.
Experimental work is described to illustrate
several of the methods. Simple techniques de-
veloped for some of these measurements are
described, together with some typical results
for a dipole and an easily constructed aerial
suitable for television reception. (Australia.)

Dipole Arrays for Transmitting Antennas in
the TV Bands IV/V, H. Laub. "Freq." Oct.
1960. 8 pp. Recent knowledge in the propor-
tioning of unit arrays and the development
of a self -supported omnidirectional unit that
is electrically and mechanically self-contained
contribute to the applicability of the dipole
array technique also in the UHF range, with-
out sacrificing any of its advantages. (Ger-
many.)

AUDIO

Performance Tests on Loudspeakers, M. T.
Haitjema. "Phil. Tech." #12, 1960. 11 pp.
Methods of testing loudspeakers are described
in which the sound pressure, the electrical
impedance and the efficiency are recorded as
a function of frequency (20-20,999 cis) on a
strip -chart recorder, while the directivity pat-
terns at different frequencies and the tran-
sients produced by the sudden interruption of
the electrical signal are displayed on a cathode-
ray oscilloscope. (Netherlands, in English.)

CIRCUITS

Meter and Decimeter Resnatron Power Oscil-
lators, P. N. Andreyev, G. A. Napolova, M. S.
Neiman. "Radiotek" 15, No. 11, 1960. 8 pp.
Described in this article is the development of
resnatron oscillators, for continuous -duty high
power generation of following waves: 2.5
meters at 100 KW, 1.5 meters at 60 KW and
40 cm at 40 KW. All three oscillators are of
the resnatron-type, i.e. containing all -metal
construction tetrodes with closed oscillators.
(U.S.S.R.)

Millimicrosecond Blocking Oscillator with a
Small Operating Capacitance, Y. P. Melnikoff,
C. Y. Shatz. "Radiotek" 15, No. 11, 1960. 5 pp.
The effective capacitance as well as other cir-
cuit parameters of a blocking oscillator con-
siderably affect all periods of pulse formation
in the circuit. In this article, relations are
derived for the amplitude and duration of the
pulse in terms of the circuit parameters. An
example is treated at the end of the article.
(U.S.S.R.)

Application of Network Theory to the Syn-
thesis of Systems with Distributed Constants.
A. L. Feldstein. "Radiotek" 15, No. 11, 1960.
12 pp. Aspects of generalized network syn-
thesis methods are analyzed for application to
systems with distributed constants. A method
is presented for the synthesis of stepped tran-
sitions and stepped filters according to pre-
scribed frequency and with any number of
sections. This method is used in this article
for the tabulation of five -and -six -step transi-
tions. These tables, together with tables pre-
pared in the previous article, using more ele-
mentary methods, comprise a catalog enabling
engineering design of transitions with mini-
mum effort and time. (U.S.S.R.)

Thermal Stabilization of AC Transistor Cir-
cuits, R. Urich. "Prace ITR" Vol. 4, #2(11).
31 pp. The determination method of the emitter
current and collector voltage changes neces-
sary to assure the stabilization is given, and
the possibility of obtaining those changes by
using the linear and non-linear elements is
discussed. (Poland.)

Band -Stop Filters Partial Resistance Compen-
sation, R. 0. Rowland. "El. Tech." Nov. 1960.
3 pp. A method of achieving resistance com-
pensation in band -stop filters is described.
Performance curves and normalized component
values are calculated for a 3 -pole filter. (En-
gland.)

DC Reverse Magnetic Amplifiers with In-
creased Efficiency, M. A. Bojarchenkov and
M. A. Rozenblatt. "Avto. i Tel." November
1960. 11 pp. Conditions of getting an in-
creased efficiency for dc reversive magnetic
amplifiers are determined. New reversive am-
plifiers answering the said conditions including
the amplifiers without transformers with in-
creased efficiency are shown. (U.S.S.R.)

Calculation of Circuits for Stabilization of
Compound Drives Using Special Three -Winding
Transformer, 0. B. Rosenbauli and R. N.
Rodin. "Avto. i Tel." November 1960. 11 pp.
The calculation of parameters of stabilization
circuits for de and ac compound drive speed
with using special 3 -winding transformers is
described. The grapho-analytical method is
given for plotting characteristics of the drive
stabilization circuit taking into account non -
linearity of the magnetization curve of the
2 -winding transformers. (U.S.S.R.)

cl
COMMUNICATIONS

A Method of Double -Band, Suppressed Carrier
Reception, V. N. Arzumanoc, I. A. Tzikin.
"Radiotek" 15, No. 11, 1960. 6 pp. A method
of receiving double -band AM signals with a
suppressed carrier is described. An investiga-
tion of the operation of a system is made,
which synchronizes the local oscillator for the
reception of speech signals. The influence of
certain types of noise on the receiving process
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Saratoga Semiconductor Division introduces the first one (1) Watt Silicon Zener
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SARATOGA SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION, Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
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is considered. Results of experimental in-
vestigations are given. (US.S.R.)

A Multi -Option Terminal Circuit for Carrier -
Telephone Circuits, W. Auer and H. Bendel.
"Freq." Nov. 1960. 7 pp. The multi -option
terminal circuit described can be adapted to
the modes of operation of carrier systems by
replaceable component groups and to the ex-
change facilities by transfer switches. The
adoption of novel circuit principles simul-
taneously allowed high compactness and re-
liability to be attained. (Germany.)

Pulseposition Modulation System for 60 Voice
Channels, A. Koelbl. "Freq." Oct. 1960 3 pp.
Despite moderate requirements on bandwidth,
this system satisfies all recommendations of
the CCI with a minimum of technical effort
per voice channel, a minimum of space re-
quirements and power consumption, and ex-
treme simplicity of operation and maintenance.
(Germany.)

Launching Over the Sea of Vertically Polar-
ized Waves for Long Distance Ionospheric
Propagation, E. 0. Willoughby. "Proc. AIRE."
Sept. 1960. 7 pp. Simple vertically polarized
aerials of mast heights of 150 ft. or less
launching over the sea are shown to be capable
of gains exceeding 14 db over a frequency
band of the order of 5-15 Mc/s with good
matching and efficient radiation between 1°
and 10° elevation. This is much superior to
what can be achieved with any land -based
aerial vertically polarized or horizontally po-
larized, of similar height. (Australia.)

Pulseposition Modulation System for 60 Voice
Channels, A. Koebl. "Freq." Oct. 1960. 2 pp.
(Germany.)

Intermodulation Measurements on Multichan-
nel Carrier Equipment, A. W. Thies. "Proc.
AIRE." Oct. 1960. 4 pp. The effects of inter -
modulation distortion on multichannel carrier
telephony systems are outlined. Important
aspects of single -tone, two-tone and noise
leading measurements are elaborated, some in-
direct methods are mentioned. Emphasis is
on unit and system testing. Some of the
more difficult component tests are included.
(Australia.)

The Transmission Paths and Line Equipment,
J. S. Caplin. "Brit. C.&E." Dec. 1960. 4 pp.
This article describes the functional operation
of the transmission equipment, with its high
speed control, and also that part of the set-
ting up apparatus which operates at high
speed. It shows how lines may be connected
through the exchange to common control
equipment, and, ultimately, to other lines on
the exchange. (England.)

General System Description, L. R. 1'. Harris.
"Brit. C.&E." Dec. 1960. 3 pp. This article
outlines the main features of the electronic
exchange which is to be installed at Highgate
Wood in North London. The formation of the
Joint Electronic Research Committee in 1966
enabled the Post Office and the principal
British telephone switching manufacturers to
pool their electronic telephone exchange re-
search effort. (England.)

The Register Equipment, D. D. Simmons.
"Brit. C.&E." Dec. 1960. 3 pp. Calls using
register do so by means of trains of pulses
occurring at different times in a cycle but on
a single common highway. Information is
therefore stored and processed using the same
pulse positions. Storage and logical gating
circuits are thus time-shared among all calls
set up at any period. The stores comprise
magnetostrictive delay lines, and the logical
circuits use diode -resistor gates and transistor
buffer amplifiers. (England.)

Supervisory Equipment, A. D. Martin. "Brit..
C.&E." Dec. 1960. 4 pp. Exchange apparatus
has to be capable of carrying out certain con-
trol operations on each connected line during a
call, including such things as the provision
and removal of dialing number unobtainable,
busy, and ringing tones. But these are just
some of the functions of the supervisory equip-
ment; it also has to provide several other
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control instructions related to the state of
the call. (England.)

A Review of Electronic Exchange Develop-
ments, T. H. Flowers. "Brit. C&E." Dec.
1960. 3 pp. This article reviews the electronic
telephone exchange principles which are known
to be in development throughout the world.
(England.)

Transatlantic Cables, "Nach. Z." Dec. 1960.
7 pp. After a retrospect on submarine tele-
graph cables, submarine telephone cables with
balanced pairs and amplifier as well as radio
links for telephone channels the new technique
of coaxial transatlantic cables and the pos-
sibilities of increasing the number of channels
(TASI and a narrow transmitted frequency
band per channel) are described. (Germany.)

The Results and the Experience Gained from a
Transhorizon Link within the Long Distance
Communication Network of the Federal Ger-
man Post Office, E. Dietrich, "Nach. Z." Dec.
1960. 4 pp. The Federal German Post Office
operates two 120 channel transhorizon links
in the 2000 Mc/s band between Berlin and
West Germany. Experience has shown that
these links are suitable for automatic tele-
phony, telegraphy and carrier frequency pro-
gram transmission. The paper includes state-
ments relating to the transmission quality ob-
tained and the reliability. The long-term and
short-term behavior of the links is discussed
with the aid of records. (Germany.)

The Results from the Evaluation of Measure-
ments of Tropospheric Transhorizon Propaga-
tion on Several Links with a Different Nature
in Central and Southeast Europe, H. Carl.
"Nach. Z." Dec. 1960. 5 pp. Measurements are
given on 12 links with a length of 230 to
400 km covering purely cross-country and
purely oversea links as well as composite links.
Altitude of the stations is between 0 and
1800 m. Measurement periods are 4 weeks in
each case between February and May. (Ger-
many.)

A Method for Transmission of Stereophonic
Broadcast Programs, E. Frank and J. Ratsch.
"El. Rund." Nov. 1960. 4 pp. The HMD system
(Half -wave Modulation with Difference Con-
trol) permits the transmission of two programs
on a common carrier for radio stereo recep-
tion. (Germany.)

COMPONENTS

Determination of the Series Resonance of a
Crystal, L. A. Korneyev. "Radiotek" 15, No.
11, 1960, 2 pp. The author presents a circuit
for the measurement of the series resonant
frequency of a crystal. The method itself is
based on the determination of the transfer
function of this measuring circuit. This cir-
cuit consists of a voltage divider between the
crystal and a measuring capacitor. Measure-
ment and tabulation of these voltages permit
to evaluate the resonant frequency of the
crystal. (U.S.S.R.)

Aspects of Accelerated Testing of Radio Com-
ponents for Service Life Using a Method of
Continuous Voltage Increases, S. N. Koykoff,
A. N. Tzikin. "Radiotek" 15, No. 11, 1960.
4 pp. A new method was offered, which per-
mits accelerated testing of paper capacitors
by continuous increase of voltage. The au-
thors analyze various aspects of this method
and on the basis of mathematical calculations
give their opinions and conclusions about the
accuracy and validity of results obtained by
the above method. (U.S.S.R.)

A Magnetically Controlled, Coaxial Attenuator
Element with Small Basic Loss, J. Deutsch
and M. Offner. "Freq." Oct. 1960. 4 pp. Vari-
able attenuator elements for microwaves can
be made with gyromagnetic materials, if the
applied de magnetic field is variable. Par-
ticularly favorable are such attenuator ele-
ments, if the losses with small fields are

utilized and if at that the de magnetic is so
directed as to be in parallel to the magnetic
field of the wave in the region of the gyro -
magnetic material. (Germany.)

Dry Reed Switches in Coaxial Relays for Radio
Relay Systems, M. Jung and E. Welz. "Freq."
Nov. 1960. 4 pp. Dry reed switches are her-
metically sealed components that are out-
standing by particular reliability of contact
and, because of their shape, qualify particu-
larly well for coaxial contactors as required
for transferring and dropping multichannel
message bands in the i-f stage at frequencies
up to about 100 me/s. (Germany.)

Construction Analysis of the 3000 -Type Tele-
phone Relay Coil, W. Woroszynski and C.
Rydzewski. "Prace ITR" Vol. 4, #2(11). 19 pp.
Analysis methods and the application examina-
tions of copper front cheek of the coil of tele-
phone relay Bl-type (3000 -type by English
nomenclature) is described. (Poland.)

Certain Relationships for Single -Ended Ring-
ing Choke DC to DC Converters, A. Goral.
"Prace ITR" Vol. 4, #2(11). 7 pp. In the
paper the duration of both conducting (low
emitter -collector impedance) and non -conduct-
ing time interval (energy flowing into load)
of transistor is determined using the direct
integration method, while the boundary condi-
tions of the differential equations set are
known. (Poland.)

Narrow -Band Filters with Piezoelectric Reso-
nators, M. Siwa. "Prace ITR" Vol. 4, #2(11).
29 pp. After the determination and a brief
description of properties of narrow -band filters
with piezoelectric resonators, design principles
of these filters based on Kogan- and Caner -
classical method of wave parameters, as well
as measuring and tuning methods are given.
(Poland.)

Technological Measures for an Improvement
of the Reliability of Components, K. H. J.
Rottgardt. "Nach. Z." Nov. 1960. 8 pp. The
reliability of components cannot be improved
by means of tests, but only by improved de-
signs. The precautions taken in all stages of
development and production of a component
determine its reliability in the future. (Ger-
many.)

The Effect of Humidity on the Electrical Data
of Capacitors, H. Veith. "Nach. Z." Nov. 1960.
5 pp. The thermodynamic principles of hu-
midity effects on electrical components as well
as the physics of the dependence of isolation
resistance, dielectric constant and loss angle
on the water contents of the insulating mate-
rials in a thermo-dynamic equilibrium are out-
lined. (Germany.)

Some Properties and Applications of 3 -Termi-
nal Capacitors, A. M. Thompson and M. C.
McGregor. "Proc. AIRE." Oct. 1960. 6 pp.
A 3 -terminal capacitor consists of two con-
ductors surrounded by a third. The direct
capacitance between the two conductors may
be definite and unaffected by the connection of
suitable leads. A 3 -terminal capacitor is thus
most suitable as a standard for small values
of capacitance. (Australia.)

Resonance Isolators for Millimeter Waves, H.
G. Betters. "Phil. Tech." #1, 1961. 5 pp. The
gyromagnetic resonance effect, which occurs in
magnetic materials in the presence of a suit-
able magnetic field, can be utilized for making
non -reciprocal microwave transmission devices,
such as directional isolators. (Netherlands, in
English.)

Demountable Seals for Glass High -Vacuum
Equipment, B. Jonas and G. Seitz. "Phil.
Tech." #2, 1961. 6 pp. The method described
here of making vacuum -tight demountable
glass seals uses a metal ring coated on both
sides with a glaze. When the ring is heated,
e.g. inductively, the glaze melts and the pre-
heated glass parts are then pressed to it from
both sides. (Netherlands, in English.)

Practical Utilization of the Minister, M. Kel-
ton. "El. et Auto." Nov. -Dec. 1960. 4 pp. The
binistor is a new tritunction semiconductor de -
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Low leakage and useful hFE at very low collector currents permit low power
operation-as low as 30 microwatts per stage. High performance PLANAR
transistors and diodes use simplified circuitry (see illustration), keep costs
down, reduce power requirements, and permit high -density packaging. Prime
applications: missile and space vehicle guidance and instrumentation.

For your down-to-earth needs, where weight, space and power are less critical,
similar logic circuits will operate with switching rates greater than 5 mc.
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vice. Essentially, it exhibits two stable states:
open and closed. Its operation is quickly re-
viewed, and several practical applications are
described: ring counters, shift registers, binary
counters and memory elements. (France.)

Generation of High Voltage Poises, K. D.
Moser. "El. Rund." Nov. 1960. 5 pp. The most
important parts of the delay -line pulse gen-
erator affecting the pulse are the delay chain
and the pulse transformer. Both shape and
pulse are interdependent. A satisfactory, op-
timum pulse shape is possible only when the
delay line is adapted to the properties of the
pulse transformer and vice versa. (Germany.)

Application of Ba-Ferrite Magnets to the
Spark Generators, R. Lapps. "Prate ITR"
Vol. 4, #2(11). 5 pp. Application of Ba-ferrite
magnets to the spark generator of the 50 ems
motor -bicycle has been discussed. (Poland.)

Life Time Investigations on Capacitors, W.
Ackmann. "Nach. Z." Nov. 1960. (Germany.)

COMPUTERS

Design of High Speed Parallel Solid State
Digital Computer, I. C. Hinckfuss, et al.
"Proc. AIRE." Sept. 1960. 6 pp. The pro-
posed design of a junction transistor digital
computer for the Weapons Research Establish-
ment is presented. The logical operation of
the parallel arithmetic unit (adder, subtrac-
ter, multiplier, divider and square -rooter), the
control unit and the immediate access mag-
netic core store of 1024, 32 -bit words are de-
scribed. (Australia.)

Magnetic Storage Drum Control, R. D. Allum
and R. G. Knight. "Brit. C.&E." Dec. 1960.
3 pp. Automatic telephone Switching Systems
are specialized forms of computers, that is
machines which are capable of solving logical
problems under the influence of external stim-
uli and to a pattern previously determined. In
the case of a telephone switching system these
problems relate to the interconnection of sub-
scribers' lines under the control of instructions
received from the subscribers. (England.)

CONTROLS

Dynamics of Self -Adjusting Systems with Ex-
tremum Continuous Adjustment of Corrective
Networks with Random Disturbances, I. E.
Kazakov. "Avto. i Tel." Nov. 1960. 10 pp.
Both the problem of estimating accuracy of
self-adjusting systems with extremum con-
tinuous adjustment of parameters of correc-
tive devices by means of the gradient method
and the problem of synthesizing an adjustment
net with random disturbances are considered.
(U.S.S.R.)

Stability of Nonlinear Controlled System,
Chun Dzen-Vey. "Avto. i Tel." Nov. 1960. 6
pp. The solution of a stability problem for a
system with an object having a nonlinear
characteristic, the system being effected bylarge initial disturbances are explained.
(U.S.S.R.)

Equivalent Transformations of Sequence Ma-
chines, A. Sh. Blokh. "Avto. i Tel." Nov. 1960.
7 pp. Some equivalent transformations and
sequence machines of the corresponding struc-
ture are determined. (U.S.S.R.)

Calculation of Effect of Regular Signal Dy-
namics in Method of Statistic Linearization,
M. I. Gusev. "Avto. i Tel." November 1960.
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8 pp. The effect of dynamics of the determined
function on the fluctuation transfer coefficient
with simultaneous passing through nonlinear-
ity both the regular function and the random
one is considered. (U.S.S.R.)

Synthesis of Control Program in Systems In-
volving Discrete Machines, P. F. Klubnikin.
"Avto. i Tel." November 1960. 6 pp. The
paper deals with the synthesis problem of a
control program of a discrete machine operat-
ing in a closed -loop of an automatic control
system. The synthesis of the control program
according to the given transfer function of
the closed -loop system is proposed. (U.S.S.R.)

Determination of Log Frequency Character-
istics of Servosystems with Combined Control,
A. I. Guzenko. "Avto. i Tel." November 1960.
7 pp. The paper deals with the possibility of
replacing a servosystem with combined con-
trol which is realized with the help of manipu-
lated variable control by an equivalent servo -
system with deviation control only and with a
transfer function of the form that is good
for analyzing by the method of log frequency
characteristics. (U.S.S.R.)

GENERAL

Selection of Optimum Transformation Coeffi-
cients in Converter Systems with Impact Ex-
citation. M. V. Agapoff. "Radiotek" 15, No. 11,
1960 3 pp. The author considers aspects in
the selection of the optimum transformation
coefficient in the circuit of a high -voltage con-
verter. The circuit operates under conditions
of impact excitation and feeds electron beam
tubes and other devices. A theoretical rela-
tionship is given, which permits one to select
an approximate value of the transfer coeffi-
cient, corresponding to maximum efficiency
and to the maximum rectified output voltage.
(U.S.S.R.)

Diffraction of a Plane Wave on a Ring Dia-
phragm, I. N. Kozhevnikov. "Radiotek" 15,
No. 11, 1960. 6 pp. The diffraction of a plane
wave on a ring with infinite conductivity is
analyzed and components of the electric field
are found for points lying on the ring's axis
of symmetry. The derived expressions can be
used in the design of super high frequency
antennae, whose reflectors and lenses are ring -
shaped. (U.S.S.R.)

Stability of Threshold Waiting Devices With
Parameter Losses. I. M. Kogan. "Radiotek"
15, No. 11, 1960. 8 pp. A method to evaluate
stability of waiting threshold devices is given,
with the help of the introduced "threshold
functions." It is shown that parameter losses
can lead to a considerable decrease of reliabil-
ity (stability) of waiting threshold devices.
(U.S.S.R.)

SEMICONDUCTORS

The Characterization of Transistors, A. R. T.
Turnbull. "Proc. AIRE." Aug. 1960. 10 pp.
An active device may be characterized by its
terminal properties (circuit parameters) or by
parameters directly related to the physical
operation of the device (device of parameters).
This paper discusses the small signal char-
acterization of transistors in terms of device
parameters. (Australia.)

A Modification of the Theory of the Variation
of Junction Transistor Current Gain with Op-
erating Point and Frequency, A. W. Matz.
"ATE J." Jan. -Jul. 1960. 14 pp. A modified

solution is discussed of the continuity' equation
for minority carrier flow in junction trans-
istors, obtained by adhering strictly to the
space -charge neutrality approximation and
applying alternative boundary conditions
which differ from those usually taken prin-
cipally in that a finite minority carrier density
is permitted at the collector. (England.)

The Unijunction Transistor, M. Simon. "el. &
auto." Sept. 1960. 4 pp. The physical opera-
tion of the unijunction transistor is outlined
its characteristic curve is derived and ex-
hibits a negative resistance region. (France.)

fa
TELEVISION

Standards Converter for Television Exchanges
Between Europe and North America, A. V.
Lord. "Rundfunk." Oct. 1960. 4 pp. The
author begins with an investigation of the
basic possibilities of standards conversion of
television signals for the purpose of program
exchanges between Europe and the United
States of America. He shows, in particular,
the difficulties that arise when the two vertical
frequencies are not the same. In this connec-
tion, an automatic control device is described,
which obviates to a large extent the resulting
flicker. (Germany.)

A New Vertical Time Base, E. M. Cherry.
"Proc. AIRE." June 1960. 7 pp. This paper
is a description and detailed analysis of a new
circuit for the vertical time base in TV
receivers. The circuit, which requires no
close tolerance, undesirable values, or special
components, has several advantages over pres-
ent time bases. (Australia.)

Flying -spot Scanners for Color Television, H.
van Ginkel. "Phil. Tech." #8, 1960. 7 pp.
Flying -spot scanners as signal sources for
color television have an advantage over
cameras, in that they are completely free from
register errors. In work on color television
wide use is therefore made of flying -spot
scanners for generating the three primary -
color signals. (Netherlands, in English.)

Operational Experience with a 10 -KW -Band -IV
Television Transmitter with Klystron Output
Stage. A. Kolarz & A. Schweisthal. "Rund-
funk." Oct. 1960. 7 pp. (Germany.)

Waveform Testing of Television Transmission
Facilities, A. J. Seyler and J. P. Potter.
"Proc. AIRE." July 1960. 9 pp. The pur-
pose of the paper is to give a critical survey
of the methods and ramifications of waveform
testing of television transmission facilities.
(Australia.)

Olk>

TRANSMISSION

EngineeringEngineering Calculation of Impedance Trans-
mission Lines, Taking into Account Earth's
Actual Influence, A. S. Kniazeff. "Radiotek"
No. 9, 1960. 12 pp. The method of directed
EMF's is applied to engineering calculations
of the impedance of transmission lines of ran-
dom length, which are located close to the
earth with real electric properties. Formulae
are derived for the calculation of impedance
for some of the simplest radiating systems.
The formulae are verified by comparing
theoretical and experimental results. (U.S.
S.R.)

Transmission of Pulse Signals Thru a Low -Q
Amplifier, G. V. Voyshvillo, V. S. Davydoff,
N. V. Solovyev. "Radiotek" No. 10, 1960. 6
pp. The transmission of pulse signals, con-
sisting of step and ramp functions, through
a tuned low -Q amplifier is analyzed. The
amplifier consists of identical resistance or
single -circuit cascaded stages. The number of
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(M44-)-- RESISTORS
FIXED ADJUSTABLE

PRECISION  ULTRA -PRECISION
Ultimate Reliability: Unparalleled no re-

jects" record since 1953
Immediate .01% resistors are made
Deliverability: to order in 24 hours.
Largest Selection: Hundreds of standard

types and models.

PRODUCTS
Rotohmeters*: Minute,
Ultra -Precision User
Adjusted Resistors

CRCA
BULLETIN

R-65

Plug -Trims' Plug-in Re-
sistors and Socket Blocks
for Divider, Decade or
Trimmer Assemblies

,14.3

MRS
R-55

Instruments:
.0002,, Voltage Dividers
.01% Wheatstone Bridges
.01% Resistance Decades

L;T R-50

Banana -Plugs Resistors*:
Axial, Radial, & One Sided
Types,Also Jacks

Ft -44

R -Stacks°: Multi -Tap,
Fixed and Adjustable
Resistors and Dividers

COO R-40
Series "200's": Standard
design Lug and Wire Lead
Resistors
'Patents Applied For

For abbreviated performance data see specs
below or EEM, 1960 edition, page 1263.

GENERAL RESISTOR SPECIFICATIONS
Type:

Range:

Absolute accuracy:
Relative accuracy:
Long term stability:
Temp. coefficient:
Power dissipation:
MIL. Specs:

DELIVERY:

R-28

Wire -wound, also carbon
and metal film.
.01 ohms thru 20
Megohms
1% thru .005% (at 26°C)
thru .001%
thru .001%
thru 2 ppm/C.
thru 3 watts at 125° V.
MIL -R -93A and
MIL -R-9444
(applicable sections)
4 weeks regular, 1 week
thru 24 hours-Special

CONSOLIDATED RESISTANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA, INC.

44 Prospect St., Yonkers, N.Y. YO 3-5900
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L7E/C0 /0 6 /

STEREO

AND MONO

HIGH FIDELITY

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Send for

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. II111-3
CI Send free 32 -page catalog & dealer's name
D Send new 36 -page Guidebook to HI-FI for

which I enclose 258 for postage & handling
Name

Address
City Zone State

5E/C0 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y.
..praised by the experts

as BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONICS
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Sources
stages varies between one and three. These
results permit to determine the peak instan-
taneous values of the output voltage de-
termined by the Q of the circuit and the
resonant frequency. (U.S.S.R.)

F.S.K. Facsimile Transmission, V. Rama-
krishnan and S. Ramachandran. "J. ITE."
April 1960. 8 pp. A system of frequency
shift keying of facsimile transmission based
on a method of deriving single sideband, first
suggested by Weaver,2 is described. An anal-
ysis employing the rotating vector method and
certain practical aspects are discussed. (India,
in English.)

Results of Approximate Calculations of the
Space Wave Fieldstrength at the Limits of the
Transmission Frequency Band, B. Beckmann.
"Nach. Z." Oct. 1960. 3 pp. This paper is
a report of further results from a practical
application of a semi -empirical formula for
the fieldstrength mentioned in an earlier paper.
This formula permits a calculation of the
fieldstrength when the limits of the trans-
mission frequency range (LUF and operation
MUF) are known. (Germany.)

The C300A Small Diameter Coaxial System,
B. S. Helliwell and F. Wilkinson. "ATE J."
Jan. -July 1960. 19 pp. This system, designed
to meet the requirements of the British Post
Office and meeting full C.C.I.T.T. transmission
standards, provides a transmission path for up
to 300 telephony circuits using a pair of small
diameter coaxial tubes in buried or aerially
suspended cables with associated repeaters in-
stalled underground. (England.)

The Minimum Protection Ratio Required Be-
tween Two Transmission Channels Amplitude.
modulated with the Same Program, W. Freutel
& F. Von Rautenfeld. "Rundfunk." Oct.
1960. 13 pp. (Germany.)

Analysis of Some Non -uniform Electric Trans-
mission Lines Using Laplacian Transforma-
tion, V. M. Dhise. "J. ITE." April 1960. 3 pp.
(India, in English.)

TUBES

Certain Aspects of the Transit Time of Elec-
trons Between the Grid and the Plate of a
Triode, G. A. Zeytlenok. "Radiotek" No. 9,
1960. 7 pp. The solution for the transit angle
of electrons in the space between the grid
and the plate of a triode is derived on the
basis of equations which govern the motion
of an electron in AC and DC electric fields.
It is given in the form of a harmonic series.
Curves of the transit angle versus the initial
phase at the start of the transit are included.
The influence of the AC voltage amplitude on
the magnitude of the transit angle is anal-
yzed. (U.S.S.R.)

An Electrically Tuneable Microwave Oscillator
with a High Efficiency and an Output Level
Independent of Frequency, W. Eichlin and H.
Heynisch. "Nach. Z." Oct. 1960. 5 pp. An
electronically coupled combination comprising
a backward wave oscillator and a traveling
wave tube operating in the region of satura-
tion is described in this paper. (Germany.)

Gas Filled Decade Counter Tube for Fre-
quencies up to 1 Mc/s. "El. Rund." Oct. 1960.
4 pp. The paper deals with problems en-
countered with high-speed counting using gas -
filled cold -cathode counter tubes. (Germany-)

Reflex Klystrons for Wavelengths of 4 and 2.5
mm, B. B. van Iperen. "Phil. Tech." #8, 1960-
8 pp. (Netherlands, in English.)

A Gas -discharge Indicator Tube for Trans-
istorized Decade Counting Circuits, T. P. J.
Botden. "Phil. Tech." #9, 1960. 9 pp.
(Netherlands, in English.)

* * *

Specify

for
2N327A
2N328A
2N329A
2N330A

SILICON

PNP TRANSISTORS
UM Ali 416T

-.11/

New low levels of Ice;
baked at 200°C for
200 hours for
utmost stability.

Specify Sperry through

AVNET
exclusive Sperry
Distributor East of the
Rockies.
Factory Prices, for
quantities 1-999

Call your

Avnet

Applications

Engineer

For dependable service

and immediate delivery*

AVNET

AVNET70 State St.,Westbury, N.Y.- ED 3-5800
AVNET-45 Winn St.. Burlington, Mass. - EIR 2-3060.
AVNET4180 Kettering Blvd., Daytort39,0hio-AX.8-1458
AVNET2728 N. Mannheim Rd., Melrose Park, Ill, GL 5-8160
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New from Polarad

ANTENNA

PATTERN

MICROWAVE

RECEIVER
ULTRA -BROADBAND COVERAGE

2,000 to 75,000 me
in a single unit

°External Mixer. May be lo-
cated at or near antenna,
any distance up to 75 feet
from receiver.

°Flexible cable connects
mixer to receiver. Elimi-
nates cumbersome rigid
waveguide.

()Internal electronic 1000
cps sweep allows direct
operation into any standard
make AC antenna pattern
recorder.

OCW, AM, FM and pulse
reception.

OSensitivity.
2 kmc to 10 kmc....-85 dbm.

10 kmc to 35 kmc....-80 (Him.
35 kmc to 75 kmc....-70 dbm.

°Linearity maintained over
40 db dynamic range.

The Model RW-T is another example of the versatility
of the well known Polarad Model R Microwave Re-
ceivers. The RW-T is excellent to measure antenna
gain, pattern, minor lobes, front -to -back ratio, SWR
and bandwidth.

r

FREE LIFETIME SERVICE

ON ALL POLARAD

INSTRUMENTS

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

MAIL THIS CARD
for specifications.
Ask your nearest

Polarad represen-
tative (in the

Yellow Pages) for
a copy of "Notes

on Microwave
Measurements."

Model RW-T Microwave receiver being used to make
antenna pattern measurements on Polarad range.

1234567
POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION:

Please send me information and specifications on:

 Model RW-T Antenna Pattern Receiver
 Model KSS Microwave Power Source (see reverse side of page)

My application is

Name

Title

Company

Address

City Zone State

Dept

43-20 34th Street, Long Island City 1,
Representatives in principal cities.

N. Y.
P.E.C.



COMPACT

MICROWAVE

POWER SOURCE
1,050 to 11,000 mc 4 PLUG-IN UNITS

Model KSS Power Source being used to make antenna pattern measurements on Polarad Antenna
Range. Can also be used for minor lobes, front to back ratio, SWR and gain measurements.

The new Polarad Model KSS features an advanced
modulator design that provides CW, FM and inter-
nal square wave (10 to 10,000 pps). External pulse
capabilities permit rise times to 0.15 p.sec. The unit
has an adjustable attenuator and low incidental
AM and FM at relatively high power.

Postage

Will be Paid
by

Addressee

No

Postage Stamp

Necessary

If mailed in the
Uruted States

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No. 18, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP
43-20 34th St., Long Island City 1, N. V.

Basic unit (HU-4) includes modulator and power supply
into which is plugged any one of four R -F tuning units

that cover the frequency range 1,050 to 11,000 mc.
Tuning units are equipped with UNI-DIAL contrail:0 that
automatically tunes klystron cavity with reflector voltages.

MAIL THIS CARD
for specifications.
Ask your nearest
Polarad represen-
tative (in the
Yellow Pages) for
a copy of "Notes
on Microwave
Measurements."

C P.E.C.

FREE LIFETIME SERVICE

ON ALL POLARAD

INSTRUMENTS

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION
43-20 34th Street, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Representatives in principal cities.



0

FABRICATED

ELECTRO-PLATED

MOLDED

Compromise
IN THE DESIGN OR PRODUCTION OF

CUSTOM SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES...

GEM

. . . at Breeze. With the depth of design
and production capabilities and facilities
at Breeze Corporations, your slip ring re-
quirements are met without compromise.
Breeze produces custom slip ring assem-
blies by all of the reliable methods and
techniques, thus assuring you of a unit
tailored to meet your unique requirement.

Let Breeze provide you with an uncom-
promised design and production analysis
before you buy.

You'll want a copy of the new Breeze
catalog 66SR which describes a wide range
of custom units as well as Breeze
standard slip ring assemblies.

BREEZE CORPORATIONS, INC.
700 Liberty Avenue, Union, Neu. Jersey  Telephone: MUrdock 6-4000

Manufacturers of electrical, electro-mechanical and hydro -mechanical
components and systems and fabricated metal products.
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Kau

AIRCRAFT TYPE
TERMINAL BOARDS

New series of Molded Terminal
Boards available in three basic
types-AN, NAS and MS. Special
compoundings, backing strips and
hardware on request.

Gen -Pro Aircraft Type Terminal
Boards - soon available through
distributors. Sales and service reps
in key U. S. cities. Fast delivery.

WRITE NOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS

ALL TYPES

FROM ONE SOURCE

Gen -Pro's expanded line enables
you to order all types of Termi-
nal Boards from a single source;
standard military, commercial, and
others for special applications.

GENERAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Over 25 Years of Quality Molding

UNION SPRINGS, NEW YORK TWX No. 169
Circle 149 on Inquiry Card

ELECTRONIC PRINTED CIRCUIT  GRAPHIC

SYMBOLS
MADE TO ORDER

Repetitive symbols ... in fact any drafting, blueprint or specification detail
items . . . can be applied in seconds, rather than drawn in hours. If your
engineers or draftsmen haven't yet discovered the speed and economy of
STANPAT, they are wasting valuable hours ... and valuable money.
STANPAT tri-acetate sheets are quickly and easily adhered to your tracings
without special equipment. Reproductions are crisp and clean . . . Won't dry
out, come off or wrinkle. Mail the coupon today and see for yourself.

pre-printed  tri-acetate

STAN PAT Namesheets I Title

STANPAT CO., Whitestone 57, N. Y.
Phone: FLushing 9-1693-161T

Please quote on enclosed samples
 Kindly send literature and samples

Dept. 62

I Company

II Address
City State

Used by more than 30 Industries

Study Space Antennas
Caltech's Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory has selected four companies
for a four -month investigation of
the feasibility of an advanced
space tracking antenna.

Each company will submit a de-
sign analysis of a large tracking
antenna from 200 to 250 ft. dia.
The present DSIF (Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility) stations
use 85 ft. dia. tracking antennas.
If feasible, the advanced antennas
would increase DSIF capability 10
to 30 times.

Four companies selected are :
Westinghouse Electric Corp., East
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Blaw-Knox Equip-
ment Div., Blaw-Knox Co., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany Ground Systems, Fullerton,
Calif.; and North American Avia-
tion, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

Inflatable Reflector
Collects Solar Energy

An inflatable, bowl -shaped reflec-
tor for collecting solar energy to
operate space power systems has
been developed by Goodyear Air-
craft Corp., Akron, Ohio. Made of
aluminized plastic film, it folds and
is packaged in a two-part cylinder.
At a predetermined altitude, ex-
plosive bolts release and open the
container. Compressed gas, forced
into the folded reflector opens it
up. A lightweight plastic foam
then flows between the aluminized
surface and an outer wall of film,
taking permanent set.

Solar heat collectors as large as
100 ft. in dia. are possible with
this technique. The reflector pro-
vides over 3 kw for electric power
generating systems.

Test Mapping System
A new type of automatic map-

ping instrument, designed to re-
duce the time for making contour
aerial photographs, is being tested
by the U.S. Army Engineer Ge-
odesy, Intelligence and Mapping
R & D Agency, Fort Belvoir, Va.
The instrument (Stereomat) is a
Canadian development by Hunting
Associates, Ltd.

The system automates establish-
ing contours for maps made from
aerial photography. It uses photo-
electric cell "flying -spot" random
scanning and other electronic tech-
niques. It can contour a pair of
aerial photographs faster than a
human and at equal accuracy.
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TANTALUM CAPACITORS...NEW HEIGHTS IN RELIABILITY

NcINFERED BY PyfiAMI

When Pyramid tantalum capacitors with proven
dependability are incorporated into essential elec-
tronic equipment you manufacture ... greater reli-
ability of your product is assured.

To design engineers searching for miniature elec-
trolytic capacitors with unusual capacitance stabil-
ity and a low dissipation factor over a wide tempera-
ture range, soundly constructed tantalum capacitors
are gratifying discoveries.

If the equipment you make demands small capac-
itors with explicit reliability and peak performance,
look to Pyramid for tantalum capacitors that meet
your most exacting requirements.
For full details write or call: Sales Department

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
DARLINGTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Ltd., 8900 Tanguay Street, Montreal
Export: Morhan Exporting Co., 485 Broadway, N. Y.13,N.Y.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES February 1961
IRE: Booth 1212
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For that

NEW IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961 New York

Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00 Age limit-over 18

Engineer Demand Drops
The demand for engineers and sci-

entists dipped slightly in Novem-
ber after rising during September
and October.

This demand is measured by the
Engineer/Scientist Demand Index
developed by Deutsch & Shea, Inc.,
230 West 41st St., N. Y.

The Demand Index is based on
information supplied by newspapers
in major market areas and by tech-
nical journals in key engineering
and scientific fields. The Index mea-
sured the demand for scientific per-
sonnel by the advertising in news-
papers and scientific journals.
ENGINEER/SCIENTIST DEMAND INDEX

Composite Index
July = 100.0

August 97.6
September 107.7
October 116.2
November 113.3

Study the "Flying Fish"
Raytheon Company, Waltham,

Mass. will study high-speed navi-
gation of the "Flying Fish," an
operational hydrofoil vessel that
skims along the water on a pair
of hydrofoils at 40 knots.

A principal study will involve
methods for presenting radar in-
formation to the pilot for rapid
and easy reading while traveling
at high speeds in congested water-
ways. Other studies will involve
navigational collision avoidance,
and data display aspects for both
military and commercial applica-
tions.

Equipment to be used will in-
clude a modified version of the
firm's model 1500 Mariners "Path-
finder" radar, memory display sys-
tem which "freezes" radar data
for easy reading.

New Lab at China Lake
The Naval Ordinance Test Sta-

tion at China Lake, Calif., is build-
ing a new Systems Evaluation Lab-
oratory. The 41,000 ft, $149,000
building will be ready in De-
cember.

UMA Elects Officers
The Ultrasonic Manufacturers

Association has elected officers for
1961. They are: Stanley E. Jacke
(Branson Instruments, Inc.) -
President; Samuel Bagno (Kidde
Ultrasonic & Detection Alarms,
Inc.)-Vice President; and Harvey
B. Foulkes, Jr. (Cavitron Equip-
ment Corp.) -Treasurer.
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ARNOLD/TOROIDAL COIL WINDER
sets up quickly... easy to operate...

takes wide range of wire sizes

SPECIFICATIONS:

 Min. finished hole size: .18 in.
 Max. finished toroid 0.0.: 4.0 in.
 Winding speed: 1500 turns/min.
 Wire range: AWG 44 to AWG 26
 Dual, self -checking turns

counting system
 Loading (wire length) counter
 Core range: ye 1.11 to 4' 0.D.

to 11/2" high
includes all

LABORATORY USE

 Change wire and core size
in 45 sec.

PRODUCTION USE
 1500 turns per minute
 Insert core and load

in 20 sec.

rings, counters and accessories

immediate delivery. literature on request

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP.
6050 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

VErmonf 7-5313
Circle 154 on Inquiry Card

DRAFTSMEN!
ENGINEERS!

DESIGNERS!

TA "King -Size"
Instrument Cases
4 PAGES

TA Standard
Instrument Cases
20 PAGES

Learn how TA's new predesigned Instrument
Cases solve your equipment housing problems.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPIES!
THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES-STANDARD WITH TA-SAVE YOU TIME AND COST

I. Predesigned panel -layouts for perfect fit.
2. Large selection of standard sizes and styles.
3. Wide choice of standard handles, access

doors, panels, and other accessories.
4. All standard Cases include panel gaskets.
5. All Cases protected by air relief valves.
6. Available in depths from 21/2 to 18 inches.
7. Fast delivery (prototypes in 4 weeks).
8. No tooling charges on standards.
9. Precision quality.

10. Reinforced aluminum construction.
11. TA Cases are color matched to, and inte-

grated with, the Instruments they are to
contain.

INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS:
If you make portable instruments or
equipment, you can't afford not to inves-
tigate the TA line.

TA Cases come in a diversity of stand-
ard lid sizes, and are sold at proprietary
prices. During assembly the depth can
be cut to your exact specifications. Or,
if you like, TA will furnish you free vel-
lums and templates so you can save your-
self money by designing your product to
fit one of the many standard sizes.

Start saving big money right away. Send for
your valuable free TA manuals today!

TR Mfg. Corp. 4607 Alger Street  Los Angeles 39, Calif.
(or call CR 5-3748)

TWX 9863 Glendale, Calif.  WUX CAT Los Angeles, Calif.

WHY YOU
SHOULD
THINK
OF

MAPICO
WHEN YOU
THINK
OF

IRON OXIDES
FOR
FERRITES!...
First of all, Mapico provides a wide range
of pure synthetic iron oxides ... unmatched
for uniformity ...produced through the
most precise automatic production controls
... in a plant with tremendous capacity. And

Mapico iron oxides are made in three typically
different particle shapes, each shape available
in many accurately graded particle sizes.
The selection of the proper Mapico oxide
assists you in controlling electronic
characteristics and shrinkage.

[ MAPICO IRON OXIDES UNIT

COLOMBIAN CARBON COMPANY
380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Pm.
lom odd..
Ow a.

6666666
Mums
INDUSTRY

WRITE FOR
this useful, free, in-
formative chart on
MAPICO pure syn-
thetic iron oxides for
ferrites.
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DISPLAY
TUBES

I

I

CUT SIZE AND WEIGHT
OF YOUR EQUIPMENT

nuMoNT

Another significant breakthrough in cathode-ray
display tube design by Du Mont - low -drive tubes
SLASHING POWER REQUIREMENTS for deflection,
grid drive, and heater -shrinking associated circuitry,
and making possible the use of transistorized cir-
cuits. Bulky instruments become compact. Heavy
equipment becomes portable.

Now, your choice of 3", 5", 7" round, or 31/2" square
sizes in low -drive designs. New high -efficiency phos-
phors provide bright displays, even under toughest- ambient light conditions. These tubes are ideal for
oscilloscope use or any display function from video
sources.

SAMPLES AVAILABLE NOW...
Right now you can start your design work around
these new Du Mont display tubes. Write for com-
plete details including deflection blanking (Beam
gating) ...

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, Clifton, N. I.

DIVISIONS OF
fill-R(4/11LO

CRMERR RND INSTRUMENTII CORPORITION
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Tele-Tech's
ELECTRONIC
OPERATIONS

The Systems Engineering Section of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES FEBRUARY 1961

SYSTEMS WISE . . .

 The Air Force has ordered 10 service test models of a
newly -developed digital modem (modulator -demodulator)
which transmits up to 5400 bits/sec. over telephone or
telegraph lines. Rome ADC, Griffiss AF Base, N. Y., spon-
sored development of the data modem, AN/GSC-4. Collins
Radio Co., Western Div., built the units.

Acoustic Test Facility
Recently installed and
operating at Ameri-
can Labs. Div., Amer-
ican Electronics, Inc.,
Fullerton, Calif. New
facility tests elec-
tronic components
and sub - assemblies
under actual condi-
tions encountered in
jet and rocket pro-
pelled missiles and
aircraft.

A battery -operated electronic computer, PB 250, has
been shown by Packard Bell Computer Div., Packard Bell
Electronics. In normal operation, it operates from a bat-
tery trickle charged from a 115-v. power line. If 115-v.
input is interrupted, computer can continue operating for
more than 1 hr.

 New system unites a high -resolution TV system with
high magnification Elgeet Optical Co. research micro-
scopes in a new optical magnification system developed by
Allen B. DuMont Labs and Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc. System closes a gap between 2,000 X and 5,000 X
magnification starting point of electron microscopes.

 Two Remington Rand Univac Solid -State Computers,
one utilizing magnetic tape, have been installed in the new
Kaiser data processing center in Oakland, Calif. The com-
puters will integrate accounting procedures and improve
report schedules. They also plan to use them to solve com-
plex engineering problems and investigate areas in opera-
tions research and management sciences.

 New combustion programming system from General
Controls Co., Glendale, Calif., gives split-second electronic
detection of flame -out and enables immediate shut -down of
industrial and commercial combustion facilities. System
uses a small ultraviolet detector tube to detect presence of
flame.

 New Automatic Communications Relay Station, now
operating at Fort Detrick, Md., completes the Army's new
Domestic Communications Network. The station's auto-
matic message switching system can receive, process,
and retransmit messages at the rate of 275,000 a day.
Station can store 5,000 messages at a time and route a
message through the switching system in 3 sec. Other
relay stations are at Davis, Calif., and Leavenworth, Kan.
They link domestic commands with Army locations
throughout the world. Kleinschmidt Div., Smith -Corona
Marchant supplied equipment for Ft. Detrick.

 A new electronically controlled system for sorting par-
cels is being installed in Pennsylvania Station, New York.
It can handle 25 boxes, cartons, crates, etc. (Packages
which are too large to sack) per min. Capacity is 36,000
parcels/day. System was designed by Stewart -Warner
Corp., Chicago.

 Feasibility of an "ultrasonic can opener" to aid demoli-
tion squads in disarming unexploded bombs is being stud-
ied by engineers at Raytheon Co.'s Commercial Apparatus
and Systems Div., Norwood, Mass. Aim is to develop a
technique for opening steel -encased bombs without gen-
erating excessive heat.

 Solar cells in Tiros II are optically treated to aid the
emittance of the sun's rays in the long wave, or heat,
region. Since solar heat impedes photovoltaic action, this
enables the silicon cells to operate more effectively. Inter-
national Rectifier supplied the 9,260 cells for the solar
power system built by Radio Corp. of America.

 Lockheed Missile and Space Div. scientists propose using
a sodium vapor trail to track spacecraft descending from
orbit. System would produce clearly visible light, laying a
glowing orange -red trail in near -space across hundreds of
miles of sky.

 New analytical equipment at Gulf Oil's Harmarville
Research Labs is speeding the discovery of oil. The sys-
tem uses an X-ray machine (special circuits minimize
noise and increase precision) and an IBM 704 Computer.
The computer "memorizes" the characteristics of 35 com-
monly observed minerals. The equipment analyzes rock
cores from the drill hole. Company's scientists hope to
develop equipment that can be used directly at the well
site.

Electrical Systems Test
Electronic Testing Device, used by Ford Motor Co. Quality Inspectors,
checks electrical systems of 1961 Lincoln Continentals. Immediate or
impending circuit failures are spotted, corrected and re -checked prior
to cars rolling off final assembly line. Device also checks lighting
systems, heater, radio, starter, generator, regulator, windshield wipers,
air-conditioning, engine speed, and power seat and window operation.



A simple wireless microphone that transmits on the FM broad-
cast band operates surprisingly well. Complete details for
constructing the compact unit are given along with design in-
formation for making changes to suit the user's application.

Details for a

Transistorized

FM Wireless Mike

FOR the professional the wireless
mike eliminates the trailing

cords associated with the conven-
tional microphone, and will permit
him to have greater freedom of
movement. The unit is ideal for
TV, stadiums, showrooms and
schools. For the experimenter,
there are any number of uses that
can be found for the device with a
little imagination.

The wireless microphone consists
of an audio amplifier -modulator and
a frequency modulated oscillator.
The microphone used is a controlled

dynamic with a frequency response
of 400 to 4500 CPS. Although the
microphone used is limited to the
speech frequencies, the circuit is
capable of producing higher per-
formance when driven by a mike
having a wider frequency response.
This microphone was used because
of its small size, lightweight and
excellent shielding properties that
were important considerations in
our application.

The mike drives a low noise
audio type pnp transistor (2N104).
The 2N104 drives another audio

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the wireless mike. Oscillator tank coil is the antenna.

o,

2N104
NOTE:
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WITH VTVM
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.001 Circuit Operation
This is how it works : Since the

audio voltage amplitude variations
are at an audio rate, deviation of
the oscillator frequency will also be
at an audio rate ; that is, the bias

By SAMUEL J. LANZALOTTI
U. S. Army Research Development Lab.
Fort Monmouth, N. J.

type pnp transistor (2N105). Both
stages are in a common emitter
direct coupled circuit. The fre-
quency modulated oscillator con-
sists of a diffused Mesa pnp tran-
sistor type 2N537 or 2N700 used
in a common base circuit.

The oscillator tank coil (which is
the antenna) consists of one turn
of #22 wire wrapped in a groove
around the outside of the case to
form a complete loop measuring
2% x 134 in. The use of the loop
eliminates the necessity for an ex-
ternal antenna. Radiation from the
loop is adequate for reception on a
good FM tuner to a distance of
about 250 yards.' With a one -turn
loop around the case, the capaci-
tance value of the tank capacitor
will tune the standard FM broad-
cast band, 88-108 Mc.

FM is accomplished by coupling
the modulating signal from the
audio amplifier to the base of the
oscillator, which causes the oscilla-
tor frequency to change. The
change is proportional to the am-
plitude of the audio voltage applied.
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increases and decreases at the mod-
ulating rate which causes the col-
lector -to -base voltage to also in-
crease and decrease at the modu-
lating rate. This change in collec-
tor -to -base voltage varies the ca-
pacity existing between the collec-
tor and the base. The capacity is
due to a space charge region exist-
ing at the junction of the collector
and base. As the collector -to -base
voltage increases, the space charge
region increases and effectively de-
creases the capacitance. As the
collector -to -base voltage decreases,
the space charge region decreases
and effectively increases the collec-
tor capacity. This in effect is simi-
lar to squeezing together or spread-
ing apart the plates of a parallel
capacitor. As the collector output
capacitance decreases, the resonant
frequency of the oscillator tank cir-
cuit increases and vice versa.

The resonant frequency of the
oscillator tank circuit is therefore
increasing and decreasing at the
modulating rate. The output of the
oscillator is then a frequency mod-
cillator tank capacitor was chosen
as an optimum value to stabilize
frequency deviation, as well as its
ability to tune the FM band. Since
the collector -to -base capacity and
the tank capacitor are effectively in
parallel, the value of the tank ca-
pacitor is selected so that it is not
too small or too large.

If the tank capacitor is too small,
the collector -to -base capacity will
become an appreciable part of the
oscillator tank circuit causing an
excessive amount of frequency
deviation. Likewise, if the tank ca -

Fig. 3 (right): Unit
is shown completely
enclosed in its case.

Fig. 2 (left): Wiring
diagram of wireless
mike shows the gen-
eral layout of parts.

pacitor is too large the collector -
to -base capacity will become an
insignificant part of the oscillator
tank circuit, causing a reduced
amount of frequency deviation.

Therefore, it can be seen that the
amount of frequency deviation can
be controlled by the size of the tank
capacitor as well as the amount of
audio signal applied to the oscilla-
tor. The frequency deviation is
approximately 200 KC.

Tuning Adjustment

For accurate tuning adjustment,
the resonant frequency of the oscil-
lator should be checked with the
battery connected in the circuit. If
the tuned circuit is adjusted with-
out the battery connected, the reso-
nant frequency of the oscillator will
be higher in frequency than with
the battery is connected. The shift
in frequency is caused by the ab-
sence of dc bias on the base of the
oscillator.

A feedback capacitor of 2 v.v.fd
was selected as the minimum value
to sustain reliable oscillation con-
sistent with overall maximum
efficiency. The oscillator is biased
with 0.52 v dc through a voltage
divider consisting of a 10k and 1k
resistor. The 2N104 is biased in a
similar manner at the junction of
the 82K and a 15K resistors to pro-
vide a bias of 0.35 v dc. The gain
of the amplifier is fixed to provide
microphone pick-up of intelligible
sound from a distance slightly
greater than that which can be
heard by ear. The gain can be de-
creased if desired by decreasing the
value of the by-pass capacitor in

the emitter circuit of either audio
stage.

Total current drain is approxi-
mately 3.8 ma. All measurements
were made with a VTVM. Ac and
dc measured voltage readings are
shown in Fig. 1. The unit is pow-
ered by a 9 -volt mercury transistor
battery.

The circuitry and battery are
housed in a specially fabricated
phenolic case that measures 2% x
13/4 x 3/4 in. It is designed for easy
replacement of the battery and
maximum protection to the cir-
cuitry. Adjustment of the tank ca-
pacitor is made by inserting a
screwdriver into slot provided on
the cover plate. The tank capacitor
is mounted in the case such that
the slotted shaft extends into the
cover plate. The microphone should
be mounted within a shock absorb-
ent material, preferably of resilient
foam plastic.

Layout of the components is
shown in Fig. 2. Layout is not
critical and may be altered to sat-
isfy any desired arrangement. It
is advisable, though, to keep all
leads as short as possible, especially
in the oscillator section.

Circuit Modifications
Other transistor types to replace

the Western Electric type 2N537

Fig. 4: Unit is shown with the cover
removed. Note the parts layout.
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Fig.5 : An alternate
FM wireless mike cir- - I - I 7,1_10p7F

cuit is shown using
2N2078 transistors.
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Wireless Mike
(Continued)
may be used. The use of certain
transistors may call for a slight
alteration in bias to assure that the
transistor is working under the
proper conditions.

An alternate circuit (slightly
modified) using a 2N700 or 2N537
for the oscillator is shown in Fig. 5.
The 2N700 (as used here) may be
considered as a direct replacement
for the 2N537. The oscillator cur-
rent may be adjusted by the value
of the feedback capacitor C6 shown
in Fig. 5. The collector current can
be adjusted to 3 ma. with a feed-
back capacitance value of 2µµf and
5 ma. with a capacitance value of
5

N.C.

C

9V

9V

EMITTER

2N700

BASE

Care should be exercised not to
run the collector current so high
as to exceed the transistors maxi-
mum power dissipation of 75 milli -
watts. It is best to operate the
transistor at a level of 50 mw. or
less, this should provide a suf-
ficient margin of safety.

Both circuits using the 2N537
and the 2N700 may be operated
with a battery supply voltage as
low as 3 volts where low power,
small size and long battery life are
prime requirements.

There are no restrictions to
packaging, if the engineer wishes
to alter the design and repackage
the circuit to fit a configuration of
his choice, except that a completely

(Continued on page 208)

Fig. 6: Photograph shows parts layout for circuit in Fig. 5 above.

Immediate
delivery!
HST
TRANSFORMERS

IN QUANTITIES UP TO

250 per item
at factory prices!

CONTACT THESE AUTHORIZED
HST-ARCO INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA
Radio Specialties & Appliance Corp.

917 N. 7th Street, Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
Brill Electronics

610 E. 10th Street, Oakland 6
Hollywood Radio & Electronics Inc.

5250 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 27
Pacific Wholesale Co.

1850 Mission Street, San Francisco 3
Shanks & Wright Inc.

2045 Kettner Boulevard, San Diego 1
Shelley Radio Co. Inc.

2008 Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles 25
R. V. Weatherford Co.

6921 San Fernando Road, Glendale 1

COLORADO
Denver Electronics Supply Co.

1254 Arapahoe Street, Denver 4

MARYLAND
Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc.

2050 Rock Rose Avenue, Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Lafayette Radio Corp.

110 Federal Street, Boston 10

NEW JERSEY
Federated Purchaser Inc.

1021 U.S. Route 22, Mountainside

NEW YORK
Arrow Electronics Inc.

525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, L. I.

Harvey Radio Co., Inc.
103 W. 43rd Street, New York 36
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp.

100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13
Terminal -Hudson Electronics Inc.
236 W. 17th Street, New York 17

TEXAS
All -State Electronics Inc.

2411 Ross Avenue Dallas 1
Busacker Electronic Equipment Co. Inc.

1216 W. Clay, Houston 19
Engineering Supply Co.

6000 Denton Drive, Dallas 35

UTAH
Carter Supply Co.

3214 Washington Boulevard, Ogden

WASHINGTON
C & G Radio Supply Co.

2221 Third Avenue, Seattle

CANADA
Electro Sonic Supply Co. Ltd.

543 Yonge Street, Toronto 5, Ontario

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC.
NEW YORK DALLAS LOS ANGELES
Exclusive Supplier of HST Transformers to
Distributors and Jobbers in U.S.A. and Canada
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TRANSFORMERS
Type SWH
Ultimate .n space and weight saving. Hermetically
sealed to mee: MIL -T -27A specifications. Frequency
range 3C-10,000 cps maximum levels to 30 mw. De-
signed to meet the most stringent applications.
Type TA:
Encased it special material formed into rugged deep
drawn cases that afford maximum magnetic shielding.
Excellent fidelity for levels to 10 mw. Wide frequency
range is consistently achieved. Meet all MIL -7-27A
specifications.

Type TT
Built and tested to meet MIL -T -
27A specification', for altitudes
up to 50,7C0 ft. Ideally suited
for transistor circuits. In addi-
tion, frequency response ratings
are based an military specifica-
tions. The except onal reliability
and low distortion characteristics
combine for excellent perform
ance.

Type MH
Designed to meet MIL -T -27A specifications
for speech circuit applications including
transistorized -optimum response from low to
high frequency. Maximum power ranges to
100 mw. Hermetically sealed.

Type SMO
SMO open - construction affords maximum
flexibility in both electrical and mechanical
considerations. Though subminiaturized . . .

these units exhibit unusually high efficiency
and wide frequency response. New design
leads to greater dependability and higher
performance.

Type SS
Fills need for an economical,
compact, quality transformer.
Weighs one unce yet is fully
impregnated and sealed in a
drawn aluminum case. Ideal
for portable broadcast, air-
craft, mobile service, etc.
High - fidelity characteristics
are provided, uniform within
ar proximately 1 db from 30
to 20,000 cycles.

Type SSM
This popular series is de-
signed to hardle higher levels
than the SMO units yet, re-
tain the high performance
characteristics exhibited by
that series. Available as a
hermetically sealed unit (en-
casement is identical to the
SMH series).

Complete stocks are available from ALL Arco branches or from any Arco -HST Industrial Distributor fcr instant shipment
upon receipt of order. Required material is prepared minutes after your request is received. Arco's branches in Dallas and
Los Angeles, eliminate any delay in shipping time from the East to West coast.

mkRCO electronics inc. Transformer Division,
Community Drive, Great Neck, New York

BRANCHES:
LOS ANGELES

ARCO CAPACITORS INC.
1543 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Calif.

CRestview 1-1151

HUnter 1-0500

DALLAS

ARCO ELECTRONICS INC.
1339 Crampton St., Dallas 7, Texas

Riverside 8-0648

Manufactured by

* Dresser Electronics
HST Division
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While sound levels vary with every transformer installation
due to background noises, acoustics of the room and even
resonance of a mounting platform, wall or mounting column,
there is one thing of which you can be sure. EACH Acme
Electric dry type transformer has been basically designed,
carefully constructed and processed so that the maximum
average sound level is well below the sound level standards
accepted by the industry.

TRANSFORMER INDUSTRY ACCEPTED SOUND LEVEL STANDARDS

Transformer Rating
KVA

Average Sound Levels
Decibels

Acme Dry Type
Average Sound
Level in Decible

0 to 9 40 38.7
10 to 50 45 42.5
51 to 150 50 47.8

151 - 300 55 53.9
301 - 500 60 59.1

If you want QUIET transformers, specify Acme Electric-no hum, no buzz.

CUSTOM DESIGNED & BUILT
240 KVA 3 phase 60 cycles

Primary 410 volts with ±21/2% taps
Secondary 162 volts

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
892 Water St. Cuba, N. Y.
In Canada: Acme Electric Corp. Ltd., 50 Northline Rd., Toronto, Ont.

SAA3927/19 9

CUES
for Broadcasters

Bulletin Alarm System
Donald M. Wheatley, Ch. Eng.

WJOY, S. Burlington, Vt.
In this area when news is very important to a

radio station, we have found that a news bulletin alarm
system has put us on top many times. This circuit
originally came to us from the ABC network and with
a few modifications it has certainly been worth the
slight cost.

The original circuit called for the alarm to trip if
5 or more bells were rung on the news machine. We
have changed it so that just the 5 bells will trip the
alarm.

We did not want to have to hire a city licensed
electrician to run the light leads to the control room
so we stepped the voltage down to 6 volts-then came

Only 5 bells will trip the bulletin alarm system shown.

a
STEP 9

10

STEPPER
LEVELS t .6 8

033 0

6 09
010

RESET

AUX.
CONTACT
(N.0.)

MANUAL
RESET

TEST
DIAL

-ON STEPPER

AUX. CONTACT
(NC.) AMPERITEIr--

26N010
RY 2 7 2

5

0 0
TELETYPE
CONTACTS

110V
GREEN

30.0.
IOW

110y
RED

500/50

TRUCK CLEARANCE
LIGHTS

CONTROL NEWS
ROOM ROOM
LIGHT LIGHT

24 V DC

L .

r
6V. 10V.

the problem of what to use for lights that would
show up well. Finally the idea of truck clearance
lights came up. They are inexpensive and just the
thing. In the control room we have a dual orange
and red one that is mounted so that it can also be
seen from the studio. In the front office over the
news room door we have a fancier flush mounted type.

Many times we have had the bulletin on the air
for ten minutes or more before the network broke in
to give the news. And when we are waiting for the
bulletin to come over we do not even have to stick
in the news room.

$$$ for Your Ideas
Readers are invited to contribute their own suggestions
which should be short and include photographs or rough
sketches. Typewritten, double spaced text is requested.

Our usual rate will be paid for material used.
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NYLON TIP JACK
Available in all
nylon body or
as a metal -clad
type to meet
military speci-
fications, Com-
pletely insulat-
ed-no auxiliary mount-
ing hardware needed.

NYLON BANANA
JACK

Molded nylon body
provides voltage
breakdown of 12,500
volts DC.

NYLON BANANA
PLUG

A rugged, high voltage
insulated plug for a
wide variety of ap-
plications.

NYLON TIP PLUG
Designed for solder -
less connection-fits
all standard tip jocks.

NYLON BINDING
POST

Compact, completely
insulated, pre-assem
bled 6 -way binding
post.

NYLON Voltage breakdowns
up to 12,500 volts DC!

CONNECTORS
These rugged Johnson connectors
are molded of tough, low -loss shock-
proof nylon-and will not chip or
crack, even when subjected to ex-
treme temperature changes or severe
mechanical stress. Nylon provides
high voltage insulation, with voltage
breakdowns up to 12,500 volts DC.
Metal clad tip jack meets MIL spec-
ifications (full specifications avail-
able on request). All connectors are
designed for fast, easy mounting-
and are available in 13 bright colors
for coded applications.

OTHER CONNECTORS-Johnson
also manufactures a complete line of
standard connectors in addition to the
nylon line described above. For com-
plete information, write for our newest
components catalog shown below.

NieuP
Write today for our newest electronic
components catalog-complete specifications,
engineering prints and current prices on:

 CAPACITORS  TUBE SOCKETS  CONNECTORS PILOT LIGHTS
 INSULATORS KNOBS, DIALS INDUCTORS HARDWARE

DUAL BANANA PLUG
Extremely versatile-provides
variety of application pos-
sibilities. Solderless design-
tough shock resistant nylon
body retains strength and law-
less characteristics over a wide
range of temperature and high
relative humidity conditions.
Available in 13 permanent
colors.

MAJOR
COMPONENT
LINES

I. F. JOHNSON CO.
2016 Second Avenue S.W.  Waseca, Minnesota
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35,000 SMASHING,
BATTERING IMPACTS

and still working perfectly !

1--1VF?Ec 71-N-Rin"
COMMUNICATIONS MICROPHONE

prores its incredible durability
in this gruelling destruction test!

New SHURE "TEN -FOUR" MICROPHONE, with exclusive
Armo-Dur housing, and another microphone with standard
die-cast metal housing were dragged for miles on a test drive
over all kinds of pavements at speeds to 30 mph. In a matter
of minutes, it was subjected to greater punishment than a
lifetime of severest mishandling and here's the result:

Ten -Four with Armo-Dur Housing
virtually unmarked-still performed
perfectly)

Standard microphone with die-cast
metal housing - cracked, broken,
abraded-microphone inoperable.

For the microphone that stands up under severe operating
conditions with no loss of high speech intelligibility, be sure
to specify the Shure "Ten -Four" when you order your new
communications equipment or replacements.
(Can be furnished with "Controlled Magnetic" or carbon cartridge.)

SHURE BROTHERS. INCORPORATED
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

HIGHEST QUALITY MICROPHONES - FIXED - STATION AND MOBILE

Circle 40 on Inquiry Card
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WASHINGTON

NEW FCC CHAIRMAN - Newton W. Ninow, law
partner of Adlai E. Stevenson and administrative as-
sistant to the latter when he was Governor of Illinois,
is President Kennedy's selection to head the FCC. He
succeeds Frederick W. Ford, who was Chairman of
the Commission during the latter part of the Eisen-
hower Administration. Mr. Ford remains as a mem-
ber of the Commission.

WHITE HOUSE OFFICE-An Office for the Coordi-
nation and Development of Communications Policy
has been created within the White House organiza-
tion. Transfer by executive order of the powers of
the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization in the tele-
communications and broadcasting fields to the new
White House entity has been recommended by James
M. Landis to Pres. Kennedy in his report on the fed-
eral regulatory agencies. Dean Landis, Securities &
Exchange Commission and Civil Aeronautics Board
Chairman during Pres. Roosevelt's administrations,
has been named as Pres. Kennedy's temporary special
assistant to overhaul the regulatory agencies, includ-
ing the FCC. The new White House Office for Com-
munications Policy recalls that Pres. Truman's com-
munications policy adviser was Haraden Pratt, out-
standing radio -electronics engineer (presently Secre-
tary of the IRE).

ALLOCATIONS COORDINATION-The Landis re-
port says that effective inter -agency action is lacking
in spectrum allocations in keeping pace with present
developments in communications and electronics.
This includes jet aviation traffic control, intercon-
tinental rockets, space communications, and radio
astronomy. Dean Landis emphasized that closely
coordinated broad national policies must be devel-
oped between the "many agencies" concerned with al-
locations. These include the FCC, State Department,
National Aeronautics & Space Administration, the
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee, Army,
Navy, Air Force, and the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration.

POSSIBLE CLASH WITH CONGRESS-The Landis
report's recommendations on the reorganization of
the regulatory agencies contained several proposals
that might arouse controversy in Congress. Federal
commissions, such as the FCC, are regarded by Con-
gress as being under its jurisdictional control. Key
members of Congress, both Democrats and Republi-
cans, stressed that Congress would not be willing
to let the White House tighten its grip on the
regulatory agencies. The Landis report, however,
met approval from all sides that the Commissioners
and their technical staffs should be highly qualified
so as to improve policy making and procedures.

News Letter
INFLUENCE IMPACT-The FCC was charged in the
Landis report with being too "subservient" to the
communications subcommittees of Congress. Also,
with being under the "influence" of commercial in-
terests, particularly the broadcasting networks. "No
patent solution for this situation exists," the report
stated, "other than the inclusion of vigor and courage
within the Commission by giving it strong and com-
petent leadership, and thereby evolving sensible pro-
cedures for the disposition of its business." One of
the first jobs for the Kennedy administration should
be to overhaul the FCC in a reorganization plan. Mr.
Landis proposed that President Kennedy should sub-
mit such a plan to Congress.

SPACE -EARTH SHARING-The FCC has added to
its long-range inquiry into space communications
subjects because of "recent developments." One re-
vised, and one additional issue. Subjects relate to
the sharing of frequency bands by space communi-
cations operations and earth systems. The revised
issue seeks more clearly delineated data on earth -

space sharing. The new issue is on the selection of
earth terminal sites. However, the FCC emphasized
that "it does not deem itself, precluded during the
pendency of this proceeding, from undertaking or
authorizing such research activities and functions,
with respect to space communications, as it deemed
appropriate." The American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co. has before the Commission a proposal for
a trial of commercial space communications, using
an active satellite system. The FCC is to receive
comments on its long-range inquiry in this field by
March 1.
National Press Building ROLAND C. DAVIES
Washington 4

MILITARY PROCUREMENT & SMALL BUSINESS
-Small Business Committee's Subcommittee on Gov-
ernment Procurement is releasing a sharply critical
report on "The Lack of Competition in Military Pro-
curement and Its Impact on Small Business." The
report says that non-competitive buying each year
deprives unfairly the Nation's qualified small con-
cerns of millions of dollars worth of prime contracts
and adds unnecessary costs to our defense program.
Main thrust of the report is against unnecessary
negotiated and sole source awards. It cites statistics
to show that military departments (in 1960) adver-
tised contracts with a value of $3.2 billion and nego-
tiated contracts worth $18.9 billion. Of those negoti-
ated, 12.6% were awarded on the basis of price com-
petition and 67.3% were negotiated with only a single
supplier. The Committee urged "the military to exert
greater efforts to obtain competition in the purchase
of spare parts."
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JMPUTER MEASUREMENTS COMPANY
P Ut  PRE9ULNCY

Model 737A shown with Model 732A Converter Plug -In

Measure frequency dc to 220 mc
Measure period to 0.1 microsecond
Measure time interval 0.1 microsecond to 107seconds
Count dc to 10 mc

CMC, first with solid state reliability,
announces the transistorized Model 737A
frequency -period meter.

Here, combined in one compact package weigh-
ing a scant 53 pounds, are the functions of a high
speed counter, frequency meter, and period meter.
Sensibly priced at $2400, the Model 737A mates
an all solid state counter with a plug-in vacuum
tube heterodyne converter.

Only 14" high, 17" wide, and 13" deep, CMC's new
Model 737A requires a mere 125 watts of power
which in itself reduces operating temperatures and
contributes to long trouble -free life. And except
for the vacuum tubes, the new unit is uncondition-
ally guaranteed for two years.

NEW
TECHNICAL

BULLETIN
TELLS ALL

Your nearby CMC engineering representative
will be happy to provide you with full tech-
nical, sales, and delivery information and
arrange a demonstration at your conven-
ience. For a free copy of our new technical
bulletin, please address Dept 44.

THREE PLUG -INS AVAILABLE
1. 10 mc to 100 mc frequency converter; 2. 100 mc to
220 mc frequency converter; 3. Solid state 0.1 micro-
second to 107 second time interval section.
Converter plug -ins $250 each. Time interval plug-in $300.
FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES * Decade count
down time base, frequency divider circuits never need
adjustment. * Automatic decimal point. * Nixie read-
out available as standard option. * Stability, 2 parts in
107 standard, 5 parts in 108 special. * Accuracy, -.t1
count ± oscillator stability. * Sensitivity, 0.25 v rms.
* Standardize against WWV. * Remote programming
without special regard to cable length, type of cable, or
Impedance matching. * Printer output to drive digital
recording equipment, punches, inline readout and other
data handling gear, $80 extra.

CNC
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Computer
Measurements Co.
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A Division of Pacific Industries
12970 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, California

Phone: EMpire 7-2161



ROHN
COMMUNICATION

TOWER
No.60

Shown above is a ROHN
No. 600 tower used for
FM broadcasting, installed
to a height of 300 feet.

FREE

for height up to
490 feet!

* This extremely
heavy duty tower
is designed for a
wide variety of
communications of
all kinds.
* This No. 60
ROHN tower is
suitable for height
up to 490 feet when
properly guyed and
installed.
* Completely hot -
dipped zinc galva-
nized after fabrica-
tion.
* Designed for

durability, yet eco-
nomical - easilyerected and
shipped. ROHN
towers have excel-
lent workmanship,
construction and
design. Each sec-
tion is 10 feet in
length.

Details and complete engineering specific°.
Sons gladly sent on request. Also ROHN rep-
resentatives are roost -to -coast to assist you.

Write -Phone -Wire Today!

ROHN Manufacturing Co.
Box 2000

I Peoria, Illinois
Phone 637-8416

"Pioneer Manufacturers of
Towers of All Kinds"
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Wireless Mike
(Concluded)

non-metallic case should be used.
The engineer may choose to ex-
plore the use of larger diameter
wire or possibly use strip copper
foil for the loop. The circuit values
are not so critical as to impose re-
strictions. Any reasonable modifi-
cation or additional sophistication
that may be desired is left to the
designer's imagination.

Acknowledgment is made to
Messrs. Joseph F. Curran and Rus-
sell F. Schmidt of the United States
Army Signal Research and Devel-
opment Laboratory for their con-
tribution to the development of the
FM Wireless Microphone.

PARTS LIST

Cl, C4-.68 id fixed tanalitic capaci-
tor 20v.

C2, C3-6.8 id fixed tanalitic capaci-
tor 6v.

C5, C6-.001 /Aid fixed low voltage
ceramic.

C7-1-17 Aid variable air trimmer
(Radio Condenser Co. series 75 for
printed circuits).

C8-2 Aid fixed low voltage ceramic.
L-One turn loop around case, #22

enamel wire (see text).
R1, R5 -15K.
R2 -2.2K.
R3 -82K.
R4 -33K.
R6, R9 -10K.
R7 -1K.
R8-200 ohms.
RFC -8 tAh (Jeffers).
Q1 -2N104 transistor (RCA) or 2N -

207B (Philco).
Q2 -2N105 transistor (RCA) or 2N -

207B (Philco).
Q3 -2N537 transistor (WE) or 2N-

700 (Motorola).
Mic.-1000 ohm microphone (Shure

MC -20J)
Misc.-Switch, the posts, hardware,

etc.
Battery -9 volt (RCA type VS309A).

1. Ed. Notes See Part 15 of FCC's
rules and regulations. We have ab-
stracted one paragraph of this section
here.
§ 15.206 Operation Above 70 Mc.

A low power communication device
may be operated on any frequency
above 70 Mc, provided it complies with
all of the following conditions:

(a) Operation is limited to one sec-ond duration and to occur not more
than once in 30 seconds.

(b) The radiated field on any fre-
quency from 70 Mc to 1000 Mc does not
exceed the limits specified for receiv-
ers in § 15.62 (50 µvim at 100 ft. Jo,
PM band).

(c) The radiated field of any fre-
quency above 1000 Mc does not exceed
500 microvolts per meter at a distance
of 100 feet.

(d) The device is provided withmeans for automatically limiting op-
eration within the time restrictions
specified in this section.

 Direct Reading In
Degrees.

 Accuracy 0.05 or 1 %.

Type 405 Series:
1 cps to 500 kc. Accuracy
0.25° relative, 1° absolute.
No amplitude adjustment
from 0.1v to 70v. Suitable
for plotting phase curve.
Type 202: 20 cps to 500 kc.
Accuracy 0.02° or 2%. 1°
full scale sensitivity. Phase
range 0-1, 0-2, 0-4, 0-12, 0-120
and 0.180 degrees.
Type 205A1 -A2: 100 kc to 15
mc. Accuracy 0.05° or 1%.
Sensitivity 0.04v.
Type 205B1 -B2 -B3: 15 mc to
1500 mc. Accuracy 0.05° or
1%. Sensitivity down to 20
microvolts with receiver.

D - Y U
ELECTRONICS LAB. INC

249 TERHUNE AVENUE
PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY
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Antenna Systems, Inc., is devoted
exclusively to the design, fabrica
tion and installation of antenna
systems in the fields of scatter
communications, missile tracking,
space tracking, radar and surveil-
lance, radio astronomy, and spe-
cial antenna products.
We invite your inquiry,
whatever your antenna
problem may be. Write
for our folder.

ANTENNA SYSTEMS INC.
HINGHAM, MASS.

Circle 44 on Inquiry Card
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Radiosonde
(Continued from page 127)

ancing potentiometer - type strip -
chart recorder.

Performance

The sensitivity of the receiver,
as measured at the output of the
discriminator is less than 2µv for
30 db quiting. Overall selectivity
is down 15 db ±2 db at 200 Kc and
pass -band width is ±100 xC at -3
db. Overall gain of the i-f is

65 db.
D3 output voltage from the fre-

quency converter is linearly propor-
tional with 0.1% of full scale (200
cPs) to the input pulse frequency.

With constant repetition rate
pulse input, the output is constant
within 0.05% of full scale when the
pulse amplitude is varied from 7
to 35 v peak to peak. Output is also
constant within 0.05% with varia-
tions of input wave shapes from
sawtooth, sinewave, and rectified
sinewaves.

Author gratefully acknowledges
the assistance and creative contri-
butions of J. Ash and J. Blickfeld.

References
1. England, J. W., Thanos, H., "Applica-

tion of Drift Transistors to F. M. Re-
ceivers," IRE Transactions on Broadcast
and Television Receivers, Jan. 1959.

Transistors
(Continued from page 101)

from crystals about .002 in. thick.
The junction is built in by exposing
the material to vaporized aluminum
at 3900°. The aluminum atoms dif-
fuse into the silicon carbide crystal,
changing it from n -type to p -type.
The junction is formed where the
two types meet. The process is con-
trolled to an accuracy of a few mil-
lionths of an inch.

To establish input and output
terminals, the wafer is etched at
two points so that the silicon car-
bide is eaten away until the junc-
tion within the body of the crystal
is reached. Electrical connections
are made at these two points and to
the body of the wafer.

A typical finished transistor is
about 0.080 in. long and 0.040 in.
wide. Electrical measurements on
the finished transistors show them
to give a power gain of about 60 at
room temperatures.

Large -size Steam Hammer  B. & S. Massey
Manchester, England  Circa 1885
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For that

NEW IDEA
visit the

IRE SHOW
March 20-23, 1961 New York

Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Members $1.00, Non-members $3.00 Age limit-over 18
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BUT, OUR PENDULUMS AREN'T SIMPLE, SIGNOR GALILEO!
Since your time, Schuler has shown that a simple pendulum can be used for navigation here
on Earth if it has a period of 84.4 minutes. By your formula, Signor, the pendulum would be
3,959 miles long! We couldn't keep it simple; we had to mechanize an artificial pendulum
with Schuler's long period to inertially guide the Mace missile. If you, as an engineer,
would like to join us in compounding such new approaches from traditional science, and if
you have a BS, MS or PhD in Physics, ME, EE, or Math, please contact Mr. E. J. Allen,
Director of Scientific and Professional Employment, 7929 S. Howell, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

AC SPARK PLUG * THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
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PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Reporting late developments affecting the employment picture in the Electronic Industries

Design Engineers Development Engineers Administrative Engineers Engineering Writers
Physicists Mathematicians Electronic Instructors Field Engineers Production Engineers

EIA Booklet "Pushes"
U. S. Electronic Industry

The Tube and Semiconductor
Division, Electronic Industries As-
sociation, has prepared a new book-
let explaining why "it pays to do
business with U. S. electronics man-
ufacturers."

It is part of EIA's campaign to
counter electronic imports from
low -wage foreign producers, which
in the case of the Japanese, have
increased 240 times in the last five
years.

Entitled "Plus Values" the book-
let highlights these advantages of
buying U. S. -made tubes and semi-
conductors: freedom from uncer-
tainties of overseas transportation,
ready availability of manufacturer
inventories which make it unneces-
sary for distributors to tie up capi-
tal in large stocks, and engineer-
ing and laboratory services. Also
featured are the economic benefits
of a healthy U. S. tube and semicon-
ductor industry.

"Planning Vital"-Slocum
Effective long-range planning in

the electronics industry "has never
been more vital than it is today,"
says Walter W. Slocum, President
of International Resistance Co.,
Phila., Pa. "Broader depth plan-
ning is necessary," he declared, "to
offset the high cost of mistakes in
today's business climate and to
meet the challenge of global eco-
nomic warfare."

He emphasizes the importance of
such factors as changes in economic
cycle, research and development ef-
forts, preparation of marketing
plans for commercializing new
products, provision of capital for
plant and process requirements,
and budgeting for profits. Mr. Slo-
cum discussed this increasing em-
phasis on advance planning at the
14th Annual Forecasting Confer-
ence sponsored by the Chamber of
Commerce of Greater Philadelphia.

MASTER COMPUTER

Eleven -year -olds, Kathleen Woodruff and Vic-
tor Morton, operate a Clary DE -60 Computer.
Sixth -graders are doing a problem in comput-
ing stress and deflection. They mastered the
general-purpose computer in 14 hours.

Powder Metallurgists
Organize in New York

A new national organization for
powder metallurgists, the American
Powder Metallurgy Institute, has
established a Section of the Insti-
tute in the New York metropolitan
area for engineers, metallurgists,
and others interested in powder
metalurgy.

Engineers interested in partici-
pating in New York Section activi-
ties should contact either the Chair-
man, John K. Shaw, S -K -C Re-
search Associates, 445 Fifth Ave.,
Paterson, N. J. or the Institute's
Executive Secretary, Kempton H.
Roll, at 60 East 42nd St., N. Y. 17,
N. Y. Dues are $15 the first year
and $10 thereafter.

Retiring?
The U. S. Chamber of Commerce

feels that those in the 30 -to -50 age
bracket are not too young to start
planning for retirement. They have
prepared a booklet, "Look Forward
to Your Retirement," which tells
you what to do-and what to avoid
-in drafting a blueprint for your
old age. It will also help you ad-
vise your employees seeking guid-
ance on the subject.

Single copies are free. Write to :
Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, 1615 H Street,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Engineering Degrees Off,
First Drop Since 1944

The number of Bachelor Degrees
granted in engineering will be ap-
proximately 2.5% less in 1960 than
in the previous year. An Office of
Education survey indicates the
Bachelor's Degrees will total be-
tween 37,000 and 37,500. There
were 38,134 engineering degrees
granted last year.

An unhealthy trend is develop-
ing. The decline in undergraduate
engineering enrollment from 1958
to 1959 was greater than in the pre-
ceding year. This means that the
drop in Bachelor's degrees may be
even sharper in 1960-61.

The losses may be offset by in-
creases in the number of students
graduating in mathematics, or in
physical science fields closely re-
lated to engineering. There was,
for instance, an increase of 17.6%
in Junior's majorings in mathemat-
ics from the fall of '58 to fall
of '59.

Long Island Gets New
Graduate School

The Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn is building Long Island's
first graduate school of engineer-
ing. The facility, with research
labs, is being built on 25 acres of
land donated by Republic Aviation
Corp., on Route 110 a half mile east
of the Nassau -Suffolk border.

Graduate work will be offered
(day and evening-full or part-
time) in aero-space engineering,
electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, mathematics, and
physics. There will be 3 labs for
basic research in aerodynamics and
in high power electronics. Classes
are scheduled for the fall 1961
semester.

FOR MORE INFORMATION . . .

on positions described in this
section fill out the convenient
inquiry card, page 155.
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A REPRINT
of this article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to

The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila. 39, Pa.

THE ultimate success of an en-
gineer-like that of most other

professional people - depends to
a large extent on the ability to
communicate his knowledge to other
people. This important fact has
been overlooked too long. It is be-
coming increasingly important as
our world becomes more complex.

Knowledge, in itself, is of little
value until it can be communicated.
The most gifted engineer, if unable
to speak or write effectively, is as
useful as an automobile with no
gas ; neither can be utilized, nor
evaluated on performance. It is
no coincidence that the most suc-
cessful engineers are also most
proficient at speaking, or writing-
or both.

Such an ability demonstrates an
individual's thought pattern and
organization, imagination, knowl-
edge and grasp of the subject mat-
ter, sense in determining im-
portant factors. Of all the qualities
an engineer must possess to achieve
success, his ability to "communi-
cate" effectively heads the list.

While very often mistaken for an
end -product in itself ; knowledge
in reality, is merely a milestone to
personal development.

Upon attaining the level of tech-
nical knowledge necessary in his
profession, the engineer's first step
in personal development is learning
how to express his knowledge,
ideas, and opinions by means of

By A. M. MORGAN
Systems Design Engineer
General Electric Co.
Heavy Military Electronics Dept.
Court St.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Writing Key to

the written word.
Almost every professional engi-

neer today, from research to pro-
duction, must write letters, reports,
papers, or memoranda; good
writing distinguishes the capable
individual.

What Constitutes a
Well Written Text?

The first prerequisite in writing
is a knowledge of grammar and,
secondly, a good vocabulary. "In-
crease your word -power" has very
real meaning to an engineer. Cer-
tainly there is a strong connection
between knowledge and vocabulary.
The well -written report not only is
grammatically correct, but is also
as interesting to read as the sub-
ject matter permits.

Writing, as a means of communi-
cating information ; should enable
the reader to understand what the
writer intended the text to convey.
Having to read a sentence three or
four times, in order to understand
what the writer meant is a severe
criticism of the writer. Is he a
muddled thinker? Is he deliber-
ately being vague? Perhaps he
does not fully understand the sub-
ject or maybe he is just inefficient.
Perhaps he just lacks the ability to
express himself understandably in
writing. The writer of letters,
memoranda or reports would do
well to remember this point.

The well -written text should flow

smoothly to hold the reader's at-
tention. The English language em-
braces a wide choice of words suit-
able to meet any particular need;
conveying various shades of mean-
ing to suit a specific occasion. Sen-
tences, too, constructed in various
ways give the same meaning a dif-
ferent emphasis, or perhaps a
subtle difference in meaning. These
peculiarities of language, particu-
larly of English, cause a writer,
with practice, to develop a particu-
lar style. There is a world of
difference between, for example, the
styles of Emerson, Shaw, Heming-
way, and O'Henry. The man who
writes, be it fact or fiction, cannot
avoid developing a style, if he
writes often enough.

The well -written text not only
provides information about the sub-
ject matter; but very often pro-
vides information about the writer
as well. Good writing can, there-
fore help an engineer achieve suc-
cess.

The badly written, and well -writ-
ten, reports have one thing in com-
mon-they will be noticed.

The well -written text, from an
engineering standpoint, is well de-
scribed by the rule of the three C's.
It should be Clear, Concise and
Complete.

Communication

While communication represents
one of the greatest problems of our
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Of all the qualities an engineer must possess to achieve success,

his ability to "communicate" heads the list.
The badly written, and the well -written, report
have one thing in common-both will be noticed.
How your report is received is important to your advancement.

Your Engineering Development

age, it is certainly the largest un-
solved problem in engineering. How
many millions of dollars are wasted
in the United States alone, for ex-
ample, on reinvention, duplication
of effort, and misunderstanding?

The engineer would do well to
remember these problems of human
communication in engineering. He
should at least try to improve his
own communication channels by
learning to write and speak with
acceptable proficiency.

The value of an engineer to an
engineering company is therefore,
just about equal to his ability to
communicate.

Writing and Speaking
The written text has several ad-

vantages, and disadvantages, in
comparison to the spoken word ; a
written book or report may be read,
and digested, at a rate to suit the
reader. He is also able to choose
an environment that permits him
to focus all his attention on the sub-
ject matter, and he may read it
again and again - tomorrow, or
next year.

The engineer who writes a letter,
'report, or book can never be cer-
tain of the number or type of peo-
ple that may read his text. For
unforeseen reasons, or even by ac-
cident, a copy of an engineer's let-
ter or report might end up on a
General Manager's or Chief Engi-
neer's desk. It might even be read

in Washington, Moscow, London,
Paris, and by top management in
his company. Alternatively, he may
publish a report and little more
than the summary and conclusions
may ever be read.

Undoubtedly, the written text has
a far greater chance of being
criticized than any verbal commu-
nication. It is also true that the
written text has far greater poten-
tial than the spoken word, particu-
larly in terms of publicity for the
writer, good or bad.

The engineer who has something
to say in writing, is advertising his
capabilities to a potentially large
number of people. His writing
ability will undoubtedly influence
the type of publicity he receives.
Unlike the spoken word, it is on
record for all time.

Personal Development

Writing can prove to be a very
great aid to the personal develop-
ment of an engineer. A hundred
years ago, Lord Kelvin said that
the best way to learn a subject was
to write a book about it. Any en-
gineer, who has ever tried to write
a report, is well aware that, in the
course of writing, some quite un-
foreseen gaps in his knowledge
often come to light.

Writing is a method of express-
ing the creative ability of an indi-
vidual. It also indicates a very
strong connection between mental

awareness and the ability to ex-
press thoughts and ideas in words.
Both of these mental processes,
however, are capable of consider-
able development, given the oppor-
tunity; they are certainly subject
to atrophy, if

Apart from personal prestige
awaiting the potential author of a
good paper is the personal satis-
faction derived from creative
achievement. It also brings pres-
tige to his department and his com-
pany.

Having learned the basic rules,
the ability to write good prose re-
quires practice-continual practice
-until some degree of perfection
is achieved. This, in itself, can be
very rewarding to an individual.
Even among the literary giants few
achieve success in their early years.

The engineer, however, is not
trying to become a literary genius;
he is trying only to express him-
self in a coherent fashion. The en-
gineer who combines knowledge
with the ability to express himself
in an acceptable manner has a very
great potential. He is able to sell
his ideas, affect policy, influence
other people, and earn respect.

The Power of Argument
The classical meaning of the

word "argument" is "a method of
arriving at the truth by means of
discussion"; unfortunately, it
doesn't always turn out this way.
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Writing . (Concluded)

Nothing can be more frustrating to
an engineer than losing an argu-
ment, or failing to convince people
during a discussion, when he pos-
sesses sufficient knowledge of a
subject, or a situation, to know that
the wrong decision has been made.
Arguments are won by the people
who can sell their ideas to others ;

those able to convert their opinions
and thoughts into words. The most
influential man is the one who is
best able to convince other people-
regardless of whether he is right
or wrong. This type of situation
can lead to very unfortunate con-
sequences that are, in a company,
apt to waste both time and money.

The engineer who fails to con-
vince other people, because he lacks
ability in the use of language,
rather than knowledge, will receive
very little sympathy even when he
is in a position to say "I told you
so."

Don't hesitate to disagree with
your superiors, if you are con-
vinced of your own arguments, but
don't accept this advice if you lack
the ability to convert your thoughts

into good, concise English. They
will respect you for your opinions
if you are able to present them in
a convincing and acceptable man-
ner-you may even establish a rep-
utation if you are right 51% of
the time!

Technical Knowledge
A technical knowledge of gram-

mar, and the ability to convert bad
English into good English, are both
almost purely mechanical processes.
In theory, we could design a ma-
chine which could convert bad
grammar into good English. The
machine could be programmed to
sense the split infinitive, incorrect
tense, spelling mistakes, incorrect
punctuation, etc. But good techni-
cal knowledge of grammar does not
imply any degree of creativity on
the part of the writer.

An engineer is assumed to pos-
sess knowledge and a degree of
creativity. In trying to write good
English the engineer may utilize
his knowledge, experience, and
creativity to further advantage.
It could even be argued that an

engineer must possess the ability
to write and speak good English.
It is certain that the more effec-
tive he becomes in presenting his
knowledge and ideas, the greater
his potential.

There is always the possibility
that wasted money can be replaced,
or further money borrowed. Wasted
time, however, can not be recover-
ed. The badly written memorandum
or report on an important subject
may be responsible for a very great
deal of wasted time, as a result
of misunderstanding of the text,
or just plain reading difficulty
resulting from poor English. The
well -written report will not only
add to the author's prestige; it
may also save a great deal of time
and money.

Finally, wisdom could be defined,
with some measure of agreement,
as "the ability to utilize knowledge
and experience to optimum ad-
vantage." The person able to ex-
press himself in good English is
taking a step in the right direc-
tion.

As an engineer, your future is
in your own hands. You are judged
largely by what you say and how
you say it.

AIEE's Edison Medal To
A.T.&T.'s Dr. Osborne

The Edison Medal, awarded by
the American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers, will go this year to
Dr. Harold S. Osborne, retired
Chief Engineer of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Dr. Osborne, now a consultant
with the International Electro-tech-
nical Committee, was cited "for
his contributions to the art of tele-
communication and his leadership
and vision in expending its applica-
tion; for his achievements in the
coordination of international com-
munications and in national and in-
ternational standardization; and
for his advancement of the engi-
neering profession."

NBS Retards Time Signals
NBS has retarded (Jan. 1) the

WWV and WWVH time signals by
5 msecs.

At the same time, WWV has re-
sumed broadcasting a special tim-
ing code which gives the day, hour,
minute, and second, coded in binary
form.

U. S. Trade Center Will
Open in London in Spring

The U. S. Dept. of Commerce, in
collaboration with the Department
of Agriculture, will open a perma-
nent U. S. trade center (this
spring) in London. The new center
will be a "showcase for American
goods." Attractive display facili-
ties available at no cost to the ex-
hibitor, and backed by aggressive
promotion on the part of joint Gov-

ernment -industry teams will pro-
vide a "sales package" for Ameri-
can products.

Participating firms exhibiting
manufactured goods are expected
to underwrite packing, shipping,
and insurance costs to the display
point. Producers or exporters in-
terested in the new trade promotion
center should write to the Office of
Trade Promotion, Bureau of For-
eign Commerce, U. S. Department
of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.

SINGLE CRYSTAL SILICON

Doped hyper -pure, silicon rod, from Dow
Corning Corp., Midland, Mich., being tested
for linear resistivity. Single crystal silicon
doped to specific requirements, can be sup-
plied. Diameters up to 26 mm and lengths
to 360 mm are available.

Need More Colleges
Says L. Berkley Davis

The President of the Electronic
Industries Assoc., L. Berkley Davis,
told the Joint Alumni Council of
Kentucky that more college con-
struction programs will be needed
in the next ten years than were
completed in the U. S. in the last
300 years.

By 1970, the capital required for
new buildings and equipment is ex-
pected to exceed $10 billion. Col-
lege enrollment will approach
7,000,000. Pres. Davis estimated
the annual requirements of Ameri-
can colleges in 1970 at $5 billion.
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i=hotomicrogrzph of magnetically recorded pattern, taken with polarized light, compares readout capability of present sys

?IS (left) and NCR MAGOP unit (right).

Engineering Problem:
Increase Digital Readout Capability 2500%
The big problem in achieving higher
storage densities in magnetic disc or
drum memories is not one of getting
information in, but one of reading it
out.

Although impressive densities have
been attained in the laboratory, present
magnetic readout devices are incapa-
ble of resolving the recorded data. Sep-
aration between the reading head and
the data surface results in increased
loss, while contact between head and
surface usually causes serious wear.
Sidestepping the apparent dilemma,
NCR Electronics Division engineers
have created MAGOP, a developmental
system that reads magnetic data 2pti-
cally. In MAGOP, a beam of plane -
polarized light responds to the surface
magnetization of the disc or drum,

enabling the system to read out five
times as much linear information 125
times as much per area I as present
magnetic equipment.

LIGHT SOURCE

MAGOP

POT ARIZER

IMAGING LENS

PHO,DILL Si .

,/ANAL

COLLECTING LENS

MAGNI I IC COATING

po TA 1 'NG
DISC

Like most NCR projects. MAGOP in-
volves a combination of scientific dis-
ciplines. To the man of extraordinary
capabilities-the man who is not con-
tent to think in narrow channels-the
Electronics Division offers unusual
professional and personal rewards.

DIGITAL COMPUTER ENGINEERS-
COMMERCIAL EXPANSION AT

NCR CREATES OPENINGS
IN LOS ANGELES FOR :

COMPUTER ENGINEERS
Seniors & Intermediates

Experienced graduate E.E:s with 3 to 5 years
in logic design and transistorized circuit de-
sign of digital equipment. Assignments will
entail logic and circuit design of buffer storage
units and digital peripheral equipment.

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT ENGINEERS
Seniors & Intermediates

Highly creative positions are available in cir-
cuit analysis and design. Duties include:
advanced mathematical studies in transistor
circuitry, evaluation of transistor circuitry,
component studies and keeping abreast of com-
puter circuit advances. Circuit analysis ability
and solid understanding of transistor theory
essential. E.E. degree required.

PRODUCT ENGINEERS
Seniors & Intermediates

Assignments entail design analysis and tech-
nical liaison to develop a producible product;
establishment of design requirements from a
standpoint of cost, product ability and stand-
ardization; recommendation of changes for
ease of manufacture. Positions require sub-
stantial knowledge of manufacturing methods,
practices, shop equipment and facilities; solid
background in electronic design of digital
equipment; E.E. degree.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Experience required in formulating functional
design specifications for digital computer sys-
tems ( buffer storage, punch card, paper tape,
magnetic tape, random access devices, system
organizations, command structures). Training
in logical design, data -handling methods and
programming techniques desirable. Assign-
ments entail formulating functional specifica-
tions for business computers.

SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS
A responsible position entailing co-ordination
of scheduling and utilization of both unit and
systems test programs. Originate and analyze
test requirements; supervise testing and analy-
sis; recommend changes in design specifica-
tions and requirements. Determine validity of
test data. Requires E.E. degree plus good
knowledge of mechanical engineering, instru-
mentation, and design engineering.

TRANSISTOR POWER
SUPI'LY ENGINEER

For assignment in specifying power supplies
for both large and small digital systems, super-
vising the design of supplies internally or by
vendors, and evaluating supplies to determine
conformance to specifications. Requires knowl-
edge and design experience in solid state com-
puter power supplies, their specification, and
associated transistor circuitry. Requires exper-
ienced graduate E.E. or man with formal train-
ing and appreciable practical transistor power
supply experience.

Please submit resume to
Norval E. Powell, Personnel Manager

o7gal *
The National Cash Register Company

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
1401 E. El Segundo Blvd.

Hawthorne (Los Angeles), California
PL 7-1811

*TRADEMARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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REWARDING:
A feeling of accomplishment, comfortable salary, security, fine
home, prestige in the community. Yes, these are the marks of a
successful Motorola engineer in Chicagoland. But, what exactly
makes a career at Motorola so rewarding-beyond the ordinary
realm of material benefits?

Foremost is opportunity. For here a man is encouraged to use
all of his creative talents to their fullest. He works on projects
that spark vision, that inspire imagination. He works with men
who recognize and respect his abilities . . . a calibre of men that
he cannot help but admire.

Yes, a career at Motorola is deeply rewarding. You owe it to
yourself to discover exactly how much. Simply clip the coupon below.

 Radar transmitters and receivers
 Radar circuit design
 Electronic countermeasure systems
 Military communications equipment design
 Pulse circuit design
 IF strip design
 Device using kylstrom, traveling wave tube

and backward wave oscillator
 Display and storage devices

2 -WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
 VHF & UHF receiver
 Transmitter design and development
 Power supply
 Systems engineering
 Antenna design
 Selective signaling

 Transistor applications
 Crystal engineering
 Sales engineering

 Design of VHF & UHF FM communications
in portable or subminiature development

 Microwave field engineers
 Transistor switching circuit design
 Logic circuit design
 T.V. circuit design engineering
 Home radio design
 New product design
 Auto radio design
 Mechanical engineering
 Semi -conductor device development
 Semi -conductor application work

Also Splendid Opportunities In:
Phoenix, Arizona and Riverside, California

Send Complete Resume to:
MR. W. H. HAUSMANN
Engineering Personnel Mgr.
Dept. C
4545 Augusta Blvd.
Chicago 51, Illinois

MOTOROLA inc.

News of Mfrs'
Representatives

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
Microwave instruments and test
equipment manufacturer is seeking
representatives. Respondents should
include background in this particu-
lar field. (Write to: Editor, Elec-
tronic Industries, Box 2-1)

Dan R. Bittan has announced that
his company has changed from a
sole proprietorship to a corporation.
New name is D. R. Bittan Co., Inc.,
104 South Central Ave., Valley
Stream, L. I., N. Y.

General Electrodynamics Corp.,
Garland, Tex. has appointed three
new manufacturers representatives:
Nelson Thomas & Assoc., New Or-
leans, La., will cover Southern and
Southwestern states of Arkansas, Al-
abama, Mississippi, Florida, Georgia,
Tennessee, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and
Texas. Videonics, Cambridge, Mass.
will cover Pennsylvania, New York,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island and New Jersey. Pelco Sales,
Inc. will cover California, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Nevada, New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Wy-
oming and Montana.

Semicon, Inc., Bedford, Mass., has
appointed the Montclair Electronics
International Inc., New York, as its
exclusive export sales agents in west-
ern Europe, Far East, Mid East and
South America.

National Connector Corp., Minne-
apolis, Minn., has named the T. Ken-
nedy Co., Wakefield, Mass., as its en-
gineering sales representatives in the
New England states.

Western Semiconductors Inc., Santa
Ana, Calif. has appointed 11 new na-
tional sales representatives to handle
its silicon diode line. They are: Elec-
tromek Sales Engineering, No. Syra-
cuse, N. Y.; Connecticut Sales Engi-
neering Co., New Haven, Conn.; Will -
gold Electronics Sales Corp., Rock-
ville Center, N. Y.; Robert M. Kaiser
Co., Dayton Ohio; Industrial Elec-
tronic Sales Co., Birmingham, Mich.;
Inland Assoc., Clayton, Mo.; Morton
L. Friedman Co., Chicago, Ill.; Inland
Assoc., Mission, Kans.; Inland Assoc.,
Lakewood, Colo.; L. A. Nott & Co.,
San Francisco, Calif.; Norton Electric
Wholesale Mart, Los Angeles, Calif.

Lumen, Inc., Joliet, Ill. has appoint-
ed S.A.M. Assoc., Jamaica, N. Y. as
its representative in the New York
metropolitan area covering northern
New Jersey, New York City, Long
Island, Westchester and Dutchess
Counties.

Silicon Transistor Corp., Carle
Place, N. Y. has appointed two man-
ufacturers' representatives: McLoud
& Raymond, Denver, Colo., to cover
the Rocky Mountain area and Logan
& Stone Co., San Francisco, Calif.,
for the northern California territory.
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Said J. Stefan and L. Boltzmann: "The total radiation from a black body is proportional
to the fourth power of the absolute temperature of the black body."

Radiation is usually associated with high temperatures. Yet very cold bodies emit a radiation which can be highly
significant in missile and space applications. The problem faced by infrared scientists, trying to detect variations in radia-
tion from low temperature atmospheres, can be likened to detecting a one -foot cube of ice from a distance of five miles.

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division scientists are deeply engaged in studying the problems of infrared emission
from the earth and its atmosphere, as seen from orbital altitudes. Although the earth resembles a black body at 300° Kelvin,
the emission from its atmosphere, under some circumstances, is much colder. To make measurements under these cir-
cumstances, Lockheed has evolved radiometric equipment with one of the most sensitive detection systems yet conceived.

Scientists and engineers must also take careful measurements of a potential employer. Lockheed Missiles and Space
Division in Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, California, on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, invites this close scrutiny. As
Systems Manager for the DISCOVERER and MIDAS satellites and the POLARIS FBM, Lockheed preeminence in Missiles and
Space creates positions in many disciplines for outstanding engineers and scientists.

Why not investigate future possibilities at Lockheed? Write Research and Development Staff, Dept. M -13G,962 West
El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, Calif. U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense industrial security clearance required.

Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM and the Air Force AGENA Satellite in the DISCOVERER and MIDAS Programs

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA  HAWAII
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IN UirFLAsONIC
CLERIIING?

Sure! Powertron's Autosonic cleaner uses feed-
back control the way missile guidance systems
do-to ensure maximum reliability and efficiency.
Feedback control keeps the Autosonic electroni-
cally tuned to peak cleaning efficiency, and

makes it genuinely self -tuning. Anyone who can
flip a switch can use an Autosonic. What's more
-the Autosonic is guaranteed to clean almost
anything better, cheaper, and faster than other
ultrasonic cleaners.

A complete line of Powertron Autosonic cleaners
is available from 2 gals. to 75 gals.-from 100
watts to 3000 watts-from $395 to $6,000.

V191

ten-minute demonstration in your own plant
will show you what feedback control can do for
your ultrasonic cleaning problems. Just check
your cleaning problems and send in this coupon
and Powertron will do the rest.
Cleaning
 Electrical

assemblies
El Mechanical

assemblies
 Circuit boards
 Laboratory

glassware
0 Surgical

instruments
D Engine parts
O Ceramic

components
O Metal parts
O Other
0 Check here if you'd like a free copy of our

technical bulletin, "How to Clean Ultrasoni-
cally with Self -tuning."

Name
Title
Company
Address

Removing
0 Buffing

compounds
0 Shop dirt

Fluxes
8Waxes and oils

Degreasing
0 Brightening
0 Radioactive

contamination
0 Other

please describe)

Write Dept. El -2

1

1

I
I
I

PO1ERTRON
ULTRASONICS CORP.
PATTERSON PLACE  ROOSEVELT FIELD
GARDEN CITY, LI., NEW YORK  PIONEER 1-3220

News of Mfrs'
Representatives

Burnell & Co. has appointed Elec-
tronic Component Sales Corp., Or-
lando, as Florida representative.

R. F. Products, Div. of Amphenol-
Borg Electronics Corp., Danbury,
Conn., has appointed the following
field sales representatives: R. G.
Bowen Co., Inc., Denver, Colo.; L. M.
DeVoe Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; and
Gassner & Clark Co., Chicago, Ill.
Also, Fred B. Hill Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.; John M. McCune Co., for Flor-
risant, Mo.; R. C. Nordstrom Co., Bir-
mingham, Mich.; Richard Purinton,
Inc., Lexington, Mass.; and H. A.
Roes & Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Penta Laboratories, Inc., Santa
Barbara, Calif. has appointed Elsner -
Osborn, Los Angeles, Calif., as its
power and special purpose electron
tubes representative in Arizona, Cal-
ifornia and Nevada.

Astro-fab, Inc., Wooster, Ohio, has
appointed Einarsen Assoc., River
Vale, N. J. as manufacturers' repre-
sentatives for the Middle Atlantic
states.

The Potter Co., No. Chicago, Ill.
has appointed the George W. Ledbet-
ter organization as manufacturers'
representative. Ledbetter will serve
California, Oregon and Washington.

INSTRUMENT DISPLAY VAN

McCarthy Associates, Inc., Pasadena, Cal.,
Manufacturer's Representatives, will be ex-
hibiting electronic instruments in this new
van. It will be on the road nine months of
this year, in California, Arizona, and Nevada.

Brimberg Assoc., Washington, D. C.,
is now manufacturers' representative
for Scanwell Laboratories, Inc.,
Springfield, Va.

James Electronics Inc., has appoint-
ed Don L. Mauer Co., Evanston, Ill.
as their representative for the State
of Wisconsin.

Kollsman Motor Corp., Dublin, Pa.,
has appointed William W. Weiss, New
York City, as manufacturers' repre-
sentative for metropolitan New York
area.

Daniel Woodhead Co., Chicago, Ill.,
has appointed the J. B. Gleason Co. as
their representative for Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, eastern Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island.

Designers of Military and Other Precision
Applications of Flat
now use ...

POS-E-KON
Trademark

SOLDERLESS

CONNECTORS

Reliable POS-E-KON
connectors feature direct
conductor contact-easy
assembly - reduced
weight and bulk. Stand-
ard designs available now
for interconnecting or
terminating flat multi -
conductor cable or flex-
ible printed circuitry.
Write to The POS-E-
KON Division, The
Thomas & Betts Co.,
Elizabeth 1, N. J. (In
Canada, Thomas & Betts
Ltd. Montreal).

T&B
ENGINEERED

Conductor Cable

Flat Conductor Cable
to Round Wire

Flat Conductor Cable
to Flat Conductor Cable

Flat Conductor Cable
to Printed Circuit Board

THOMAS & BETTS

Circle 47 on Inquiry Card
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More than 4,000
engineers have

already taken LMED's*
self -appraising technical tests! Have you?

Whether you're thinking about a change, or simply in-
terested in finding out how you stack up against other
engineers in your field, LMED's Technical Tests will
give you a sound means for appraising your abilities -
right in your own home.

Carefully designed and pre -tested by LMED
engineers, these technical quizzes are meant to be taken
and scored for your self -appraisal only. The results need
never be divulged to anyone - including Light Military.

Individual tests are available for the fields of Radar,
Microwave, Communications, Electronic Packaging

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR YOUR TESTSI,

Current Areas of Activity At The Light Military Department

Space Communications & Telemetry  Missile & Satellite Computers 
Space Vehicle Guidance  Undersea Warfare Systems  Thermoplastic
Data Storage  Space Detection & Surveillance  Command Guidance &
Instrumentation  Infrared Missile Applications.

Ili Imo =s,
* LIGHT MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

GENERAlr ELECTRIC
FRENCH ROAD, UTICA, NEW YORK

( ME), and Engineering Administration (a self -scoring
psychological questionnaire).

Just check your fields of interest below, and we'll send
you the corresponding tests, answer sheets and evalua-
tion guides. They'll give you an objective basis for de-
termining the probabilities of your success at Light
Military- before you even consider making application.

rimig no= agog

Mr. R. Bach
ILight Military Electronics Dept. 24 -MB
General Electric Company, French Road, Utica, New York

EMIMEE NUM MEM MN

Please send me tests (limited to 2 subjects per individual)
answer and self -evaluation sheets covering the areas checked:

Ej RADAR E MICROWAVE

Ei ELECTRONIC PACKAGING (ME)

I0 COMMUNICATIONS E ADMINISTRATIVE ENGINEERING

Name

Home Address

City Zone State

Home Phone

Degree(s)

nousskt

Year(s) Received

MM MEM MM VOM MM =CM

I

I
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MOLDED
CHOKE

COILS

ACTUAL SIZE

10,000 UH

Nicknamed the "Micro Mite", these reliable, rugged coils
exhibit high Q, very low distributed capacity, all concentrated
into an amazingly small package.

Miller's new "Micro Mite" coils are perfect for use where
weight, space and high Q considerations are involved. Their
volumetric reduction ranges up to 80%, with current ratings
approximately 75-300 millamps and standard series values up
to 10,000 uh.

The "Micro Mite" coil construction permits miniaturization
without the use of ferrite materials, thus maintaining
temperature stability to 125' C. These hermetically sealed
molded coils conform to MIL -C -15305A.

ASK FOR OUR MICRO -MITE BULLETIN

J. W. MILLER COMPANY  5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.
Circle 100 on Inquiry Card

"the pack

with the

built-in

shock absorber"

This Unique Sys-
tem holds small

delicate compo-
nents by the spring -

clip action of its fluted
partitions and offers:

PROTECTION in hand-
ling and shipping, FACIL-

ITY in production, storage
and inventory, CONVENIENCE

at receiver's end, ECONOMY in
all phases. Holds objects from

to 11/4" in diameter.
ANTI -TARNISH BOARD SUPPLIED

Further information on request.
RONDO process and designs patented in all major countries.

RONDO IS A PAPER PRODUCT SOLD AT PAPER PRICES.

RONDO OF AMERICA INC.
100E SANFORD STREET, HAMDEN 14, CONN.

Representatives: C. S. Shotwell, 527 S. Alexandria Ave., Los Angeles 5, Cal., Phone: DUnkirk 8-8879
Package Development Corp., 5847 N. 95th St., Milwaukee 18, Wisc., Phone: HOpkins 4-3600

Industry
News

Warren B. Riley-appointed to new
post as Director of Marketing and
Commercial Product Planning, The
Bendix Corp., Detroit, Mich.

J. Penn Rutherfoord - to newly
created position as Director of Li-
censing, Raytheon Co., Bedford, Mass.

Robert C. Dunlap, Jr.-elected Vice
President, Texas Instruments Incor-
porated, Dallas, Tex.

Donald M. Halliday-Director of
Industrial Relations, Lockheed Elec-
tronics Co., Plainfield, N. J.

D. M. Halliday Dr. E. A. Guillemin

Dr. Ernst A. Guillemin - named
Vice President and Director of Re-
search, Burnell & Co., Inc., Pelham
Manor, N. Y.

James R. Carrouth - named to
Manager, Houston Fearless Corp.'s
Westwood Div. office in Boston, Mass.
and Dave H. Phillip joins company as
Controller of Westwood Div.

Jacque L. Wilson-named General
Manager, Inland Graphite Div., Vitra-
mon, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Winton S. Smith-elected to newly
created Vice -Presidency, Marketing
and Eugene T. Ferraro as Vice Presi-
dent of Customer Services, Kearfott
Div., General Precision, Inc., Little
Falls, N. J.

Wes A. Spomer-appointed Pro-
duction Manager and Russell F. Carr
appointed Production Control Man-
ager, Babcock Relays, Inc., Costa
Mesa, Calif.

Norman J. Regnier-named Man-
ager of Military Relations, Interna-
tional Rectifier Corp., El Segundo,
Calif.

Henry M. DeRosa-appointed Vice
President in Charge of Marketing,
Vector Mfg. Co., Inc., of Southamp-
ton, Pa.

Theodore R. Sheron - appointed
Sales Manager, Hitemp Wires Co.,
Westbury, N. Y.
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PUT YOUR NEW PLANT IN THE

.. FAST GROWING CALIFORNIA
CIEN

cc cc

FRESNO
COUNTY

CALIFORNIA cc

Equidistant from SF and LA, progressive
Fresno County has thousands of acres of
excellent sites available for industries.
Easy access to all markets is attained with a
network of highways, railways, and air-
ports able to handle the largest jets.

/I

.14

Jr

FRESNO COUNTY
ASSN. OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

1715 NINTH STREET
REEDLEY, CALIFORNIA

BIOLA  CENTRAL SIERRA  CLOVIS  COALINGA  FIREBAUGH  FOWLER
FRESNO  HURON  KERMAN  KINGSBURG  ORANGE COVE  REEDLEY
 SANGER  SAN JOAQUIN  SELMA  SHAVER-HUNTINGTON LAKES

Circle 38 on Inquiry Card

SAVE DOLLARS

with7

McKINSTRY NEMA
Type 1 Panel Enclosures
McKINSTRY NEMA Type 1
General Purpose Enclosures pro-
vide perfect protection at lower
cost for electrical and electronic
controls not requiring the dust
and oil tight features of the
McKINSTRY NEMA Type 12
Panel Enclosures. These rugged
enclosures are made of bonder-
ized sheet and have a baked
white enamel interior and zinc
chromate exterior.

Write:
Dept. 70-F for new illus-
trated catalog and price
list on complete line of
McKINISTRY Enclosures

and Fittings.

M McKINSTRY METAL WORKS, INC
285 McKinstry Ave.  Chicopee, Massachusetts

SOLENOIDS
delirer gallons

of power

ower ;dirge
Solenoids

with LCD (Low Current Draw)

 Develop as much force as solenoid
2 or 3 times as large

 Continuous duty rating
20

COILS RATED FROM 6 TO 250 V D.C.
]

I
16

16

-
r

I14

40'12

DATA
BSC
COuRNUOuS

FOR
PEAT

90%
R

Ouw
POWER

RATED
. AT

12

ISO WATTS

VOLTAGE
RATED
WATTS

vOLTAGE
PS..75

max
10 WATTS RS -65

SURGE

=01. 6

4

TIT PS -65
TYPE PS -75

2

° 100 200 300 400 .500 600 700 .800 .900 1.0

Send for complete technical information
and data on- series solenoids.

SOLENOIDS

TWX: FK PK 3573

COILS ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

anderson controls, inc.
9959 Pacific Avenue
Franklin Park, Illinois

Phone: GLadstone 1-1210

Circle 39 on Inquiry Card
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Now Added to Industry's

Most Complete Line of
Germanium
Power Transistors

2N278

Advantages
 High power output: up to 30 w Class A, 100 w

Class B, 1000 w switching

 High voltages ... high current gains ... and high
working currents

 Low -distortion ring emitter construction

 Hermetically welded JEDEC TO -36 male indus-
trial case

Characteristics
All these CBS high -power transistors have: Max. dissipa-
tion, 150 watts for a typical thermal resistance of 0.5°
C/W; max. collector current, 15 amperes; junction tem-
peratures, -65 to -I-100°C.

Type
Max. W.
Diss.*

Max.
Thermal
Res°C/W

Max.
VCBO

Max.

VCES

hee (Ic
Min.

= 5A)
Max.

28173 70 1.0 60 50 35 70
28174 85 0.8 80 70 25 50
2N277 70 1.0 40 40 35 70
25278 70 1.0 50 45 35 70
25441 70 1.0 40 40 20 40
25442 70 1.0 50 45 20 40
28443 70 1.0 60 50 20 40
281100 85 0.8 100 80 25 50

25`C base mounting temperature.

save costs  space  weight
You can now replace two 40 -watt or four 20 -watt

paralleled power transistors with one CBS PNP high -
power transistor. This one design change brings you
important transistor . . . component . . . assembly . . .

space . . . and weight savings. New economies become
possible in power supplies and amplifiers and in high -
power switching circuits.

Note the wide line of these CBS PNP high -power
transistors, their pertinent characteristics and many ad-
vantages. Ask for complete technical data. Order these
money -saving units today . . . at factory prices for
quantities up to 1000 . . . from your Manufacturers
Warehousing Distributor.

CBS semiconductors
Reliable products through Advanced Engineering

CBS ELECTRONICS, Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.  A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Sales Offices: Lowell, Mass., 900 Chelmsford St., GLenview 2-8961 Newark, N. J., 231 Johnson Ave., TAlbot 4-2450 Melrose Park, Ill., 1990 N. MannheimRd., EStebrook 9-2100 Los Angeles, Calif., 2120 S. Garfield Ave., RAymond 3-9081 Atlanta. Ga., Cary Chapman & Co., 600 Trusco Way, S. W., PLaza 8-4506Minneapolis, Minn., The Heimann Co., 1711 Hawthorne Ave., FEderal 2-5457 Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., LEnnox 4-6311
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Industry
News

Everett M. Mason-appointed Pur-
chasing Agent, EMCOR, Ingersoll
Products Div., Borg-Warner Corp.,
Elgin, Ill.

Jack K. Walker - joins Packard
Bell Electronics Corp. as Director of
Product Planning for the Defense and
Industrial Group, Los Angeles, Calif.

John H. Leutwiler-appointed Mar-
keting Manager, Sperry Microwave
Electronics Co., Clearwater, Fla.

I. H. Leutwiler L. Dessert

Lewis Bossert-appointed Manager
of Magnetics Marketing, Magnetics
Div., Wilcox Electric Co., Kansas
City, Mo.

Thomas P. Clements-promoted to
Sales Manager, Distributor Div.,
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Clayton Kiernan - appointed Na-
tional Distributor Sales Manager,
Semiconductor Div., The General In-
strument Corp., Newark, N. J.

Thomas T. Carey-appointed Mar-
ket Manager of DC Capacitors and
Raymond F. Swoish as Market Man-
ager of AC Capacitors, Aerovox
Corp., New Bedford, Mass.

Francis H. Anderson - appointed
Superintendent of El Segundo, Calif.
works of Allied Chemical, General
Chemical Div.

John H. Dummer-assumes duties
as Director of Foreign Operations
and Affiliates, International Resist-
ance Co., Phila., Pa.

William S. Diefenbach - joins
Philco Corp.'s Research Div., Phila.,
Pa. as Personnel Manager.

Dr. Henry Swift-appointed As-
sistant Director of the Infrared Lab-
oratory, Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Santa
Barbara Research Center.

Herbert D. DeBorde-appointed Di-
rector of Manufacturing, Burroughs
Corp., Detroit, Mich.

John L. Heins-joins Servo Corp.
of America as Director, Defense Sys-
tems.

J. L. Heins Dr. N. A. Finkelstein

Dr. Nisson A. Finkelstein - ap-
pointed Vice President in Charge of
Research, Stromberg-Carlson Div. of
General Dynamics Corp., Rochester,
N. Y.

Franc M. Ricciardi-named Plan-
ning Vice President, Monroe Calcu-
lating Machine Co., Div. of Litton
Industries, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Jack Magarian - joins Fairchild
Semiconductor Corp., Mountain View,
Calif. as Production Control Man-
ager.

If. J. Elias-named Manager of
Signal Diode Manufacturing, General
Electric Co.'s newly formed Signal
Diode Project, Semiconductor Prod-
ucts Dept., Syracuse, N. Y.

WAVE GUIDE PERFECTION

SELECTRON PLATING
 Selectron Silver Plating recovers scratched flange areas.
 Selectron cadmium or indium plating provides a pressure

gasket for fine alignment, while improving corrosion re-
sistance.

 Selectron lead -tin plating simplifies soldering to aluminum
wave guides.

 Numerous applications in Electronics and Design. Repair,
R & D, and light manufacturing on printed circuits, tran-
sistors, capacitors, etc.

Write for 8 -page information -packed booklet, Dept. El -2

 S ELECTR 0 N S , LTD.
520 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. Yukon 6-8388
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How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL
* Gives Graphic Picture-Saves Time, Saves

Money, Prevents Errors
* Simple to operate-Type or Write on

Cards, Snap in Grooves
* Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory

Scheduling, Sales, Etc.
* Made of Metal. Compact and Attractive.

Over 500,000 in Use.

Fell prls

FREE

$495° with cards

24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO. Z-30
Without Obligation

Wrlf for Your Copy Today
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS

Yoscon4110. North Carolina
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flexible power for

75 kW CW to 10 kW

The Varian VA -853 CW amplifier klystron features

an extremely flexible power range at 755 to 985 Mc -
from 75 kW to as low as 10 kW. Provides new

possibilities in the development of troposcatter systems.

Designed to meet USAF specifications for

forward scatter tubes.

One power amplifier serves the entire output range.

Power car be varied easily by adjustment of the beam

voltage. Drives from a 5 W exciter. High gain - 50 db -
is provided by five internal cavities. Compactly

designed, with input and output couplings preset for

flat rf lines. Just tune tc desired frequency; no
other physical adjustments are necessary.

Noncritical electromagnet provides a self -centering

mount; the tube can be removed as a unit, inserted
directly-no need for roll -out dollies.

It's very probable Varian power tubes
can aid in your design problem.

For technical information, write Tube Division.

FEATURES:

75 kW CW

755-9E5 Mc

50 dh Gair

7 Mc Bandwidth

VARIAN associates
PALO ALTO 19, CALIFORNIA
BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC.
VARIAN ASSOCIATES OF CANADA, LTD.
S -F -D LABORATORIES, INC.
SEMICON ASSOCIATES, INC.
SEMICON OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
VARIAN A. G. (SWITZERLAND)
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RCA ik)-, jounces The "TO ectifiez

New Tiny, Rugged,

Tubular, Flangeless,

Hermetically Sealed In

Non -Combustible Metal Case

4. New RCIA Si'Henn Ti,petifiers
for Industrial Applications

3/4 Amp. from 200 to 600v-1/2 Amp. at 800v.

Here's RCA's brand-new idea in rectifier case design
-four new silicon rectifiers in hermetically sealed
flangeless metal packages. These four new types now
make silicon rectifiers as easy to handle and mount
as other standard tubular components. They are de-
signed to outperform plastic -packaged rectifiers and

-1 meet the stringent heat and humidity requirements of
today's industrial and commercial applications.
Using a unique combination of a silicon diffused -junction and a
new case, these units can be operated at temperatures up to 75°C
without derating. They are designed and priced to brin you econ-
omy and performance plus easy handling and assembl
Sample these new RCA SILICON RECTIFIERS yo rself and
put them to work in your product. Call your RCA representative
today at the Field Office near you. For additional technical in-
formation, write RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division,
Commercial Engineering, Section B -50 -NN, Somerville, N. J.

Available Through Your RCA Distributor

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA "TO -1" SILICON RECTIFIERS

Type
Max.

Ratings
P1V

Max.
Ratings
Forward
Current 4
i4 75'C

Mat Ratings
Recurrent

Peal,
Current
@ 75 C

Max. Instantaneous
Forward Voltage

Drop 4 0.5 DC amp.
025"C

Max. Reverse
Current @ 25`C
and rated PIV

1N3193 200 v 75C ma 6 amp. , 1 2 v 10µa

1N3194 400 v 750ima 6 amp. 1.2v 10µa

1N3195 600s 750 ma 6 amp. 1.2v 10µa

1N3196 800v 530 ma 5 amp. 1.2v 10µa

'Resistive r inductive load

RCA SEMICONDUCTOR & MATERIALS DIVISION FIELD OFFICES...
EAST: 744 Broad Street, Newark, N. .L, HUmboldt 5-3900  731 James
Street, Room 402, Syracuse 3, New York, GRanite 4-5591  NORTHEAST:
64 "A" Street, Needham Heights 94, Mass., HIllcrest 4-7200  EAST
CENTRAL: 714 New Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich., TRinity 5-5600 -
CENTRAL: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, Ill., WHitehall
4-2900  P. 0. Box 8406, St. Louis Park Branch, Minneapolis, Minn., FEd-
eral 9-1249  WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., RAy-
mond 3-8361  1838 El Camino Real, Burlingame, Calif., OXford 7-1620 
SOUTH: Calmar Building, 1520 Edgewater Drive, Suite I, Orlando, Florida,
GArden 4-4768  SOUTHWEST: 7905 Empire Freeway, Dallas 7, Texas,
FLeetwood 7-8167  GOVT.: 224 N Wilicinson St., Dayton, 0., BAldwin
6-2366  1725 "K" St., N.W., Washington, D.C., FEderal 7-8500.

Techholog;cal Leadership in Silicon Rectifiers


